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We describe the next generation general purpose Evaluated Nuclear Data File, ENDF/B-VII.0, of
recommended nuclear data for advanced nuclear science and technology applications. The library,
released by the U.S. Cross Section Evaluation Working Group (CSEWG) in December 2006, contains
data primarily for reactions with incident neutrons, protons, and photons on almost 400 isotopes.
The new evaluations are based on both experimental data and nuclear reaction theory predictions.
The principal advances over the previous ENDF/B-VI library are the following: (1) New cross
sections for U, Pu, Th, Np and Am actinide isotopes, with improved performance in integral valida-
tion criticality and neutron transmission benchmark tests; (2) More precise standard cross sections
for neutron reactions on H, 6Li, 10B, Au and for 235,238U fission, developed by a collaboration with
the IAEA and the OECD/NEA Working Party on Evaluation Cooperation (WPEC); (3) Improved
thermal neutron scattering; (4) An extensive set of neutron cross sections on fission products de-
veloped through a WPEC collaboration; (5) A large suite of photonuclear reactions; (6) Extension
of many neutron- and proton-induced reactions up to an energy of 150 MeV; (7) Many new light
nucleus neutron and proton reactions; (8) Post-fission beta-delayed photon decay spectra; (9) New
radioactive decay data; and (10) New methods developed to provide uncertainties and covariances,
together with covariance evaluations for some sample cases.
The paper provides an overview of this library, consisting of 14 sublibraries in the same, ENDF-
6 format, as the earlier ENDF/B-VI library. We describe each of the 14 sublibraries, focusing
on neutron reactions. Extensive validation, using radiation transport codes to simulate measured
critical assemblies, show major improvements: (a) The long-standing underprediction of low enriched
U thermal assemblies is removed; (b) The 238U, 208Pb, and 9Be reflector biases in fast systems are
largely removed; (c) ENDF/B-VI.8 good agreement for simulations of highly enriched uranium
assemblies is preserved; (d) The underprediction of fast criticality of 233,235U and 239Pu assemblies
is removed; and (e) The intermediate spectrum critical assemblies are predicted more accurately.
We anticipate that the new library will play an important role in nuclear technology applications,
including transport simulations supporting national security, nonproliferation, advanced reactor and
fuel cycle concepts, criticality safety, medicine, space applications, nuclear astrophysics, and nuclear
physics facility design. The ENDF/B-VII.0 library is archived at the National Nuclear Data Center,
BNL. The complete library, or any part of it, may be retrieved from www.nndc.bnl.gov.
*) Corresponding author, electronic address: oblozinsky@bnl.gov
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I. INTRODUCTION
In the United States, evaluated nuclear reaction
data are made available to users in applied and ba-
sic nuclear science through the Evaluated Nuclear Data
File (ENDF/B). The Cross Section Evaluation Group
(CSEWG), which was founded in 1966 [1], is the orga-
nization that oversees the development of this database.
It is comprised of members from national laboratories,
universities, and industry. CSEWG also benefits from
collaborative relationships with other national cross sec-
tion evaluation projects that are coordinated through the
OECD Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA, Paris) and the In-
ternational Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA, Vienna).
In the period 2002 - 2006, during which the ENDF/B-
VII.0 library was developed, CSEWG had the following
organizational structure:
• CSEWG chair - Pavel Oblozˇinsky´, BNL.
• CSEWG committee chairs - Mark Chadwick,
LANL (evaluations), Maurice Greene, ORNL (for-
mats and processing); Don Smith, ANL (measure-
ments and basic physics), Dick McKnight, ANL
(validation).
• ENDF database manager - Mike Herman, BNL
(since March 2003, replaced V. McLane, BNL).
Major releases of the ENDF/B library are summa-
rized in Table I. After an initial two-year release cy-
cle, CSEWG moved to ever longer release cycles. Recent
releases occured at widely-spaced intervals: ENDF/B-V
was released in 1978, ENDF/B-VI in 1990, followed by
this ENDF/B-VII.0 release in 2006. However, interim re-
leases have occurred more frequently, containing certain
cross section advances. Prior to the new ENDF/B-VII.0
library, the ENDF/B-VI library had upgrades embodied
in eight releases, the last one occurring in October 2001
and referred to in the present paper as ENDF/B-VI.8 [2].
A comment should be made on the name of the
ENDF/B library. The founding fathers of CSEWG en-
visioned the existence of two versions of the library [3].
The first one was called ENDF/A. It was intended to
store partial evaluations, to be used to produce complete
evaluations that were to be stored in the second library,
ENDF/B. Although this concept has never been used in
practice, the name ENDF/B has become an established
trade mark for 40 years. In 2005, CSEWG re-established
the idea of ENDF/A. This library is currently being used
to store partial evaluations, many of them developed by
LLNL for radiochemical applications. Also, it served as
an interim storage for preliminary evaluations submitted
to the new ENDF/B-VII library.
The cross section advances in the ENDF library sup-
port needs in a wide variety of applied technologies.
Complete cross section evaluations are needed in radi-
ation transport simulation codes that are used to model
the neutronics, activation and nuclear transmutations,
TABLE I: Major releases of the ENDF/B library.
ENDF/B I II III IV V VI VII
Year 1968 1970 1972 1974 1978 1990 2006
energy deposition and aborbed dose, etc. The appli-
cations include advanced reactor design, nuclear waste
transmutation and fuel cycles, nuclear criticality safety,
medical applications (isotope production, external beam
therapy, etc.), nonproliferation and national security,
space physics, radiation protection and shielding. Cross
section data are also used to design physics facilities, es-
pecially target and shielding design, for example in the
Spallation Neutron Source (SNS, at Oak Ridge), and in
designs for a future Exotic Beam Accelerator. Nuclear
astrophysics also uses cross sections in nucleosynthesis
research.
The work described in the present paper represents a
coordinated effort for five years by researchers from many
US institutions, organized by CSEWG. The principal ad-
vances were dictated by specific programmatic priorities
set by our laboratories and by the Department of En-
ergy (DOE). The DOE Office of Science, Office of Nu-
clear Physics’ US Nuclear Data Program (USNDP, see
www.nndc.bnl.gov/usndp) provided the bulk of the sup-
port for bringing the various capabilities developed at dif-
ferent laboratories together under CSEWG, and for the
National Nuclear Data Center to maintain and archive
the ENDF databases at Brookhaven National Labora-
tory. Most of the underlying research was supported by
the DOE National Nuclear Security Agency’s Advanced
Simulation and Computing (ASC), Nuclear Criticality
Safety, and Nonproliferation Research and Engineering
programs, in addition to the Office of Science. The DOE
Nuclear Energy (NE) office supported work related to
advanced fuel cycles, and advanced reactors. Important
support also came from the DOE Naval Reactor Labo-
ratories, and from the National Institute for Standards
and Technology (NIST).
The development of complete, evaluated cross section
data files depends upon a variety of expertises: nu-
clear experimentation; nuclear theory and model pre-
dictions; statistical analysis; radiation transport physics;
computer code and database development; processing
of nuclear data; and fundamental and integral valida-
tion against experiments that include criticality and neu-
tron transmission (shielding) measurements. This effort
has brought together scientists from these different dis-
ciplines to create our new ENDF/B-VII.0 library.
A cross section library is developed not only for the
purpose of providing accurate basic physics data, isotope-
by-isotope, but also to perform well, as an ensemble, in
applied simulations. This is particularly important for
nuclear criticality applications, where for some critical
assemblies the performance may depend sensitively upon
1H, 16O, 235,238U, etc. data. Since all cross sections
are known only to a certain level of precision, significant
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attention was paid to ensure that the evaluated cross sec-
tions perform together well as a group in validation sim-
ulations of these critical assemblies. Such integral data
testing is given in Section X.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II provides
an overview of the library. There are 14 sublibraries and
each sublibrary is briefly described. Afterwards, the most
important sublibraries are described in more detail in the
follow-up sections. Section III describes the neutron sub-
library. We start by describing the evaluation methodol-
ogy. Then, we discuss new actinide cross section evalua-
tions, for both major and minor actinides. Improving the
actinide cross section evaluations has represented one of
the largest efforts in the cross section measurement, mod-
eling, and data evaluation community because of the re-
quirements for new and more accurate actinide data com-
ing from many applied nuclear technologies. One subsec-
tion is devoted to evaluations of neutron reactions on fis-
sion product targets that were entirely revised compared
to those contained in ENDF/B-VI.8. Another subsection
describes how a subset of the ENDF/B-VII.0 evaluations
extend beyond the traditional upper energy of 20 MeV,
up to 150 MeV. Section IV is devoted to the thermal
neutron scattering sublibrary. Section V details the new
ENDF/B-VII.0 neutron standard cross sections - these
cross sections are known very precisely and are particu-
larly important since other cross sections are often deter-
mined relative to these standards. Section VI describes
the photonuclear cross section evaluations. Section VII
describes evaluations for charged-particles. Section VIII
is devoted to the radioactive decay data sublibrary. Sec-
tion IX provides a summary of the remaining 5 subli-
braries that have been taken over from ENDF/B-VI.8.
Section X presents our integral data testing results for
validating the accuracy of the database, especially in crit-
icality and neutron transmission applications. Conclu-
sions are given in Section XI. A summary of the ENDF-6
format and explanation of abbreviations is given in Ap-
pendix A. A complete list of evaluated materials in each
sublibrary can be found in Appendix B.
II. OVERVIEW OF THE LIBRARY
A. Contents of ENDF/B-VII.0
The ENDF/B-VII.0 library contains 14 sublibraries as
summarized in Table II. They are ordered according to
NSUB, the identification number of the sublibrary de-
fined by the ENDF-6 format [4]. The number of mate-
rials (isotopes or elements) are given both for the new
(VII.0) and previous (VI.8) versions of the ENDF/B li-
brary. The total number of materials in ENDF/B-VII.0
has increased considerably, largely thanks to the new de-
cay data sublibrary. Although the ENDF/B library is
widely known for evaluated neutron cross sections, it is
evident that the library contains a considerable amount
of non-neutron data.
TABLE II: Contents of the ENDF/B-VII.0 library, with
ENDF/B-VI.8 shown for comparison. NSUB stands for the
sublibrary number in the ENDF-6 format. Given in the last
two columns are the number of materials (isotopes or ele-
ments).
No. NSUB Sublibrary Short VII.0 VI.8
name name
1 0 Photonuclear g 163 -
2 3 Photo-atomic photo 100 100
3 4 Radioactive decay decay 3830 979
4 5 Spont. fis. yields s/fpy 9 9
5 6 Atomic relaxation ard 100 100
6 10 Neutron n 393 328
7 11 Neutron fis.yields n/fpy 31 31
8 12 Thermal scattering tsl 20 15
9 19 Standards std 8 8
10 113 Electro-atomic e 100 100
11 10010 Proton p 48 35
12 10020 Deuteron d 5 2
13 10030 Triton t 3 1
14 20030 3He he3 2 1
Full library∗ 4812 1709
∗) Detailed list of materials in ENDF/B-VII.0 can be
found in Appendix B.
As discussed below, out of the total of 14 sublibraries,
there are two new sublibraries, 7 sublibraries were con-
siderably updated and extended, while the remaining 5
sublibraries were taken over from ENDF/B-VI.8 without
any change:
1. The photonuclear sublibrary is entirely new. It con-
tains evaluated cross sections for 163 materials (all
isotopes) mostly up to 140 MeV. The sublibrary
has been supplied by Los Alamos National Labora-
tory (LANL) and it is largely based on the IAEA-
coordinated collaboration completed in 2000 [5].
This project mostly used the evaluation methodol-
ogy and modeling tools for photonuclear reactions
developed at LANL.
2. The photo-atomic sublibrary has been taken over
from ENDF/B-VI.8. It contains data for photons
from 10 eV up to 100 GeV interacting with atoms
for 100 materials (all elements). The sublibrary
has been supplied by Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory (LLNL).
3. The decay data sublibrary has been completely re-
evaluated and considerably extended by the Na-
tional Nuclear Data Center, Brookhaven National
Laboratory (BNL).
4. The spontaneous fission yields were taken over from
ENDF/B-VI.8. The data were supplied by LANL.
5. The atomic relaxation sublibrary was taken over
from ENDF/B-VI.8. It contains data for 100 ma-
terials (all elements) supplied by LLNL.
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6. The neutron reaction sublibrary represents the
heart of the ENDF/B-VII.0 library. The sublibrary
has been considerably updated and extended, with
a number of entirely new evaluations. It contains
393 materials, including 390 isotopic evaluations
and 3 elemental ones (C, V and Zn). These eval-
uations can be considered to be complete1 since
they contain data for all important reaction chan-
nels including energy spectra and angular distribu-
tions for use in neutronics calculations. Important
improvements were made to the actinide nuclides
by LANL, often in collaboration with ORNL. Eval-
uations in the fission product range (Z = 31 - 68)
have been changed entirely. ENDF/B-VII.0 con-
tains fission product evaluations for 219 materials,
with 71 materials evaluated by BNL, 2 by LLNL,
1 by LANL-BNL and the remaining 145 materi-
als produced by the international project (NEA
WPEC). Of the 393 materials, about 2/3 of the
evaluations are based upon recent important con-
tributions from the U.S. evaluators. The remain-
ing evaluations were adopted from other sources
(mostly the JENDL-3.3 library). Livermore pro-
vided β-delayed γ-ray data for 235U and 239Pu, for
the first time in ENDF/B.
7. Neutron fission yields were taken over from
ENDF/B-VI.8. The data were supplied by LANL.
8. The thermal neutron scattering sublibrary contains
thermal scattering-law data, largely supplied by
LANL, with several important updates and exten-
sions (some based on the work by Mattes, IKE
Stuttgart, Germany [6]).
9. The neutron cross section standards sublibrary is
new. Although standards traditionally constituted
part of the ENDF/B library, in the past these
data were stored on a tape with a specific tape
number. As the concept of tapes has been aban-
doned in ENDF/B-VII.0 the neutron cross sections
standards sublibrary (short name std, sublibrary
number NSUB = 19), has been introduced. Out
of 8 standards materials, 7 were newly evaluated,
while natC(n,n) was taken over from ENDF/B-
VI.8. These new evaluations come from the in-
ternational collaboration coordinated by the IAEA
and NEAWPEC [7]; the US effort was led by NIST
and LANL.
10. The electro-atomic sublibrary was taken over from
ENDF/B-VI.8. It contains data for 100 materials
(all elements) supplied by LLNL.
[1] The only exception is 253Es that contains (n,γ) dosimetry cross
sections.
11. The proton-induced reactions were supplied by
LANL, the data being mostly to 150 MeV. There
are several updates and several new evaluations.
12. The deuteron-induced reactions were supplied by
LANL. This sublibrary contains 5 evaluations.
13. The triton-induced reactions were supplied by
LANL. This sublibrary contains 3 evaluations.
14. Reactions induced with 3He were supplied by
LANL. This sublibrary contains 2 evaluations.
The major US laboratory contributors to the
ENDF/B-VII.0 library are summarized in Table III. A
dominant contributor to the evaluations is LANL, who
provided the many actinide evaluations in the neutron
reaction sublibrary, almost all the evaluations in the
neutron thermal scattering sublibrary, many photonu-
clear and all the charged particle evaluations. BNL
contributed the decay data sublibrary and many fission
product evaluations in the neutron sublibrary; ORNL
contributed neutron resonances for several actinides of
key importance; LLNL contributed 3 atomic sublibraries
(carried over from previous evaluations), and NIST
played the leading role in developing neutron cross sec-
tion standards. BNL performed Phase 1 testing (data
verification), and LANL was the leading laboratory in
Phase 2 testing (data validation).
TABLE III: Major US laboratory contributors to the
ENDF/B-VII.0 library.
Sublibrary/activity Major US
contributors
Neutron sublibrary LANL, BNL, ORNL
Thermal scattering sublibrary LANL
Standards sublibrary NIST,LANL
Photonuclear sublibrary LANL
Decay data sublibrary BNL
Proton sublibrary LANL
d, t, 3He sublibraries LANL
Fission yield sublibraries LANL
Atomic data sublibraries LLNL
Data verification BNL
Data validation LANL, KAPL, Bettis, ANL
Archival and dissemination BNL
B. Processing, testing and dissemination
The ENDF/B-VII.0 library was issued in its basic for-
mat defined by the ENDF-6 Formats Manual [4]. For
practical applications the library must be processed so
that basic data are converted into formats suitable as in-
put for applied codes such as the Monte Carlo transport
code MCNP and the reactor licensing code SCALE [8].
Recommended processing codes for the ENDF/B-VII.0
library are as follows:
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TABLE IV: Testing versions of the ENDF/B-VII.0 library.
Version Date Comment
beta0 March 2005 1 sublibrary (neutron)
beta1 October 2005 11 sublibraries
beta2 April 2006 14 sublibraries
beta3 October 2006 Became VII.0 in December 2006
• LANL’s processing code NJOY-99 [9, 10]. The code
NJOY-99 can be obtained from RSICC [11], and
also from NEA Data Bank [12], while patches are
available at the LANL T-2 webpage [13].
• Two codes are available for processing of covariance
data (MF=32) for the Reich-Moore formalism. The
code ERRORJ [14], since recently a part of the ER-
ROR module of the NJOY package, uses numerical
methods for calculating sensitivities. The PUFF
code [15], a module of the Oak Ridge processing
code AMPX [16], uses analytical methods for cal-
culating sensitivities.
In the period 2005-2006, several testing versions of the
new library were issued, see Table IV. These beta ver-
sions have been tested, deficiencies were identified, and
improved versions were issued. The last testing version
was declared to be the official ENDF/B-VII.0 library.
This complex process was important for the careful Qual-
ity Assurance (QA) procedure adopted by CSEWG. Each
beta version was subject to two-step data testing: Phase
1 testing (data verification), and Phase 2 testing (integral
data validation).
Data verification was performed by the National Nu-
clear Data Center, BNL as follows:
• Checking the whole library by a suite of ENDF-6
utility codes (CHECKR, FIZCON, PSYCHE) [17]
for possible formatting problems and inconsisten-
cies in physics.
• Processing of 4 sublibraries needed for neutronics
calculations (photonuclear, neutron, thermal scat-
tering and proton) by the processing code NJOY-
99.161 to ensure that a processed library suitable
for neutronics calculations can be produced.
• Use of the processed files by the Monte Carlo codes
MCNP (photonuclear, neutron, thermal scatter-
ing) [18, 19] and MCNPX (proton) [20] in simple
neutronics test calculations to ensure that neutron-
ics calculations can be performed.
• Processing of covariance data was performed to en-
sure that multigroup data for applied calculations
can be produced.
Data validation is a complex process described in con-
siderable detail in Section X and we are not going to
discuss it here.
The ENDF/B-VII.0 library was officially released in
December 2006. Users should use the present docu-
ment as the ENDF/B-VII.0 reference. The library is
archived by the National Nuclear Data Center (NNDC)
at BNL. The NNDC also disseminates these data, along
with many other data, and provides user support [21].
One can download the whole library or any part of it
from the NNDC web server, www.nndc.bnl.gov.
III. NEUTRON REACTION SUBLIBRARY
A. Evaluation methodology
Our evaluation methodology for neutron induced reac-
tions consists of three distinctive parts. First, an eval-
uation starts with a careful analysis of pertinent exper-
imental data. Second, the low energy region, including
thermal energy, resolved resonances and unresolved res-
onances is treated by methods developed to analyze neu-
tron resonances. Third, the fast neutron region is evalu-
ated using methods based on nuclear reaction modeling
calculations and experimental data. Our discussion will
be concerned with these two latter parts.
1. Overview
Nuclear theory and modeling has played a central role
in developing complete cross section evaluations. Com-
plete evaluations, by which we mean representations that
cover all incident projectile energies, and outgoing par-
ticle and photon energies and angular distributions, are
needed for use in radiation transport, transmutation, and
other types of application codes. Because experimental
data have often been measured in only limited regions,
nuclear reaction theory codes provide a powerful tool to
interpolate and extrapolate from the measured data, and
naturally incorporate constraints such as unitarity, and
energy and momentum conservation.
The community has developed a number of reaction
physics codes that have supported this work. They fall
into the following categories:
• Hauser-Feshbach and preequilibrium, direct, and
fission models, for use in modeling medium and
heavy nucleus reactions (e.g., for the actinides, and
for fission product cross sections described in this
work), notably the GNASH code (LANL, [22–24]),
the code COH by Kawano (LANL, unpublished),
and the EMPIRE code (BNL, [25]), which are often
used in conjunction with coupled-channels optical
model codes such as ECIS (CEA Cadarache, [26]),
• R-matrix codes for light nucleus reactions, and for
lower incident energy reactions on heavier targets,
notably the Oak Ridge SAMMY code [27] and the
Los Alamos EDA code [28],
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TABLE V: Summary of the evaluation codes used for new
evaluations by U.S. national laboratories.
Lab Resonance Fast neutron Primary
region region application
LANL - GNASH, COH Actinides
LANL EDA EDA Light nuclei
BNL Atlas EMPIRE Fission products
LLNL - EMPIRE Dosimetry
ORNL SAMMY - Actinides
LANL - ECIS Actinides
BNL - ECIS Fission products
• The Atlas code system [29] for analyzing neutron
resonances in terms of multi-level Breit-Wigner for-
malism by Mughabghab at BNL to produce com-
prehensive evaluation of resonance parameters for
the Atlas of Neutron Resonances [30].
While these approaches utilize modern developments
in reaction theory - for example, multistep direct pree-
quilibrium scattering, dispersive optical potentials, R-
matrix theory, it is still the case that they rely to a
high degree on phenomenology. This is appropriate given
our goal to represent as accurately as possible the known
measured nuclear reaction phenomena, and to have tools
that can reliably interpolate and extrapolate to unmea-
sured regimes.
An exception to the more phenomenological models
are the methods we have applied to study some of
the light reactions, n+D and n+3He, where more fun-
damental methods, such as Resonating Group Method
(RGM) [31, 32], have directed our analysis of these sys-
tems. For such reactions, advances in high performance
computing resources have enabled fully microscopic cal-
culations to provide input to more phenomenological ap-
proaches such as R-matrix.
New evaluations for ENDF/B-VII.0 were produced by
LANL (the fast region for many actinides and light nu-
clei), BNL (a large suite of fission products, both in the
resonance and fast regions), ORNL (resonance region for
several actinides and other materials) and LLNL (2 fis-
sion products). A summary of the codes used by U.S.
laboratories for these new evaluations is given in Table V.
Fig. 1 qualitatively summarizes nuclear reaction mod-
els (and relative codes) as used in the ENDF/B-VII.0
evaluations for various combinations of mass number and
incident energy. Levels in the very light nuclei are gen-
erally sparse and well isolated. This feature necessitates
use of special few-body techniques that are feasible due
to a limited number of nucleons in the system. We have
used the explicit R-matrix theory, implemented in the
Los Alamos code EDA, for evaluations of nuclides up to
A=10 (with a few exceptions). This approach, although
formally strict, relies on experimental input. In the most
important cases, such as the standards, the R-matrix
analysis was supported by microscopic RGM calculations
FIG. 1: Schematic representation depicting the use of various
evaluation techniques and related codes (in brackets) depend-
ing on target mass and incident energy. Arrows to the right
of the figure indicate major reaction mechanisms in the fast
neutron range and their energy range of applicability.
that predicted high energy discrete levels (resonances)
and their characteristics from the basic nucleon-nucleon
interaction. In Fig. 1 the few-body regime is depicted as
a vertical rectangle at the left of the picture. Note, that
in this case the same methodology is applied throughout
the whole energy range.
Increasing the number of nucleons in the target makes
usage of few-body models impractical – the number of
nuclear levels is too big to treat all of them explicitly.
On the other hand, the large number of levels facilitates
approaches that, to a certain extent, are built upon sta-
tistical assumptions. This “statistical regime” appears
in Fig. 1 to the right of A∼10, which happens to be a
boundary between the usage of the two basic evaluation
methodologies in ENDF/B-VII.0.
Contrary to the light nuclei, for which the same model
is applied in the whole evaluated energy range, we have to
deal with three distinct energy regions for heavier nuclei:
• resolved resonance region (including thermal neu-
trons),
• unresolved resonance region,
• fast neutron region.
Since the density of neutron resonances increases with A,
the upper limit of the resolved resonance region decreases
when moving to heavier nuclei. A neighboring region is
known as the unresolved resonance region. Overlapping
resonances usually produce quite smooth cross sections
and there is no clear boundary between the unresolved
and the fast neutron region. In many new evaluations in
ENDF/B-VII.0 the energy of the first excited level in the
target was adopted as an upper limit of the unresolved
resonance region. Each of these three regions needs dif-
ferent techniques and different reaction modeling.
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The resolved resonance region is a sort of no man’s land
in the sense that there is no theory capable of predicting
individual resonances. The physics is far too complex for
the microscopic few-body approach, while the practical
importance of the region is such that we can not resort to
a purely statistical treatment. Therefore, realistic evalu-
ations require experimental data for neutron resonances.
These data have to be analyzed with statistical methods
to correct for likely loss of resonances that escaped exper-
imental detection, and to assign individual resonance pa-
rameters. In ENDF/B-VII.0 the Reich-Moore approach
derived from the R-matrix theory, as implemented in the
Oak Ridge code SAMMY, was utilized for the important
actinides. For about 150 fission product nuclei, the mul-
tilevel Breit-Wigner formalism, and statistical methods
from the Atlas of Neutron Resonances [30] were used at
BNL.
The unresolved region is a transitional region that
could be treated with the methods from the resolved re-
gion as well as in the terms of the models used in the fast
neutron region. Whenever possible, we prefer to extrap-
olate results of the resonance region analysis and adjust
them to the available experimental cross sections in the
unresolved resonance region, since such an approach im-
proves the accuracy of self-shielding calculations.
The fast neutron region involves a whole suite of nu-
clear reaction models. Vertical arrows on the right hand
side of Fig. 1 indicate energy ranges for the major mech-
anisms. All the models used in the fast neutron range
have a strong statistical component resulting from the
averaging over many resonances. This is true even for
the direct reactions such as DWBA and Coupled Chan-
nels, which while providing cross sections for inelastic
scattering to individual collective levels, still rely on the
optical potential resulting, at least conceptually, from the
averaging procedure. The Hauser-Feshbach formulation
of the compound nucleus is a key model for any evalua-
tion in the fast neutron region, although in the low en-
ergy range it must be corrected to account for the width
fluctuation effects. At incident energies above 10 MeV,
preequilibrium emission has to be taken into account and
we implement a variety of semi-classical and quantum-
mechanical models. All these are built into the two ma-
jor nuclear reactions codes GNASH (Los Alamos) and
EMPIRE (BNL) used for ENDF/B-VII.0 evaluations.
While most of the nuclear reaction models used for the
evaluations are predominantly phenomenological, their
usage involves a huge number of input parameters. These
include nuclear masses, deformations, optical model po-
tentials, level densities, discrete level schemes, fission
barriers, and γ-ray strength functions to mention only
the most important classes of parameters. The qual-
ity of this input is reflected in the performance of nu-
clear models and becomes critical if there are no or
insufficient experimental data to constrain model cal-
culations. Developement of the ENDF/B-VII.0 library
largely benefited from the Reference Input Parameter
Library (RIPL), an international project coordinated by
the IAEA. The first phase of this project [33], under lead-
ership of Ignatyuk (IPPE) and Oblozˇinsky´ (IAEA, cur-
rently at BNL), set up the framework by compiling huge
numbers of model parameters. The second phase [34],
led by Young (LANL) and Oblozˇinsky´/Herman (IAEA,
currently at BNL), standardized the format, extended
and updated the database, and performed validation of
the library. The third phase of the project, directed by
Herman (BNL) and Capote (IAEA), is extending the li-
brary to charged particles and to nuclei off the stability
line addressing issues not covered in the previous releases.
The availability of such a comprehensive and consistent
database was instrumental for the development of new
evaluations for ENDF/B-VII.0.
2. Neutron resonances: R-matrix analysis
Two different approaches were used in the evaluations
of neutron resonances. ORNL used its well known code
SAMMY based on R-matrix fits to experimental cross
section data. BNL used another method that is based
on multi-level Breit-Wigner approach combined with sta-
tistical analysis of resonance parameters that were ex-
tracted from experimental cross section data.
a. Resolved resonance region. Several important re-
solved resonance region evaluations in ENDF/B-VII.0
were performed using the SAMMY software. In the res-
onance region, the cross-section structure is sufficiently
complex to preclude the calculation of cross section data
from first principles. As a result, high-resolution (in
terms of cross-section and energy) measurements must
be performed to obtain the complex data structure. Ac-
celerator facilities such as the Oak Ridge Electron Linear
Accelerator (ORELA) and the Rensselaer Polytechnic In-
stitute (RPI) Gaerttner accelerator. are used to perform
high-resolution cross-section measurements in the reso-
nance region. Before the data can be transmitted to the
user community, the experimental data must be analyzed
using a state-of-the-art R-matrix analysis tool such as
SAMMY. SAMMY combines multichannel multilevel R-
matrix fits with corrections for experimental conditions
to fit experimental data to theoretical calculations us-
ing generalized least squares fitting procedures. A brief
discussion of the salient features of the SAMMY code is
given here. The detailed explanation can be found in the
SAMMY manual [27].
Theoretical cross sections in SAMMY are calculated
via the Reich-Moore approximation to R-matrix theory.
R-matrix channels are characterized by the two parti-
cles with spin i and I, the orbital angular l, the channel
spin s (where s = i + l), and the total spin J (where
J = s+ l) and parity π. Those channels having the same
J and π (the only two quantum numbers that are con-
served) are collected in the same spin group. Resonances
(which appear as peaks in the cross sections) are assigned
to particular spin groups depending on their individual
characteristics; initial assignments may be changed as
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knowledge is gained during the evaluation process. The
goal of the evaluation process is to determine those val-
ues for the resonance energy (peak position) and channel
widths for each of the resonances that provide the best
fit to the measured data.
Most types of energy differential data can be fitted
with SAMMY, including but not necessarily limited to
total cross section (fitted most efficiently in the form
of transmission data), capture, fission, elastic, inelastic,
(n,p), and (n,α). Energy and angle differential elastic,
inelastic, or other reaction data can be fitted. Certain
types of integral data (e.g., resonance integrals) can also
be included. Generally, all available and reliable data of
all types are included for an evaluation.
For each experimental measurement, the physical cir-
cumstances of the measurement introduce modifications
to the cross sections; these modifications can be signifi-
cant and must be incorporated into the analysis process.
For example, all experiments occur at finite temperature;
Doppler broadening lessens the height and widens the
base of the observed resonance peaks. SAMMY provides
mathematical descriptions for a large number of exper-
imental effects, the most important of which are listed
here.
• Doppler broadening in SAMMY is accomplished
via the free gas model or, on those rare occasions
when solid state effects are seen, by a crystal lattice
model.
• Resolution broadening occurs in time-of-flight ex-
periments because of the finite distribution of lo-
cations and times at which the neutron is pro-
duced and the locations and times at which the
exiting particle is detected. Available treatments
in SAMMY range from simple (Gaussian distribu-
tions) to complex (individual descriptions of each
component of the resolution function, convoluted
to give realistic and accurate simulations of the ex-
perimental resolution).
• Many options exist for normalization and energy-
dependent backgrounds.
• For capture measurements, the finite size of the
sample can significantly alter the shape of the mea-
sured cross sections: It is possible for a neutron to
be scattered one or more times inside the sample
before it is finally captured. Because the neutron
loses energy with each scattering, the measured
cross section may appear to have another much
smaller peak at higher incident energy than the ac-
tual resonance. In SAMMY, the single-scattering
correction is simulated with a mathematical model
that gives a highly accurate representation of the
physical effect. (The accuracy has been determined
both by comparison with experiment and by Monte
Carlo calculations [35]). A relatively crude approx-
imation for two or more scatterings give reasonably
accurate shape and less accurate magnitudes; this
higher-order correction is, however, of lesser impor-
tance in measurements.
• The multiple-scattering corrections described
above for capture measurements can also be used
for fission or other reaction data. However, it is
generally not needed there.
• Many experiments utilize samples which are not
isotopically pure; also, elements other than the one
of interest may be in the sample, as chemical com-
pounds or contaminants. It is often important that
these multiple nuclides be treated during the analy-
sis process, rather than experimentally subtracted
during the measurement, because effects such as
the multiple-scattering corrections are quite depen-
dent on the actual composition of the sample.
The fitting process used in SAMMY is a form of gen-
eralized least squares. Multiple data sets are fitted at
the same time, either simultaneously or, more often, se-
quentially with the resonance parameter values and the
associated covariance matrix resulting from fitting to one
data set used as input for the fitting another data set (a
process that would be exactly equivalent to simultane-
ous fitting if the theoretical calculations were linear with
respect to the fitting parameters).
Experimental uncertainties play an important role in
the data-fitting process. Statistical uncertainties for each
individual data point contribute to the experimental un-
certainties, that is, to the diagonal elements of the data
covariance matrix (DCM). However, an equally impor-
tant contribution comes from the other measurement-
related uncertainties, such as uncertainties in the experi-
mental correction parameters described in the bullet list
above, as well as from uncertainties involved in the data-
reduction process. These common or systematic uncer-
tainties cause significant correlations between all the data
points in an individual measurement; that is, the covari-
ance matrix associated with the experimental data from
any given measurement is fully off-diagonal. In order
to properly evaluate the cross section, these off-diagonal
terms must not be neglected.
Treatment of fully off-diagonal DCMs in SAMMY is
straightforward. Uncertainties in parameters for experi-
mental corrections can simply be flagged to indicate that
SAMMY should treat them as having a fixed value but
include the effect of their uncertainties in the DCM [36].
The contribution of uncertainties arising in the data-
reduction process itself can be determined by the experi-
mentalist, and relevant information fed into the SAMMY
code.
At no time is it necessary to actually generate, store,
or invert a fully off-diagonal DCM. (For large data sets,
such activities are prohibitively expensive, in terms of
manpower time, computer time, and computer storage -
a situation which explains why off-diagonal DCMs have
seldom been used in the past.) Instead, the DCM is
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TABLE VI: New evaluations in the resolved and unresolved
resonance regions via SAMMY for ENDF/B-VII.0. MF=2
contains resonance parameters and MF=32 their covariances.
Resonance Actinides Other MF=2 MF=32
Region materials files files
Resolved 233,238U, 19F,27Al,
232Th,241Pu 35,37Cl 8 1∗)
Unresolved 233,235U - 2 -
∗) In addition to the direct SAMMY method dis-
cussed here, the retroactive SAMMY method was used
to evaluate MF=32 for 8 isotopes of Gd, see Sec-
tion IIIH 3.
inverted symbolically. When the resulting equations are
inserted into the least-squares formulae, only relatively
small and easily handled matrices occur. For details on
this procedure, see [37].
The final product of a complete evaluation involving
many data sets is a set of resonance parameters (includ-
ing spin assignments for each resonance) and the asso-
ciated resonance parameter covariance matrix (RPCM).
Cross sections calculated from this set of resonance pa-
rameters (when properly corrected for experimental con-
ditions) provide the best possible fit to all included data.
The resonance parameters are reported in MF=2 file and
in some cases the associated RPCM in MF=32 file.
The new actinide evaluations in ENDF/B-VII.0 per-
formed with the SAMMY code include 233U, 238U, 232Th
and 241Pu. The new evaluations with SAMMY for
intermediate-mass nuclides include 19F, 27Al and 35,37Cl.
All these evaluations have data in MF=2 (resonance pa-
rameters), while MF=32 data (covariances of resonance
parameters) are for 232Th only. A summary of new eval-
uations by SAMMY is given in Table VI.
b. Unresolved resonance region. In the resolved res-
onance energy region, the experimental resolution is
smaller that the width of the resonances. Conse-
quently, individual resonances can be seen and reso-
nance parameters can be extracted via cross section fit-
ting using methodologies such as the R-matrix formal-
ism and generalized-least-squares techniques in the code
SAMMY.
In the unresolved resonance region, the situation is dif-
ferent. Fluctuations exist in the measured cross sections;
however, they are smaller than those in the resolved range
but are still important for correct calculation of the en-
ergy self-shielding of the cross sections. These fluctua-
tions are due to unresolved multiplets of resonances for
which it is not possible to determine parameters of indi-
vidual resonances as can be done in the resolved region.
The formalism used for cross section treatment in the
unresolved region is therefore based on average values
of physical quantities obtained in the resolved resonance
range. Approximate values for statistical quantities such
as average level spacings, strength-functions, widths, and
other relevant parameters are determined from the re-
solved energy region and used as starting values for the
unresolved evaluation.
The unresolved resonance formalism included in
SAMMY is based on the methodology used in the statis-
tical model code FITACS, developed by F. Fro¨hner [38];
details are found in the SAMMY manual. Values of the
average parameters are found from fitting the calculated
cross sections to experimental cross sections. The set
of parameters that best reproduces the data cannot be
reported directly to ENDF/B, because the ENDF-6 for-
mat uses a less rigorous single-level-Breit Wigner repre-
sentation. SAMMY/FITACS parameters must therefore
be converted into average widths before insertion into
ENDF/B.
The new SAMMY unresolved-resonance region evalu-
ations in ENDF/B-VII.0 are 233U and 235U, see Table
VI.
3. Neutron resonances: BNL approach
A statistical analysis of neutron resonances was used
by S. Mughabghab, BNL, to produce the well known
BNL-325. Its 5th edition was published in 2006 as the At-
las of Neutron Resonances: Resonance Parameters and
Thermal Cross Sections [30], representing a considerable
update to the 1981 [39] and 1984 editions of BNL-325
[40]. These latest thermal values and resonance parame-
ters provided a basis for more than 150 new evaluations
included in ENDF/B-VII.0. The resolved and unresolved
resonance parameters are adopted from Ref. [30]. The
methodology of the evaluation is described in some detail
in a forthcoming paper [25].
Accurate knowledge of the thermal neutron fission and
capture cross sections are of paramount importance. Be-
cause of this, considerable experimental as well as evalu-
ation effort was expended in obtaining very precise and
consistent constants at a neutron energy of 2200 m/sec
(0.0253 eV). The parameters under consideration are the
absorption (σa), fission (σf ), and capture (σγ) cross sec-
tions. These quantities are interrelated by the following
equation at energies below the inelastic threshold:
σa = σf + σγ (1)
In addition, when the scattering cross section is known,
the absorption cross section can be determined absolutely
to a high degree of accuracy from a measurement of the
total cross section by σa = σt − σs.
Thermal Capture Cross Sections. The capture
cross section, σγ , for a single resonance at energy E0,
represented by the Breit-Wigner formalism, is given by:
σγ = σ0
Γγ
Γ
(
E0
E
)1/2
1
1 + y2
(2)
where
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y =
2
Γ
(E − E0)
σ0 =
2.608× 106
E0(eV)
(
A+ 1
A
)2
gΓn
Γ
(3)
In this relation, Γn, Γγ and Γ are the scattering width,
the radiative width, and total width of the resonance,
respectively; σ0 is the peak total cross section; A is the
atomic mass number of the target nucleus; g is the sta-
tistical spin weight factor defined below.
If N s-wave resonances of a nucleus are located away
from the thermal energy, then their contribution to the
thermal capture cross section is given by the following
expression:
σ0γ(E) = 2.608× 106
(
A+ 1
A
)2 N∑
j=1
gΓ0njΓγj
Γ2j + 4(E − E0j)2
(4)
The spin-dependent scattering lengths, a+ and a−, asso-
ciated with spin states I + 1/2 and I − 1/2, where I is
the spin of the target nucleus, can be written as:
a± = R
′ +
N∑
j=1
λjΓnj
2(E − Ej)− iΓj (5)
where R′ is the potential scattering length and λ is De
Broglie’s wavelength divided by 2π. The summation is
carried out over N s-wave resonances with the same spin.
The total coherent scattering length for non-zero spin
target nuclei, is then the sum of the spin-dependent co-
herent scattering widths, a+ and a−, weighted by the
spin statistical factor, g+ and g−:
a = g+a+ + g−a−
where
g+ =
I + 1
2I + 1
and g− =
I
2I + 1
(6)
The coherent, incoherent, and total scattering cross sec-
tions can then be expressed in terms of the scattering
lengths by the following relations:
σcoh = 4π (g+a+ + g−a−)
2
(7)
σinc(spin) = 4πg+g−(a+ − a−)2 (8)
σs = 4π
(
g+a
2
+ + g−a
2
−
)2
(9)
To calculate the capture cross section, coherent scatter-
ing amplitudes, and various spin-dependent scattering
cross sections in terms of neutron-resonance parameters,
the above relations, Eq. (2) to Eq. (9), were applied [30].
If the results of the calculated cross sections do not agree
with measurements within the uncertainty limits, then
one or two negative energy (bound) levels are invoked.
Thermal Fission Cross Sections. The fission cross
section can be described as a sum over positive and neg-
ative energy resonance contributions. In the framework
of the Breit-Wigner formalism, the fission cross section
can be obtained from:
σnf (En) =
2.608× 106
(En)1/2
A+ 1
A
2 N∑
j
gΓ0njΓfj
Γ2j + 4(En − Ej)2
(10)
Γj(E) = Γnj(E) + Γγj + Γfj
Potential Scattering Length. The potential scat-
tering length or radius, R′, is an important parameter
which is required in the calculation of scattering and to-
tal cross sections. In analogy with the coherent scattering
length, R′ is defined by the relation:
R′ = − lim
k→0
(
Re(δ′OP )
k
)
(11)
whereRemeans the real part and δ′0P is the optical model
s-wave phase shift.
In R-matrix theory the potential scattering radius is
expressed by
R′ = R(1−R∞) (12)
where R∞ is related to the distant s-wave resonance con-
tribution and is represented by
R∞ =
∑
n
γn
2
En − E (13)
where the summation is carried out over the distant res-
onances. We note that R′ can be determined to a high
degree of accuracy from the measured coherent scatter-
ing amplitude by Eq.(5) when the resonance data is com-
plete.
Resolved Resonance Region. The Bayesian ap-
proachis adopted in this evaluation to distinguish p-wave
from s-wave resonances for cases where the orbital an-
gular momentum, l, has not been determined from mea-
surements. Even though there is a potential danger of
incorrect assignment of l [41], the Bayesian approach was
used in several cases in the past. The first investigators
to apply Bayes’ conditional probability for the determi-
nation of parities of 238U resonances were Bollinger and
Thomas [42]. Subsequently, Perkins and Gyullassy [43]
and Oh et al. [29] extensively applied this procedure in
the evaluation of resonance parameters.
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For a resonance with a neutron width weighted by the
spin statistical factor, gΓn, the probability that a reso-
nance is a p-wave resonance is given according to Bayes’
theorem of conditional probability by:
P (p|gΓn) =
(
1 +
P (gΓn|s)〈D1〉
P (gΓn|p)〈D0〉
)−1
(14)
where 〈D1〉/〈D0〉 is the level-spacing ratio for p- and s-
wave resonances, and P (gΓn|s) (or P (gΓn|p)) is the prob-
ability that the neutron width is gΓn if the resonance is
an s-wave (or p-wave) resonance.
Eq. (14) can be solved by taking into account the
Porter and Thomas distribution [44] and assuming a
(2J+1) law of the nuclear level density. The result is
P (p|gΓn) =
(
1 +
D1
D0
√
S1P1
S0P0
ex
AIl + (1 −AIl)y
)−1
(15)
where
x =
gΓn
2D0
√
E
(
1
S1P1
− 1
S0P0
)
(16)
y =
√
πgΓn
2
√
ED0S1P1
(17)
D1/D0=3, 9/4, 1/2 for I=0, 1/2, or larger than 1 respec-
tively; and AIl=1, 2/3, 1/2 for I=0, 1/2, or larger than 1
respectively. S0 and S1 are the s-wave and p-wave neu-
tron strength functions, respectively, while P0 and P1 are
the corresponding penetrabilities.
Figs. 2 and 3 illustrate the Porter-Thomas analysis as
applied to the s- and p- wave resonances of 133Cs. From
this procedure, the average level spacings and strength
functions for the s- and p- wave resonances are deter-
mined.
Figs. 4 and 5 show the evaluated capture cross sections
for 133Cs and 141Pr, respectively, in the thermal and low
energy resonance region and are compared with the avail-
able experimental data. The unresolved resonance region
is extended up to the first excited level. At higher en-
ergies (fast neutrons), the evaluations were done by the
code EMPIRE described below. We note that there is
almost perfect match between the unresolved resonance
region and the fast neutron region.
Unresolved Resonance Region. To describe the
unresolved resonance region in the single-level Breit-
Wigner formalism, the following paremeters are required:
the average level spacing, Dl, the average reduced neu-
tron widths 〈gΓln〉, the strength functions Sl, the average
radiative widths, Γγl, and R
′.
After determination of l values for all resonances, the
reduced neutron widths are analyzed in terms of Porter-
Thomas distribution [44] (if the number of measured res-
onances is large enough for a statistical sample).
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FIG. 2: Porter-Thomas distribution of reduced neutron
widths, gΓ0n for s-wave resonances of
133Cs in the energy re-
gion below 3400 eV.
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FIG. 3: Porter-Thomas distribution of reduced neutron
widths, gΓ1n for p-wave resonances of
133Cs in the energy re-
gion below 387 eV where the p-wave resonances are detected.
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FIG. 4: Neutron capture cross section for 133Cs in the ther-
mal and resolved resonance energy region. The calculated
cross section is Doppler-broadened to 300o K; the experimen-
tal resolution is not included. Two bound levels were invoked
in order to fit the thermal constants.
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FIG. 5: Neutron capture cross section for 141Pr in the ther-
mal and resolved resonance energy region. The calculated
cross section is Doppler-broadened to 300o K; the experimen-
tal resolution is not included. Two bound levels were invoked
in order to fit the thermal constants.
Instead of working with the Porter-Thomas distribu-
tion, it is much simpler to analyze the resonance param-
eters data with the cumulative Porter-Thomas distribu-
tion. The result is:
N(y) = Nr(1− erf(y)) (18)
where Nr is the corrected total number of resonances,
N(y) is the total number of resonances larger than a
specified value of y determined by the experimental de-
tectability level:
y =
Γln
2 < Γln >
(19)
and Γln is the reduced neutron width for orbital angular
momentum l and < Γln > is its average value.
Since resonances with small neutron widths are usually
missed in measurements, it is necessary to exclude reso-
nances whose reduced widths are smaller than a certain
magnitude. By setting a cutoff value, i.e. a minimum
magnitude of reduced width, the effect of missed small
resonances on the resulting average parameters is reduced
significantly.
The two parameters Nr and 〈gΓln〉 are determined
through the fitting procedure. The resulting neutron
strength function Sl and average level spacing Dl in a
determined energy interval ∆E are then calculated by:
Sl =
〈gΓln〉 ·Nr
(2l + 1) ·∆E (20)
Dl =
∆E
Nr − 1 (21)
The cross sections in the unresolved resonance region
are generated by the in-house utility code INTER with
input parameters from the Atlas [30].
The average radiative widths of neutron resonances are
determined from measurements in the resolved energy
region by calculating the weighted, as well as unweighted,
values. For nuclei with unmeasured radiative widths, the
systematics of s-, p- and d-wave radiative widths as a
function of atomic mass number are used [30].
Figs. 6 and 7 show the evaluated capture cross sec-
tions in the unresolved energy resonance region, com-
pared with the available experimental data, for 133Cs and
141Pr, respectively. The unresolved resonance region is
extended up to the first excited level, which is 90 keV
for 133Cs and 141 keV for 141Pr. At higher energies (fast
neutrons), the evaluations were done by the code EM-
PIRE. We note an excellent match of cross sections in
the boundary of the two energy regions.
4. Fast neutron region
All new ENDF/B-VII.0 evaluations in the fast neutron
region were performed with one of the two reaction model
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FIG. 6: Neutron capture cross section for 133Cs in the unre-
solved resonance energy region extended up to the first ex-
cited level. Evaluation at higher energies was performed by
EMPIRE.
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FIG. 7: Neutron capture cross section for 141Pr in the unre-
solved resonance energy region extended up to the first ex-
cited level. Evaluation at higher energies was performed by
EMPIRE.
codes: Los Alamos used an updated version of the well-
tested GNASH code; while all evaluations involving BNL
relied on the new EMPIRE code that has been used for
the first time to provide a number of consistent, complete
evaluations (72) to the national nuclear data library.
Although the two codes were developed independently
and their coding styles reflect the times the codes were
conceived, to a large extent they both use the same nu-
clear reaction models and cover similar sets of observ-
ables. In particular, GNASH and EMPIRE calculate
cross sections for all relevant reaction channels, angu-
lar distributions (EMPIRE only), exclusive and inclusive
particle- and γ-spectra, double-differential cross sections,
and spectra of recoils. Both codes observe angular mo-
mentum coupling (at least in the statistical decay part)
and are, therefore, capable of detailed modeling of the γ-
cascade providing γ production spectra, intensities of dis-
crete transitions, and isomeric cross sections. Nuclear re-
action models included in the codes can be classified into
three major classes: (i) optical model and direct reactions
(coupled-channels [CC] and distorted-wave Born approx-
imation [DWBA]), (ii) preequilibrium emission, and (iii)
Hauser-Feshbach statistical decay. Inclusion of multiple
preequilibrium processes allows us to cover incident ener-
gies ranging from the upper limit of resolved resonances
up to about 150 MeV.
We refer readers interested in details to the original
paper [22] as far as the GNASH code is concerned, and to
the extensive description of the evaluation methodology
employed at BNL [25]. In the following we only give a
brief descriptive outline of the models and the way they
were used in developing new evaluations for ENDF/B-
VII.0.
a. Optical model and direct reactions: We used
spherical optical models to calculate transmission coef-
ficients for all ejectiles involved in a reaction2.
In the case of spherical nuclei, the same calculations
also determined reaction (absorption) cross sections. For
deformed nuclei, the incident channel was treated in
terms of coupled-channels rather than the spherical op-
tical model. In the latter case, proper coupling also pro-
vided cross sections for inelastic scattering to collective
levels and related angular distributions of scattered neu-
trons. In certain cases we also included direct scattering
to the collective levels embedded in the continuum. Gen-
erally, we chose optical model potentials from a vast se-
lection available in the RIPL-2 library [34] (co-authored
by some of the same authors as the present paper) but in
the course of ENDF/B-VII.0 development, the original
RIPL-2 potentials were often adjusted to improve agree-
ment with recent experimental data, and in some cases
totally new potentials were constructed.
[2] In practice, in GNASH we often use CC transmission coefficients
for the ejectiles, too.
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b. Compound nucleus decay: Although many theo-
retical models were utilized in the ENDF/B-VII.0 eval-
uations, the statistical model provides the basic under-
pinning for the whole procedure. The decay of the com-
pound nucleus is modeled by the Hauser-Feshbach equa-
tions, using transmission coefficients and level densities
to represent the relative probabilities of decay in the var-
ious open channels. The transmission coefficients are
obtained from an optical model calculation, commonly
using the ECIS code [26]. As a rule, spherical optical
potentials were used for the outgoing channels. Note
that, mostly for historical and technological reasons in
the case of the GNASH code, and deliberately in case of
the EMPIRE code3 , momentum (l) and spin (j) depen-
dent transmission coefficients T (l, j), are collapsed into
T (l) values. However, in most physical situations, the
effect of this approximation is negligible.
Schematically, the cross section for a reaction (a,b)
that proceeds through the compound nucleus mechanism
can be written as
σa,b = σa
Γb∑
c Γc
(22)
The summation over compound nucleus spin J and parity
π, and integration over excitation energy E (in case of
daughter CN) is implicit in Eq. 22. The decay width Γc
is given by
Γc =
1
2πρCN(E)
×
∑
c′
∫ E−Bc
0
ρc(E
′)Tc(E −Bc − E′)dE′, (23)
where Bc is the binding energy of particle c in the com-
pound nucleus, ρ is the level density, and Tc(ǫ) stands for
the transmission coefficient for particle c having channel
energy ǫ = E − Bc − E′ Again, for simplicity, we drop
explicit reference to the spin and parity in Eq. 23 and
the summation extends over all open channels c′. Since
the ENDF/B-VII.0 evaluations extend at least up to 20
MeV, and in many cases reach as far as 150 MeV, sequen-
tial multi-particle particle emission had to be included in
the Hauser-Feshbach calculations, which in practice im-
plies an energy convolution of multiple integrals of the
type of Eq. 22.
In order to account for the competition between γ-
emission and emission of particles along the deexcitation
chain, our calculations always involve a full modeling of
[3] EMPIRE code has been originally developed to include the ca-
pability of calculating Heavy Ion induced reactions that typically
involve large angular momenta and tens of decaying nuclides. To
ensure flexibility of the code the transmission coefficients for all
nuclei are stored in a single 4-dimensional array. The collapsed
T (l)’s help to keep the size of this array within tractable limits
and allow faster calculations.
the γ-cascade that conserves angular momentum. The
formalism for γ-rays transitions is based on the Giant
Multipole Resonance model known as the Brink-Axel hy-
pothesis [45, 46] that allows the cross section for photoab-
sorption by an excited state to be equated with that of
the ground state. The parameters of the Giant Multipole
Resonances are taken from the experimental compilation
and/or systematics contained in the RIPL-2 library. We
note, that our calculations account for splitting of the
Giant Dipole Resonance due to nuclear deformation. In
GNASH, the γ-ray transmission coefficients are obtained
from the γ-ray strength function formalism of Kopecky
and Uhl [47] where absorption on an excited state is
allowed to differ from the ground state. EMPIRE al-
lows for a suite of γ-ray strength functions. Typically,
we used Mughabghab and Dunford’s prescription known
as GFL [48] or Plujko’s modified Lorentzian referred as
MLO1 [49]. In both codes the γ-ray strength functions
can be, and often are, normalized to experimental in-
formation on 2πΓγ/D0 or adjusted to reproduce capture
cross sections.
Nuclear level densities along with optical model trans-
mission coefficients are the two most important ingredi-
ents of the statistical model. Therefore, particular at-
tention was dedicated to a proper selection of the model
and its parameters. Several approaches are built into the
GNASH and EMPIRE codes. With the exception of the
standard Gilbert-Cameron model, the approaches used in
both codes are not equivalent. However, by construction
they agree at the neutron binding energy and all match
the density of known discrete levels.
In GNASH, the description of the level densities in
the continuum follows the Ignatyuk form of the Gilbert-
Cameron formalism, including a washing-out of shell ef-
fects with increasing excitation energy. This modification
is important for extending calculations to incident ener-
gies above 20 MeV where energy dependence of the level
density parameter a cannot be ignored.
Apart from a few evaluations for which the standard
Gilbert-Cameron approach was adopted, most of the
evaluations performed with EMPIRE employed level den-
sities that are specific to the EMPIRE code. The formal-
ism uses the super-fluid model below a critical excitation
energy and the Fermi gas model at energies above it. Col-
lective enhancements due to nuclear vibration and rota-
tion are taken into account in the nonadiabatic approxi-
mation, i.e., they are washed out when excitation energy
increases. Differently from other formulations, EMPIRE-
specific level densities account explicitly for the rotation-
induced deformation of the nucleus and determine spin
distributions by subtracting rotational energy from the
energy available for intrinsic excitations. The deforma-
tion enters level density formulas through moments of
inertia and through the level density parameter a that
increases with increase in the surface of the nucleus. As
in GNASH, the a-parameter is energy dependent due to
the shell corrections that vanish with increasing excita-
tion energy. Experimental results or systematics provide
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values for the a-parameter, with measured values given
priority over the systematics prediction. The average ra-
tio of the experimental values to the results of systematics
is used to normalize predictions for nuclei for which there
are no experimental results. In this way a form of “local
systematics” is constructed for the nuclei involved in the
calculation run.
c. Width fluctuation correction: At low-incident en-
ergies, the statistical approximation that entrance and
exit channels are independent (Bohr independence hy-
pothesis) is not valid anymore due to interferences in the
elastic channel. The Hauser-Feshbach equations have to
be modified in order to include the so-called width fluc-
tuation correction factors. Over the years, three models
(Moldauer [50], HRTW [51] and exact Gaussian Orthog-
onal Ensemble (GOE) theory [52]) have been developed
to estimate these correction factors. All three models are
implemented directly in McGNASH which is a modern-
ized, not yet released, version of the code GNASH. To
do so, the usual Hauser-Feshbach loops have to be ex-
panded to include the coupling between the incident and
outgoing waves in the elastic channel. This difference in
implementation is required only for the first compound
nucleus decay.
The GNASH code does not calculate these correction
factors but rather imports them as the result from an
auxiliary code (usually COMNUC [53], which uses the
Moldauer model). Although somewhat cumbersome, this
approach proves to be sufficiently accurate in most cases.
EMPIRE, by default, uses internal implementation of the
HRTW approach that can be summarized with the fol-
lowing equation:
σHRTWab = VaVb
(∑
c
Vc
)−1
[1 + δab (Wa − 1)] . (24)
This formula is, essentially, equivalent to the Hauser-
Feshbach expression but the elastic channel is enhanced
by the factor Wa. This change must be compensated by
appropriate modifications of other channels so that total
flux remains conserved. In Eq. 24 the quantities Vc re-
place optical model transmission coefficients that appear
in the original Hauser-Feshbach formula in order to take
care of this reduction. In our calculations with EMPIRE
we used Eq. 24 with an improved elastic enhancement
factor Wa [54].
d. Semi-classical preequilibrium models: The prob-
ability that a system composed of an incident neutron
and a target nucleus decays before the thermal equilib-
rium is attained becomes significant at incident energies
above 10 MeV, while the actual process occurs even at
lower energies. This mechanism, referred to as preequi-
librium emission, must therefore be taken into account
in any modern evaluation methodology. The preequilib-
rium boom in the 1970’s and 80’s produced a number of
approaches that, according to their physical content, can
be classified into two major groups: semi-classical and
quantum-mechanical.
In any preequilibrium model, the excited nuclear
system (composite nucleus) follows a series of ever
more complicated configurations, where more and more
particle-hole (p-h) states are excited. In each stage, a
possible emission of a particle competes with the creation
of an intrinsic particle-hole pair that brings the system
towards the equilibrium stage. Particle emission from
the early stages is characterized by a harder spectrum
and forward peaked angular distributions. These two
features exclude any possibility of simulating preequilib-
rium emission within the compound nucleus formalism
and necessitate explicit use of adequate modeling.
The exciton model is a semi-classical formulation of
the preequilibrium emission that is used in GNASH and
EMPIRE. The core of the model is the so called master-
equation that governs time dependence of occupation
probabilities for various p-h stages
ℏ
dPn
dt
=
∑
m
Λn,mPm − ΓnPn, (25)
where the total decay width of the stage n is given in
terms of the partial transition widths Λl,n and partial
width Γe,n for the emission of particle e by
Γn =
∑
l
Λl,n +
∑
e
Γe,n. (26)
Due to the two-body nature of the nuclear force, intrinsic
transitions occur only between neighboring stages, and
the transition matrix Λ is tri-diagonal; the off-diagonal
terms accounting for backward and forward transitions.
Eq. 25 applied without any restrictions would also include
the equilibrium limit. We choose to avoid it, since the
compound nucleus theory is more rigorous and accounts
for angular momentum and parity coupling as well as for
discrete levels that are not all included in the exciton
model. Therefore, we allow for a fairly limited number of
p-h stages (typically 3). In addition, in EMPIRE we set
to zero backward transition rates, which implies that the
system is evolving towards equilibrium without return
(never-come-back approximation).
In GNASH, the preequilibrium phase is addressed
through the semiclassical exciton model in combination
with the Kalbach angular-distribution systematics [55].
These systematics provide a reasonably reliable represen-
tation of the experimental database. Some limited com-
parisons have been performed with the quantum mechan-
ical approach of Feshbach-Kerman-Koonin (FKK) [56]
and have shown a fairly good agreement between the two
approaches. These results confirm that in most practi-
cal applications the exciton model can be used to model
preequilibrium emission providing that the direct reac-
tion contribution is accounted for by the CC or DWBA
approach.
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EMPIRE implements a suite of preequilibrium models
including two versions of the exciton model (PCROSS
and DEGAS [57]), and the Monte-Carlo approach
DDHMS [58–60] in addition to the quantum-mechanical
Multistep Direct and Multistep Compound models dis-
cussed below. PCROSS has no angular momentum and
parity coupling, uses Kalbach angular-distribution sys-
tematics, and allows for preequilibrium emission of clus-
ters and γ-rays. DEGAS is a particular implementation
with full account of angular momentum but lacks angular
distributions and cluster emission. We often use DEGAS
for predicting primary γ-spectra produced by neutrons
with incident energies above 10 MeV.
In their original formulations, both semi-classical and
quantum-mechanical formulations take into account the
pre-equilibrium emission of one particle only, under the
assumption that the remaining excitation energy in the
residual nucleus is too small to allow further particle
emission. Although this assumption remains valid up
to few tens of MeV, it is not valid anymore at higher-
incident energies. In order to account for multiple pre-
compound emission, both GNASH and EMPIRE use a
simple procedure designed by Chadwick [61] that as-
sumes that
• the first residue contains 2 excitons only,
• emission probability of the single excited particle
can be approximated by the s-wave transmission
coefficient.
A more rigorous method, also implemented in both
codes, is a new Monte Carlo pre-equilibrium model, as
formulated in Refs. [58–60]. This approach allows unlim-
ited emission of pre-equilibrium neutrons and protons,
and is therefore well suited for the study of high-energy
reactions up to a few hundreds of MeV. The Monte
Carlo simulation also presents some advantages over tra-
ditional approaches. In particular, center-of-mass to lab-
oratory kinematic transformations can be performed ex-
actly. Also, correlations in energy and angular distri-
bution among preequilibrium ejectiles can be obtained
straightforwardly.
e. Quantum-mechanical preequilibrium models: The
model of choice in EMPIRE is the statistical Multi-step
Direct (MSD) theory of preequilibrium scattering to the
continuum originally proposed by Tamura, Udagawa and
Lenske (TUL) [62]. The evolution of the projectile-target
system from small to large energy losses in the open
channel space is described in the MSD theory with a
combination of direct reaction (DR), microscopic nuclear
structure and statistical methods. As typical for the DR-
approach, it is assumed that the closed channel space can
be treated separately within the Multi-step Compound
mechanism that has to follow MSD.
From the physics point of view, the MSD model de-
scribes multiple interaction of the incident particle with
the target nucleus that results in the energy and angular
momentum transfer to the target. These transfers are
modulated by the response of the target to such interac-
tions. This response is modeled in terms of the Random
Phase Approximation accounting for the excitation of the
vibrational states. Therefore, transfers compatible with
vibrational excitations in the target are strongly favored
leading to the distinct peaks in the high energy end of
the spectrum. The current implementation of the MSD
mechanism in EMPIRE is limited to inelastic scattering
in which collective excitations are by far strongest. The
charge exchange channels have to be treated within semi-
classical models.
The modeling of Multi-step Compound (MSC) pro-
cesses in EMPIRE follows the approach of Nishioka et
al. (NVWY) [52]. Like most of the precompound mod-
els, the NVWY theory describes the equilibration of the
composite nucleus as a series of transitions along the
chain of classes of closed channels of increasing complex-
ity. Formal structure of the NVWY formula resembles
matrix representation of the master-equation typical for
classical preequilibrium models. However, NVWY for-
malism is strictly derived from basic principles assuming
well proven GOE statistics for single particle nuclear lev-
els. Microscopic quantities that constitute ingredients
of the NVWY formula were linked to the macroscopic,
experimentally known, quantities in Ref. [63] which was
an essential step allowing for practical application of the
theory. We use three MSC classes, which are generally
sufficient to cover the most important part of the MSC
spectrum and to delegate the rest of the decay to the
Hauser-Feshbach model.
f. Coupling between MSC and MSD in EMPIRE
The NVWY theory includes a possibility of feeding
higher MSC classes directly from the MSD chain, in ad-
dition to the normal transitions between bound states of
increasing complexity. This effect, known also as grad-
ual absorption, is included in the EMPIRE code by dis-
tributing the incoming flux over different MSD and MSC
classes in proportion to the respective state densities and
to the average value of the squared matrix elements cou-
pling unbound to unbound (< V 2uu >) and unbound to
bound states (< V 2ub >).
g. Preequilibrium emission of clusters: Preequi-
librium emission of clusters (typically α-particles,
deuterons, tritons and 3He) is considered in both
codes. GNASH uses phenomenological expressions by
Kalbach [55, 64] while EMPIRE employs the Iwamoto-
Harada model [65] parameterized and improved in
Refs. [66–68]. The latter model contains two essential
features that increase production of composite particles
during the equilibration stage:
• inclusion of the pickup-type contribution that al-
lows some nucleons which constitute the emitted
composite particle to come from levels below the
Fermi energy.
• information on the intrinsic wave function of the
composite particle (cluster) is incorporated in the
energy-dependent formation factor.
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h. Fission: The relation used in the statistical
model for the fission cross section is
σa,f (E) =
∑
Jpi
σa(EJπ)Pf (EJπ), (27)
where σa(EJπ) is the population of the fissioning nu-
cleus in the state EJπ and Pf (EJπ) represents the fis-
sion probability.
In GNASH fission probabilities are calculated from the
quantum-mechanical transmission coefficient through a
simple double-humped fission barrier, using uncoupled
oscillators for the representation of the barriers. The bar-
rier penetrabilities are computed using the Hill-Wheeler
formula for inverted parabolas. An additional parameter
is used to account for level density enhancement due to
asymmetry at saddle points.
Version 2.19 (Lodi) of the EMPIRE introduces an
advanced fission formalism that is applicable to multi-
chance fission induced by light particles and photons. It
uses an optical model for fission to calculate transmis-
sion through coupled single-, double- and triple-humped
fission barriers, starting from sub-barrier excitation en-
ergies. In the case of a double-humped barrier, the ex-
pression is generalized to account for multi-modal fission.
For light actinides, a triple-humped fission barrier with
a shallow tertiary well, which accommodates undamped
vibrational states, is employed. This fission model can
provide good description of experimental data (includ-
ing gross vibrational resonant structure at sub-barrier
energies), has reasonably good predictive power, and im-
proves the accuracy of determination of fission barrier
parameters.
i. Exclusive spectra: The standard ENDF-6 format
requires exclusive particle spectra in the formatted files.
For example, the neutron spectrum associated with the
(n,2n) reaction must include both the first and the sec-
ond neutron that were emitted to create the relevant
(n,2n) residue. Consequently, the first emitted neutron,
if followed by any other particle emission, must not be
counted in the (n,n’) spectrum. This requirement is a
challenge for standard model codes that often do not
carry over enough history to disentangle emission spectra
into the exclusive ones.
Both GNASH and EMPIRE are capable of providing
such exclusive spectra. In the case of GNASH, emission
histories are stored in the file and analyzed by a dedi-
cated code, RECOIL, once the GNASH calculations are
completed.
EMPIRE performs this calculation internally using the
concept of “population spectra”. Fig. 8 sketches the pro-
cedure involved in the calculations. The separate “pop-
ulation spectra” are associated with each energy bin in
the discretized continuum. They represent cumulative
spectra for each type of ejectile that contributed to the
population of a given energy bin in the residue. Each
time a particle is emitted it removes a part of the “pop-
ulation spectra” in the bin from which it originates and
FIG. 8: Schematic representation of the algorithm for calcu-
lation of exclusive spectra (see text for details).
deposits it on the population spectrum of the final bin.
The particle itself contributes to the final bin population
spectrum a spike at the energy with which particle was
emitted.
In this calculational scheme, γ-transitions play a par-
ticular role of transferring “population spectra” down to
the excitations stable against particle emission. These
contributions (undepleted) sum up on the residual nu-
cleus ground state to form exclusive spectra associated
with the residue.
j. Recoils: Spectra of recoils are particularly impor-
tant for calculation of the radiation damage and heating
caused by reaction products in various construction ma-
terials. GNASH and EMPIRE provide recoil spectra in
the laboratory system accounting for the energy boost
due to the center of mass motion. The LANL RECOIL
code calculates, and then stores in the ENDF-6 format,
the recoil spectra. At higher energies (>20 MeV) for
LA150 evaluations, a model was developed to calculate
the energy distributions of all recoil nuclei in the GNASH
calculations by Chadwick in 1996. The recoil energy dis-
tributions are represented in the laboratory system in
MF=6, MT=5, and are given as isotropic in the lab sys-
tem. All other data in MF=6,MT=5 are given in the
center-of-mass system. This method of representation
utilizes the LCT=3 option approved at the November,
1996, CSEWG meeting.
In EMPIRE, spectra of recoils are calculated internally
using an algorithm analogous to the one used for the ex-
clusive spectra. Accordingly, energy correlations between
subsequent emissions are taken into account. The result-
ing spectra are integrated over angles and summed over
intermediate spins. However, the asymmetric angular
distribution of the first ejectile is taken into account when
parent nucleus and ejectile velocity vectors are added to
produce the residual nucleus (recoil) velocity.
k. Prompt fission neutron spectra: The Los Alamos
(Madland-Nix) model of the prompt fission neutron spec-
trum and average prompt neutron multiplicity is based
upon classical nuclear evaporation theory and utilizes an
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isospin-dependent optical potential for the inverse pro-
cess of compound nucleus formation in neutron-rich fis-
sion fragments [69]. The model accounts for the physical
effects of (a) the motion of the fission fragments emit-
ting the neutrons, (b) the distribution of fission-fragment
residual nuclear temperature that results from the initial
distribution of fission-fragment excitation energy, (c) the
energy dependence of the cross section for the inverse
process of compound nucleus formation, and (d) the ef-
fects of and competition between first-, second-, third-,
and fourth-chance fission, wherein the neutrons emitted
prior to fission in multi-chance fission are included in the
total prompt fission neutron spectrum.
The Los Alamos model, in its exact energy- dependent
formulation, has been used to calculate the prompt fission
neutron spectrum matrix for the n + 235U, n + 238U, and
n + 239Pu systems, and these appear in ENDF/B-VII
with the tabulated distribution (LF=1) law.
The prompt fission neutron spectrum matrix for a
given system is calculated in three steps. First, one
starts by collecting together the published experimen-
tal measurements of the prompt spectra and average
prompt neutron multiplicities for that system includ-
ing the multiplicities for the fissioning nuclei occurring
in multichance fission and the measurements of the fis-
sion probabilities for multichance fission, if they exist,
for that same system. If the required fission probabil-
ities have not been measured they must be calculated
in a Hauser-Feshbach approach. Such approaches have
the measured total fission cross section as the single con-
straint in the fission channel and therefore the sum of the
multichance fission probabilities is well determined, but
the individual multichance fission probabilities are less
well determined. Secondly, least-squares adjustments
are performed with respect to the nuclear level-density
parameter in the Los Alamos model and each measured
spectrum for the incident neutron energies below the
threshold for 2nd-chance fission. The determination of
the level-density parameter for a given measured spec-
trum at a given incident neutron energy requires that
the tail of the spectrum have been measured out to at
least 7 or 8 MeV. Measured spectra not meeting this
requirement are excluded. The incident neutron energy
dependence of the extracted nuclear level-density param-
eters must be smooth and within physical expectations.
Measurements falling strongly outside these expectations
are disallowed. Thirdly, the multichance fission com-
ponents of the total spectrum are calculated using the
normalized distributions of excitation energy for each fis-
sioning compound nucleus occurring together with either
measured or calculated fission probabilities for that com-
pound nucleus and then the Los Alamos model spectrum
for that compound nucleus, as described in detail in [69]
for the original calculation of the n + 235U prompt fission
neutron spectrum matrix.
The calculation of the prompt fission neutron spectrum
matrices for the n +235U, n + 238U, and n + 239Pu sys-
tems for ENDF/B-VII.0 differ from the calculations for
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FIG. 9: First moments (average energies) of 235,238U and
239Pu prompt fission neutron spectra for ENDF/B-VII.0 cal-
culated with the Los Alamos model [69] in comparison with
those of ENDF/B-VI.
those same systems in ENDF/B-VI by the facts that the
Los Alamos model was not used for the latter two sys-
tems in ENDF/B-VI and that although the Los Alamos
model was used in ENDF/B-VI for the n + 235U system
the ENDF/B-VII.0 calculation for n + 235U made exten-
sive use of experimental data that were not available in
1982.
Fig. 9 shows the average prompt fission neutron emis-
sion energy, as a function of incident energy, for 235,238U
and 239Pu, for both the new ENDF/B-VII.0 evaluations
and the old ENDF/B-VI evaluations. These results are
described in more detail below, in the subsections de-
voted to each of the major actinides. An example of
the way the emission spectrum changes with incident en-
ergy is shown in Fig. 10, where the spectrum is divided
by the thermal spectrum for clarity (hence the constant
value of 1.0 on this 3D graph for an incident energy of
zero). This figure illustrates the staircase-like effect at
the peak regions of the spectra due to the onset of suc-
cessive multiple-chance fissions and, correspondingly, the
heating and subsequent cooling in the tail regions of the
spectra as each successive multi-chance fission neutron
emission prior to fission occurs.
B. Actinides
New evaluations were performed for ENDF/B-
VII.0 of neutron reactions on the major actinides
235,238U, and 239Pu, as well as on 232Th, 231,233Pa,
232,233,234,236,237,239,240,241U, and 241,242g,242m,243Am.
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FIG. 10: Prompt fission neutron spectrum matrix for the
n+239Pu system, shown as a ratio to the thermal spectrum,
and calculated with the Los Alamos model [69].
1. Evaluation procedure
The goals for the evaluations are to comply as closely
as possible with experimental microscopic data from the
CSISRS database (also known as EXFOR) [70] and at the
same time to accurately match results from simple bench-
mark critical experiments. The sequence usually followed
in the evaluations above the resonance region was to op-
timize agreement of modern nuclear model code calcu-
lations to the experimental database by careful model
parameter selection.
For processes such as elastic and inelastic scattering
and (n,xn) reactions, the calculations were generally uti-
lized directly for the evaluated cross sections and en-
ergy/angle distributions. In cases where highly accu-
rate experimental data were available, the experimental
database was used directly in the evaluations. Examples
are the 235,238U and 239Pu fission cross sections, which
were taken exactly from the results of the ENDF/B-VII.0
neutron standards analysis. Other experimental data
used in the evaluations were also adjusted to ENDF/B-
VII.0 standards. In the case of 233U and the major
actinides 235U and 239Pu, the final step in the evalua-
tions was to make minor adjustments in prompt ν¯ (gen-
erally within experimental data uncertainties) to enhance
agreement with simple fast critical benchmark measure-
ments.
2. 235U
First, we describe the evaluation in the fast neutron re-
gion performed by LANL, then we proceed by describing
the evaluation in the unresolved resonance region per-
formed by ORNL. The remaining data were taken over
from ENDF/B-VI.8.
a. Fast neutron region: The previous 235U
ENDF/B-VI.8 evaluation has performed reasonably
well in integral validation tests based on simulations of
critical assemblies, especially since the improvements de-
veloped by Lubitz [71] for ENDF/B-VI.3 and subsequent
refinements by ORNL in ENDF/B-VI.5. The principle
deficiency we wanted to remove was an underprediction
of reactivity - for instance, the calculated keff for Godiva,
a fast critical assembly based upon HEU in a spherical
configuration, was 0.996, compared to experiment of 1.
This reflected, in part, a previous evaluated fission cross
section that was too low by about 1-1.5% in the fast
range, coming from the 1990 ENDF/B-VI standards
analysis of experimental data that unfortunately had a
bug in the Bayesian analysis code.
The new 235U evaluation builds upon the previous
ENDF/B-VI.8 file, with the following improvements from
Los Alamos:
1. The fission cross section is from the new
IAEA/WPEC/CSEWG Standards group, which is
about 0.5-1.5% higher than the ENDF/B-VI.8 eval-
uation in the fast region (1 - 5 MeV) and 1-5%
different above 14 MeV where new measurements
have become available (see Figs. 11 and 72).
2. Prompt ν¯ is based on a covariance analysis of ex-
perimental data, with consideration of consistency
with fast critical benchmark experiments.
3. New (n,2n), (n,3n) cross sections are based on a
GNASH analysis of new GEANIE (n,2nγ) data
from a LLNL/LANL collaboration at the LANSCE
facility.
4. New prompt fission spectra are taken from Mad-
land’s analysis (except at thermal, where the pre-
vious evaluations was maintained, as discussed be-
low).
5. New delayed neutron data.
6. Improved inelastic scattering at 14 MeV and be-
low, based on improved preequilibrium and direct
reaction cross section modeling and integral pulsed-
sphere experiments.
7. An improved unresolved resonance analysis from
Oak Ridge in the 2.25 keV - 25.0 keV region. We
note that the earlier Release 8 evaluation included
some major advances from Oak Ridge for the reso-
nance region. For the first time integral data were
included with microscopic experimental data in the
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FIG. 11: Evaluated fission cross section compared with mea-
sured data, as represented by a covariance analysis of exper-
imental data (referred to as ENDF/B-VII.0 Standard) - our
new evaluation follows the Standard evaluation of the exper-
imental data. The lower plot focuses on the lower-energy
region. Other evaluations from JEFF and JENDL are also
shown. See also Fig. 72.
fitting procedure, and the multilevel R-matrix anal-
ysis with the SAMMY code [27] resulted in close fits
to both the integral and microscopic data.
8. Delayed γ-ray data (LLNL) are incorporated for
the first time.
The 235U fission cross section is shown in Fig. 11,
with comparison to the previous ENDF/B-VI.8 evalu-
ation, and to the latest JEFF and JENDL evaluations
(see also Fig. 72). This new result comes from the in-
ternational standards project under the auspices of the
IAEA, WPEC, and CSEWG, and the evaluation fol-
lows the statistical analysis of the pertinent measured
data. This evaluation is 0.5-1.5% higher than the pre-
vious ENDF/B-VI Standard in the 1-5 MeV region, and
significantly higher above 15 MeV (because of new fission
measurement data now available at the higher energies).
The impact of the higher fission cross section in the fast
region (few MeV) is particularly important, having the
effect of increasing the criticality of fast systems.
The new prompt fission multiplicity, ν¯p, is shown in
Fig. 12. The new evaluation follows our covariance anal-
ysis of the experimental data, generally within uncer-
tainties, and includes renormalization of the measured
values to the latest standard value for californium. The
structure in the Version VI covariance analysis around
En=0.1-0.4 MeV, which was smoothed in the ENDF/B-
VI evaluation, was restored in the Version VII.0 evalua-
tion. Also, the evaluation was adjusted slightly between
1.0 and 2.5 MeV to better represent the covariance anal-
ysis. It is evident that the new evaluation is rather close
to the previous ENDF/B-VI.8 data.
D. Madland, LANL led a group of physicists from var-
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FIG. 12: Evaluated prompt fission multiplicity, ν¯, compared
with measured data, as represented by a covariance analysis of
experimental data. Other evaluations from JEFF and JENDL
are also shown. (See also discussion in Section III.B.9.)
ious countries under the auspices of the Nuclear Energy
Agency/WPEC Subgroup 9 to study the fission prompt
neutron spectrum for 235U. This work considered new
measured data and modeling methods, and led to a new
set of prompt fission spectra as a function of incident neu-
tron energy (the χ matrix). The final report [72] noted
that significant uncertainties still exist in the prompt
spectrum at thermal energies, due to inconsistencies in
measured neutron spectrum data, and information from
dosimetry activation studies. Because of this uncertainty,
we have adopted Madland’s new χ matrix for all energies
except thermal, where we have preserved the previous
ENDF/B-VI evaluation which is an earlier evaluation us-
ing the Los Alamos (Madland-Nix) model. New measure-
ments at thermal are now underway, and this may lead
to a future upgrade in the 235U thermal prompt spec-
trum. Furthermore, the previous ENDF/B-VI.8 prompt
neutron spectrum evaluation at thermal energy appeared
to perform better in integral data testing of thermal sys-
tems, and was therefore turned over to ENDF/B-VII.0.
In Fig. 13 we show the prompt fission neutron emis-
sion spectrum, compared with measurements by Boykov
et al. [73] for 2.9 MeV neutrons on 235U. The present cal-
culation (used in ENDF/B-VII.0) is compared with the
data and with the older ENDF/B-VI evaluation. The
present calculation with the Los Alamos involves a least-
squares adjustment to best represent the data. Fig. 14
shows these same results, plotted in ratio to the σc =
constant approximation to the Los Alamos model [69].
It is evident that the present ENDF/B-VII.0 agrees bet-
ter with the Boykov data. A similar comparison at 14.7
MeV is shown in Fig. 15 for our new ENDF/B-VII.0
data, labeled Los Alamos model, compared with Boykov
data. The (small) underestimate of the emission spectra
data in the 6 - 9 MeV region is because of the lack of
inclusion of preequilibrium processes in the current im-
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FIG. 13: Prompt fission spectrum for 2.9 MeV neutrons inci-
dent on 235U, for ENDF/B-VII.0 and ENDF/B-VI (an earlier
implementation of the Los Alamos model). The data are from
Boykov [73].
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FIG. 14: Prompt fission spectrum for 2.9 MeV neutrons inci-
dent on 235U shown in ratio to the σc = constant approxima-
tion to the Los Alamos model. The data are from Boykov [73].
plementation of the Los Alamos model - a feature that
we will include in future work.
The new 235U(n, 2n) cross section comes from a
GNASH code theory prediction, baselined against the
measured data. A comparison with experimental data,
and with ENDF/B-VI.8, JEFF-3.0 and JENDL-3.3 is
given in Fig. 16. The faster rise from threshold of the
new cross section, as seen in this figure, was motivated
by the recent GEANIE-project (n, 2nγ) data obtained
by Younes and Becker [74]. This measurement was sup-
plemented by GNASH calculations to augment measured
contributions with unmeasurable contributions.
The previous 235U evaluation was known to poorly
model Livermore pulsed sphere data that measure the
downscattering of 14 MeV neutrons, in the region corre-
sponding to inelastic scattering (the 2-4 MeV excitation
energy region in 235U). No reliable microscopic data exist
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FIG. 15: Prompt fission neutron spectrum for 14.7 MeV neu-
trons incident on 235U. The experimental data of Boykov [73]
are shown together with predictions of the Los Alamos model.
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FIG. 16: Evaluated 235U(n, 2n) cross section compared with
data, and with previous evaluations.
for this process at 14 MeV for 235U, so we postulated that
the collective inelastic scattering processes measured for
238U by Baba are likely to be similar for 235U (see the
description in the 238U section). This allowed us, using
DWBA methods, to generate inelastic scattering contri-
butions high into the continuum with deformation pa-
rameters for each inelastic state. The angle-integrated
spectrum obtained in this way, for 14 MeV, is shown in
Fig. 17, and the oscillatory structure between 9 and 13
MeV emission energy is due to the new inelastic scat-
tering to collective states. Our treatment provides in-
elastic data not just at 14 MeV, but at other incident
energies based on predictions from the ECIS code us-
ing the same deformation parameters that we used at
14 MeV. This is the first time that preequilibrium and
DWBA mechanisms for inelastic scattering have been in-
cluded high into the continuum for evaluated actinide
databases. In ENDF/B-VII.0 this approach was followed
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data exist, though our calculations were guided by measured
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for 233,235,236,238U, 239Pu, 232Th, and 231,233Pa. As dis-
cussed in the data testing section (Section X.F), our new
evaluation now leads to good agreement with the Liver-
more pulsed sphere data.
Section X discusses integral data validation of this new
evaluation against fast, intermediate, and thermal critical
assemblies (with good performance).
There are some remaining possible deficiencies that we
know about. Firstly, radiative capture in our new evalu-
ation has been carried over from ENDF/B-VI.8, and we
note that in the 30 keV - 1 MeV region this evaluation
is lower than the JENDL evaluation by about 10% (they
are based on different, inconsistent, measurements for the
fission to capture ratio, see Fig. 18). Future studies,
and new measurements, may point to changes needed in
the capture cross section. Secondly, as discussed in Sec-
tion X, critical assembly reaction rate simulations of the
238U fission/235U fission rate (a measure of the hardness
of the spectrum as 238U is a threshold fissioner) in HEU
assemblies show a 4-5% underprediction of data. Since
the fission cross sections used in the simulations are likely
to be very accurate, this suggests that particle transport
codes lead to a neutron spectrum in HEU that is too soft.
This in turn may reflect deficiencies in the 235U cross sec-
tion data for processes that down-scatter neutrons, i.e.,
inelastic scattering, or in the prompt fission spectrum.
b. Unresolved resonance region: The SAMMY code
has been used to perform an unresolved resonance eval-
uation of the 235U cross sections from 2.25 keV up to
25 keV [75]. The evaluation includes the first four an-
gular momenta, that is, the s-, p-, d-, and f-waves. The
energy dependence of the parameters is obtained using
the Bethe theory for level density, the Hill-Wheeler fis-
sion barrier penetration for the fission widths and the
giant dipole model for the capture widths. SAMMY
generates average resonance parameters based on a sta-
TABLE VII: Parameters of the SAMMY fit of the 235U ex-
perimental data in the energy region 2.25 to 25 keV.
Angular momentum s-wave p-wave
Neutron strength function 0.905 ± 0.005 1.812 ± 0.021
104Sl
Average capture width 36.06 ± 1.91 14.09 ± 2.11
(meV)
Distant level parameter -0.153 ± 0.002 0.104 ± 0.004
R∞
Effective scattering radius 9.680 ± 0.020 7.517 ± 0.211
R’ (fm)
tistical model analysis of the experimental average cross
sections. These parameters are then converted into the
ENDF-6 format for use in a Single-Level Breit-Wigner
cross-section calculation. The primary use of the average
resonance parameters is to reproduce the fluctuations in
the cross sections for the purposes of energy self-shielding
calculations.
Three sets of ORELA (Oak Ridge Electron Linear Ac-
celerator) experimental data were used in the SAMMY
evaluation of 235U from 2.25 to 25 keV.
• Effective average total cross sections of Harvey et
al. [76] obtained from the experimental transmis-
sion were analyzed; these data are from a time-
of-flight transmission measurement performed at a
80.4-m flight path for two sample thicknesses of
0.0328 and 0.00236 atm/barn. The samples were
cooled to liquid-nitrogen temperature to reduce the
Doppler broadening of the resonances. Average
cross sections were derived by Derrien et al. [77]
and corrected for the self-shielding effect.
• Fission cross sections measured by Weston and
Todd [78] at a 86.5 m flight path were analyzed.
• Capture data from the capture-to-fission ratio of
Weston [79] were also used in the evaluation.
Parameter values obtained from the fit of the experi-
mental data are shown in Table VII. The strength func-
tion listed in Table VII is 2.8 % larger than the value of
(0.88 ± 0.09)10−4 calculated in the resolved resonance
region (0 to 110 eV).
The 235U unresolved resonance evaluation is consis-
tent with the resolved resonance evaluation since both
were done using the SAMMY code. Average resolved
resonance parameters obtained in the resolved resonance
evaluations were used as the starting parameters in the
unresolved resonance evaluation. Higher-energy portions
of the experimental data base used in the resolved reso-
nance evaluation were also used in the unresolved evalu-
ation, including total, fission, and capture data. A good
representation of the average cross section was achieved
with the new evaluation.
We remind the reader that the thermal ν¯ value for
235U, which was taken over from ENDF/B-VI.8, is
2.4367. This value is slightly higher than that from the
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FIG. 18: Evaluated 235U(n, γ) capture cross section compared
with data, and with the JENDL-3.3 evaluation.
neutron standards 2.4355 but within experimental un-
certainties, so as to optimize agreement with the critical
assembly benchmarks.
3. 238U
First, we describe the evaluation in the fast neutron
region performed by LANL, then we proceed by describ-
ing the evaluation in the resonance region performed by
ORNL.
a. Fast neutron region: Major modifications have
been made to the 238U evaluation, in both the resonance
region (ORNL, CEA, and the WPEC subgroup), and in
the fast and high energy region (Los Alamos). The new
ENDF/B-VII.0 evaluation is based upon evaluations of
experimental data and use of GNASH nuclear model cal-
culations to predict cross sections and spectra. Prior
to the present work, there were some longstanding de-
ficiencies, as evident in critical assembly integral data
testing. First, there was the reflector bias - the phe-
nomenon whereby fast critical assemblies showed a re-
activity swing in the calculated keff in going from a bare
critical assembly (e.g., Godiva (HEU) or Jezebel (239Pu))
to a 238U-reflected critical assembly (e.g., Flattop-25, or
Flattop-Pu), whereas measurements showed keff = 1 for
both assemblies (see the bias shown in the open symbols
for ENDF/B-VI.8 in Fig. 86). Secondly, thermal critical
assemblies involving 238U have showed a calculated un-
derreactivity for ENDF/B-VI.8, as described in detail in
the next subsection. Thirdly, some intermediate energy
critical assemblies involving large quantities of 238U, such
as Big-10, were modeled very poorly using ENDF/B-VI.8
data (see Fig. 86). As shown in Section X and Fig. 86,
the nuclear data improvements made for ENDF/B-VII.0
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FIG. 20: Evaluated 238U prompt fission multiplicity, based
on a covariance analysis of the experimental data.(Also, see
discussion in Section III.B.9.)
largely remove these deficiencies.
The fission cross section was taken from the new rec-
ommendations of the IAEA/WPEC/CSEWG Standards
group, based on a Bayesian analysis of measured data. As
can be seen in Fig. 19 and Fig. 73 the fission cross sec-
tion differs from the previous ENDF/B-VI.8 cross section
in some important ways, being ≈1.5% larger in the 2-4
MeV region, and 1-5% in the 14-20 MeV region. Above
14 MeV the principle reason for the change is newer
and more precise measurements from various laborato-
ries, which were not available for ENDF/B-VI.
For the prompt fission multiplicity, the ENDF/B-VII.0
data is identical to ENDF/B-VI, except the energy range
was extended from 20 to 30 MeV. The ENDF/B-VI data
are based on an evaluation by Frehaut [80], see Fig. 20.
The prompt fission spectrum in ENDF/B-VII.0 for
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FIG. 21: Prompt fission neutron spectrum for 2.0 MeV neu-
trons incident on 238U. The data of Baba [81] are shown to-
gether with the least-squares adjustment to the Los Alamos
model.
238U came from a new analysis by Madland using the
Los Alamos model. An example is shown in Fig. 21,
where the model is compared with 2.0 MeV data by
Baba et al. [81]. Similarly good agreements are seen
at 5 MeV when the Los Alamos model is compared to
the Lovchikova data [82], Fig. 22. New experimental
data have been obtained using the Los Alamos LAN-
SCE/FIGARO detector, for the prompt fission neutron
spectrum as a function of incident energy. These data
by Ethvignot et al. [83], together with average energies
extracted from older measurements, are compared with
Los Alamos model predictions in Fig. 23, and the agree-
ment is seen to be good. The staircase-like change in the
average emission energy as multichance fission opens up
is evident. Note that the lower average energies in our
new ENDF/B-VII.0 data, compared to ENDF/B-VI (see
Fig. 23), appear to be supported by these measurements.
However, it is worth noting that the uncertainties on the
measured data can be large because experiments typi-
cally are not able to measure the whole emission energy
range because of detector cut-offs, and the unmeasured
regions must be supplied by theory predictions.
Nuclear reaction modeling with the GNASH and ECIS
codes played an important role for improving the treat-
ment of inelastic scattering to discrete levels and to the
continuum. This work impacts both the scattering in the
fast region, as well as at 14 MeV and below. In the former
case - inelastic scattering in the fast (few MeV) region -
we will show later in the integral validation section (Sec-
tion X) that our improved data for inelastic scattering
results in significant improvements in the critical assem-
bly validation tests, not just for fast critical assemblies,
but also for more moderated and thermal assemblies (the
LEU-COMP-THERM series). The total inelastic scatter-
ing we now obtain is shown in Fig. 24.
At 14 MeV, there are differential data from Baba et.
al. that show a significant amount of inelastic scattering
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FIG. 22: Prompt fission neutron spectrum for 5.0 MeV neu-
trons incident on 238U. The data of Lovchikova [82] are shown
together with the least-squares adjustment to the Los Alamos
model.
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FIG. 23: First moment (average energies) of the n+238U
prompt fission neutron spectrum matrix calculated with the
Los Alamos model shown together with those extracted from
earlier experiments and the more recent CEA/Los Alamos
FIGARO measurements [83].
high into the continuum (1-4 MeV excitation energy).
By assuming significant collective strength in the con-
tinuum for these reactions, we were able to model these
measured spectra fairly accurately, both for the overall
angle-integrated neutron spectra, as well as the spectra
at various angles. An example is shown in Fig. 25. The
accuracy of this new evaluation was also tested success-
fully in integral 14 MeV pulsed-sphere simulations, see
Fig. 115 in Section X.E.
An example of the secondary neutron emission spec-
trum at 6.1 MeV incident energy on 238U is shown in
Fig. 26, for an emission angle of 45 degrees. It is ev-
ident that the new ENDF/B-VII.0 evaluation provides
a much more accurate representation of the secondary
spectrum, and its angular distribution, than the earlier
ENDF/B-VI.8 evaluation. This is because of our more
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accurate modeling of inelastic and prompt fission reac-
tion processes.
Our evaluated neutron capture cross section is shown
in Fig. 27, and is compared with the result from the Stan-
dards project (which represents a Bayesian analysis of a
large amount of experimental data). The small modifi-
cations compared to the Standards analysis were made
to smooth the results from the Bayesian analysis of ex-
perimental data, and also to optimize the performance in
some criticality benchmarks . This capture cross section
is not formally considered a standard, but the capture
cross section is included in the standard project anal-
ysis. It should be noted that in the MeV region, the
evaluated cross section lies below the bulk of the mea-
surements that one might find in the CSISRS (EXFOR)
experimental database. This is intentional, and repre-
sents the conclusions of evaluators who have studied the
various measurements made and concluded that the lower
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FIG. 26: Evaluated 238U(n, xn) neutron production energy-
spectrum, compared with data, and with different evalua-
tions.
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tions.
measurements are most accurate. See for instance, the
Nuclear Energy Agency WPEC Subgroup-4 report [84].
The neutron capture cross section on 238U can be
tested in an integral way, by comparing production of
239U in a critical assembly for various neutron spectra
in different critical assemblies, ranging from soft spectra
to hard spectra. To perform such validation tests, we
use the MCNP code to simulate these different fast as-
semblies, using the model descriptions provided in the
International Criticality Safety Benchmark Evaluation
Project (ICSBEP) Handbook [85] and/or the CSEWG
benchmark descriptions. (Of course, we must first en-
sure we model keff accurately, and this is the case - see
Section X). Then, the calculated reaction rates for cap-
ture (in ratio to fission) are compared with the measured
values. The results, shown in Fig. 107, show that the
evaluation reproduces these integral capture rates well,
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though there is considerable spread in the measurements.
Like radiative capture, cross sections such as (n, 2n)
and (n, 3n) are also important for production-depletion
studies of uranium isotope inventories and transmuta-
tion. Our new evaluation of the (n, 2n) cross section is
shown in Fig. 28 compared with ENDF/B-VI.8 and with
measured data. It follows the LANL radiochemistry mea-
surements of Knight in the rise from threshold, and the
value from Barr at 14.1 MeV. This cross section can also
be tested against integral critical assembly (n, 2n) reac-
tion rate measurements, as shown in Fig. 106.
b. Resolved and unresolved resonance region,
“ORNL5” evaluation: In the previous ENDF/B-VI.8
library, the resonance parameters of 238U below 10
keV came from the evaluation work performed by
M. Moxon et al. [86]. However, numerous criticality
studies, involving low-enriched thermal benchmarks
from the ICSBEP and CSEWG benchmarks books,
demonstrated a systematic eigenvalue under-prediction
of about -0.5% (-500 pcm) with ENDF/B-VI.8. Within
the framework of WPEC, Subgroup-22 was formed to
solve this problem. First, the 238U capture cross sections
were investigated using specific integral experiments
sensitive to the capture resonance integral such as:
• correlation between keff and 238U capture fraction.
• measurements of 238U spectral indices and effec-
tive capture resonance integral (Hellstrand correla-
tions).
• post-irradiation experiments (PIE) which measures
the 239Pu isotopic ratio as a function of burn-up.
As summarized in [87], these tests did not demonstrate
a significant error in the 238U capture resonance inte-
gral of ENDF/B-VI.8; integral experiments were gener-
ally predicted within the experimental uncertainty mar-
gins. However, a trend of decreasing keff versus
238U cap-
ture fraction and a slight overestimation of 239Pu build-
up in PIE experiments were observed. These findings
supported a slight reduction of the effective resonance
integral between 0.5% and 1%.
To investigate this point, a new analysis of the 238U
cross section in the resolved-resonance range was under-
taken at ORNL in collaboration with the CEA [88]. The
resonance parameters were evaluated below 20 keV from
a sequential SAMMY Reich-Moore fit of the most recent
high-resolution transmission and capture measurements
listed in Table VIII.
TABLE VIII: Overview of the main experiments used in the
analysis of 238U resonances.
Energy range Reference Measurement
type
6 eV - 100 keV de Saussure et al. Capture
(1973) [89]
0.5 eV - 4 keV Olsen et al. Transmission
(1977) [90]
300 eV - 100 keV Olsen et al. Transmission
(1979) [91]
250 eV - 130 keV Macklin et al. Capture
(1988)[92]
1 keV - 100 keV Harvey et al. Transmission
(1988)[76]
A paper to be published in Nucl. Sci. Eng. will pro-
vide an extensive description of the evaluation, which can
be summarized as follows:
The 238U(n,γ) thermal cross section, recently recom-
mended by A. Trkov et al. [93], σ0 = 2.683 ± 0.012 b,
was adopted in the present evaluation. The scattering
cross-section at thermal energy was also revisited using
the latest interferometric measurements of neutron co-
herent scattering length. The effective scattering radius
Reff as well as the parameters of the external levels have
been carefully assessed. The new value, Reff = 9.48fm,
is close to the previous determination, Reff = 9.42fm,
adopted in ENDF/B-VI.8.
The SAMMY analysis of the lowest s-wave resonances
below 102 eV led to resonance parameters slightly differ-
ent from those of ENDF/B-VI.8 as shown in Table IX.
Using the Crystal Lattice Model (CLM) of SAMMY, spe-
cial attention was paid to the modeling of Doppler broad-
ening for low-energy resonances.
With the new evaluation, thick-sample transmissions
calculated from the resonance parameters and averaged
over 1-keV energy intervals agree within about 1% with
the reference experimental values of Harvey. Note that
the fits of capture data could not be obtained without
large normalization and background corrections.
The resolved-resonance range was extended to 20 keV,
taking advantage of the transmission data of Harvey and
capture data of Macklin. Above 10 keV, poorer exper-
imental resolution makes resonance analysis difficult so
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TABLE IX: Resonance parameters of the 238U s-wave reso-
nances in ENDF/B-VI.8 and ENDF/B-VII.0.
ENDF/B-VII.0 ENDF/B-VI.8
R’ = 9.48 fm R’ = 9.42 fm
Energy Γγ Γn Γγ Γn
eV meV meV meV meV
6.673 23.00 1.476 23.00 1.493
20.87 22.86 10.09 22.91 10.26
36.68 23.00 33.55 22.89 34.13
66.03 23.31 24.18 23.36 24.60
80.75 23.39 1.874 23.00 1.865
102.56 24.08 70.77 23.40 71.70
that only large s-wave resonances could be reliably iden-
tified. To represent small s or p resonances, a “pseudo-
resonance” approach was used; a set of resonances is pro-
posed that fits the transmission and capture data but
does not represent actual resonances.
Statistical tests using results from Gaussian Orthog-
onal Ensemble theory (GOE) were also carried out to
check the evaluation. These tests include the analysis
of spacings and widths distribution, ∆3 statistics, cor-
relation coefficient between adjacent spacings and other
useful GOE statistics.
Fig. 29 shows an example of the SAMMY fit of capture
measurements in the keV energy range. As suggested
by integral experiments, this new evaluation proposes a
slight decrease of the effective capture resonance inte-
gral (dilution around 50 b) by about 0.6%, compared to
ENDF/B-VI.8. One expected consequence of this new
evaluation is an increase of the calculated multiplication
factor for low-enriched lattices from about 0.1 to 0.15%
(100 to 150 pcm), depending on the moderation ratio.
Note that the combination of the new LANL 238U in-
elastic data in the fast neutron region, described in the
previous section, with the ORNL resonance parameter
set gave a satisfactory correction of the reactivity under-
prediction (see Section X.B.4).
The unresolved range starts at 20 keV and extends to
300 keV. It is represented by two ENDF files: File 2 con-
tains average resonance parameters, essential for shield-
ing factors calculations, from the evaluation of Fro¨hner
[94]. File 3 provides pointwise cross sections at infinite
dilution and was described in the previous section. An
independent analysis of the unresolved range was car-
ried out at ORNL. This work was based on simulta-
neous fit of carefully selected transmission and capture
measurements with the statistical model implemented
in SAMMY. This work led to cross-section values and
average resonance parameters very close to the present
ENDF/B-VII.0 evaluation up to 300 keV.
Incident Neutron Energy (keV)
FIG. 29: Experimental capture data on 238U (one sample
measured by De Saussure and two samples by Macklin) com-
pared to the results of the SAMMY fit in the range 5.5 - 6.0
keV.
4. 239Pu
First, we describe our evaluation in the fast neutron
region performed by LANL, then we briefly describe our
evaluation in the resonance region.
a. Fast neutron region: The following upgrades have
been made to the 239Pu evaluation:
1. New experimental data from a LANSCE GEANIE
experiment are combined with older data and
GNASH theoretical calculations to produce a new
evaluation of the 239Pu(n,2n) cross section;
2. A fission cross section as provided by the
IAEA/WPEC/CSEWG Standards Group;
3. A new analysis of the prompt fission neutron spec-
trum matrix based on the Los Alamos Madland-Nix
model;
4. New improved delayed neutron data;
5. ν¯ data - modifications were made to the ENDF/B-
VI.8 evaluation to improve agreement with the re-
sults of a covariance analysis of experimental data
and with integral experimental results;
6. Improved inelastic scattering at 14 MeV and below,
allowing a good representation of Livermore pulsed-
sphere data.
7. β-delayed γ-rays were added for the first time, from
Livermore.
The earlier 239Pu ENDF/B-VI.8 evaluation exhibited
an under-reactivity, with the simulated Jezebel keff being
≈0.997. The new evaluation is more reactive, mainly be-
cause of the higher fission cross section in the fast region,
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FIG. 30: Evaluated fission cross section compared with mea-
sured data, as represented by a covariance analysis of exper-
imental data (referred to as ENDF/B-VII.0 Standard) - our
new evaluation follows the Standard evaluation of the exper-
imental data. Other evaluations from JEFF and JENDL are
also shown.
FIG. 31: Evaluated prompt fission multiplicity, ν¯p compared
with measured data, as represented by a covariance analysis of
experimental data. Other evaluations from JEFF and JENDL
are also shown. (Also, see discussion in Section III.B.9.)
with keff ≈ 1 (see the discussion on integral data testing
in Section X.B.2 and Fig. 88).
The new fission cross section is shown in Fig. 30 com-
pared with the older ENDF/B-VI.8 evaluation. Because
the earlier 235U ENDF/B-VI.8 standard fission cross sec-
tion was too low in the fast neutron energy region, and
has now been increased in ENDF/B-VII.0, this leads
to an increased 239Pu fission cross section in this en-
ergy region too, since the plutonium fission cross sec-
tion is strongly dependent on 239Pu/235U fission ratio
measurements. This cross section was provided by the
IAEA/WPEC/CSEWG Standards Group, see Section V.
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FIG. 32: Prompt fission neutron spectrum for 1.5 MeV neu-
trons incident on 239Pu. The data of Staples [95] are shown
together with the least-squares adjustment to the Los Alamos
model.
The evaluated prompt fission nubar is shown in Fig. 31,
compared with our statistical covariance analysis of all
measured data (again renormalized to the latest cali-
fornium standard). In the fast region, our evaluation fol-
lows the upper uncertainty bars of the statistical analysis
of the experimental data, allowing us to optimize the in-
tegral performance in criticality benchmarks for the fast
Jezebel 239Pu spherical assembly.
The prompt fission neutron spectrum, as a function of
incident energy, was reevaluated using the Madland-Nix
approach. An example of the prompt fission spectrum
is shown in Fig. 32, for 1.5 MeV neutrons incident on
239Pu, compared with the Staples et al. [95] data. Like-
wise, new delayed neutron data were determined from
Wilson and Moller’s analysis, see Section III.C.1.
The new (n, 2n) cross section was based upon a ma-
jor Livermore – Los Alamos collaboration, involving
GEANIE gamma-ray measurements of the decay gamma-
rays in 238Pu, together with GNASH code theory pre-
dictions of unmeasured contributions to the cross sec-
tion. Prior to this work, precision activation measure-
ments had been made near 14 MeV by Lougheed et
al. [96]. Other measurements based on measuring the
two secondary neutrons by Frehaut and by Mather were
thought to be problematic - Mather’s being unrealisti-
cally high near threshold, and Frehaut’s being unrealis-
tically low - and were therefore discounted in the eval-
uation. Such measurements were very difficult because
of the large background of two neutron events in coin-
cidence with fission. The evaluated data obtained by
McNabb and Chadwick, see [97] and [98], are based on a
covariance analysis of both the GEANIE-GNASH mea-
surements that extend from threshold to 20 MeV, and
the Lougheed data near 14 MeV, and are referred to
as GEANIE-project data in Fig. 33, and adopted for
ENDF/B-VII.0.
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FIG. 33: Evaluated 239Pu(n, 2n) cross section compared with
data, and with previous evaluations.The evaluation was based
upon the GEANIE-GNASH data and the Lougheed 14 MeV
data [96]. The ENDF/B-VII.0 evaluation (red line) is also
refered to as the “GEANIE-project” evaluation.
As was the case for 235U, the previous 239Pu eval-
uation did not include enough inelastic scattering into
the continuum for 14 MeV neutron energy and below,
leading to poor performance in simulations of Livermore
pulsed spheres in the 2-4 MeV excitation energy region.
As for 235U, no direct measurements exist here, and so
we inferred collective excitation strength from direct re-
action analyses of 238U data by Baba et al, and as-
sumed similar strengths for 239Pu. Fig. 34 shows the new
angle-integrated neutron spectrum data compared to the
ENDF/B-VI.8 evaluation (no measurements exist). This
procedure led to a much improved MCNP modeling of
the pulsed-sphere data, as shown in Fig. 116 in Section
X.E.
b. Resonance region: The evaluation by Derrien and
Nakagawa of the resonance region was taken over from
the ENDF/B-VI.8 library without any change.
5. 233U
First, we describe our evaluation in the fast neutron
region performed by LANL, then we proceed by describ-
ing the evaluation in the resonance region performed by
ORNL.
a. Fast neutron region: At the higher energies in the
fast region, the new 233U evaluation is based upon a
new GNASH/ECIS calculational analysis, together with
use of all available experimental data for fission, scat-
tering, capture, etc. The fission cross section is taken
from a covariance statistical analysis of all experimen-
tal data, including 233U/235U fission ratio measurements
converted using the ENDF/B-VII.0 standard 235U cross
section, as shown in Fig. 35. The somewhat higher 233U
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FIG. 34: Evaluated 239Pu(n, xn) neutron production energy-
spectrum, compared with previous evaluations. No funda-
mental experimental data exist for this reaction, although
Livermore pulsed data for transmission do exist (see Fig. 116).
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FIG. 35: Evaluated fission cross section that follows the mea-
sured data (shown as a covariance analysis of the experimen-
tal data). Other evaluations from JEFF and JENDL are also
included.
fission cross section in the fission spectrum region pro-
duces better agreement with fast critical benchmark ex-
periments. The evaluated prompt fission multiplicity is
shown in Fig. 36, compared with our covariance analy-
sis of measured data. Again, the experimental data are
normalized using ENDF/B-VII.0 standards.
The evaluated data are mainly within uncertainties
when compared with our covariance analysis of measured
data. The capture cross section is shown in Fig. 37 and
is based on our GNASH analysis, normalized using lim-
ited experimental data. The figures illustrate the sig-
nificant change in the 233U evaluated cross sections. In
Section X we show how these improvements in the funda-
mental evaluated data lead to significant improvements
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FIG. 37: Evaluated 233U(n, γ) capture cross section compared
with data, and with previous evaluations.
in our integral data testing results for critical assemblies
involving 233U, for both fast and more thermal assem-
blies. The improvement for Jezebel-23 (a sphere of 233U)
is particularly noteworthy, see Fig. 86.
b. Resolved and unresolved resonance region: To ad-
dress criticality safety concerns for nuclear systems in
which 233U is present, resolved [99] and unresolved [100]
resonance evaluations for this isotope were done with the
SAMMY code.The resolved resonance analysis was car-
ried out from thermal to 600 eV, resulting in a set of
resonance parameters that gives a good description of
the experimental data. Five high resolution transmis-
sion measurements performed at the Oak Ridge Linear
Electron Accelerator (ORELA) [101], five fission mea-
surements [102], and one simultaneous capture and fis-
sion measurement [103] were included in the analysis.
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FIG. 38: Comparisons of average total, fission and capture
cross sections calculated with SAMMY with the experimental
data for 233U.
Sequential fitting of the data using the Reich-Moore for-
malism were done with SAMMY to determine the set of
resonance parameters that best describe the data. Statis-
tical tests of the resonance parameters were performed,
and average values of the observed resonance parameters
were computed for use as starting values in the analy-
sis in the unresolved resonance region. Parameter values
were converted to those required by the ENDF-6 format,
and reported to ENDF at 27 reference energies; these en-
ergies were chosen based on the observed fluctuations in
the experimental data, which are due to unresolved mul-
tiplets of resonances. Results of the fit to experimental
data are shown in Fig. 38. The solid line represents the
SAMMY fit, showing good agreement with the experi-
mental data. The unresolved multiplets of resonances are
clearly seen in the figure. Benchmark calculations have
demonstrated that the new evaluation substantially im-
proves the prediction of effective multiplication factors,
see Section X.B.6.
6. 232,234,236,237,239,240,241U and 241Pu
232,234,236,237,239,240,241U. Depending upon the isotope,
varying amounts of measured data are available. In some
cases, the experimental database is extremely sparse. For
example, for 237U, there are no direct measurements of
the fission cross section at monoenergetic incident neu-
tron energies, and there are no capture measurements.
However, for 237U and 239U, indirect information does ex-
ist on the fission cross section in the few-MeV region, us-
ing surrogate (t,p) direct reaction experiments from Los
Alamos, which have recently been re-analyzed by Younes
and Britt at Livermore [104] and from a more recent
LLNL experiment by Bernstein at al [105]. These data
allow an assessment of the equivalent neutron-induced
fission cross section, and Younes and Britt have shown
that such surrogate approaches can be accurate to better
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FIG. 39: Evaluated 234U(n, γ) capture cross section compared
with data, and with previous evaluations. The evaluation
follows the 2006 DANCE data, which are significantly lower
than the previous Russian data from Muradyan.
then 15 %. In the case of 237U, a measurement has been
made of the fission cross section in a fast fission spectrum
within a Flattop (fast) critical assembly, at two locations
- the centre region. and the tamper region (where the
spectrum is softer). This kind of measurement also pro-
vides indirect information on the fission cross section.
Because of the general paucity of data, we have relied
heavily on GNASH nuclear model calculations, where the
calculations were done for the whole chain of uranium
isotopes in a systematic manner. This is important be-
cause one can use fission barriers inferred from certain
reactions, where data are available, to model neutron re-
actions where no fission cross section data are available.
As an example, modeling first chance fission in n+238U
reactions, using experimental data to deduce the fission
barriers for 239U, provides input for second-chance fis-
sion in n+ 239U reactions. In a similar way, we can
take advantage of systematic trends in optical potentials
and nuclear level densities, both for ground-state defor-
mations and for fission transition states for strongly de-
formed configurations.
We have also been able to use some new capture data
from the DANCE detector, at LANSCE, for unstable tar-
gets prepared by the Chemistry Division, for both 234U
and 236U. Previous data exist for 236U, but only one pre-
vious measurement existed for 234U capture, from Mu-
radyan. In the case of 236U, the new Los Alamos DANCE
capture data were consistent with the bulk of the previ-
ous measurements. However, for 234U, the new Rundberg
measurements were significantly lower than the previous
data set, see Fig. 39. We have adopted this new lower
cross section in our evaluation, as shown in the figure.
This had non-trivial implications on the calculated criti-
cality of uranium assemblies - for example, the HEU fast
critical assembly, Godiva, has about 1 % 234U in it, and
the significantly lower capture cross section compared to
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FIG. 40: 241Pu total cross section of Young and Smith and
fission cross section of Wagemans in the energy range below
10 eV are compared with the results of a SAMMY calculation
(solid lines) using the new resonance parameters.
our earlier evaluation results in an increase in calculated
keff of ≈ 0.1 %.
241Pu. In ENDF/B-VI.8, the 241Pu resonance param-
eters were evaluated below 300 eV by H. Derrien and
G. de Saussure [106]. After this work, a new measure-
ment was performed in 1991 [107] to check the shape of
the fission cross-section in the thermal range. This mea-
surement showed that the shape follows the usual 1/v
law, contrary to previous data. Consequently, 241Pu reso-
nance parameters were revised in 1993 [108] in the energy
range from 0.002 to 3 eV. Nevertheless, integral tests of
the data through Post-Irradiated Experiment (PIE) were
still not satisfactory. The analysis of the measured iso-
topic ratios 241Pu/238U and 242Pu/238U in PIE suggested
that the 241Pu capture was still significantly underesti-
mated [109]. In collaboration with CEA/Cadarache, a
new SAMMY analysis of the 241Pu resonance parameters
was recently performed below 20 eV [110]. This revision
features a much higher 241Pu capture cross-section in the
0.26 eV resonance and is still compatible with the differ-
ential measurements. Integral tests demonstrated that
the new set of resonance parameters improves prediction
of 242Pu build-up as well as 243Am, 244Cm and 245Cm in
PWRs.
Total and fission cross sections on 241Pu below 10 eV
obtained by SAMMY are compared with experimental
data in Fig. 40.
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7. 241,242g,242m,243Am
Data on americium isotopes are especially important
for applications involving transmutation and advanced
reactors with high minor actinide burnup. Large uncer-
tainties and discrepancies in existing libraries need to be
reduced and resolved for the development of such nuclear
applications.
The suite of neutron-induced reactions on americium
isotopes 241,242g,242mAm, and 243Am has been reeval-
uated for ENDF/B-VII.0 for incident neutron energies
above the unresolved resonance region and up to 20
MeV. Modern theoretical models and computational
techniques (GNASH and ECIS reaction modeling codes)
were extensively used due to the rather limited exper-
imental information. However, when available, exper-
imental data were used to guide and benchmark the
present evaluation work. We note that recent BNL calcu-
lations of n+Am cross sections with the code EMPIRE-
2.19 [111] for a set of isotopes provided useful input for
the present evaluation.
A detailed description of these evaluations is given by
Talou et al. [112], and only a brief summary is reported
here.
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FIG. 41: Branching ratio for neutron capture to produce the
ground-state of 241Am, compared with experimental and eval-
uated data.
The 241Am capture cross section was reevaluated based
on experimental capture and capture/fission ratio data.
The new result is about 15% larger than the ENDF/B-
VI.8 data in the hundreds-keV energy region.
The isomer-to-ground-state capture ratio was in-
creased significantly over earlier evaluations (JENDL-3.3
and ENDF/B-VI), based on new differential data and in-
tegral measurements (see Fig. 41). This new higher value
for the isomeric ratio in the thermal energy region is sup-
ported by a recent post-irradiation experiment [113].
The νp values were reevaluated, and the (n,2n) cross
section was also modified in view of newer measurements
available in the 14-MeV region, see Fig. 42. Specifically,
a measurement near 14 MeV by Gancarz (Los Alamos),
was made in the early 1980s and was found consistent
with the Lougheed (Livermore) data. Our evaluation re-
flects these 2 measurements as opposed to the lower Fi-
latenkov data. Below 14 MeV, we rely on an (n,2n) exci-
tation function shape from our GNASH calculations. Re-
cent data reported by Perdikakis [114] appear contradic-
tory, and were not used in the evaluation. Furthermore,
preliminary measurements by a TUNL-LANL-LLNL at
the TUNL facility appear to be in good agreement with
our evaluation. These TUNL data (not shown) should
be finalized soon.
FIG. 42: Evaluated 241Am(n,2n) cross sections compared
with data.
Entirely new evaluations were performed for
n+242gAm and n+242mAm. The evaluated fission
cross section for 242mAm, represented in Fig. 43, is
the result of a generalized least-squares analysis of
experimental data. The evaluation of 242gAm, for which
no data exist (half-life of only 16h), was done almost
entirely from model calculations, but whose input
parameters were derived from the study of 242mAm.
Indirect (surrogate) data from Younes et al. [115] are in
good agreement with our evaluated result.
Finally, 243Am was largely carried over from the pre-
vious ENDF/B-VI.8 evaluation.
8. 232Th and 231,233Pa
Recent development of innovative fuel cycle concepts
and accelerator-driven systems for the transmutation of
nuclear waste have created a new interest in high qual-
ity nuclear data for light actinide nuclei. Knowledge of
accurate neutron induced cross sections (particularly fis-
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FIG. 43: Neutron-induced fission cross section of 242mAm ob-
tained with a generalized-least-square technique. It is com-
pared to available experimental data, to the ENDF/B-VI.8
and JENDL-3.3 evaluations, and to the recent theoretical re-
sult of BNL by D. Rochman et al. [111]. The determination
of this cross section by Younes et al. [115] from a surrogate
reaction is also shown.
sion) is also crucially important for design of various re-
actor systems. There is an additional scientific interest
in the fission of light actinides due to the effect known as
the “thorium anomaly” [116]. It was demonstrated that
in the thorium region second-order shell effects split the
outer fission barrier giving the so-called triple-humped
structure.
In recent years, several studies of neutron induced re-
actions on thorium and protactinium were carried out
in the framework of a IAEA Coordinated Research Pro-
gram [117, 118] involving a considerable US contribution.
The 232Th and 231,233Pa evaluations in the ENDF/B-
VII.0 result from this collaboration.
The resonance parameters for 232Th were obtained by
Leal and Derrien, ORNL [119] from a sequential Bayes
analysis with the SAMMY computer code of the ex-
perimental data base including Olsen neutron transmis-
sion data at ORELA [120], and not yet published cap-
ture data by Schillebeeckx (GELINA), and Gunsing (n-
TOF) in the energy range 1 eV to 4 keV. The resolved
single-level Breit-Wigner (SLBW) resonance parameters
of 231Pa were evaluated by Mughabghab. The resolved
resonance parameters of 233Pa were adopted from an ear-
lier evaluation by Morogovskij and Bakhanovich [121]. A
minor revision of the adopted resonance evaluations for
Pa isotopes was carried out by Leal. Unresolved res-
onance parameters for 232Th (4-100 keV), 231Pa nuclei
(115 eV-78 keV) and 233Pa nuclei (16.5 eV-70 keV) were
derived by Sirakov et al [122], and Maslov et al [123, 124]
respectively.
Evaluations in the fast energy region [125] were fully
based on nuclear model calculations using the EMPIRE-
2.19 nuclear reaction code [126, 127]. Starting values for
nuclear model parameters were taken from RIPL-2. A
crucial point in a successful evaluation of actinide nu-
clei is the selection of the proper coupled-channel opti-
cal model potential. In this work, the direct interaction
cross sections and transmission coefficients for the inci-
dent channel on 232Th and 231,233Pa were obtained from
the dispersive coupled-channel potential of Soukhovitskii
et al (RIPL 608) [128] using five coupled levels for all
nuclei. Total cross sections, average resonance param-
eters and angular distributions of neutron and proton
scattering on the studied nuclei were shown to be in ex-
cellent agreement with the available experimental data.
The same optical model potential was used to calculate
direct excitation of the collective levels in the continuum
by the DWBA method (similar to what was done for
U isotopes described earlier). The preequilibrium emis-
sion was accounted for within the one-component exciton
model model (PCROSS), which includes nucleon, γ and
cluster emission. Hauser-Feshbach [129] and Hofmann-
Richert-Tepel-Weidenmu¨ller [51] versions of the statis-
tical model were used for the compound nucleus cross
section calculations. Both approaches include fission de-
cay probabilities deduced in the optical model for fis-
sion [130] and account for the multiple-particle emis-
sion, and the full gamma-cascade. A modified Lorenzian
(MLO) radiative-strength function was taken as recom-
mended by Plujko [49] and allowed for an excellent de-
scription of the experimental neutron capture cross sec-
tions [131].
It should be noted that a new model to describe fission
on light actinides, which takes into account transmission
through a triple humped fission barrier with absorption,
was developed [130] and applied for the first time to fis-
sion cross section evaluations. This formalism is capable
of interpreting complex structure in the light actinide
fission cross section in a wide energy range - it was ap-
plied at sub- and above-barrier energies. The agreement
with experimental fission cross sections is very good as
can be seen in Figs. 44 and 45. The complex resonance
structure in the first-chance neutron induced fission cross
section of 232Th and 231Pa nuclei has been very well re-
produced by the proposed model, as shown in detail in
the corresponding inset. Prompt fission neutron spectra
and ν¯ values were calculated using a new PFNS module
of the EMPIRE code system. The calculated ν¯ values
for thorium were normalized to BROND-3 values [132],
which are based on extensive experimental database and
contain covariance information.
The ENDF-formatted data from EMPIRE calculations
were merged with the resonance data, including reso-
nance covariance file and the delayed neutron data from
the BROND-3 file [132]. Since the evaluation extends up
to 60 MeV exclusive spectra are only given for the first
3 emissions, such as (n,3n) and (n,2np), while all the re-
maining channels are lumped into MT=5. This approach
provides uniform treatment of each individual MT num-
ber over the entire energy range without artificial change
of the representation at 20 MeV.
Validation of the thorium file on a selected set of bench-
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FIG. 44: Neutron induced fission cross section on 232Th
compared with experimental data from the CSISRS/EXFOR
database.
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FIG. 45: Neutron induced fission cross section on 231Pa
compared with experimental data from the CSISRS/EXFOR
database.
marks was carried out by A. Trkov, IAEA and IJS Ljubl-
jana, showing improvement over previous evaluations.
This is discussed in more detail in Section X.B.6.
9. Analysis of ν¯ values
Our analyses of the average number of neutrons per
fission (ν¯, nubar) for actinides in ENDF/B-VII.0 evalu-
ations, primarily 233U, 235U, 238U and 239Pu, are based
on the experimental database with the added constraint
that the evaluations closely predict results from simple
critical benchmark experiments.
The experimental database for nubar was adapted
from the database developed for the ENDF/B-VI eval-
uation effort by making a small adjustment for different
ENDF/B-VII.0 standards, particularly, 252Cf nubar from
spontaneous fission. Covariance analyses were available
for 235U and 239Pu from the ENDF/B-VI effort, and a
more recent one was available for 233U. During this work
it was discovered that that nubar measurements relative
TABLE X: Components of fission energy release for thermal
incident neutron energy.
Fission Energy Definition
Release Term
EFR Kinetic energy of the fission products
ENP Kinetic energy of the prompt neutrons
END Kinetic energy of the delayed neutrons
EGP Total energy of the prompt photons
EGD Total energy of the delayed photons
EB Total energy released by delayed betas
Eneutrino Energy carried away by anti-neutrinos
ET Sum of the partial energies given above
(which corresponds to the total energy
release per fission, or the Q-value).
ER Total energy less the neutrino energy,
ET - Eneutrino; also equal to the pseudo-
Q value given in MF=3 for MT=18.
to 252Cf in the old ENDF/B-VI data base had been in-
correctly normalized to the ENDF/B-VI standard value
for total nubar rather than for prompt nubar (see values
given in the Table XXII caption). This resulted in most
of the earlier ENDF/B-VI database being 0.23% too high.
In ENDF/B-VII we corrected this earlier ENDF/B-VI
mistake.
Corrected results from the covariance analysis of 235U
experimental data are compared to the ENDF/B-VII.0
evaluations in Fig. 12. The evaluation agrees closely with
the corrected experimental data base. Similar compar-
isons are made to 239Pu covariance results in Fig. 31.
Again, the ENDF/B-VII.0 evaluation agrees well with
the corrected experimental values at most energies. The
most serious departure from the covariance data occurs
below 1.5 MeV, where the evaluation lies about two stan-
dard deviations above the experimental data. This dif-
ference, however, was influenced strongly by the need to
match the integral data results for the JEZEBEL fast
critical experiment. Finally, corrected nubar experimen-
tal data for 238U are compared to the ENDF/B-VII.0
evaluation in Fig. 20. Again, the evaluated results are
quite consistent with the experimental database.
10. Fission energy release
The ENDF/B-VII.0 library includes new information
for the energy released in fission for the major actinides,
235,238U and 239Pu. We use the ENDF-6 format and de-
scribe how the NJOY processing code obtains results for
various quantities such as the energy released in fission,
energy deposition, the energy dependent prompt fission
Q-value, and KERMA (precise definitions for these quan-
tities are given below). We also describe how previous
(small) bugs in NJOY have been fixed and how we uti-
lize some of the new results from Madland’s work [133].
We emphasize that a full implementation of Madland’s
work has not been completed because it would require a
revision of the ENDF-6 format.
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File 1, section 458 (MF=1, MT=458) contains infor-
mation on the components of energy release following fis-
sion, see Table X. These components and an estimate of
their uncertainty appear in an 18-element LIST record
that has no provision for incorporating dependence on
the incident neutron energy, en. However, energy de-
pendencies are given in the ENDF-6 format manual. In
particular, Ei(en) = Ei(0) − δEi(en), where i refers to
one of the nine energy release terms in Table X, en-
ergy Ei(0) is constant and δEi(en) is expresed by en-
ergy dependent equation given for the ith term. Among
these equations, we note the unphysical assertion that
δEFR(en) = δEGP (en) = 0. Other energy dependencies
include:
δENP (en) = −1.307en − 8.07× 106[ν¯(en)− ν¯(0)] (28)
δEGD(en) = δEB(en) = 0.075en (29)
δEneutrino(en) = 0.100en (30)
δER(en) = −1.057en − 8.07× 106[ν¯(en)− ν¯(0)] (31)
The reader should note that the δEneutrino given above
corrects a typographical error appearing on the August
2004 update to the ENDF-6 manual, where the en coef-
ficient is erroneously given as 1.000. Previous editions of
the manual have the correct coefficient for this term.
A recent study by Madland [133] finds an alternate
representation for the prompt fission product, prompt
neutron, and prompt photon energy functions. Their
sum, the average total prompt fission energy deposition,
is given by
< Ed(en) >= EFR(en) + ENP (en) + EGP (en) (32)
The study is based upon published experimental mea-
surements and application of the Los Alamos model [69]
and it shows that, to first order, these quantities can be
represented by linear or quadratic polynomials in the in-
cident neutron energy
Ei(en) = c0 + c1en + c2e
2
n (33)
where Ei is one of EFR, ENP or EGP . The recommended
coefficients for 235,238U and 239Pu are provided in Table
XI. The average total prompt energy deposition obtained
using these coefficients is shown in Fig. 46. It is impor-
tant to note that the excitation energy of the compound
fissioning nucleus appears in the en dependence of EFR,
ENP and EGP . Based upon past practice, the c0 coef-
ficients from these polynomials would appear in File 1,
MT=458.
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FIG. 46: Average total prompt fission energy deposition as a
function of the incident neutron energy.
TABLE XI: Madland’s recommended energy release polyno-
mial coefficients, in MeV.
Nuclide Parameter c0 c1 c2
EFR 169.13 -0.2660 0.0
235U ENP 4.838 +0.3004 0.0
EGP 6.600 +0.0777 0.0
EFR 169.8 -0.3230 0.004206
238U ENP 4.558 +0.3070 0.0
EGP 6.6800 +0.1239 0.0
EFR 175.55 -0.4566 0.0
239Pu ENP 6.128 0.3428 0.0
EGP 6.741 +0.1165 -0.0017
Madland’s recommended c0 values for EFR have been
adopted in the new ENDF/B-VII.0 files for 235,238U and
239Pu. We note, however, that the c0 coefficients for the
ENP and EGP terms represent redundant data since they
can also be calculated using yield and energy spectrum
data found elsewhere in the evaluated file. In particular,
for ENP , the average prompt neutron energy can be cal-
culated from the prompt fission spectrum given in File 5,
MT=18, multiplied by the number of prompt neutrons,
ν¯p(en) given in File 1, MT=456. That is,
ENP (en) = ν¯p(en) < E(en) > (34)
where < E(en) > is the first moment (average energy)
of the prompt fission neutron spectrum. We note that
the energy dependence of ENP in Eq.(34), which is a fit
to experimental data, indicates that the (older) parame-
terization in Eq.(28) is not very realistic. For EGP , the
average prompt photon energy can be calculated from the
spectrum given in File 15, MT=18, while the number of
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emitted photons is given in File 12, MT=18.
We have calculated, at zero energy, the average prompt
neutron energy with NJOY for 235,238U and 239Pu. When
coupled with ν¯p(en ≈ 0.0eV ) we obtain ENP values
of 4.916 MeV, 4.719 MeV and 6.070 MeV, respectively.
These values are close to the c0 coefficients for ENP rec-
ommended by Madland. Recognizing that these spectral
and yield data have received extensive data testing, and
in order to maintain the internal consistency of these files,
the ENP data noted in this paragraph are what appear
in ENDF/B-VII.0.
Photon energies and yields appearing in the prelim-
inary ENDF/B-VII evaluations were unchanged from
ENDF/B-VI.8, implying EGP values of 6.718 MeV, 7.254
MeV and 7.011 MeV for 235,238U and 239Pu, respectively.
In contrast to the prompt neutron data, these prompt
photon data are relatively old and differ from Madland’s
recommended c0 coefficients by up to 8%. The recom-
mended Madland data are judged to be most accurate,
therefore, we have modified the prompt photon yields
appearing in File 12, MT=18 as necessary so that the
combined File 12, MT=18 and File 15, MT=18 produce
the Madland’s recommended c0 values for EGP as shown
in Table XI.
In summary, for 235,238U and 239Pu, new File 1,
MT=458 include Madland’s recommended c0 polyno-
mial coefficients for EFR and EGP . The ENP data are
self-consistent with the spectral and yield data given
elsewhere in the file and are in close, but not exact,
agreement with Madland’s recommendations. Delayed
and neutrino energy components are unchanged from
ENDF/B-VI. Summation terms, ER and ET , have been
recalculated. The revised ER datum, also known as the
fission pseudo-Q value, has also been propagated into File
3, MT=18, 19, 20, 21 and 38. Energy release data exist
for a number of other fissioning nuclides in ENDF/B-VI;
these data have been carried forward into ENDF/B-VII.0
without modification.
Nuclear heating is an important quantity in any nu-
clear system, and a complete presentation of this com-
plex topic is beyond the scope of the present discussion.
Nevertheless, we briefly explore this topic, its relation-
ship to the energy release data presented above and its
use by the NJOY processing code.
In general, heating as a function of energy, H(en), may
be given in terms of KERMA (Kinetic Energy Released
in Materials) factors, k(en), as
H(en) =
∑
i
∑
j
ρikij(en)Φ(en) (35)
where ρi is the number density of the i
th material, kij(en)
is the KERMA coefficient4 for the ith material and jth
[4] ICRU-63 [134] recommends using the name “KERMA coeffi-
cient” instead of “KERMA factor”.
reaction at energy en and Φ(en) is the scalar flux. A
rigorous calculation of the KERMA coefficient for each
reaction requires knowledge of the total kinetic energy
carried away by all secondary particles following that re-
action; data that frequently are not available in evaluated
files. An alternative technique, known as the energy bal-
ance method [135], is used by NJOY. KERMA coefficient
calculations by this method require knowledge of the in-
cident particle energy, the reaction Q-value and other
terms.
The prompt fission reaction Q-value required for
prompt fission KERMA including the energy dependent
prompt fission Q-value can be calculated by NJOY99.136
and later versions as
Q(en) = ER − 8.07× 106[ν¯(en)− ν¯(0)] +
0.307en − EB − EGD (36)
This equation begins with the pseudo-Q value from File
3, MT=18 (which is replicated as ER in File 1, MT=458,
and therefore shown as ER in Eq.(36). Energy depen-
dency similar to that specified in the ENDF-6 manual
and noted above are included, and, finally, in order to
reflect prompt data only, the delayed beta and delayed
photon kinetic energy release terms are subtracted.
We make several observations about Eq.(36). First,
the delayed neutron term, END(en) should also be sub-
tracted here. However, since its value is typically several
orders of magnitude smaller than the terms that are in-
cluded, its omission has no practical impact upon the
calculated Q-value. Secondly, previous versions of NJOY
(prior to NJOY99.136) used a -0.043 coefficient on the en
term in Eq.(36). We now believe that this coefficient to
be in error. The impact of these changes is noted below
in Tables XII and XIII. Finally, the ν¯ energy dependence
used by NJOY in Eq.(36) is total ν¯. Whether total or
prompt ν¯ is more appropriate is a matter for debate, but
as a practical matter the difference between the two cal-
culations is insignificant.
Given the relationship among ET , ER and the various
energy release terms in Table X, including their energy
dependencies, other combinations of these data can be
used to calculate the prompt fission Q-value. In particu-
lar, a simple sum of the prompt components, EFR, ENP
and EGP minus the incident neutron energy, en yields
this quantity. Since these are just the terms defined in
Madland’s recent work, it is particularly useful to cal-
culate this sum. We tabulate this value for the major
actinides for both ENDF/B-VI.8 and the new ENDF/B-
VII.0 evaluations in Table XII.
Calculations are presented using the simple sum of
prompt terms with either the standard ENDF energy de-
pendencies (i.e., no energy dependency for EFR or EGP ,
and Eq.(28) for ENP ) and based upon NJOY calcula-
tions with its original and newly modified prompt fis-
sion Q formula. The Madland column is obtained using
Eq.(33) together with the polynomial coefficients in Ta-
ble XI for the sum of EFR + ENP + EGP appearing in
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TABLE XII: Prompt fission Q-values in MeV obtained with
ENDF/B-VI.8 dataa.
Nuclide Incident ENDF Madlandb NJOY NJOY
energy en (old
c) (Eq. 36)
0.0253 eV 180.88 180.57 180.89 180.89
235U 1.0 MeV 180.42 179.68 180.08 180.43
14.0 MeV 169.31 168.14 164.49 169.39
0.0253 eV 181.31 181.04 181.33 181.33
238U 1.0 MeV 181.04 180.15 180.71 181.06
14.0 MeV 169.62 169.37 164.88 169.78
0.0253 eV 189.45 188.42 189.44 189.44
239Pu 1.0 MeV 188.65 187.42 188.30 188.65
14.0 MeV 177.07 174.12 172.19 177.09
a Given for the sum of prompt fission products,
prompt neutrons, and prompt gammas. To obtain en-
ergy deposition, the incident neutron energy should be
added to these Q-value numbers.
b Madland values are based upon Table XI and
Eq.(33). See preceding text for further explanation.
c Uses Eq.(36), but the en coefficient was -0.043 prior
to NJOY99.136.
Eq.(32). Then, en is subtracted from this sum, consistent
with the ENDF column.
The old ENDF/B-VI.8 results follow in Table XII. At
thermal and 1 MeV, energies of great interest to the tra-
ditional reactor design community, the NJOY and ENDF
results are seen to be very similar. At thermal energies,
the only difference between ENDF and either NJOY cal-
culation is due to NJOY omission of the END energy
release term. At higher energies, the deficiency in NJOY
original formula becomes more obvious while the cor-
rected formula yields values more in line with the ENDF
calculation. Again, the difference is due to NJOY omis-
sion of the END energy release term as well as use of
νT when calculating prompt fission Q-value whereas νp
is used in Eq.(28) when calculating the ENP contribu-
tion to the ENDF column. Differences from Ref. [133]
highlight changes resulting from the newer data.
Results based upon our new ENDF/B-VII.0 are pre-
sented in Table XIII. We note that the prompt fission
Q-value calculated with the traditional ENDF formulas
are now in much better agreement with Madland’s calcu-
lations. At thermal energies this is because Madland’s c0
coefficients for EFR and EGP have been adopted in the
ENDF file, while the difference in the adopted ENP (0)
values versus those recommended by Madland are small.
In fact the agreement would be exact except that Mad-
land’s c0 term for ENP results from a fit to all prompt
neutron spectral data whereas the c0 term appearing in
the data files is that calculated from the thermal spec-
trum only. At higher energies, the ENDF and corrected
NJOY results remain in good agreement with Madland.
This, despite the lack of energy dependency in ENDF for
the EFP and EGP terms, suggests that the ENDF rec-
ommended energy dependency for ENP is a fortuitously
good match to the combined (EFR+ENP +EGP ) energy
TABLE XIII: Prompt fission Q-values in MeV obtained with
ENDF/B-VII.0 dataa.
Nuclide Incident ENDF Madlandb NJOY NJOY
energy en (old
c) (Eq. 36)
0.0253 eV 180.65 180.57 180.65 180.65
235U 1.0 MeV 180.19 179.68 179.84 180.19
14.0 MeV 169.07 168.14 164.24 169.14
0.0253 eV 181.28 181.04 181.30 181.30
238U 1.0 MeV 181.02 180.15 180.68 181.03
14.0 MeV 169.59 169.37 164.86 169.76
0.0253 eV 188.38 188.42 189.37 188.37
239Pu 1.0 MeV 187.58 187.42 187.24 187.59
14.0 MeV 175.98 174.12 171.10 176.00
a See corresponding note in Table XII.
b Madland values are based upon Table XI and
Eq.(33). See text preceding Table XII for further ex-
planation.
c Uses Eq.(36), but the en coefficient was -0.043 prior
to NJOY99.136.
dependency recommended by Madland. Similar observa-
tions have recently been made by Rowlands [136] in a
study of Madland’s work.
The experimental facts are that the energy dependen-
cies of EFR and EGP are finite, not zero as the ENDF-6
format manual recommends. Therefore, a conclusion of
the present work is that CSEWG should address the inci-
dent neutron energy dependence equations for the com-
ponents of energy release in fission. We show in Table
XIV how the individual prompt fission energy release
terms, EFR, ENP and EGP , differ at selected incident
neutron energies when calculated using the historical
ENDF equations versus Madland’s fits to experimental
data.
Since the corrected NJOY results in Table XIII for
prompt fission Q-vaulues are in good agreement with
those obtained by Madland, we do not expect to make
further changes in the NJOY prompt fission Q algorithm
until CSEWG addresses the deficiencies in the current
energy dependencies of the components of the fission en-
ergy release.
C. Delayed neutrons and photons
1. Delayed neutrons
Delayed neutrons, also referred to as temporal fission-
product delayed neutrons, are stored in MF=1, MT=455.
Related experiments typically report data only in terms
of a single series of exponential terms. An experiment
includes measurements characteristically made for a set
of irradiation, cooling, and counting periods. Integral
detected delayed neutrons, adjusted for efficiencies and
assigned uncertainties, are then fit for maximum like-
lyhood with an exponential series best representing the
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TABLE XIV: Energy release values for prompt fission products (EFR), prompt neutrons (ENP ), prompt photons (EGP ) and
energy deposition (Ed, per eq. 32), for ENDF/B-VII.0, determined using traditional ENDF or new Madland formulas.
EFR(en) ENP (en) EGP (en) < Ed >
Nuclide Incident Energy ENDF Madland ENDF Madland ENDF Madland ENDF Madland
en
0.0253 eV 169.130 169.130 4.916 4.838 6.600 6.600 180.65 180.57
235U 1.0 MeV 169.130 168.864 5.455 5.138 6.600 6.678 181.19 180.68
14.0 MeV 169.130 165.406 7.343 9.044 6.600 7.688 183.07 182.14
0.0253 eV 169.800 169.800 4.804 4.558 6.680 6.680 181.28 181.04
238U 1.0 MeV 169.800 169.481 5.536 4.865 6.680 6.804 182.75 181.15
14.0 MeV 169.800 166.102 7.113 8.856 6.680 8.415 183.59 183.37
0.0253 eV 175.550 175.550 6.070 6.128 6.741 6.741 188.36 188.42
239Pu 1.0 MeV 175.550 175.093 6.293 6.471 6.741 6.856 188.58 188.42
14.0 MeV 175.550 169.158 7.684 10.927 6.741 8.039 189.98 188.12
experiment.
The most common function used has been a series of
six exponential terms emulating the sum of contributions
of six uncoupled delayed-neutron precursors or precursor
groups of differing time constants – hence the use of “six-
group fits” in common parlance. This series is generally
given in terms of ν¯d – the total number of delayed neu-
trons per fission – times the normalized sum of six expo-
nential terms giving the temporal production at time t
following a fission event.
ENDF/B-V and earlier versions used, for each fission
system, one 6-group temporal function from a selected
experiment to describe delayed neutron production. This
approach is also true of a recent NEAWPEC Subgroup-6
survey [137].
In preparation for ENDF/B-VI a new approach was
embraced. Radionuclide inventory CINDER-10 summa-
tion calculations of fission pulses, using basic nuclear data
subject to evaluation, were done for the temporal de-
layed neutron spectrum for each system; these results
— then available for unlimited temporal combinations
— would be fit with the exponential series for inclu-
sion in ENDF/B-VI. Nuclear data needed for each per-
tinent radionuclide included half-lives, decay branching
fractions, probabilities of neutron emission (Pn values),
delayed neutron emission spectra, and fission-product
yields (FPY). This effort, completed in 1989, used pre-
ENDF/B-VI data. The decay data describing some ma-
jor precursors were available from experiments, but the
bulk of half-lives, delayed branching fractions and Pn
data came from the systematics of Kratz and Herrmann
[138]. FPY data came from a 1989 evaluation of yield
data for 50 fission systems.
Measured delayed neutron spectra were also available
for only a few major delayed neutron precursors and were
typically incomplete in some energy ranges and/or rela-
tive only. Most precursor spectra were modeled using
either the BETA code of Mann, Dunn and Schenter [139]
or an evaporation spectrum. Detailed fine-binned spec-
tra were accumulated for the six temporal groups by as-
signing contributions of each precursor to neighboring
temporal groups while enforcing maximum likelihood to
total spectra. The comprehensive spectral work is the
subject of Brady’s thesis report [140], which also sum-
marizes other delayed neutron data, excluding FPY, for
the set of 271 delayed neutron precursors.
Benchmarking of the CINDER-10 calculations con-
tributing to ENDF/B-VI showed good agreement with
measured ν¯d data [139]. However, application of the
ENDF/B-VI temporal fits showed that the mean delayed
neutron emission time following a fission event was lower
by a factor of 2 to 3 than that predicted by functions fit
to measurements. Subsequent summation calculations
were made with the newer CINDER’90 code, retaining
the same Pn values but using ENDF/B-VI half lives and
other delayed branching fractions values with the 1993
evaluated FPY data of England and Rider [141]. Results
of these calculations and benchmarking with the tem-
poral fits to them showed outstanding improvements in
agreement with fits to measured data.
CINDER’90 calculations of a single fission pulse were
replaced with a series of calculations for a variety of irra-
diation periods followed by decay times to 800 s, defining
a surface of delayed neutron production in terms of irra-
diation and cooling times improving fits at very short
and very long cooling times. Details of this effort are
summarized in [142].
Subsequent improvements in Pn and half-life data were
obtained using evaluated measured data of Pfeiffer [143]
and NUBASE2003 [144]. Use of the earlier systematics
of Kratz and Herrmann was then replaced by results ob-
tained with our own model.
In our theoretical model of β decay [145], we calculate
the wave function of the initial state in the parent nu-
cleus and the wave functions of all possible final states
in the daughter nucleus. These wave functions are de-
termined from a deformed single-particle model with the
addition of pairing forces and a residual Gamow-Teller
interaction. The next step is that we calculate the tran-
sition rates to the various states in the daughter nucleus.
By summing up all possible transitions we calculate the
half-life, T1/2, of the decay. By summing up all the tran-
sition rates to states above the neutron separation energy,
Sn, we can calculate the fraction of the decays that lead
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FIG. 47: Delayed neutron fraction as function of time follow-
ing a 235U thermal fission pulse for ENDF/B-VII.0, ENDF/B-
VI.8, JEFF 3.1, Brady-England [148] and Keepin [149]. The
inset shows the ratio of the delayed neutron fractions for the
other evaluations to the ENDF/B-VII.0.
to delayed-neutron emission. Contributions from first-
forbidden decays are treated in the gross theory statis-
tical model. The nuclear ground-state deformations and
masses of the parent and daughter nuclei are obtained
from the FRDM (1992) mass model [146], except that
when experimental masses for the parent and daughter
nuclei are known, then these are used to calculate the
Q-value of the decay. Full details of the calculations are
given in [145, 147].
A new CINDER’90 data library, including all de-
layed neutron data developed, now includes 534 delayed
neutron precursors, with 477 precursors in the fission-
product range 65 < A < 173. Use of the FPY data [141]
results in the production of 281 to 440 of these precur-
sors yielded in the 60 fission systems. These data have
been used to produce new temporal delayed neutron fits
for all 60 fission systems. Fits for some systems are in-
cluded in this release of ENDF/B-VII.0; spectra, where
present, are taken from the ENDF/B-VI.8 files using the
new group abundances.
For illustration, in Fig. 47 we show delayed neutron
fraction emitted as function of the time following a 235U
thermal fission pulse. As shown in the inset, differences
between ENDF/B-VII.0 and the other evaluations are
smaller than 20% for times larger than 1 second.
2. 235U thermal ν¯d
When G. R. Keepin [149] measured delayed nubar (ν¯d)
for 235U, he found a difference between thermal and fast
values: 0.0158±0.0005 and 0.0165±0.0005, respectively.
Since second-chance fission was above the energy of his
measurements, he assumed it was experimental error,
and recommended the cleaner fast data for kinetics ap-
plications, including thermal. This posed a problem for
thermal reactor designers: use the more accurate fast
value, or the more relevant thermal data. Mostly, they
opted for the latter.
S. A. Cox, ANL provided the delayed neutron data for
ENDF/B-IV, specifying a constant value over 0 - 4 MeV,
but raising Keepin’s fast value to 0.0167. That value is in
ENDF/B-V and VI, and was in the preliminary versions
of ENDF/B-VII.0.
Experiments continued to send mixed signals. Refer-
ences [150] and [151] supported a difference between fast
and thermal, and thermal reactor kinetics calculations
failed to show a problem with the lower value. Fast mea-
surements, and summation calculations tended to raise
the 0.0167 even higher.
Two recent developments provided a plausible resolu-
tion of this problem:
1. Fission theory allowed an energy-variation of de-
layed nubar in the resonance region [152], [153].
Basically, a nucleus can fission through more than
one deformed shape, or mode, and the branching
ratios to these modes vary across resonances. Each
mode has its own fission-product yields, so that dif-
ferent numbers of DN precursors are produced as
the energy varies.
The change in 235U delayed nubar is a series of
small dips, one at each resonance, but for engineer-
ing purposes, only the average value over the ther-
mal region is important. As the energy increases,
the fluctuations decrease and the value approaches
the higher fast value.
2. Analyses of beta-effective measurements supported
the view that thermal delayed nubar is about 5%
lower than the fast value [154], [155], [156].
Other considerations supported lowering thermal de-
layed nubar:
• WPEC Subgroup 6 (delayed neutrons) recom-
mended a lower thermal value than fast, 0.0162 ris-
ing to 0.0167 at 4 MeV [137]. Those values were
adopted for JEFF-3.1.
• JENDL-3.3 adopted a lower thermal value than
fast, 0.01585 rising to 0.0170 at 4 MeV.
• The commercial thermal reactor industry uses the
lower value, and it is consistent with their beta-
effective database [157].
• It is probable that the American National Standard
Delayed Neutron Working Group, ANS-19.9, will
recommend a lower thermal value [158].
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The ENDF/B-VII.0 235U delayed nubar file is not a
re-evaluation of the data, but a minimum adjustment to
ENDF/B-VI which reflects current usage and recognizes
the thermal-fast difference. An appropriate time to re-
visit this issue will be when the ANS-19.9 Standard is
finalized.
The delayed value at thermal (0.01585) was taken from
JENDL-3.3. It then ramps linearly to 0.0167 at 50
keV. JENDL ramps to 0.0162, but 0.0167 minimizes the
change to ENDF/B-VI. Above 50 keV, the ENDF/B-VI
data are unchanged.
To avoid disturbing thermal criticality benchmark re-
sults, which depend on total nubar, the thermal prompt
value was changed to keep total nubar the same: 2.42000
to 2.42085.
3. Delayed photons
Delayed photons, also referred to as post-fission β-
delayed photon production data, are stored in MF=1,
MT=460 (time distribution) and in MF=12, MT=460
(photon yields). Our evaluations of delayed data follow-
ing fission are based upon both extensive measured data,
as well as nuclear structure and decay predictions using
a β-decay model.
Increased interest in developing active interrogation
systems to detect special nuclear materials (SNM) in sea-
going cargo containers [159] has stimulated the Monte
Carlo neutron-photon transport community to improve
the representation of photon- and neutron-induced fis-
sion processes. Since out-of-beam counting reduces back-
grounds significantly, there has been increased interest in
using β-delayed neutron and photon production from fis-
sion as a characteristic signal for the presence of special
nuclear materials.
In response to this need, we have for the first time
in ENDF included data for the β-delayed photon signal
from neutron-induced fission. The data for 239Pu includ-
ing 3129 γ lines were taken from [160], where it was gen-
erated by directly sampling prompt fission product yield
distributions and then following the decay of each indi-
vidual fission fragment in time and tabulating the result-
ing photon production spectrum. Details regarding how
the data have been tabulated in ENDF/B-VII.0 can be
found in [161] and [162].
In a similar way, β-delayed photon data for 235U were
also prepared for ENDF/B-VII.0.
D. Fission product evaluations
The ENDF/B-VI.8 library contained 196 materials
that fall into the range of fission products, defined as
materials with Z = 31 - 68. We follow this definition,
with the understanding that it covers also several other
important materials such as structural materials Mo and
Zr, and absorbers Cd and Gd.
Many of the ENDF/B fission product evaluations had
not been revised for very long period of time. As a conse-
quence, an analysis performed byWright and MacFarlane
in 2000 revealed the following major deficiencies in the
ENDF/B-VI library [163]:
• 65% of the evaluations were performed more than
30 years ago using outdated evaluation methods
and old experimental data,
• 55% of the evaluations used unrealistic, isotropic
angular distribution for neutron elastic scattering,
• 30% of the evaluations used the outdated point-
wise representation in the neutron resonance re-
gion, and
• 30% of the evaluations used the outdated single-
level Breit-Wigner representation for neutron reso-
nances.
In this situation, fission product evaluations in
ENDF/B-VI.8 were completely abandoned and
ENDF/B-VII.0 adopted new or recently developed
evaluations. For a set of 74 materials, including 19
materials considered to be of priority, entirely new eval-
uations were performed for ENDF/B-VII.0. These new
evaluations were produced by the following laboratories:
• 24 materials were evaluated by BNL,
• 38 materials were evaluated by BNL in collabora-
tion with KAERI, S. Korea (33 materials) and with
JAERI renamed JAEA, Japan (5 materials),
• 8 materials were evaluated by BNL, including co-
variances produced by BNL-ORNL-LANL collabo-
ration, and
• 4 materials of specific interest evaluated by LLNL
(74,75As), LANL-BNL (89Y) and BNL (90Zr).
For the remaining bulk of fission products consisting
of 147 materials, evaluations from the recently devel-
oped International Fission Product Library of Neutron
Cross Section Evaluations (IFPL) were adopted. This
was made possible by the international project under the
NEA Working Party on Evaluation Cooperation (WPEC
Subgroup 23) that completed the IFPL library in Decem-
ber 2005 [164].
1. Atlas-EMPIRE evaluation procedure
All new evaluations used the Atlas-EMPIRE evalua-
tion procedure developed by the National Nuclear Data
Center, BNL. This procedure covers both the neutron
resonance region and the fast neutron region. The
methodology is described in detail in another paper [25]
and was summarized in the beginning of this Section.
Therefore, we restrict ourselves to a couple of comments
only.
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In the thermal, resolved resonance and unresolved reso-
nance regions the evaluations are based on Mughabghab’s
new Atlas of Neutron Resonances [30]. We note that
Mughabghab uses the multi-level Breit-Wigner represen-
tation for neutron resonances. Resonance parameters,
both for observed resonances and those placed below the
neutron binding energy (negative), are adjusted to repro-
duce measured thermal cross sections.
Evaluations at fast neutron energies are based on the
nuclear reaction model code system EMPIRE-2.19 devel-
oped by M. Herman et al.. EMPIRE couples together a
set of nuclear reaction models and databases, as well as
an extensive set of utility codes that facilitate the evalu-
ation process.
All new evaluations are complete: they include all re-
action channels of importance for neutronics calculations;
the unresolved resonance region extends up to the first
excited level of the target nucleus; and photon produc-
tion is always provided.
2. Priority fission products
New evaluations were performed for materials consid-
ered to be priority fission products. The list includes
10 materials discussed here (95Mo, 99Tc, 101Ru, 103Rh,
105Pd, 109Ag, 131Xe, 133Cs, 141Pr,153Eu), and 9 materi-
als (143,145Nd, 147,149,150,151,152Sm, 155,157Gd) extended
to cover complete isotopic chains, which we discuss later.
This selection was based on the analysis by DeHart,
ORNL in 1995 [165]. It was motivated by the need
to improve existing evaluations for materials of impor-
tance for a number of applications, including criticality
safety, burn-up credit for spent fuel transportation, dis-
posal criticality analysis and design of advanced fuels.
Improved neutron capture cross sections in the keV range
are important in reactor design. Many fission products in
a reactor core have large neutron capture cross sections
in thermal, resonance and keV energy ranges. Conse-
quently, neutrons absorbed by fission products represent
a significant portion in the total loss of neutrons.
Evaluations for priority fission products were per-
formed under the BNL-KAERI collaboration. Low en-
ergy evaluations (MF=2, neutron resonance parameters)
were completed and included in the ENDF/B-VI.8 li-
brary in 2001 [29]. An initial set of evaluations in the fast
neutron region followed [166] and full files were created
by merging with MF=2 files [167]. Later, in 2005-2006,
these evaluations were thoroughly reviewed and reexam-
ined, both in the low energy and fast energy regions. This
last step meant a complete re-evaluation of all priority
materials based on a more refined evaluation methodol-
ogy, use of the latest data including elemental measure-
ments, and improved modeling and consistent parame-
terization. Details are listed below:
95Mo. This is an important fission product and neu-
tron absorber. A new evaluation was performed by Kim
et al. [168]. In the low energy region it updates an ear-
lier evaluation by Oh and Mughabghab [29] included in
ENDF/B-VI.8. In the fast neutron region it represents a
completely new evaluation. In Fig. 48 we compare neu-
tron total cross sections on 95Mo with experimental data
and ENDF/B-VI.8. This plot illustrates clear improve-
ment achieved by our new evaluation. Fig. 49 shows
neutron total inelastic cross sections and illustrates the
typical unphysical shape of older ENDF/B-VI.8 evalua-
tions at higher energies.
99Tc. The long-lived radioactive 99Tc, with its half-life
of 2.1x105 years, is of top importance for nuclear waste
management and waste transmutation applications. A
new evaluation was performed by Rochman et al. [169].
Importantly, the thermal capture cross section was fixed
to reproduce the latest value of 22.8 b [30], see Fig. 50.
In Fig. 51 we further illustrate this evaluation by show-
ing neutron capture cross sections in the unresolved res-
onance region.
101Ru. The new evaluation was performed by Kim
et al. [168]. In the low energy region it updates an ear-
lier evaluation by Oh and Mughabghab [29] included in
ENDF/B-VI.8. In the fast neutron region it represents a
completely new evaluation.
103Rh. This is an important fission product and neu-
tron absorber. The new evaluation was performed by
Kim et al. [168] and it replaced the 1974 evaluation
by Schenter, HEDL. Fig. 52 shows neutron inelastic
cross sections on 103Rh demonstrating excellent agree-
ment with (n,n’) to the isomeric state, thereby giving
confidence in our evaluated total (n,n’).
105Pd. The new evaluation was performed by Kim et
al. [168]. In the low energy region it updates an ear-
lier evaluation by Oh and Mughabghab [29] included in
ENDF/B-VI.8. In the fast neutron region it represents a
completely new evaluation.
109Ag. The new evaluation was performed by Kim et
al. [168]. In the low energy region it updates an ear-
lier evaluation by Oh and Mughabghab [29] included in
ENDF/B-VI.8. In the fast neutron region it represents a
completely new evaluation.
131Xe. The new evaluation was performed by Kim et
al. [168]. In the low energy region it updates an ear-
lier evaluation by Oh and Mughabghab [29] included in
ENDF/B-VI.8. In the fast neutron region it represents a
completely new evaluation.
133Cs. The new evaluation was performed by Kim et
al. [168]. In the low energy region it updates an ear-
lier evaluation by Oh and Mughabghab [29] included in
ENDF/B-VI.8. In the fast neutron region it represents a
completely new evaluation.
141Pr. The new evaluation was performed by Kim et
al. [168]. In the low energy region it updates an ear-
lier evaluation by Oh and Mughabghab [29] included in
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FIG. 48: Total neutron cross sections on 95Mo compared with
other evaluations and with experimental data. The ENDF/B-
VI.8 curve suffers from poor matching between resonance and
fast neutron regions.
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FIG. 49: Inelastic cross sections on 95Mo compared with other
evaluations. The ENDF/B-VI.8 curve shows typical unphys-
ical shape of older evaluations.
ENDF/B-VI.8. In the fast neutron region it represents a
completely new evaluation.
153Eu. The new evaluation was performed by
Oblozˇinsky´ et al. in 2006. In the low energy region
this evaluation is completely new. In the fast neutron
region this is also a new evaluation that was facilitated
by an excellent coupled-channel optical model potential
developed earlier by P. Young, LANL.
3. Isotopic chains: Ge, Nd, Sm, Gd, Dy
A new feature of our evaluation work is a simultaneous
evaluation of complete isotopic chain for a given element.
This is possible due to tremendous progress in the devel-
opment of evaluation tools in recent years. As described
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FIG. 50: Neutron capture cross sections for 99Tc in the ther-
mal region compared with other evaluations and experimental
data.
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FIG. 51: Neutron capture for 99Tc in the unresolved res-
onance region compared with other evaluations and experi-
mental data.
above, the combined capabilities of the Atlas of Neutron
Resonances, the nuclear reaction model code EMPIRE,
input parameter libraries such as RIPL-2, experimen-
tal cross section library CSISRS/EXFOR, and numerous
ENDF formatting and checking utilities has facilitated
such a complex evaluation work. A considerable advan-
tage of this approach is a full and consistent utilization of
data that are often measured on natural elements rather
than isotopes, a consistent application of model parame-
ters, and comparisons with data by summing up isotopic
evaluations into a single elemental representation.
Altogether, complete isotopic chains for Ge, Nd, Sm,
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FIG. 52: Neutron inelastic cross sections on 103Rh. Partial
(n,n’) cross sections (dashed curve) show good agreement with
experimental data, giving confidence in total (n,n’) values
evaluated by EMPIRE (full curve).
Gd and Dy, totaling 37 materials, were evaluated as sum-
marized in Table XV.
Ge isotopes. A complete isotopic chain for germa-
nium include 4 stable isotopes and long-lived radioac-
tive 76Ge. This evaluation was performed by Iwamoto et
al. [170]. Germanium is of special interest for simulation
calculations by the MCNP community that repeatedly
requested photon production data for detector develop-
ment.
Nd isotopes. A set of neodymium evaluations in-
clude two priority fission products, 143,145Nd, another 5
stable isotopes, and the radioactive 147Nd. Neodymium
is one of the most reactive rare-earth metals. It is impor-
tant in nuclear reactor engineering as a fission product
which absorbs neutrons in a reactor core. A new eval-
uation was performed by Kim et al. [168]. In Fig. 53
we show total neutron cross sections on all Nd isotopes
in comparison with available data measured on isotopic
samples (including Wisshak 1997) as well as on elemental
samples.
Of special interest to radiochemical applications is the
radioactive 147Nd for which no data exist. A good fit to
available data on other stable isotopes gives confidence
that our predictions for 147Nd cross sections are sound.
This is illustrated in Figs. 54 and 55 where we show (n,2n)
and neutron capture cross sections respectively for all Nd
isotopes.
Sm isotopes. A complete set of samarium isotopes
includes 5 priority fission products, 147,149,150,151,152Sm,
another 2 naturally occurring isotopes, and the radioac-
tive 151,153Sm isotopes. With its high absorption cross
sections for thermal neutrons, samarium is an important
material for nuclear reactor control rods and for neutron
shielding. New evaluations were performed by Kim et
al. [168]. In Fig. 56 we show (n,2n) cross sections on all
isotopes of Sm, compared to available experimental data.
A good fit to these data provides an additional support
of predictive capabilities for (n,2n) cross sections on iso-
topes where no data exist.
Gd isotopes. A complete isotopic chain for gadolin-
ium includes two priority fission products, 155,157Gd, an-
other 5 stable isotopes, and the long-lived radioactive
153Gd. Gadolinium has an extremely high capture cross
section for thermal neutrons. It is of significant interest
for nuclear criticality safety applications. New evalua-
tions were performed, including the resolved resonance
region, unresolved resonance and fast neutron region.
Covariance data in MF=32 and MF=33 were also in-
cluded as described in Section III.H.3.
Detailed description of these evaluations can be found
in the forthcoming papers by Rochman et al. [171]
and [172]. In Fig. 57 we compare neutron capture cross
sections for all 8 isotopes, at energies above 10 keV, with
recent experimental data. We note very good agreement
with data that include recent careful measurements by
Wisshak and Ka¨ppeller at FZ Karlsruhe.
Dy isotopes. The dysprosium isotopic chain includes
7 isotopes. With its high thermal neutron absorption
cross sections and high melting point, dysprosium is of
interest for use in nuclear reactor control rods. A new
evaluation was performed by Kim et al. [168]. In Fig. 58
we show evaluated neutron spectra at several neutron
incident energies. The prominent structure below the
elastic peak results from our advanced modeling of direct
reactions in terms of Coupled-Channels and Multistep-
Direct approaches.
TABLE XV: Summary of 37 new evaluations of 5 complete
isotopic chains in the fission product range for the ENDF/B-
VII.0 library.
Z Element A Total
32 Ge 70,72,73,74,76 5
60 Nd 142,143,144,145,146,147,148,150 8
62 Sm 144,147,148,149,150,151,152,153,154 9
64 Gd 152,153,154,155,156,157,158,160 8
66 Dy 156,158,160,161,162,163,164 7
4. 89Y and 90Zr
89Y. The new evaluation was performed jointly by T-
16 (LANL) and the NNDC (BNL). The dosimetry cross
sections for (n,n’) and (n,2n) reactions were evaluated by
LANL. For the (n,2n) cahnnel, we also give evaluations
for the separate component to the ground state and two
short-lived isomers, using LANSCE/GEANIE data and
GNASH calculations. The remaining data were supplied
by BNL, including the thermal region, the resolved neu-
tron resonance region, and all missing reaction channels
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FIG. 53: Total cross sections for Nd isotopes. Symbols in
gray represent measurements on the natural Nd. Note the
consistency among different isotopes resulting from the simul-
taneous evaluation of the full chain of neodymium isotopes.
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FIG. 54: (n,2n) cross sections for Nd isotopes. Good fit to
the available data justifies our prediction of cross sections for
the radioactive 147Nd.
in the fast neutron region. In addition, cross section co-
variances (MF=33) were evaluated from the thermal en-
ergy up to 20 MeV, using the Atlas-KALMAN method
at low energies and the EMPIRE-KALMAN method at
higher energies, see Section III.H.3.
90Zr. Zirconium is an important material for nu-
clear reactors since, owing to its corrosion-resistance and
low absorption cross-section for thermal neutrons, it is
used in fuel rods cladding. Preliminary versions of the
ENDF/B-VII library contained full set of zirconium iso-
topes provided by the project carried out under aspices of
the NEA WPEC (see the next section for details). How-
ever, benchmark testing performed at Bettis and KAPL
showed an undesirable drop in the reactivity when the
new library was used in place of ENDF/B-VI.8. Sensi-
tivity studies indicated that this shortage could be coun-
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FIG. 55: Neutron capture cross sections for Nd isotopes.
Good fit to the available data endorses our prediction of cross
sections for the radioactive 147Nd.
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FIG. 56: (n,2n) cross sections for Sm isotopes showing odd-
even effect and isospin dependence of the thresholds.
teracted by the increase of the elastic cross section in
90Zr.
Taking into account the importance of zirconium in re-
actor calculations, NNDC (BNL) undertook an entirely
new evaluation of the fast neutron region in 90Zr us-
ing EMPIRE code. It was confirmed, indeed, that all
suitable optical potentials in the RIPL-2 library provide
elastic cross sections that are significantly higher than
the preliminary evaluation. On the other hand, these
potentials failed to match the quality of the description
of the total cross section provided by the preliminary
evaluation. This ambiguity was solved by the dispersive
optical model potential [173–175], which provided a very
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FIG. 57: Capture cross sections for Gd isotopes compared
to experimental data in the fast neutron region. The neigh-
bouring curves and data are offset by factors indicated in the
legend.
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FIG. 58: Spectra of neutrons emitted from 164Dy for three
incident neutron energies. The structure in the high energy
part of the spectra results from inelastic scattering to collec-
tive levels as predicted by Coupled-Channels (discrete levels)
and Multi-step Direct (continuum).
good description of the total cross section on 90Zr and
confirmed the higher elastic scattering cross section, see
Fig. 59. The new file met expectations when validated
against integral measurements at KAPL.
5. Bulk of fission products
Recognizing a need to modernize the fission product
evaluations, an international project was conducted to
extract the best from the available evaluated nuclear data
libraries. The project, sponsored by the NEA Work-
ing Party on International Nuclear Data Evaluation Co-
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FIG. 59: Comparison of elastic cross sections on 90Zr calcu-
lated with various optical model potentials. The preliminary
ENDF/B-VII evaluation (denoted ENDF/B-VIIb2) yields the
lowest cross sections. The final ENDF/B-VII evaluation is
considerably higher, as suggested by the integral experiments.
operation (WPEC) and led by P. Oblozˇinsky´, BNL, pro-
ceeded in two steps. First, in 2001 – 2004, review and
assessment of neutron cross sections for fission prod-
ucts was performed, looking into all available evalua-
tions [176]. Second, in 2004 – 2006, the library of 219
materials was created and partly validated [164]. Evalu-
ated nuclear data libraries of five major efforts were con-
sidered, namely the United States (ENDF/B-VI.8 and
Preliminary ENDF/B-VII), Japan (JENDL-3.3, released
in 2002), Europe (JEFF-3.0, released in 2000), Russia
(BROND-2.2, released in 1992) and China (CENDL-3.0,
made available for the present project in 2001). Inter-
comparison plots of evaluated data in these five libraries
were prepared for the most important reaction channels
along with a comparison from the experimental reaction
database CSISRS/EXFOR, totaling almost 1900 plots.
The WPEC activity included 10 active reviewers from
Brookhaven, JAERI, IPPE Obninsk, KAERI and CNDC
Beijing. This made it possible to review each material
individually within a relatively short period of two years.
The low-energy region (thermal point, resonances), and
the fast neutron region, for each material, was reviewed
separately. A review report for each material was written
that described the review procedure, an analysis of the
evaluation methodology, comparisons with recent data,
and summarized findings and recommendations of the
best evaluation for the low-energy and the fast neutron
regions. A detailed account of this work can be found in
Ref. [177].
These reviews were discussed at the workshop held
at BNL in April 2004, and final recommendations were
made for the best evaluations for each material. The
most frequently recommended library was JENDL-3.3
(27 full files, 7 resonance files and 63 fast region files).
It was followed by CENDL-3.0 (11 full files, 26 fast re-
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gion files), and by the preliminary ENDF/B-VII evalu-
ations as available in April 2004. The Atlas of Neutron
Resonances was recommended for 109 materials, while
default EMPIRE calculations were recommended, as a
quick remedy in the fast neutron range for 25 materials
of relatively limited importance.
These recommendations were revised during 2005 by
taking into account a considerably increased number of
new evaluations for ENDF/B-VII. New evaluations were
mostly due to new BNL resonance data from the Atlas
of Neutron Resonances combined with new BNL evalua-
tions in the fast neutron region. In addition, many new
resonance evaluations from the Atlas were combined with
non-US evaluations in the fast neutron region.
A follow-up WPEC activity was set up for the pe-
riod of 2004-2006 with the goal to produce the actual
fission product library. Based on the above recommenda-
tions, the library was assembled. Initial testing was done
leading to a number of adjustments particularly at the
boundary between the resonance region and the fast neu-
tron region. Then, the library underwent Phase 1 test-
ing (data verification), which involved standard check-
ing codes, and basic runs with the NJOY-99 processing
code, followed by test runs with the MCNP4 Monte Carlo
transport code. This ensured that the library can be pro-
cessed and used in transport calculations.
As the final step, limited data validation was under-
taken for some materials (Zr, Gd) using a few available
benchmarks. As a result, the International Fission Prod-
uct Library of Neutron Cross Section Evaluations (IFPL)
was created for 219 materials. Afterwards, IFPL was
adopted in full by the ENDF/B-VII.0 library, see Table
XVI for a summary.
TABLE XVI: Summary of 219 fission product evaluations in-
cluded in the ENDF/B-VII.0 library. Data from the Atlas of
Neutron Resonances were adopted for 148 materials, either as
a part of new US evaluations (74 materials) or merged with
older US (13 materials) and newer non-US evaluations (71
materials) in the fast neutron region.
Library Full Resonance Fast
(Data Source) File Region Region
ENDF/B-VI.8, released in 2001 1 3 13
New evals for ENDF/B-VII.0 74 74 -
JEFF-3.1, released in 2005 1 - -
JENDL-3.3, released in 2002 47 7 56
CENDL-3.0, released in 2001 11 - 15
BROND-2.2, released in 1992 1 - -
Total number of materials 135 84 84
In summary, ENDF/B-VII.0 adopted an entirely new
set of fission product evaluations, representing a major
update. This is the most significant change in fission
product evaluations in the ENDF/B library over the last
30 years. It will be important to undertake additional
validation data testing of this fission product data for
reactor applications.
E. High energy extensions to 150 MeV
The version of the ENDF/B-VI.6 library released in
1996, included extensions up to 150 MeV maximum en-
ergy for about 40 neutron and 40 proton reactions on
certain target isotopes, supporting applications that in-
cluded the design of accelerator-driven systems (ADS)
for energy production, waste transmutation, tritium pro-
duction, for spallation neutron source (SNS) design, and
for external beam neutron and proton cancer therapy.
The isotopes included in this “LA150” library were those
important for spallation targets, blanket materials, colli-
mation and structural materials, and isotopes in human
tissue. These cross sections are important for radiation
transport code simulations of neutron production, neu-
tron fluences, energy deposition and dose, shielding, and
activation.
The higher energy cross section data, which were based
upon measurements, and on GNASH nuclear model code
predictions, were documented in detail in Ref. [178]. Sim-
ilar research has been undertaken in Europe, Japan, and
Russia, in support of ADS technologies.
Unfortunately, a bug was later found in the GNASH
code that was used to predict secondary emitted particle
production. The legacy GNASH code at Los Alamos
was being modernized and rewritten as McGNASH in
modern FORTRAN-90 by Chadwick, and in the course
of validation and verification tests, the bug was located.
The impact of this bug was to over-calculate the amounts
of secondary particle (neutron, proton, etc.) production
at the higher incident energies, when the code was used
in an “inclusive cross section” mode - the mode used to
generate the MT=5 LA150 high energy cross sections,
where it becomes impractical to represent each exclusive
cross section separately because of their large number.
Fortunately, the impact of this bug was only modest for
light isotopes, and for heavy isotopes used in spallation
targets, but for medium-mass isotopes the impact was
significant above 50 MeV. The bug had no impact on
other previous ENDF cross sections created with GNASH
over the years, since those evaluations used the exclusive
cross section calculation mode.
For ENDF/B-VII.0 we have recalculated the high en-
ergy LA150 data, and updated the earlier LA150 evalu-
ations with these new corrected results. A full detailing
of the new results, for each isotope (over 40 for neutrons,
and 40 for protons) is given in comparison figures on our
Los Alamos web site, http://t2.lanl.gov/.
F. Light element evaluations
Several light-element evaluations were contributed to
ENDF/B-VII.0, based on R-matrix analyses done at
Los Alamos using the EDA code. Among the neutron-
induced evaluations were those for 1H, 3H, 6Li, 9Be, and
10B. For the light-element standards, R-matrix results
for 6Li(n, α) and 10B(n, α) were contributed to the stan-
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dards process, which combined the results of two differ-
ent R-matrix analyses with ratio data using generalized
least-squares, as described in a following section (Sec-
tion V). Differences persisted between the two R-matrix
analyses even with the same data sets that are not com-
pletely understood, but probably are related to different
treatments of systematic errors in the experimental data.
Below we summarize upgrades that have been made
for ENDF/B-VII.0. Where no changes have been made
compared to ENDF/B-VI.8 (e.g., for n + D) we do not
discuss reactions on these isotopes.
1H. The hydrogen evaluation came from an analysis of
the N −N system that includes data for p+ p and n+ p
scattering, as well as data for the reaction 1H(n, γ)2H
in the forward (capture) and reverse (photodisintegra-
tion) directions. The R-matrix parametrization, which
is completely relativistic, uses charge independent con-
straints to relate the data in the p + p system to those
in the n + p system. It also uses a new treatment of
photon channels in R-matrix theory that is more consis-
tent with identifying the vector potential with a photon
“wavefunction”. In the last stages of the analysis, the
thermal capture cross section was forced to a value of
332.0 mb (as in ENDF/B-VI.8), rather than the “best”
experimental value of 332.6 ±0.7 mb [179], since criti-
cality data testing of aqueous thermal systems showed
a slight preference for the lower value. Also, the lat-
est measurement [180] of the coherent n − p scattering
length was used, resulting in close agreement with that
value, and with an earlier measurement of the thermal
scattering cross section [181], but not with a later, more
precise value [182]. This analysis also improved a prob-
lem with the n+p angular distribution in ENDF/B-VI.8
near 14 MeV, by including new measurements [183, 184]
and making corrections to some of the earlier data that
had strongly influenced the previous evaluation. We refer
the reader to Sec. V for further details.
3H. The n+3H evaluation resulted from a charge-
symmetric reflection of the parameters from a p+3He
analysis that was done some time ago. This prediction
[185] resulted in good agreement with n + t scattering
lengths and total cross sections that were newly mea-
sured at the time, and which gave a substantially higher
total cross section at low energies than did the ENDF/B-
VI evaluation (which was carried over from a much earlier
version). At higher energies, the differences were not so
large, and the angular distributions also remained similar
to those of the earlier evaluation.
9Be. The n+9Be evaluation was based on a prelimi-
nary analysis of the 10Be system that did a single-channel
fit only to the total cross section data at energies up to
about 14 MeV. A more complete analysis is underway
that takes into account the multichannel partitioning of
the total cross section, especially into the (n,2n) chan-
nels. An adequate representation of these multibody fi-
nal states will probably require changes in the EDA code.
For ENDF/B-VII.0 the elastic (and total) cross section
was modified to utilize the new EDA analysis which ac-
curately parameterizes the measured total elastic data,
while the previous ENDF/B-VI.8 angular distributions
were carried over. Data testing of the file (including only
the changes in the total cross sections) appeared to give
better results for beryllium reflecting assemblies (see Sec-
tion X.B.2 and Figs. 90 and 91), and so it was decided
to include this preliminary version in the ENDF/B-VII.0
release.
G. Other materials
Previous sections indicate that our main evaluation ef-
fort was concentrated on the major actinides and the
fission products (Z = 31 - 68) that together cover more
than half of the ENDF/B-VII.0 neutron sublibrary. Out-
side of these two groups, there were a few materials that
were fully or partially evaluated. These materials are
briefly described below. The remaining isotopes were ei-
ther migrated from the ENDF/B-VI.8 or taken over from
other national libraries if the materials were missing in
ENDF/B-VI.8, or if evaluations in other libraries were
clearly superior.
1. New evaluations (O, V, Ir, Pb)
16O. The evaluated cross-section of the 16O(n,α0) re-
action in the laboratory neutron energy region between
2.4 and 8.9 MeV was reduced by 32% at LANL. The
16O(n,α) cross section was changed accordingly and the
elastic cross sections were adjusted to conserve unitar-
ity. This reduction was based upon more recent mea-
surements. We note that this led to a small increase in
the calculated criticality of LCT assemblies, see Section
X.B.4.
natV. Cross sections for the (n,np) reaction were re-
vised at BNL [186] by adjusting the EMPIRE-2.19 cal-
culations to reproduce two indirect measurements by
Grimes [187] and Kokoo [188] at 14.1 and 14.7 MeV
respectively. This resulted in the substantial reduction
(about 350 mb at the maximum) of the (n,np) cross sec-
tion. Similarly, the (n,t) reaction was revised to repro-
duce experimental results of Woelfle et al. [189] The in-
elastic scattering to the continuum was adjusted accord-
ingly to preserve the original total cross section.
191,193Ir. These are two entirely new evaluations per-
formed jointly by T-16 (LANL) and the NNDC (BNL) in
view of recent GEANIE data on γ-rays following neutron
irradiation. The resolved and unresolved resonance pa-
rameters are based on the analyses presented in Ref. [30].
New GNASH model calculations were performed for the
γ-rays measured by the GEANIE detector, and related
(n,xn) reactions cross sections were deduced [190]. We
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also include an evaluation of the 193Ir(n,n’) reaction to
the isomer. The remaining cross sections and energy-
angle correlated spectra were calculated with the EM-
PIRE code. The results were validated against integral
reaction rates, see Section X.D and Fig. 109. In addition,
the covariance data in the fast neutron region were de-
termined using EMPIRE-generated sensitivity matrices,
experimental data and the KALMAN filtering code, see
Section III.H.3.
208Pb. A new T-16 (LANL) analysis with the GNASH
code was performed over the incident neutron energy
range from 1.0 to 30.0 MeV. The Koning-Delaroche op-
tical model potential [191] from the RIPL-2 data base
was used to calculate neutron and proton transmission
coefficients for calculations of the cross sections. Minor
adjustments were made to several inelastic cross sections
to improve agreement with experimental data. Addition-
ally, continuum cross sections and energy-angle corre-
lated spectra were obtained from the GNASH calcula-
tions for (n,n’), (n,p), (n,d), (n,t), and (n,α) reactions.
Elastic scattering angular distributions were also cal-
culated with the Koning-Delaroche potential and incor-
porated in the evaluation at neutron energies below 30
MeV.
As discussed in Section X.B.2 and Fig. 89, this new
208Pb evaluation led to a significant improvement in the
lead-reflected critical assembly data. This is especially
true for fast assemblies, but some problems remained for
thermal assemblies. The improvements in the secondary
neutron spectrum are evident from the transmission data
shown in Fig. 110.
2. Evaluations from other libraries
JENDL-3.3. This is a Japanese library that pro-
vided most of the evaluations taken from other sources.
In particular, an extended set of minor actinides
was reviewed and slightly improved by R.Q. Wright
(ORNL). This set includes the following 23 actinides:
223,224,225,226Ra, 225,226,227Ac, 227,228,229,233,234Th,
235Np, 246Pu, 244,244mAm, 249,250Cm, 250Bk, 254Cf,
254,255Es, and 255Fm. Two relatively old ENDF/B-VI.8
evaluations for natS and 32S were replaced by a con-
sistent set of 32,33,34,36S files evaluated by Nakamura.
Similarly, the files for the 39,40,41K isotopes by the same
author replaced very old evaluations in ENDF/B-VI.8.
The JENDL-3.3 results were also adopted for the full
chain of Ti isotopes.
JEFF-3.1. This is European library that was se-
lected as a source of evaluations for 40,42,43,44,46,48Ca and
204,206,207Pb. These are totally new evaluations in the
fast neutron region, created with the nuclear model code
TALYS [192], and originating from Koning’s collection
called NRG-2003. We also adopted JEFF-3.1 evaluations
for 22Na and for the 58,58mCo isotopes which were missing
in the ENDF/B-VI.8 library. A very fragmentary evalu-
ation for 59Ni, available in ENDF/B-VI.8, was replaced
by its much more complete counterpart from JEFF-3.1.
BROND-2.2. This is Russian library that is the
only library containing data for Zn. It filled the gap in
ENDF/B-VII.0 by providing evaluation for natZn. Zinc
has been a much neglected element. For reasons unknown
to us, the US, European and Japanese nuclear data com-
munities have ignored Zn in past, no evaluations have
been performed, and we have continued that tradition.
H. Covariances
A covariance matrix specifies uncertainties and corre-
lations for a collection of physical quantities such as cross
sections or neutron multiplicities (ν¯, nubar). Covariances
are required to correctly assess uncertainties of integral
quantities such as design and operational parameters in
nuclear technology applications. The error estimation of
calculated quantities relies on the uncertainty informa-
tion obtained from the analysis of experimental data and
is stored as variance and covariance data in the basic
nuclear data libraries such as ENDF/B-VII.0.
General properties of covariance matrices and early
procedures for generating nuclear data covariances were
widely discussed in the 1970’s and 1980’s (e.g., see [193]).
Accordingly, many of the presently existing covariance
data were developed about 30 years ago for the ENDF/B-
V library [194, 195]. This earlier activity languished dur-
ing the 1990’s due to limited interest by users, as well as
constrained resources available to nuclear data evaluators
to do the work.
More recently, intensive interest in the design of a new
generation of nuclear power reactors, as well as in criti-
cality safety and national security applications has stim-
ulated a revival in the demand for covariances. This
stems from the steadily growing need for nuclear data
uncertainty information to be used in reactor core calcu-
lations (e.g., estimation of uncertainty in keff, criticality
safety studies, in the adjustment of nuclear data libraries
[196, 197]), in radiation shielding designs), and for vari-
ous other applications, in order to assess safety, reliabil-
ity, and cost effectiveness issues.
The recent revival resulted in a significant improve-
ment in the methodology for the generation of covari-
ance data, mostly as a consequence of the utilization
of advanced nuclear modeling, and information merging
techniques. The determination of reliable covariances is
difficult and normally requires considerably more effort
than the evaluation of the cross sections themselves. Fur-
thermore, the generation of covariances cannot be decou-
pled from the core evaluation process itself. New covari-
ance data have been produced for only a few elements
because the resources needed to obtain this information
have tended to lag behind the demand. However, our
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TABLE XVII: List of covariance files (identified by MF and MT numbers) in the ENDF/B-VII.0 neutron sublibrary. Of 48
materials with covariances in ENDF/B-VI.8 only 13 were partly migrated to ENDF/B-VII.0, and 13 new materials were added.
See Appendix A for MF and MT definitions [4], and Table XIX for explation of MF numbers.
Neutron sublibrary
No Material Lab. MF=31 MF=32 MF=33 MF=40 1st author Comment
1 6Li LANL 105 Hale
2 7Li LANL 1, 2, 4, 25, 102, 104, 851 Young MT=851 lumps
MT=16,24,51-82
3 10B LANL 107, 800, 801 Hale
4 19F CNDC+ 4, 16, 22, 28 Zhao
5 23Na ORNL 151 Larson
6 48Ti KUR 1, 4, 16, 28, 102, 103,107 Kobayashi
7 natV ANL+ 1 Smith
8 59Co ANL+ 1, 16, 103, 107 Smith
9 58Ni LANL+ 16 Chiba
10 89Y BNL+ 1, 2, 4, 16, 102, 103, 107 Rochman New
11 93Nb LANL+ 1 4 Chadwick
12 99Tc BNL+ 1, 2, 4, 16, 102, 103 Rochman New
13 152Gd BNL+ 151 1, 2, 4, 16, 102, 103, 107 Rochman New
14 153Gd BNL+ 151 1, 2, 4, 16, 102, 103, 107 Rochman New
15 154Gd BNL+ 151 1, 2, 4, 16, 102, 103, 107 Rochman New
16 155Gd BNL+ 151 1, 2, 4, 16, 102, 103, 107 Rochman New
17 156Gd BNL+ 151 1, 2, 4, 16, 102, 103, 107 Rochman New
18 157Gd BNL+ 151 1, 2, 4, 16, 102, 103, 107 Rochman New
19 158Gd BNL+ 151 1, 2, 4, 16, 102, 103, 107 Rochman New
20 160Gd BNL+ 151 1, 2, 4, 16, 102, 103, 107 Rochman New
21 191Ir BNL+ 1, 2, 4, 16, 102, 103 Rochman New
22 193Ir BNL+ 1, 2, 4, 16, 102, 103 Rochman New
23 197Au LANL 1 Young
24 209Bi LANL+ 1 Chadwick
25 232Th IAEA 452 151 1, 2, 5, 17, 18, 51, 102, CRP New,
851-855 up to 60 MeV
26 235U LANL 452, 456 Young
Total no. of MT files 3 10 124 1
intention for ENDF/B-VII.0 was to provide covariance
data for some test cases as a demonstration of the new
methodologies we are developing, as a first step towards
a future expanded covariance database.
Covariance data in ENDF/B-VII.0 can be found in
three sublibraries. In the neutron reaction sublibrary,
covariances are available for 26 materials listed in Ta-
ble XVII. Table XVIII shows the neutron standards sub-
library with covariance files for 6 materials. Finally, in
the decay data sublibrary, there is one material with the
covariance data for emitted neutrons from the radioactive
252Cf.
The covariance information included in the ENDF/B-
VII.0 neutron sublibrary consists of selected files mi-
grated from ENDF/B-VI.8 plus accepted new covari-
ances that had been prepared after the release of
ENDF/B-VI.8. These two categories are discussed be-
low separately.
TABLE XVIII: List of covariance files (identified by MF and
MT numbers) in the ENDF/B-VII.0 standards sublibrary.
Standards sublibrary
No Material Lab. MF=31 MF=33 1st author
1 6Li IAEA 105 CRP
2 10B IAEA 107, 800, 801 CRP
3 natC LANL+ 2 Chadwick
4 197Au IAEA 102 CRP
5 235U IAEA 452, 456 18 CRP
6 238U IAEA 18 CRP
Total no. of MT files 2 8
1. Covariances from ENDF/B-VI.8
Covariances for 48 materials with 755 covariance MT
files can be found in the ENDF/B-VI.8 neutron subli-
brary [198]. They are categorized by identifiers MF =
31, 32, 33, 34, 35 and 40, corresponding to the physi-
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cal quantities as described in Table XIX. The numbers
of files available in ENDF/B-VI.8 for each of these six
categories are also shown in Table XIX.
TABLE XIX: Comparison of covariance MT files in the
ENDF/B-VI.8 and ENDF/B-VII.0 neutron sublibraries.
Neutron sublibrary
MF Description of ENDF/B-VI.8 ENDF/B-VII.0
covariances All (migrated) All (new)
31 Nubar, ν¯ 9 (2) 3 (1)
32 Resonance parameters 4 (1) 10 (9)
33 Cross sections 739 (31) 124 (93)
34 Angular distributions - -
35 Emitted particles∗ - -
40 Radioactive nuclei 2 (1) 1 (0)
Total no. of MT files 754 (35) 138 (103)
∗) Covariance data for emitted neutrons from 252Cf can
be found in the decay data sublibrary.
The covariance files included in the ENDF/B-VII.0
consist of selected files migrated from ENDF/B-VI.8 and
new evaluations prepared for ENDF/B-VII.0. Table XIX
indicates the number of files from ENDF/B-VI.8 that
were considered to be viable candidates for inclusion in
ENDF/B-VII.0 following an initial review, along with the
number of new files that were also treated as candidates.
The ultimate decisions concerning which files to include
in ENDF/B-VII.0 have been based on an assessment of
the quality of this information. Our review of covariance
information that led to the results given in Table XIX
considered the following factors related to quality:
• methods used to generate the covariances,
• adequacy of uncertainty detail provided,
• availability and extent of correlation information
provided, and
• appropriate and efficient use of allowed covariance
formats [199].
Each of the files considered was examined explicitly,
and information provided by the evaluators was assessed
in arriving at decisions for inclusion or exclusion of spe-
cific files in the first-pass candidate list. It is evident
that this screening process led to a dramatic reduction
in the number of files that might qualify for inclusion in
ENDF/B-VII.0 relative to the content of ENDF/B-VI.8.
This would appear to be a step backwards, but the price
of demanding improved quality of the covariances was a
reduction in content.
Many of the covariance files in ENDF/B-VI.8 were
based on rough, ad hoc estimates of uncertainty, often
with no correlation information provided. Covariances
ought to emerge as a consequence of objective evalua-
tions based on statistical analysis of errors in experimen-
tal data, propagation of uncertainties in nuclear model
parameters, and rigorous methods for combining the two.
Most of the more recent evaluations follow this modern
approach but many of the older ones did not.
A detailed list of the candidate files that survived the
screening procedure is given in Table XVII, together with
the new covariance data files. It was decided that even
though many earlier covariance files would not be mi-
grated to ENDF/B-VII.0, they could still be obtained,
if desired, by referring to ENDF/B-VI.8 and thus would
not be lost.
Following the screening process described above, the
candidate covariance files that passed the first test were
subjected to two further tests:
• to determine whether they could be processed as
required for use in nuclear application codes, and
• to a visual inspection.
Both the ERRORJ code [14, 200] and the PUFF
code [15] were available for this excercise. All the files
listed in Table XVII from ENDF/B-VI.8 were adequately
processed by PUFF, while several files failed with ER-
RORJ due to incomplete covariance information. Plots
of uncertainty and correlation profiles were generated,
inspected, and 35 MT files for 13 materials were ulti-
mately accepted for inclusion in ENDF/B-VII.0, while
the reamining were rejected.
2. New evaluation methodology
New covariance data in the ENDF/B-VII.0 neutron
sublibrary were produced for 13 materials using the new
evaluation techniques summarized in Table XX. Below
we describe the three most frequently used methods, the
remaining methods will only be outlined together with
the respective evaluations.
TABLE XX: Summary of the new methods used for the
ENDF/B-VII.0 covariance evaluations.
Energy Evaluation Material
region method
Resolved Direct SAMMY∗ 232Th
resonances Retroactive SAMMY 152−158,160Gd
Atlas-KALMAN 89Y,99Tc,191,193Ir
Unresolved Experimental 232Th
resonances Atlas-KALMAN 99Tc, 193Ir
EMPIRE-KALMAN 152−158,160Gd,89Y,191Ir
Fast EMPIRE-KALMAN 152−158,160Gd and
neutrons 89Y,99Tc,191,193Ir
EMPIRE-GANDR 232Th
∗) See Section III.A.2 for description of this method.
Resonance region: Retroactive SAMMY. Co-
variance data in the resonance region produced via the
computer code SAMMY [27] are based on the fitting of
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data using the generalized least square formalism. Dur-
ing the evaluation process, uncertainties in the experi-
mental data are incorporated into the evaluation process
in order to properly determine the resonance-parameter
covariance matrix (RPCM). Among these uncertainties
are normalization, background, and uncertainty in the
time-of-flight, uncertainty in the sample thickness, tem-
perature uncertainty, and others.
For existing resonance parameter evaluations where no
RPCM data are available, an alternative approach is
to use retroactive resonance-parameter covariance gen-
eration. Even when performing a new evaluation, it is
sometimes convenient to concentrate first on finding a
set of resonance parameters that fit the data, and later
focus on determining an appropriate associated RPCM.
In practice, we have found that covariance matrices de-
termined retroactively are quite similar to covariance ma-
trices produced directly in the course of the evaluation.
The retroactive scheme is described in the subsequent
discussion.
First, artificial “experimental data” are generated us-
ing R-matrix theory with the already-determined values
for the resonance parameters. Transmission, capture, fis-
sion, and other data types (corresponding to those used
in the actual evaluation) are calculated, assuming real-
istic experimental conditions (Doppler temperature and
resolution function).
Second, realistic statistical uncertainties are assigned
to each data point, and realistic values are assumed
for data-reduction parameters such as normalization and
background. Let D represent the experimental data and
V the covariance matrix for those data. Values for V
(both on- and off-diagonal elements) are derived from the
statistical uncertainties on the individual data points and
from the uncertainties on the data-reduction parameters,
in the usual fashion:
Vij = νiδij +
∑
k
gik∆
2rkgjk (37)
In this equation, ∆2rk represents the uncertainty on
the kth data-reduction parameter rk, and gik is the par-
tial derivative of the cross section at energy Ei with re-
spect to rk. The data covariance matrix Vij then de-
scribes all the known experimental uncertainties.
Third, the generalized least-squares equations are used
to determine the set of resonance parameters P ′ and asso-
ciated RPCM M ′ that fit these data. If P is the original
set of resonance parameters (for which we wish to de-
termine the covariance matrix), and T is the theoretical
curve generated from those parameters, then, in matrix
notation, the least-squares equations are
P ′ = P +M+GtV −1(D−T ) and M ′ = (GtV −1G)−1
(38)
Here, G is the set of partial derivatives of the theoreti-
cal values T with respect to the resonance parameters P ;
G is sometimes called the sensitivity matrix.
The solutions of Eq.(38) provide the new parameter
values P ′ and the associated resonance parameter covari-
ance matrix M ′, fitting all of the artificial data simulta-
neously and using the full off-diagonal data covariance
matrix for each data set.
If we were analyzing measured data, P ′ would be dif-
ferent from P . However, because we are analyzing ar-
tificially created data, P ′ is very nearly identical to P ;
this follows directly from Eq.(38) when D = T . The
matrix M ′, which was derived as the covariance matrix
associated with the updated parameters P ′, is therefore
an appropriate representation for the resonance parame-
ter covariance matrix associated with the original set of
resonance parameters P .
Resonance region: Atlas-KALMAN. This new
method was developed by the collaboration between BNL
and LANL. The method combines the wealth of data
given in the Atlas of Neutron Resonances of BNL with the
filtering code KALMAN [200, 201] of LANL. The Atlas
provides values and uncertainties for neutron resonance
parameters and integral quantities (such as thermal cap-
ture cross section and capture resonance integral). The
procedure is as follows:
• One starts with the resonance parameters as given
in MF=2 file. In general, for new evaluations these
are identical or very close to the parameters in the
Atlas.
• Cross sections are calculated, in a suitable multi-
group representation, for the thermal region and
the resolved resonance region.
• Uncertainties of resonance parameters are propa-
gated to cross sections with the code KALMAN,
which provides cross section correlations and un-
certainties. To reproduce uncertainties on thermal
capture (or fission) cross section, resonance param-
eter uncertainties are appropriately adjusted.
• File MF=33 with cross section covariances is pro-
duced.
When fitting the thermal capture uncertainty, it is usu-
ally sufficient to adjust parameter uncertainties for the
first resonance. In the case of a bound level (negative-
energy resonance), as no parameter uncertainties are
given in Ref. [30], the uncertainties are assigned to
the resonance energy (E0), neutron width (Γn), capture
width (Γγ) and, if applicable, to the fission width (Γf ).
If there is no bound level, there are two possibilities: (i)
keep the parameter uncertainties given in Ref. [30] and
accept that calculated uncertainties on integral values
might be different from the integral uncertainties given
in Ref. [30], or (ii) adjust parameter uncertainties for the
first resonance so that the calculated uncertainties for the
integral values agree with those quoted in Ref. [30].
The resulting cross section uncertainties are based on a
solid ground of experimental uncertainties on resonance
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parameters as evaluated in the Atlas of Neutron Reso-
nances.
Fast neutron region: EMPIRE-KALMAN. This
methodology for generating cross section covariances in
the fast neutron range was developed recently by the Na-
tional Nuclear Data Center (BNL) in collaboration with
the T-16 group (LANL). It employs a sensitivity matrix
produced with the code EMPIRE (thus compatible with
the actual evaluation), and uses it in the KALMAN code
for determining covariances while taking into account rel-
evant experimental data.
Use of the Kalman filtering approach to determine nu-
clear data covariances was originally developed for the
JENDL-3.3 library by Kawano [200, 201]. The KALMAN
code is an implementation of the Kalman filter for nuclear
reaction calculations. It can be used for cross sections
evaluations, assessment of model parameters, and also to
determine cross section uncertainties and their correla-
tions.
To obtain the sensitivity matrix with the EMPIRE
code, about 10-15 of the most relevant model param-
eters (optical model, level density and preequilibrium
strength) were varied independently, typically by ± 5 %
around the optimal value, to determine their effect on
total, elastic, inelastic, capture, (n,2n), (n,p) and (n,α)
cross sections in the full energy range of the evaluation.
Sensitivity matrix elements were calculated as a change of
a given reaction cross sections in response to the change
of a particular model parameter. A series of scripts was
employed to transfer such sensitivity matrix information
along with the experimental data to the KALMAN code,
and to prepare adequate input.
Although the KALMAN code performs complete cal-
culation involving all considered reaction channels simul-
taneously (and provides cross correlations among various
reactions) we choose to treat each reaction separately. In
order to do so, KALMAN was given experimental data
for only a single reaction at a time and the self-correlation
matrix and uncertainties for this reaction were further
processed. Therefore, we deliberately disregard covari-
ances among different reactions resulting from the con-
straint of model parameters imposed by the experimental
data. Including such correlations will be done on future.
To preserve internal consistency, covariances for the
elastic channel was coded as a difference between the
total and the sum of all reaction channels. Final un-
certainties were adjusted to reproduce error bars on the
best measurements by preventing errors on model param-
eters (initially set at 10 %) from falling below reasonable
limits ( 3 %). This procedure was necessary since the
Kalman filter tends to reduce uncertainties on model pa-
rameters if many consistent experimental data are well
reproduced by the model calculations. In doing so, the
Kalman filter ignores approximations inherent in the nu-
clear reaction models and parameter adjustments intro-
duced during the evaluation.
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FIG. 60: Uncertainties of capture cross sections on 155Gd
obtained by the retroactive SAMMY method in ENDF/B-
VII.0 compared with the 155Gd(n,γ) cross section. The left
scale is for the cross section (black curve) and the right scale
is for the relative uncertainty (red curve).
3. New evaluations
Gd isotopes. There are 7 stable Gadolinium isotopes:
152Gd, 154Gd, 155Gd, 156Gd, 157Gd, 158Gd, and 160Gd,
with percentage natural abundances of 0.2, 2.18, 14.8,
20.47, 15.65, 24.84, and 21.86, respectively. In addi-
tion, there is the radioactive 153Gd with a half-life of 240
days. All covariances were evaluated using the SAMMY
retroactive method in the resolved resonance region, and
the EMPIRE-KALMAN method for higher energies.
To generate resonance covariance data in the resolved
resonance region, the multi-level Breit-Wigner (MLBW)
resonance parameters produced at BNL for the basic
ENDF/B-VII.0 library were used. Then, the retroactive
methodology described above was used for generating the
resonance parameter covariance matrix (RPCM), which
was subsequently converted into the ENDF-6 format.
During this process, the original multi-level Breit-Wigner
representation for MF=2 was replaced by a Reich-Moore
representation. In Fig. 60 uncertainties obtained with
with the retroactive SAMMY method are presented for
the capture cross section on 157Gd.
The covariances for the unresolved resonance and
fast neutron regions were produced with the EMPIRE-
KALMAN method. The complete file with covariance
data was processed with the ERRORJ code [200], devel-
oped to process ENDF uncertainty files into a multigroup
structure usable in transport calculations.
In Fig. 61 we show relative uncertainties for
157Gd(n,tot), 157Gd(n,el) and 157Gd(n,γ) cross sections
for incident neutron energies above 1 keV resulting from
the processing of the ENDF-6 formatted file with the
ERRORJ code using 71 energy groups.
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Fig. 62 shows the correlation matrix for the 157Gd(n,γ)
cross section. This correlation matrix reveals compli-
cated structures with strong correlations aligned within
a relatively narrow band along the diagonal. This comes
from the inclusion of experimental data in the correla-
tion calculation. Without experimental data, an essen-
tially flat and a highly correlated shape is obtained in the
model-based calculations. The positive long-range cor-
relations, typical for model predictions, are annihilated
or turned into anticorrelations, leaving only short- and
medium-range positive correlations when the experimen-
tal data are factored in.
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FIG. 61: Relative uncertainties for the total, elastic and cap-
ture cross sections on 157Gd obtained with the EMPIRE-
KALMAN method.
FIG. 62: Correlation matrix for the 157Gd neutron capture
cross sections in the fast neutron region obtained with the
EMPIRE-KALMAN method.
232Th. The covariance evaluation for 232Th includes
the resolved resonance, unresolved resonance, and the
fast neutron regions as well as ν¯.
In the resolved resonance region, a Reich-Moore eval-
uation was performed [202] in the energy range from 0
to 4 keV using the code SAMMY. Because the fission
cross section is negligible below 4 keV, each resonance of
232Th in the Reich-Moore formalism is described by only
three parameters: the resonance energy E0, the gamma
width Γγ , and the neutron width Γn. The original ENDF
format available for representing the resolved parameter
covariance matrix (RPCM) in the resolved resonance re-
gion is the LCOMP=1 format, in which the entire co-
variance matrix is listed. In a newer LCOMP=2 format,
the RPCM is represented in a compact form, permitting
reduction in the size of the covariance matrix at the ex-
pense of accuracy. For the case of 232Th, the LCOMP
= 1 format was used; the resulting MF=32 file contains
more than 10,000 lines.
In the unresolved resonance region the exeprimental
method was used [122]. The covariances were deduced
from the covariance matrix of experimental data and the
sensitivity matrix or the partial derivatives with respect
to the adjusted parameters. The covariance matrix of the
experimental data was constructed by supposing specific
uncertainties on total total cross section (correlated 1.0%;
uncorrelated resonance part 1.5% and non-resonance part
0.5%) and capture cross section (correlated 1.5%, uncor-
related 1.5%). The sensitivity matrix was deduced with
the code RECENT around the final average resonance
parameters used to construct MF=2. The resulting co-
variance matrix was created for MF=32. To this end,
a very small relative uncertainty on the level distance
was introduced, and it was supposed that the relative
covariance elements for the reduced neutron widths can
be approximated by the relative covariance elements of
the neutron strength funstions.
Cross section covariance data in the fast neutron re-
gion were generated by the Monte Carlo technique [203]
using the EMPIRE code. In the Monte Carlo approach a
large collection of nuclear parameter sets (normally more
than 1000) is generated by randomly varying these pa-
rameters with respect to chosen central values. These
parameter sets are then used to calculate a correspond-
ing large collection of nuclear model derived values for
selected physical quantities, such as cross sections and
angular distributions. These results are subjected to a
statistical analysis to generate covariance information.
The GANDR code system [204] updates these nuclear
model covariance results by merging them with the un-
certainty information for available experimental data us-
ing the generalized least-squares technique.
Most of the 232Th fission cross section measurements
were given as ratios to the 235U values, and therefore the
covariances were effectively determined for the ratios. To
obtain the covariance matrix of the fission cross section,
reference was made to the covariance matrix of the most
recent evaluation of the cross section standards.
Covariances for ν¯ were obtained from the unpublished
evaluation for the Russian library BROND-3 (this library
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FIG. 63: Correlation matrix for 232Th neutron capture cross
sections in the thermal and resolved resonance region (up to
4 keV). Correlations are shown for 31 energy groups and are
scaled by factor 103.
has not been released yet) performed by A. Ignatyuk,
Obninsk. This evaluation was based on the analysis of
experimental data.
The final 232Th evaluation was processed using the
SCALE code [8] into 44-group structure. The results of
the processing codes ERRORJ and PUFF-IV [15] were
cross-checked in the resolved-resonance region with re-
sults obtained from a similar calculation with SAMMY
and no major differences were found. Thirty-one of the
energy groups in the 44-group structure are in the en-
ergy range below 4 keV. The correlation matrix for the
capture cross section is shown in Fig. 63.
89Y, 99Tc and 191,193Ir. Covariance evaluations for
these 4 isotopes were performed in the entire energy range
using the BNL-LANL method.
In the thermal and the resolved resonance regions, the
Atlas-KALMAN method was applied using the number
of resonances given in Table XXI. As no resonance pa-
rameter uncertainties for the bound levels are given in
the Atlas of Neutron Resonances for these 4 isotopes,
these uncertainties were introduced to reproduce the un-
certainty of the thermal capture cross sections. As for
the regular resonance parameters, three parameters (E0,
Γn, Γγ) plus the scattering radius R’ were allowed to vary
for each of the resonances. In Fig. 64 uncertainties ob-
tained with the Atlas-KALMAN method are shown for
the capture cross section on 99Tc.
In the unresolved resonance region, two approaches
were adopted. For materials with the MF=2 unre-
solved resonance data available (99Tc, 193Ir), the Atlas-
KALMAN method was used. To this end, three free
parameters were considered: (i) scattering radius R’,
(ii) the average radiative width, and (iii) the s-wave
average level spacing. For materials with no MF=2
unresolved resonance data available (89Y, 191Ir), the
TABLE XXI: Summary of resolved resonances for 4 iso-
topes used to calculate low-energy covariances with the Atlas-
KALMAN method. Bound resonance levels were available for
4 and unresolved resonances for 2 isotopes.
Isotope Number of Upper Bound Unresolved
resonances resonance level region in
energy ENDF/B-VII.0
99Tc 538 6.366 keV Yes Yes
89Y 401 408.9 keV Yes No
191Ir 46 151.8 eV Yes No
193Ir 40 309.0 eV Yes Yes
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FIG. 64: Uncertainties of capture cross sections on 99Tc
obtained by the Atlas-KALMAN method in ENDF/B-VII.0
compared with the 99Tc(n,γ) cross section. The left scale is
for the cross section (black curve) and the right scale is for
the relative uncertainty (red curve).
EMPIRE-KALMAN method, extended down to the un-
resolved resonance region, was employed.
In the fast neutron region, the EMPIRE-KALMAN
methodology was used. First, a complete evaluation of
all main reaction channels was performed with the EM-
PIRE code. Then, the sensitivity matrices were produced
by varying model parameters around optimal values used
in the evaluation. A total of 20 parameters were consid-
ered including real and imaginary surface depth of the
optical potential for the compound nuclei, particle- and
γ-emission widths, level densities, and mean free path in
the exciton model. Finally, selected experimental data
along with the sensitivity matrices were used as input
for the KALMAN code. Fig. 65 shows our results for the
uncertainties of total, (n,2n) and capture cross sections
on 193Ir. While the uncertainties on (n,2n) fall below 10%
near 14 MeV (where many measurements exist), the un-
certainties become much larger at lower energies near the
(n,2n) threshold. Likewise, the (n,γ) cross section uncer-
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FIG. 65: Relative uncertainties on 193Ir for the neutron total,
(n,2n) and capture cross sections obtained with the EMPIRE-
KALMAN method. The experimental uncertainties consid-
ered in the analysis are also included.
FIG. 66: Correlation matrix for the total neutron cross sec-
tions on 89Y in the thermal and resolved resonance region
(below 400 keV).
tainty becomes large above a few MeV where data are
sparse, and where the cross section is very small.
Fig. 66 shows the calculated correlation matrix for the
total cross section on 89Y. In this case the long range
correlations are mostly due to the scattering radius R′
(yellow color in Fig. 66). The first positive resonance is
at 2.6 keV, which means that up to this energy the cross
section is fully correlated with the bound level. Then, the
contribution from other resonances becomes noticeable.
In the case of capture, this pattern is retained but the
scattering radius R′ has no effect.
233,235,238U and 239Pu. There was insufficient time to
complete new covariance evaluation for these important
actinides prior to the release of the ENDF/B-VII.0 li-
brary. The covariance evaluation work is underway, and
will be available in future ENDF/B-VII releases. Fur-
thermore, preliminary partial evaluations will be avail-
able in the recently reestablished ENDF/A library.
IV. THERMAL NEUTRON SCATTERING
SUBLIBRARY
This sublibrary contains 20 evaluations out of which 7
were reevaluated or updated due to the combined efforts
of MacFarlane, Los Alamos, and by Mattes and Keinert,
IKE Stuttgart [6]. The remaining evaluations were taken
over from ENDF/B-VI.8. Below, we briefly describe only
seven new/revised evaluations.
A. Methodology
New thermal neutron scattering evaluations were gen-
erated at the Los Alamos National Laboratory using the
LEAPR module of the NJOY code [205]. The physi-
cal model has been improved over the one used at Gen-
eral Atomics in 1969 to produce the original ENDF/B-III
evaluations [206]. The alpha and beta grids have been ex-
tended to allow for larger incident energies and to prop-
erly represent the features of S(α, β) for the various in-
tegrations required. The physical constants have been
updated for ENDF/B-VII.0 to match the current hydro-
gen and oxygen evaluations. The LANL changes include
some additional alpha and beta points, interpolating the
rotational energy distributions and translational masses
onto the new temperature grid, and slightly reducing the
rotational energies to improve the energy region between
0.01 and 0.1 eV.
B. Evaluations
1. H2O and D2O
H2O. This evaluation was generated by Mattes and
Keinert in 2004 using the LEAPR module of the NJOY
Nuclear Data Processing System and modified at LANL
in 2006 to use a temperature grid more like the other
ENDF evaluations and to fit the experimental data
slightly better.
Water is represented by freely moving H2O molecule
clusters with some temperature dependence to the clus-
tering effect. Each molecule can undergo torsional har-
monic oscillations (hindered rotations) with a broad spec-
trum of distributed modes. The excitation spectra were
improved over the older ENDF model, and they are given
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with a temperature variation. In addition, there are two
internal modes of vibration at 205 and 436 meV. The
stretching mode was reduced from the older ENDF value
of 480 meV to account for the liquid state. Scattering
by the oxygen atoms is not included in the tabulated
scattering law data. It should be taken into account by
adding the scattering for free oxygen of mass 16.
Note that the new H2O thermal scattering kernel in
ENDF/B-VII.0 led to a slight increase in calculated criti-
cality of LEU-COMP-THERM critical assemblies, as dis-
cussed in Section X.B.4.
D2O. This was based on the IKE-IAEA-JEFF-3.1
evaluation done by Mattes and Keinert in 2004. Changes
made for ENDF/B-VII include using a more ENDF-like
temperature grid and an extension of the α and β grids
to improve results for higher incident energies.
2. O in UO2 and U in UO2
Uranium dioxide has a structure similar to flourite,
CaF2. A lattice dynamical model was developed by
Dolling, Cowley, and Woods to fit dispersion curve mea-
surements. In additional to short-range core-core forces,
the model includes shell-core, shell-shell, and long-range
Coulomb interactions. Weighted frequency distributions
were calculated from a dynamical matrix based on this
model. The O in UO2 part is kept separate from the U
in O2 part, and one-fourth of the coherent elastic cross
section from the original General Atomics evaluation is
included here. The various constants were updated to
agree with the ENDF/B-VII.0 evaluation of oxygen.
3. H in ZrH
The lattice dynamics of ZrH were computed from a
central force model. The slightly tetragonal lattice of
ZrH2 was approximated by a face-centered-cubic lattice.
Four force constants (µ, γ, ν, and δ) were introduced de-
scribing respectively the interaction of a zirconium atom
with its nearest neighbors ( 8 H atoms) and its next near-
est neighbors (12 Zr atoms), and the interaction of a hy-
drogen atom with its next nearest neighbors (6 H atoms)
and its third nearest atoms (12 H atoms). Eigenvalues
and eigenvectors of the dynamical matrix were calcu-
lated, and a phonon frequency spectrum was obtained
by means of a root sampling technique. Weighted fre-
quency spectra for hydrogen in ZrH were then obtained
by appropriate use of the dynamical matrix eigenvectors.
The final values of the four force constants were ob-
tained by fitting both specific heat and neutron data.
The position of an optical peak observed by neutron scat-
tering techniques to be centered roughly around 0.14 eV
determines the constant µ, while the overall width and
shape of this peak determine ν and δ, respectively. Ex-
isting neutron data are not sufficiently precise to confirm
the structure predicted in the optical peak by the central
force model. Specific heat data were used to determine
the force constant γ, which primarily determines the up-
per limit on the phonon energies associated with acoustic
modes.
4. Other modified materials
Liquid methane at 100oK used the model of Agrawal
and Yip as implemented by Picton, modified to include
a diffusive component.
Solid methane at 22oK used the model of Picton based
on the spectrum of Harker and Brugger.
Liquid para and ortho hydrogen at 20oK were com-
puted with LEAPR. The scattering law is based on the
model of Keinert and Sax [207], which includes spin cor-
relations from the Young and Koppel [208] model, diffu-
sion and local hindered motions from an effective trans-
lational scattering law based on a frequency distribution,
and intermolecular coherence after Vineyard [209].
Data for aluminum are provided for temperatures of
20, 80, 293.6, 400, 600 and 800oK using frequency distri-
bution of Stedman, Almqvist, and Nilsson [210].
56Fe is modeled using iron frequency distribution of
Brockhouse, Abou-Helal, and Hallman [211]. The full
bound coherent cross section for 56Fe is used without any
allowance for isotopic incoherence. The data are given at
20, 80, 293.6, 400, 600 and 800oK.
V. NEUTRON CROSS SECTION STANDARDS
SUBLIBRARY
Below, we briefly describe this important new subli-
brary. A complete description of new standards evalua-
tions can be found in the IAEA technical report [7].
A. Overview
The standards are the basis for the neutron reaction
cross section libraries since neutron evaluations are based
on measurements made relative to the standard values
that are known more precisely than other cross sections.
Significant improvements have been made in the stan-
dard cross section database since the last complete eval-
uation of the neutron cross section standards, almost 20
years ago. Modifications (new releases) are not allowed
for the standards so the original standards for ENDF/B-
VI have not been changed during that entire time.
The standards were evaluated for ENDF/B-VII.0 us-
ing new experimental data in addition to the previous ex-
perimental database that was used for the ENDF/B-VI
standards valuation, and using improved evaluation tech-
niques. In addition to a CSEWG Task Force, the NEA
WPEC formed a Subgroup and the IAEA formed a Co-
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ordinated Research Project (CRP), all of which worked
cooperatively to improve the evaluation process.
The IAEA CRP provided the largest contribution to
the evaluation. The main objectives of the evaluation
were: To improve the covariance matrices used in the
evaluations; study the reasons for uncertainty reduction
in R-matrix and model independent fits; and establish
a method for combining the R-matrix and model in-
dependent evaluations used to obtain the final evalu-
ations of the neutron cross section standards. To re-
alize these objectives, the following tasks were under-
taken: Improvements to the experimental data in the
standards database and methods for handling discrepant
data; an R-matrix evaluation of the hydrogen scattering
cross section and conversion of measurements relative to
the hydrogen cross section to the new standard; studies
of Peelle’s Pertinent Puzzle (PPP) and its effect on the
standards; evaluation work on microscopic calculations
leading to independent determinations of R-matrix scat-
tering poles; studies of the small uncertainties that result
from some evaluations; investigation of smoothing pro-
cedures; and finally the end result, the ENDF/B-VII.0
standards.
The 238U(n,f) cross section, which is a NEA-
NDC/INDC standard, was accepted as a new standard
for ENDF/B-VII.0. However 2 MeV was recommended
as the lower bound for use of this cross section as a stan-
dard. The use of this cross section from threshold to
2 MeV as a standard is discouraged due to the very
rapid change of this cross section in that energy range
and the very small cross section in the threshold en-
ergy region. Table XXII shows the list of standards and
energy their ranges. Extended energy ranges compared
with the ENDF/B-VI results were obtained for the cross
sections for H(n,n), 10B(n,α), 10B(n,α1γ),
235U(n,f) and
238U(n,f).
TABLE XXII: List of neutron cross section standards.
Reaction Energy Range
H(n,n) 1 keV to 200 MeV
3He(n,p) 0.0253 eV to 50 keV
6Li(n,t) 0.0253 eV to 1 MeV
10B(n,α) 0.0253 eV to 1 MeV
10B(n,α1γ) 0.0253 eV to 1 MeV
C(n,n) 0.0253 eV to 1.8 MeV
Au(n,γ) 0.0253 eV, 0.2 MeV to 2.5 MeV
235U(n,f) 0.0253 eV, 0.15 to 200 MeV
238U(n,f) 2 MeV to 200 MeV
B. Database studies
A large database of measurements, a significant por-
tion of which were assembled by Poenitz [212] for the
ENDF/B-VI standards evaluation, was used for the
present evaluation. In addition, the data sets introduced
after the ENDF/B-VI evaluation and before the initi-
ation of this evaluation were included in the database.
More than 30 data sets were added to the standards
database since the initiation of the present evaluation
effort. Many of the experiments were done in response
to suggestions from those working on this evaluation.
The status of the standards database [213] has been
discussed recently. Recent improvements were obtained
for the thermal constants used in the evaluation. This
was largely due to an improved analysis of the Gwin
[214] nubar (ν¯) uncertainties and the very accurate co-
herent scattering measurements for 235U obtained by Arif
[215] that were used to provide a more accurate scatter-
ing cross section.
The database also included data involving the
238U(n,γ) and 239Pu(n,f) cross sections that improved
the database as a result of ratio measurements of those
cross sections to the traditional standards. Also scatter-
ing and total cross section data were included for 6Li and
10B since they provide information on the standard cross
sections.
Discrepancies in experimental data sets were handled
by adding a medium energy range correlation compo-
nent. This component was added if the difference from
the evaluation was more than two sigma for a single point
or more than one sigma for two or more consecutive en-
ergy points. This results in a much better chi square per
degree of freedom and larger uncertainty in the evaluated
results. The change in the cross section resulting from
this procedure is small.
It is useful to summarize the thermal constants in the
standards reaction sublibrary and compare them with the
values for the same reactions given in the neutron reac-
tion sublibrary. This is done in Table XXIII. One can see
that there are differences between the two sublibraries,
though these are generally very small and within ≈ 0.5
standard deviation.
C. Evaluation details
1. Hydrogen scattering
Many of the data in the standards database were mea-
surements relative to the hydrogen scattering cross sec-
tion. To obtain improved cross sections from these data,
the hydrogen scattering cross section was evaluated using
the R-matrix code EDA [28]. Calculations of the angu-
lar distribution using these R-matrix parameters are in
much better agreement with recent measurements [216]
than the old ENDF/B-VI evaluation, see Section III.F.
All the data in the database relative to hydrogen cross
sections were converted so they are relative to the new
standard. The database contained measurements rela-
tive to several different versions of total cross sections.
Also a number of experiments were in the database that
used different laboratory angles, and different versions
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TABLE XXIII: Thermal (0.0253 eV) constants obtained from the standards evaluation, gf and gabs being the Westcott factors.
The only item shown in this table that is considered a standard is the thermal 235U(n,f) cross section. Given in brackets are
values taken from the neutron sublibrary. The ENDF/B-VII.0 standards nubar for 252Cf is ν¯tot = 3.76921075 ± 0.12469%,
comprised of ν¯p=3.7606 and ν¯d=0.0086. In ENDF/B-VI.8, ν¯tot was 3.7676, comprised of ν¯p=3.759 and ν¯d=0.0086.
Quantity 233U 235U 239Pu 241Pu
σnf (b) 531.22± 0.25% 584.33± 0.17% 750.00± 0.24% 1013.96± 0.65%
(531.22) (585.09) (747.40) (1011.85)
σnγ(b) 45.56± 1.50% 99.40± 0.72% 271.50± 0.79% 361.79± 1.37%
(45.24) (98.69) (270.33) (363.05)
σnn(b) 12.11± 5.48% 14.087± 1.56% 7.800±12.30% 12.13± 21.50%
(12.15) (15.08) (7.975) (11.24)
gf 0.9956±0.14% 0.9773± 0.08% 1.0554±0.20% 1.0454± 0.53%
(0.9966) (0.9764) (1.0542) (1.046)
gabs 0.9996±0.11% 0.9788± 0.08% 1.0780±0.22% 1.0440± 0.19%
(0.9994) (0.9785) (1.0782) (1.042)
ν¯ 2.497 ±0.14% 2.4355± 0.09% 2.8836±0.16% 2.9479± 0.18%
(2.504) (2.4367) (2.8789) (2.9453)
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FIG. 67: The ENDF/B-VII.0 H(n,n) evaluation compared
with the ENDF/B-VI and ENDF/B-V evaluations. The zero
degree results are ratios of the center-of-mass-system cross
sections at 180 degrees (which corresponds to zero degree pro-
tons in the laboratory system).
of the differential cross section. Careful clarification of
this point was important since mismatch in laboratory
and centre-of-mass values had a non-negligible impact
on evaluations. The effect of the change in the hydrogen
standard cross section caused, for example, a change as
large as 0.5% for the evaluated 235U(n,f) cross section.
2. Peelle’s pertinent puzzle (PPP)
Problems associated with PPP were observed early in
the evaluation process [217]. A test run using a model-
independent least squares code fitting the logarithm of
the cross section produced higher cross sections than a
run fitting the cross section. There were discrepant data
in the test run. The problem appears to be the result of
using discrepant data (denoted as the mini-PPP effect)
but its influence is strongly magnified by the existence of
data correlations. This is the so-called maxi-PPP effect
vs mini-PPP effect.
The GMA code, which was used as the model inde-
pendent least squares code for the ENDF/B-VI stan-
dards evaluation, was modified by adding the Chiba-
Smith [218] option to handle PPP problems. This op-
tion, called GMAP [219] renormalizes the experimental
absolute errors on the assumption that it is the fractional
error that actually reflects the accuracy the experimenter
has provided. This approach appears to reduce the ef-
fect of PPP significantly. Comparisons using the Chiba-
Smith and logarithmic transformation methods for han-
dling PPP are in good agreement for a number of test
cases. The experience obtained from the standards eval-
uation indicates that to improve the quality of nuclear
data evaluations in general, special care should be exer-
cised to minimize the PPP effect.
3. Verification of evaluated results
Concerns had been expressed about the small uncer-
tainties obtained for the standards in the ENDF/B-
VI evaluation [220]. Work has been done on the
small uncertainty problem and comparisons of cross
section results through comparisons of several tests of
model-independent and R-matrix codes using common
databases. The R-matrix codes used in the present study
were EDA [28], SAMMY [27], and RAC [221]. The
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generalized least squares codes used were GLUCS [222],
GMAP, and SOK [223]. A code based on an analytical
approximation model, PADE2 [224] was also used.
For the verification tests, it was assumed that no cor-
relations existed between the data sets. The only cor-
relations within the data sets were assumed to be short
energy range (statistical) and long energy range (normal-
ization). The generalized least squares codes were easily
shown to be in good agreement. Work with these codes
led to the discovery of an error in the GMA code used
for the ENDF/B-VI standards evaluation that caused
a small effect on those standard cross sections results.
Comparisons of the R-matrix codes proved to be more
difficult since the input conditions were difficult to stan-
dardize. Additional work with these codes led to ac-
ceptable agreement between the codes especially if the
differences in approach and numerical precision differ-
ences were considered. Important conclusions from the
present work were that proper consideration of correla-
tions within and between data sets is required to obtain
more realistic uncertainties and that it is essential to con-
sider the covariances, not just the variances, in applica-
tions of cross sections to practical systems.
D. Evaluation procedure
A combination procedure somewhat similar to that
used for the ENDF/B-VI standards evaluation was used
to obtain the standards. In the case of ENDF/B-VII.0
the code GMAP [219] was used for the combining process
described below rather than a specialized merging code
as was the case for ENDF/B-VI. All the standards ex-
cept the H(n,n), 3He(n,p) and C(n,n) cross sections were
evaluated using the GMAP code with input from the
RAC and EDA R-matrix analyses and a thermal con-
stants evaluation.
For the thermal constants evaluation, the Axton evalu-
ation [225] with the associated variance-covariance data
for 233U, 235U, 239Pu and 241Pu was used as input to
the GMAP code since it includes accurate cross sections
which have been measured relative to the neutron cross
section standards. Thus this evaluation had an impact
on the determination of the standards.
The R-matrix analyses used charged-particle data and
the entire lithium and boron neutron databases, includ-
ing total and scattering cross section data for these nu-
clides. The only lithium and boron data used in the
GMAP code were the ratio measurements to standards.
Thus the R-matrix and GMAP data sets were indepen-
dent (no common or correlated data sets). For both the
6Li(n,t) and boron work, the cross sections obtained from
the RAC and EDA R-matrix analyses were not iden-
tical. For the 6Li(n,t) cross section the two analyses
agreed within 2% at all energies. The agreement was not
as good for the 10B(n,α1γ) and
10B(n,α) cross sections
where there were differences as large as several percent
in some energy regions. In each case the RAC and EDA
analyses were averaged (unweighted) and the result was
used as the R-matrix input to GMAP.
The covariance matrix used with these central val-
ues was that from the RAC code since its results ap-
peared more physically reasonable. The R-matrix input
and thermal constants data were treated like the addi-
tions of other data sets to the GMAP code. At each
energy point, half the difference between the RAC and
GMAP results was treated as a model uncertainty that
was added quadratically to the RAC covariance of un-
certainties. This then takes into account the small differ-
ences between the RAC and EDA analyses.
The results obtained from the combination proce-
dure were not smooth in some cases. For the 6Li(n,t),
10B(n,α1γ), and
10B(n,α) cross section smoothing was
not required due to the large weight given to the cross sec-
tions from the R- matrix analyses. For the heavy element
standards, it was determined that a simple smoothing
algorithm was satisfactory, which was used sparingly. A
patch using the shape of the Maslov [226] evaluated curve
was applied in the 50-60 MeV region for the 235U(n,f)
cross section where a rather large fluctuation, assumed
to be statistical, occurred.
E. Results of the evaluation
Representative results from the evaluations for
the H(n,n), 6Li(n,t), 10B(n,α1γ),
10B(n,α), Au(n,γ),
235U(n,f), and 238U(n,f) standard cross sections are
shown in Figs. 67-73. All uncertainties shown are
one standard deviation values. These uncertainties are
generally somewhat larger than those obtained in the
ENDF/B-VI standards evaluation. The C(n,n) standard
cross section was carried over from the ENDF/B-VI eval-
uation since very little new data have been obtained sub-
sequent to that evaluation; what were obtained were in
good agreement. The 3He(n,p) standard was not re-
evaluated. It was also carried over from ENDF/B-VI.
Cross sections for the 238U(n,γ) and 239Pu(n,f) reactions
were also obtained from this evaluation, see Figs. 27 and
30.
Some benchmark data testing has been done using
these data. K1, the Gwin thermal reactivity parameter3
calculated from the evaluation is 721.6 b. This should
be compared with the “preferred” value of 722.7 ± 3.9 b
determined by Hardy [227]. The agreement is quite good
when one considers that the uncertainty in the Hardy
value is 3.9 b. Criticality calculations using these data
are generally in better agreement than those obtained
with the ENDF/B-VI standards, as discussed in Section
X.
[3] The Gwin thermal reactivity parameter is defined as K1 = ν¯
gf σf - gabs σabs, where fission and absorption cross sections
are given at the thermal energy, and gf and gabs are Westcott
factors for fission and absorption, respectively.
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FIG. 68: The ENDF/B-VII.0 6Li(n,t) evaluation compared
with the ENDF/B-VI evaluation. The curve connects the
central values of VII.0 to VI.8 ratios.
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FIG. 69: The ENDF/B-VII.0 10B(n,α1γ) evaluation com-
pared with the ENDF/B-VI evaluation. The curve connects
the central values of VII.0 to VI.8 ratios.
Table XXIII shows the thermal constants obtained
from this evaluation - but note that the only item consid-
ered a standard there is 235U(n,f) - see also Table XXII.
The small differences shown in this table between the
standards work and the values used in the neutron trans-
port files (neutron sublibrary) are because ENDF evalua-
tors have been given the freedom to make small changes,
typically within the experimental uncertainty.
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FIG. 70: The ENDF/B-VII.0 10B(n,α) evaluation compared
with the ENDF/B-VI evaluation. The curve connects the
central values of VII.0 to VI.8 ratios.
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FIG. 71: The ENDF/B-VII.0 Au(n,γ) evaluation compared
with the ENDF/B-VI evaluation. The curve connects the
central values of VII.0 to VI.8 ratios.
VI. PHOTONUCLEAR REACTION
SUBLIBRARY
The photonuclear evaluated data files described here
represent the first time that such data are available in the
official evaluated ENDF/B library, including representa-
tions of the secondary energy and angle spectra, suit-
able for use in radiation transport calculations. Prior to
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FIG. 72: The ENDF/B-VII.0 235U(n,f) evaluation compared
with the ENDF/B-VI evaluation for the common energy re-
gion. The present evaluation extends to 200 MeV, however
comparisons cannot be made to the ENDF/B-VI evaluation
since that evaluation only extends to 20 MeV. The curve con-
nects the central values of VII.0 to VI.8 ratios.
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FIG. 73: The ENDF/B-VII.0 238U(n,f) evaluation compared
with the ENDF/B-VI evaluation for the common energy re-
gion. The present evaluation extends to 200 MeV, however
comparisons cannot be made to the ENDF/B-VI evaluations
since that evaluation only extends to 20 MeV. The curve con-
nects the central values of VII.0 to VI.8 ratios.
this, many of these data have been made available infor-
mally from LANL and the IAEA following a collaborative
IAEA Coordinated Research Project [5].
A. Evaluations
The cross sections and spectra have been evaluated
through use of both measured data, and nuclear model
calculations. The use of nuclear reaction theory, in par-
ticular, facilitates the evaluation of the energy-spectra
of the ejectiles (since there are only a limited number of
measurements for monoenergetic incident photons). This
distinguishes the present work from some previous pho-
tonuclear data evaluations and compilations [228–230],
which focused on cross sections but not ejectile spectra.
The evaluation procedure also had to assess the most
probable value of a cross section where discrepant mea-
surements exist. While such considerations play a role
in all nuclear data evaluation activities, the situation is
particularly difficult for photonuclear data, since some of
the most extensive experimental programs (for instance
at Livermore and Saclay) have systematical differences
in the magnitudes of reported cross sections [231, 232].
This is, in part, due to the different experimental meth-
ods used to produce photon radiation, which include
positron annihilation, bremsstrahlung tagged-photons,
bremsstrahlung, and electron-induced reactions.
Photonuclear data evaluations have been completed for
163 isotopes. The materials studied are those that are
important for applications. For example, simulations of
dose in external beam photon and electron cancer ther-
apy requires photonuclear cross sections for accelerator
and beam collimator structures (e.g., Al, Fe, Co, Cr, Ni,
Cu, Pb), for bremsstrahlung conversion targets (e.g., Ta,
W, Be), and for human tissue materials (e.g., C, N, O, P,
Ca). Similarly, simulations supporting nonproliferation
technologies that aim to detect special nuclear materi-
als (SNM) require photonuclear (including photofission)
cross sections on actinide isotopes.
Detection of chemical explosives can be accomplished
through resonant absorption of photons on nitrogen. To
this end, the 14N evaluation was extended by BNL and
LANL to include the resonance region around 9.172 MeV
[233]. For this particular case, photonuclear resonance
parameters were deduced from Ajzenberg-Selove [234].
Most of our photonuclear evaluations extend up to 140-
150 MeV energy, the pion threshold, although a few ex-
tend just to 20-30 MeV. This upper energy is sufficiently
high for calculations of photonuclear reactions in most
medical electron accelerators that typically operate with
maximum energies in the 10-25 MeV region. The data
are complete in terms of their coverage of incident and
outgoing energies and angles, and include information
not only on the photoneutron cross sections, but also in-
formation describing all possible light and heavy ejectiles
including nuclear recoils. This allows their use in stud-
ies of radiation transport, energy deposition (absorbed
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FIG. 74: Neutron production cross sections for photons inci-
dent on 235U. The LANL evaluation, adopted for ENDF/B-
VII.0, is compared with the experimental data. The reason
that the evaluation is discrepant with the Berman data above
12 MeV, is that the evaluated photoabsorption cross section
was taken from the Varlamov evaluation.
dose), relative biological effectiveness (RBE), activation,
and shielding.
The data included in ENDF/B-VII.0 are based upon
those produced recently by an IAEA Coordinated Re-
search Project (CRP), led by Chadwick and Oblozˇinsky´
from the US CSEWG project. The ENDF data evalua-
tions were developed at the laboratories participating in
this project (Los Alamos, Brookhaven, Sao Paulo, Ob-
ninsk, Moscow, JAERI, KAERI, Beijing, Vienna) and
are also available from the IAEA. A technical report that
describes these data in detail, including figures for all 164
isotopes (ENDF/B-VII.0 contains 163 materials) com-
paring the evaluated data with measurements, is avail-
able [5]. Journal articles detailing the photonuclear eval-
uations from Los Alamos have also been published [235–
237].
Because these photonuclear evaluations have been doc-
umented in detail (with extensive comparisons against
the measured data) [5, 235–237], we do not repeat these
comparison figures here. However, we do describe a re-
cent development for the actinide photonuclear data, mo-
tivated by needs in the nonproliferation community.
In the IAEA Coordinated Research Project, the orig-
inal actinide cross section evaluations came from Ob-
ninsk, Russia. Because these evaluations did not in-
clude delayed neutron information from photofission, de-
layed neutron data were added to the Obninsk evalu-
ations by Los Alamos. This is particularly important,
since certain active interrogation schemes for detecting
SNM involve pulsing a cargo container, for instance, with
bremsstrahlung photons and measuring delayed neutron
emission signals that point to fission, and therefore the
presence of actinides.
FIG. 75: Fission cross sections for photons incident on 238U.
The ENDF/B-VII.0 evaluation is compared with the available
experimental data.
FIG. 76: Prompt nubar for photons incident on 235U. Our
evaluation uses the Caldwell data, LLNL.
Recently, at Los Alamos, in collaboration with CEA
Saclay [236], we have evaluated the actinide photonuclear
cross sections for 235,238U, 239,240Pu, 241Am and 237Np,
having extended our GNASH modeling code to model the
photofission processes. We were able to make extensive
use of GNASH nuclear reaction modeling parameters al-
ready developed for our work on neutron reactions (e.g.,
fission barriers, level densities, etc). This enabled us to
use our more advanced computational tools for predict-
ing exclusive cross sections, spectra, and angular distri-
butions for the emitted neutrons. For illustration, eval-
uated neutron production cross sections for 235U+γ are
shown in Fig. 74 and evaluated 238U(γ,f) cross sections
in Fig. 75.
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FIG. 77: Prompt nubar for photons incident on 238U.
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FIG. 78: Prompt nubar for photons incident on 239Pu.
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FIG. 79: Delayed nubar for photons incident on 235U. Ex-
perimental data are for bremsstrahlung photons, data points
refer to the average incident energy.
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FIG. 80: Delayed nubar for photons incident on 238U. Ex-
perimental data are for bremsstrahlung photons, data points
refer to the average incident energy.
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FIG. 81: Delayed nubar for photons incident on 239Pu. Ex-
perimental data are for bremsstrahlung photons, data points
refer to the average incident energy.
Our evaluations for the prompt fission neutron multi-
plicity, ν¯p, were based on using the measured data from
Livermore [238]. These data are shown in Figs. 76, 77
and 78 for 235,238U and 239Pu respectively. In Fig. 78 we
show, for comparison, the results from the Russian (Ob-
ninsk) evaluation, labeled as Blokhin et al. (1999). We
also show the results that would be obtained if one took
the ENDF neutron evaluation for the A-1 system shifted
by the neutron separation energy (i.e., comparing γ +
239Pu with n+238Pu, shifted by the neutron separation
energy), since one would expect these results to be sim-
ilar (except for small effects due to the different angular
momentum in the two channels). It is reassuring that
indeed the two approaches lead to similar results.
For the photofission delayed neutron multiplicities, our
approach has been to utilize the equivalent neutron in-
duced evaluations for the A-1 system (shifted by the neu-
tron separation energy), but then to renormalize these
values so as to better match the measured data from
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bremsstrahlung source measurements by Caldwell (this
time when he was at Los Alamos), see Figs. 79, 80 and
81 for 235,238U and 239Pu, respectively. This approach
has the merit that the equivalent neutron-induced A-1
data are available for monoenergetic incident energies,
whilst we still make use of the bremsstrahlung-induced
data to renormalize these results (their average incident
energy is plotted in Figs. 79, 80 and 81). We note that a
measurement program has been initiated at CEA Saclay
to obtain new data for the delayed neutron multiplicities,
initially for 238U, with future measurements planned for
235U. Such data will be valuable for testing and improv-
ing our evaluations. A full description of the new actinide
evaluations is in preparation [239]. Documentation of our
preliminary work was given in Ref. [236], though we note
that some of our final ENDF/B-VII.0 evaluation differ
slightly from those documented there.
B. Integral validation
The photonuclear evaluations can be tested and val-
idated in an integral way by comparing simulated and
measured prompt neutron production. Experimental
data were obtained by Barber and George [240] using a
well-characterized electron source and neutron detector
to make absolute measurements of neutrons produced per
electron incident on several thicknesses of various materi-
als. A validation comparison, using these measurements,
the MCNP 4C transport code, and substantially the same
data as found on the current library, was recently pre-
sented by White et al. [237] and an example calculation
from that study is shown here in Fig. 82. A similar study
using the uranium data produced for the current library
has also been done and one comparison for uranium is
shown in Fig. 83.
The comparison to the uranium data is most typi-
cal of the results of the broader study. In general, we
find that the simulation matches the data within a few
percent at lower energy and generally become more dis-
crepant with differences growing to 20-30 % at higher
energies. The comparison to tantalum provides the only
exception where the data remain within a few percent
at higher energies. The simulations show a systematic
under-prediction of the experimental data that needs to
be better understood. Based on favorable comparisons
of, in some cases, multiple independent measurements of
cross-section data to the evaluated data, it is hard to ar-
gue that the discrepancy stems from the evaluations. It
is recommended that additional experimental measure-
ments be made to help resolve these discrepancies. In
addition to repeating integral measurements of neutrons
produced per electron as shown here, such measurements
might include revisiting fundamental measurements of
the cross sections, direct measurement of emission dis-
tributions, and measurements of bremsstrahlung spectra
to validate the electron to photon conversion.
The actinide delayed neutron data have also been
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FIG. 82: Neutron yield per incident electron on a Ta target.
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FIG. 83: Neutron yield per incident electron on a 235U target.
tested via simulations of experiments recently per-
formed at Los Alamos for nonproliferation applications.
Here, a pulsed 10 MeV electron accelerator created a
bremsstrahlung photon source that was incident on two
configurations of highly-enriched uranium (HEU). The
first had a mass of 4.8 kg and the second had a mass
of 21.5 kg. Neutrons were detected between pulses.
These neutrons are dominated by delayed neutrons from
photofission and prompt neutrons from fission events in-
duced by the delayed photofission neutrons.
Approximately 100 counts per second were observed
with the small-mass HEU configuration, and approxi-
mately 1000 counts per second were observed with the
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large-mass HEU configuration. The experiments were
simulated with a version of MCNP modified to utilize
photofission delayed neutron data. While absolute com-
parisons with experiment were not practical, the relative
agreement was encouraging. The experimental count rate
ratio (large object / small object) was 10.0 and the sim-
ulated value was 8.7 [241]
VII. CHARGED PARTICLE REACTION
SUBLIBRARIES
The evaluation methods used for the charged-particle
evaluations are similar to those used for the neutron sub-
library. One has to distinguish between very light tar-
gets, essentially few-body systems, and heavier nuclei
that can be considered suitable for applying statistical
methods. The reaction models used in the both cases
are very different. There is no clear separation between
the two regions although A=10 could be set as a tenta-
tive boundary. Actually, below this boundary there is an
evaluation for protons on 9Be performed with statistical
models and above the boundary there is a p+13C evalua-
tion performed with the few-body (R-matrix) methodol-
ogy. Otherwise, all evaluations for nuclei with A610 were
evaluated using the R-matrix formalism and all heavier
ones using statistical GNASH reaction code methods. All
non-proton charged-particle evaluations were performed
for light nuclei and use a few-body methodology.
There are several new evaluations for charged-particle-
induced reactions on light elements, including p+7Li,
d+6Li, d+7Li, t+6Li, 3He+6Li, and p+10B. These re-
sulted from R-matrix analyses of reactions in the A =8,
9, and 11 systems, and include spectra for some of
the reactions coming from breakup into three-body fi-
nal states, calculated with the 3-body resonance-model
code SPECT [242]. Having been developed primarily
for thermonuclear and astrophysical applications, these
evaluations do not always cover the energy range up to
20 MeV. However, they are complete transport evalu-
ations (including all angular distributions and spectra)
over their specified incident energy ranges.
A. Proton reaction sublibrary
The proton sublibrary contains 48 LANL evaluations,
including 8 evaluations on light nuclei produced by the
R-matrix approach, and 40 evaluations produced by sta-
tistical and direct reaction models extended up to 150
MeV.
1. Proton reactions for A 6 10
Reaction p+1H. p-H elastic cross sections were cal-
culated for Ep between 0 and 150 MeV from an R-matrix
analysis of p-p cross-section and polarization data in this
energy range. The maximum nuclear partial wave al-
lowed in the fit was l = 6, and the resulting χ2 per degree
of freedom was 1.8.
Reaction p+2H. The evaluation of the 2H(p,n2p)
cross section is based on experimental data for both the
p + 2H and n + 2H reaction (nonelastic) cross sections,
since these appear to be indistinguishable at energies
above about 20 MeV. Additionally, we utilized the Fad-
deev calculations for the evaluated cross section at lower
energies. We were utilizing the results of G. Hale’s R-
matrix analysis of p + 2H data at proton energies up to
4 MeV and experimental data up to an energy of 65 MeV
for the evaluation of elastic scattering.
Reaction p+3H. The p+3H evaluation contains inte-
grated cross sections and angular distributions for the re-
actions initiated by protons on tritons at proton energies
up to 12 MeV. All the information has been calculated
from the parameters of an extensive multi- channel R-
matrix analysis of reactions in the 4He system at proton
energies up to 12 MeV.
Reaction p+3He. The p+3He evaluation includes p
+ 3He elastic and p + 3He→ 2p + d reaction. The cross
sections and the elastic scattering distributions were ob-
tained from an R-matrix calculation with the EDA code.
The energy-angle distributions for the reaction p + 3He
→ 2p + d are assumed to follow a 3-body phase-space
law.
Reaction p+6Li. For the system p+6Li the reactions
6Li(p,p)6Li and 6Li(p,3He)4He were calculated from R-
matrix analysis of reactions in the A=7 system, which
included data for the 6Li(p,p) and 6Li(p,3He) reactions
at energies up to about 2.5 MeV.
Reaction p+7Li. In the case of the p+7Li, the reac-
tions 7Li(p,p), 7Li(p,n), 7Li(p,d) and 7Li(p,α) were cal-
culated from R-matrix analysis of reactions in the 8Be
system. The energy range of the evaluation is up to 10
MeV. The 7Li(p,d) evaluation was obtained without fit-
ting any experimental data on that reaction, although
the reaction is constrained by the time inverse reaction,
for which substantial data were entered.
Reaction p+10B. The p+10B evaluation consists
of 10B(p,p0)
10B and 10B(p,α0)
7Be reactions calculated
from an R-matrix analysis of reactions in the 11C nu-
clear system in the range from 10 keV up to 3 MeV.
The normalization of the low-energy 10B(p,α0)
7Be data
is strongly constrained by the 10B(p,p0)
10B data starting
at 0.5 MeV. The same is true for the other 10B(p,α0)
7Be
data. The exact normalization of this data above 1.5
MeV has changed considerably at various stages of the
analysis.
Reaction p+13C. The p+13C evaluation contains
13C(p,γ0)
14N reaction calculated from an R-matrix anal-
ysis of reactions in the 14N nuclear system in the energy
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range from 10 keV up to 2 MeV. The main aim of the
analysis was twofold:
• accurate parametrization of the very narrow Jpi =
2+ resonance at Ex = 9.1724 MeV (Ep = 1.7476
MeV) which dominates the cross-section, and
• parametrization of the background resonance struc-
ture.
2. LA150 proton reactions for A > 10
These LA150 (Los Alamos 150 MeV library) evalua-
tions were performed using statistical and direct reaction
models. They provide a complete representation of the
nuclear data needed for transport, damage, heating, ra-
dioactivity, and shielding applications over the incident
proton energy range from 1 to 150 MeV. The evaluations
utilize MF=6, MT=5 to represent all reaction data. Pro-
duction cross sections and emission spectra are given for
neutrons, protons, deuterons, tritons, α-particles, γ-rays,
and all residual nuclides produced (A> 5) in the reaction
chains. To summarize, the ENDF sections with non-zero
data above are the following:
MF=3, MT=2: Integral of nuclear plus interference
components of the elastic scattering cross section.
MF=3, MT=5: Sum of binary (p,n’) and (p,x) reac-
tions.
MF=6, MT=2: Elastic (p,p) angular distributions
given as ratios of the differential nuclear-plus- in-
terference to the integrated value.
MF=6, MT=5: Production cross sections and energy-
angle distributions for emission of neutrons, pro-
tons, deuterons, and alphas; and angle-integrated
spectra for gamma rays and residual nuclei that are
stable against particle emission.
The evaluations are based on nuclear model calcula-
tions that have been benchmarked to experimental data.
As for the neutron sublibrary, we used the GNASH code
system, which utilizes Hauser-Feshbach statistical, pre-
equilibrium and direct-reaction theories. Spherical op-
tical model calculations were used to obtain particle
transmission coefficients for the Hauser-Feshbach calcu-
lations, as well as for the elastic neutron angular dis-
tributions. In most cases, we used optical potential of
Lohr and Haberli [243] for deuterons, the McFadden-
Satchler potential [244] for α-particles, and for tritons
the Beccheti-Greenlees [245] potential. For protons, we
used the Becchetti-Greenlees potential below 20 MeV and
the relativistic medium-energy global potential of Mad-
land [246] above 20 MeV.
In certain cases, direct reaction cross sections to dis-
crete states were calculated with the ECIS96 code [26]
using deformation parameters compiled in Nuclear Data
Sheets. The optical potential parameters were obtained
using a combination of a grid search code and the in-
teractive optical model viewer ECISVIEW [247], both
built around the coupled channels code ECIS96. The en-
ergy dependence of the optical model parameters is as
described in Ref. [191]. This optical potential was used
for the calculation of neutron transmission coefficients
and direct cross sections.
Discrete level data from Nuclear Data Sheets were
matched to continuum level densities using the formula-
tion of Ignatyuk et al. [248] and pairing and shell param-
eters from the Cook [249] analysis. Neutron and charged-
particle transmission coefficients were obtained from the
optical potentials. Gamma-ray transmission coefficients
were calculated using the Kopecky-Uhl model [47].
Preequilibrium corrections were performed in the
course of the GNASH calculations using the exciton
model of Kalbach [250, 251], validated by comparison
with calculations using Feshbach-Kerman-Koonin (FKK)
theory. The energy-angle-correlations for all outgoing
particles are based on Kalbach systematics [55].
As we discussed in Section III.E, for incident neutrons
the LA150 evaluations were recreated by Trellue and
Chadwick using a corrected version of the nuclear reac-
tion model code GNASH. In this way we removed a bug
that led to a previous overestimate of particle produc-
tion in the earlier version (ENDF/B-VI.8) of the proton
sublibrary [252].
Altogether, 40 evaluations (including 9Be) falling into
this category are contained in the proton sublibrary.
They cover materials mostly relevant to the Accelerator
Driven Systems and medical applications such as cancer
radiation-therapy. Cross sections and spectra for produc-
ing individual residual nuclei are included for reactions
that exceed a cross section of approximately 1 nb at any
energy. Generally, the evaluated proton emission spectra
are in reasonable agreement with the experimental data.
For deuteron and α ejectiles, the quality of agreement
is poorer. However, modeling cluster emission in these
nuclei is difficult, and the cross sections are small, so the
practical impact is low.
B. Deuteron reaction sublibrary
The deuteron sublibrary contains five LANL evalua-
tions.
1. Reactions d+d and d+t
Reaction d+d. The d+d evaluation is based on the
4He system R-matrix analysis by G. Hale, LANL. It con-
tains integrated cross sections and angular distributions
for the reactions initiated by deuterons on 2H at deuteron
energies up to 10 MeV. All the information has been cal-
culated from the parameters of an extensive multi- chan-
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nel R-matrix analysis of reactions in the 4He system at
deuteron energies up to 10 MeV.
Cross sections are given for D(d,n) (MT=50) and
D(d,p) (MT=600) at energies between 100 eV and 10
MeV. Legendre coefficients are given for differential elas-
tic cross sections (MT=2) using (LAW=5) the exact nu-
clear amplitude (LTP=1) expansion. The identity of
the deuterons is automatically taken into account in this
representation. Angular distributions are also given for
the D(d,n) (MT=50) and D(d,p) (MT=600) reactions.
These should be used with caution at energies above 5
MeV, because no data of this type were included in the
analysis at energies between 5 and 10 MeV.
Reaction d+t. The evaluation is based on 5He sys-
tem R-matrix analysis by G. Hale, LANL and T(d,n)
Legendre coefficients evaluated by M. Drosg, TU Vienna.
It contains integrated cross sections and angular distribu-
tions for the reactions initiated by deuterons on tritons
at deuteron energies up to 10 MeV. The energy range
for the T(d,n)4He reaction has been extended to 30 MeV
by matching to Legendre coefficients obtained by Drosg.
The information below 10 MeV comes primarily from
the solution parameters of an extensive multi-channel R-
matrix analysis of reactions in the 5He system (including
n-α elastic scattering) at deuteron energies up to 10 MeV
(neutron energies up to 29 MeV), for which the χ2 per
degree of freedom is about 1.6.
The R-matrix data set for T(d,n)4He reaction con-
tained 1169 data points, including the recent measure-
ments of the low-energy integrated cross section by
Jarmie and Brown [253], recent measurements of the dif-
ferential cross section in the MeV range by Drosg, and
13 different types of polarization measurements. The
matching energy for joining the R-matrix results with
Drosg’s Legendre coefficients to be 7 MeV. The data set
for the T(d,n)4He∗ reaction (final product in the first ex-
cited state) contained 11 data points, including the mea-
surement of the zero-degree excitation function, and an
angular distribution at one energy, by Poppe [254].
In case of the d+t elastic scattering the angular dis-
tributions were calculated from the R-matrix fit using
the exact (LAW=5) nuclear amplitude representation
(LTP=1). Nuclear partial waves up through H-waves
were allowed in the analysis, giving Legendre orders L=0
to 10 in the nuclear cross section and L=0 to 5 in the com-
plex nuclear amplitude that interferes with the Coulomb
amplitude.
For the T(d,n)4He reaction the coefficients to L=10
are given for calculated neutron angular distributions at
energies up to 7 MeV. Above that energy, the evaluated
coefficients of Drosg [255] are used. Data included the
most recent differential cross section measurements in
the MeV range. α-particle distributions are obtained by
recoil (LAW=4). Two-body (LAW=2) Legendre coeffi-
cients up to L=2 at 10 MeV are given for T(d,n)4He*.
The decay of the residual 4He* into p and t is approxi-
mated by a phase-space (LAW=6) representation.
2. Other reactions
Reaction d+3He. The 3He(d,p)4He reaction was cal-
culated from a two-channel R-matrix analysis of reactions
in the 5Li system. This analysis includes new TUNL mea-
surements of cross sections and analyzing powers for the
reaction, which imply a lower energy (413 keV) for the
430- keV resonance. Measurements of the integrated re-
action cross section were also included at energies up to
1.4 MeV.
Legendre moments for the d+3He elastic scattering
were calculated from the 5Li R-matrix analysis that in-
cluded the d+3He elastic scattering data, at deuteron
energies up to 1 MeV. Legendre moments for the
3He(d,p)4He reaction were also calculated from the R-
matrix analysis that included differential cross sections
measured at energies up to 1 MeV.
Reaction d+6Li. The reactions 6Li(d,d) (MT=2),
6Li(d,n) (MT=50), 6Li(d,p) (MT=600) and 6Li(d,α)
(MT=800) were calculated from the R-matrix analysis.
We stress, however, that deuteron energy range of the
evaluation is up to 5 MeV. Since no data for 6Li(d,d)
were entered below Ed of 3 MeV this particular reaction
may not be reliable below 3 MeV. Because the isospin
components of 6Li(d,n) and 6Li(d,p) reactions the two
are related by isospin symmetry and 6Li(d,n) reaction is
constrained by 6Li(d,p).
Care was taken to make all data consistent with the
convention that the integrated cross section should be
divided by a factor of two for identity of the outgoing
alpha-particles.
Legendre moments were calculated from the R-matrix
analysis. Data that determines moments have, for the
most part, been entered for MT=2, 50, 600 and 800 up to
Ed of 5 MeV. However, such data have not been entered
for MT=2 for Ed below 3 MeV, and for MT=50 above
3.7 MeV.
Reaction d+7Li. The reactions 7Li(d,d)7Li (MT=2)
and 7Li(d,t)6Li (MT=700) were calculated from R-
matrix analysis of reactions in the 9Be system. In the
case of the 7Li(d,n α)4He reaction (MT=22) spectra and
integrated cross sections were computed using the reso-
nance code. In the neutron spectra for this reaction, the
narrow peak corresponding to the ground state of 8Be
has been artificially broadened (preserving area) in order
to show up with the number of digits allowed for the out-
going energy by the ENDF format. Although calculated
data are given for energies up to 20 MeV, they should
be used with caution above 5 MeV, since that was the
upper limit of data included in the analysis.
C. Triton reaction sublibrary
The triton sublibrary contains three LANL evalua-
tions.
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Reaction t+3H. Integrated cross sections for
3H(t,t)3H (MT=2) and 3H(t,2n)α (MT=16) were calcu-
lated from a charge-symmetric R-matrix analysis of the
T=1 part of the A=6 system, that fit t+t and 3He(3He,p)
data at energies up to 2.2 MeV.
Legendre coefficients for the elastic scattering of tritons
(MT=2) were calculated from the charge-symmetric,
A=6, T=1 R-matrix analysis that included the t+t elas-
tic scattering data of Holm and Argo [256]. Neutron and
α-particle spectra for the 3H(t,2n)α (MT=16) reaction
were calculated using a three-body resonance model, in-
cluding the n+5He(g.s.) and 4He+n+n resonances, tak-
ing into account exchange contributions that arise from
symmetrizing in the identical neutrons. The shape of an
experimental measurement of the neutron spectrum at
Et= 50 keV by Wong [257] was used to determine the
relative amplitudes of the resonant contributions.
Although calculated data are given for some reactions
at energies up to 20 MeV, they should be used with cau-
tion at energies above 2.2 MeV, since that was the upper
limit of data included in the analysis.
Reaction t+3He. The cross sections for 3He(t,t)3He
(MT=2), 3He(t,np)4He (MT=28) and 3He(t,d)4He
(MT=650) reactions were calculated from R-matrix anal-
ysis of the 6Li system that also includes d+4He scat-
tering data. Cross-section data for the t+3He reaction
were included at energies up to Et=3 MeV. Extensions
to 20 MeV for MT=28 and MT=650 are “best guesses”
based on higher energy measurements of the t+3He re-
action cross section and the integrated cross section for
the 4He(d,t)3He inverse reaction.
The angle and energy distributions for the elastic scat-
tering 3He(t,t)3He at energies below 3 MeV were calcu-
lated from the R-matrix analysis since no measurements
exist in this energy region. Neutron, proton and α spec-
tra for the 3He(t,np)4He reaction were calculated using a
three-body resonance model, including the n+5Li(g.s.),
p+5He(g.s.), and 4He+n-p resonances. The relative am-
plitudes of the resonant contributions were determined
by fitting the shapes of the experimental proton and α
spectra measured by Smith, Jarmie, and Lockett [258] at
Et = 1.9 MeV. These amplitudes were used all the way
up to 20 MeV. Legendre moments for the 3He(t,d)4He re-
action were calculated from the R-matrix parameters at
energies up to 3 MeV. Strong asymmetries in the angular
distribution about 90 degrees (violations of the Barshay-
Temmer theorem [259]) were reproduced with an isospin-
conserving R matrix.
Although calculated data are given for some reactions
at energies up to 20 MeV, they should be used with cau-
tion at energies above 3.2 MeV, since that was the upper
limit of data included in the R-matrix analysis.
Reaction t+6Li. The 6Li(t,t)6Li (MT=2) and
6Li(t,d)7Li (MT=650) reactions were calculated from R-
matrix analysis of reactions in the 9Be system. The spec-
tra and integrated cross sections for the 6Li(t,n α)4He re-
action were computed using the resonance code based on
LANL data. In the neutron spectra for this reaction, the
narrow peak corresponding to the ground state of 8Be
has been artificially broadened (preserving area) in order
to show up with the limited number of digits allowed for
the outgoing energy by the ENDF-6 format. Although
calculated data are given for energies up to 20 MeV, they
should be used with caution above 5 MeV, since that was
the upper limit of data included in the analysis.
D. 3He reaction sublibrary
The 3He sublibrary contains two LANL evaluations.
Reaction 3He+3He. Integrated cross sections for
3He(3He,3He)3He (MT=2) and 3He(3He,2p)α (MT=111)
were calculated from charge-symmetric R-matrix analy-
sis of the T=1 part of the A=6 system, that fit t+t and
3He(3He,p) data at energies up to 2.2 MeV.
Angle and energy distributions for 3He(3He,3He)3He
(MT=2) were calculated from the charge-symmetric,
A=6, T=1 R-matrix analysis that included the t+t elas-
tic scattering data of Holm and Argo [256]. Proton
and α spectra for the 3He(3He,2p)α reaction were cal-
culated using a three-body resonance model, including
the p+5Li(g.s.) and 4He+p-p resonances, taking into ac-
count exchange contributions that arise from symmetriz-
ing in the identical protons. The relative amplitudes of
the resonant contributions were taken to be the same
as those for the t+t reaction, which were determined
by a measurement of the neutron spectrum by Wong et
al. [257] at Et = 50 keV.
Although calculated data are given for some reactions
at energies up to 20 MeV, they should be used with cau-
tion at energies above 2.2 MeV, since that was the upper
limit of data included in the analysis.
Reaction 3He+6Li. The 6Li(3He,3He)6Li (MT=2)
and 6Li(3He,d)7Be (MT=650) were calculated from R-
matrix analysis of reactions in the 9B system. The
6Li(3He,p α)4He reaction spectra were calculated with
resonance code. Integrated cross sections were obtained
from the R-matrix analysis of 9B. In the proton spec-
tra for this reaction, the narrow peak corresponding to
the ground state of 8Be has been artificially broadened
(preserving area) in order to show up with the limited
number of digits allowed for the outgoing energy by the
ENDF-6 format. Although calculated data are given for
energies up to 20 MeV, they should be used with caution
at energies above 5 MeV, since that was the upper limit
of data included in the analysis.
VIII. DECAY DATA SUBLIBRARY
A. Evaluation methodology
The decay data part of the ENDF/B-VII.0 library
was produced by A. A. Sonzogni of the NNDC, BNL.
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This sublibrary contains 3830 materials and is mostly
derived from the Evaluated Nuclear Structure Data File
(ENSDF) [260] and the 2006 edition of the Nuclear Wal-
let Card [261]. Each material corresponds to the ground
state or an isomeric level of a given nucleus. The library
provides information for stable and unstable nuclei, from
the neutron to 283Rg (Z=111).
The earlier version of the library contained 979 mate-
rials, focusing primarily on nuclei that are of relevance in
nuclear fission applications, and as a consequence most
radionuclides included were β- emitters. The current li-
brary covers all known nuclei. Because of the expansion
in coverage and the limitations of the original scheme to
obtain material numbers, the material numbers used in
this section are ordered sequentially by Z and A. This
should not be a problem as each material can be identi-
fied by the Z, A and isomer count (LISO).
For sections of the library corresponding to unstable
levels, the half-life, decay modes and energy released dur-
ing the decay is presented. For stable levels, the only
information given is the spin and parity of the level.
The energy released can be given with varying degrees
of detail. The most basic information is:
• mean electromagnetic energy (EEM), which in-
cludes mean gamma and X-ray energies,
• mean light particle energy (ELP), which includes
mean energies from electrons and positrons emitted
in β- and electron capture and β+ decay as well as
conversion and Auger electrons,
• mean heavy particle energy (EHP), which includes
the energy from protons, neutrons, alpha particles
and fission fragments.
Moreover, it is possible to give the mean energy for each
component as well as the energy and intensity for the
individual transitions.
For materials whose decay scheme is well known, i.e.
satisfying that the sum of the average energies for each
radiation type is very close to the effective Q-value, the
ENSDF database was used and discreet radiation infor-
mation was also provided. In contrast, for materials with
unknown or poorly known decay schemes, the Nuclear
Wallet Cards database was used. In this case, a simple
rule was used to obtain the mean energies. If for in-
stance the level in question undergoes beta decay, it was
assumed that EEM and ELP corresponds each to a third
of decay Q-value, while the neutrinos took the remaining
third. For β-delayed particle emission, it was assumed
that the neutrinos carried away a quarter of the avail-
able energy and that leptons, baryons and photons took
a quarter each.
The measurement of the decay characteristics of fis-
sion products becomes increasingly difficult as the fis-
sion products are further from the valley of stability.
Typically, as the β- decay Q-value increases, more weak
gamma rays are produced which are difficult to place or
simply escape detection. To address this issue, a series of
measurements using a 252Cf source and a Total Absorp-
tion Gamma Spectrometer (TAGS) were performed at
INL, Idaho [262]. Using this data, EEM and ELP values
were obtained for 48 materials, which has improved the
decay heat predicting power of the library [263]. To ob-
tain the EEM and ELP values from TAGS experiments
we have followed the prescription developed by Hagura et
al. [263], where it is assumed that the decay from excited
levels proceeds only by gamma emission, i.e., conversion
electrons are neglected. As a result the EEM values is
really an upper limit and the ELP a lower one. The effect
of electron conversion is expected to be small, expected
to be less than 10% of EEM.
Additionally, the following features are included:
• Internal conversion coefficients were calculated for
all gamma rays of known multipolarity using the
code BRICC [264].
• For 36Cl, 59Fe, 99Tc, 129I and 137Cs average β- en-
ergies for second forbidden non-unique transitions
were calculated using the code SPEBETA [265].
The LOGFT code used in ENSDF assumes an al-
lowed shape for these transitions resulting in quite
different values of average energies.
• Theoretical β- decay half-lives from Moller et al.
[147] are used for some neutron rich nuclei where
a) the experimental value is an upper or lower limit,
and b) the nucleus is produced in the fission of 235U
and 239Pu.
B. Decay heat calculations
A plot of the decay heat following a fission event of
235U can be seen in Fig. 84. The total decay heat is
separated in two components, electromagnetic and light
particles. The former includes gamma and X-rays, while
the latter includes electrons from β- decay as well conver-
sion and Auger electrons. A heavy particle component,
including neutrons and alphas is negligible. The data
comes from the 1989 compilation of Tobias [266]. The
effect of the TAGS data is clearly visible. Without in-
cluding it, we would be using incomplete decay schemes
with many missing weak gamma rays, resulting in artifi-
cially high values of electron and neutrino mean energies
as well as artificially low values of mean gamma energies.
The JEFF 3.1 decay data library was released in 2005
and shares a similar spirit and scope with the ENDF/B-
VII.0 decay data library. The main difference is that
JEFF 3.1 did not include TAGS data. One possible way
of comparing both libraries would be to plot decay heats
for 235U with ENDF/B-VII.0 without TAGS data. This
is shown in Fig. 85 and as expected both libraries give
very similar results under this condition.
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FIG. 84: Decay heat per fission for a 235U sample as a function
of time.
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FIG. 85: Decay heat per fission for a 235U sample as a function
of time using the JEFF 3.1 and the ENDF/B-VII.0 (without
TAGS data) decay data libraries.
IX. OTHER SUBLIBRARIES
We briefly describe 5 sublibraries that have been taken
over from ENDF/B-VI.8 without any change. These are
two fission yields sublibraries and three atomic data sub-
libraries.
A. Fission yields
The fission yields from the 1989 LANL evaluation of
T.R. England and B.F. Rider [267] are used in ENDF/B-
VII.0. Fission yield measurements reported in the litera-
ture and calculated charge distributions have been used
to produce a recommended set of yields for the fission
products. Independent yields are taken from a calculated
charge distribution model. A Gaussian charge distribu-
tion was calculated by using the most probable charge
and Gaussian width. The weighted average experimental
independent yields, the weighted average experimental
cumulative yields and the calculated cumulative yields
(where no data were available) were combined statisti-
cally to form a recommended value.
1. Neutron-induced fission yields sublibrary
The sublibrary includes 31 materials, from 227Th to
255Fm at 3 neutron energies (thermal, 500 keV and 14
MeV). While for some materials, such as 235U, yields are
given for all 3 energies, for many other materials, yields
are given for 1 or 2 neutron energies.
2. Spontaneous fission yields sublibrary
The sublibrary contains yields for 9 materials: 238U,
244,246,248Cm, 250,252Cf, 253Es and 254,256Fm.
B. Atomic data
The ENDF/B-VII.0 library contains three atomic in-
teraction data sublibraries that have been taken over
from the ENDF/B-VI.8 library. These are photo-atomic,
atomic relaxation and electro-atomic sublibraries, devel-
oped in the 1990s by LLNL [268–270].
The three atomic interaction data sublibraries are de-
signed to be used in combination to perform detailed
coupled electron-photon radiation transport calculations.
An example would be transport calculation by the Monte
Carlo code TART for radiation shielding application as
discussed by Cullen, LLNL [271]. The sublibraries are
completely consistent with one another in terms of all
using the same atomic parameters (e.g., subshell binding
energies). These sublibraries include details that were
previously not available, or not considered, when per-
forming calculations using what can be called traditional
photon interaction data.
1. Photo-atomic sublibrary
The evaluated photo-atomic data sublibrary describes
the interaction of photons with matter as well the direct
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production of secondary photons and electrons. The sub-
library contains elemental data for 100 materials (Z = 1
- 100) over the energy 10 eV to 100 GeV [268].
2. Atomic relaxation sublibrary
The atomic-relaxation data sublibrary describes the re-
laxation of atoms back to neutrality following an ionizing
event. It describes the spectra of fluorescence photons
from radiative transitions as an ionized atom returns to
neutrality. The sublibrary contains elemental data for
100 materials (Z = 1 - 100) over the energy 10 eV to 100
GeV [269].
3. Electro-atomic sublibrary
The evaluated electro-atomic data sublibrary describes
the interaction of electrons with matter as well as the di-
rect production of secondary electrons and photons. The
sublibrary contains elemental data for 100 materials (Z
= 1 - 100) over the energy 10 eV to 100 GeV [270].
X. VALIDATION
A. Introduction
Integral data testing of the ENDF/B-VII.0 cross sec-
tions plays an important role for validation purposes.
This testing involves using radiation transport codes to
simulate certain well-characterized experiments. The im-
portance is twofold: Firstly, since many of the integral
experiments are very well understood (especially the crit-
ical assembly experiments), they provide a strong test
of the accuracy of the underlying nuclear data used to
model the assemblies, and can point to deficiencies that
need to be resolved. Secondly, such integral data testing
can be viewed as a form of “acceptance testing” prior to
these data being used in various applications. Many ap-
plications, ranging from reactor technologies to defense
applications, have a high standard required of a nuclear
database before it is adopted for use. Critical assem-
blies, whilst involving many different nuclear reaction
processes, can still be thought of as “single-effect” phe-
nomena that probe the neutronics and nuclear data (but
not other phenomena), and therefore an important ac-
ceptance test is that a sophisticated radiation transport
simulation of the assembly should reproduce the mea-
sured keff to a high degree.
In recent years the value of critical assembly data test-
ing has increased. An international collaborative project
sponsored by the OECD Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA)
- the International Criticality Safety Benchmark Evalu-
ation Project (ICSBEP) [85] - has been a tremendously
successful project that has led to careful evaluation of
criticality experiments (recent ones, and older measure-
ments), with the configurations of over 400 experiments
carefully detailed (geometry, compositions, etc.) to-
gether with input decks from many commonly used trans-
port codes. The measured keff is also given, as are uncer-
tainty assessments. This project has been led by Blair
Briggs, INL, with participation from many laboratories
around the world.
Additionally, the accuracy of radiation transport codes
has increased so much - especially codes such as the con-
tinuous energy Monte Carlo MCNP(X) code - that it is
now felt that the numerical errors associated with the
transport methods are almost negligible, allowing com-
parisons between the simulated and measured keff to as-
sess principally the accuracy of the nuclear cross sections
and decay properties.
The different critical assembly simulations that we de-
scribe below probe different nuclear cross sections and
different energy regions. For example, the metal assem-
blies are sensitive to cross sections in the keV up to MeV
range; various thermal assemblies test low energy nuclear
data; and intermediate assemblies probe energy regions
between these extremes. The Flattop type assemblies in-
volve a fissile core material surrounded by some reflector
material to make the assembly critical. Such assemblies
provide useful insights into the scattering cross sections
of the reflector materials.
We want to emphasize that in order to build confidence
in the validation process, multiple independent simula-
tion pathways were adopted. In particular:
• Processing by the code NJOY, followed by exten-
sive Monte Carlo calculations with the code MCNP
were done independently at LANL and at NRG
Petten, the Netherlands.
• Extensive Monte Carlo calculations were done by
the code MCNP developed at LANL and by the
code TRIPOLI developed by CEA Cadarache,
France [272]. These two codes produced results
that were in excellent agreement, the bias be-
tween them being negligible. Agreement with pre-
dictions from the U.S. Naval Reactor Labs code
RACER [273, 274] and RCP01 [275] was also very
good.
The present Section is organized as follows. First, we
discuss criticality data testing. We subdivide our anal-
yses into discussions of fast, intermediate and thermal
assemblies. Then, we discuss reaction rate testing, fol-
lowed by beta-effective and shielding (transmission) test-
ing. We also cover other data testing, and give our con-
clusions.
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B. Criticality testing
1. Introduction
C/E values for keff (see footnote
5) have been cal-
culated for hundreds of critical benchmarks using con-
tinuous energy Monte Carlo programs including MCNP
(versions 4c3 or 5), RCP01, RACER and VIM [276].
These calculations generally use benchmark models de-
rived from the Handbook of the International Critical-
ity Safety Benchmark Evaluation Project (ICSBEP) [85].
Benchmark evaluations in this Handbook are revised and
extended on an annual basis. Unless otherwise noted,
benchmark models derived from the 2004 or 2005 editions
of the Handbook were used in the calculations reported
below
Since the C/E values for keff reported below have all
been obtained using continuous energy Monte Carlo cal-
culations there is a stochastic uncertainty associated with
each C/E value for keff. However, since the C/E value for
keff estimates are generally derived from tracking many
millions of neutron histories, the magnitude of this uncer-
tainty is very small, typically less than 25 pcm (0.025%,
see footnote6). This is often as small as, or smaller than,
the plot symbol used to display the calculated keff and so
the Monte Carlo uncertainty is not shown in the figures
that follow.
A paper by S.C. van der Marck [277] presents inde-
pendent European data testing of ENDF/B-VII.0, using
MCNP4c3 with data processed by NJOY, and also shows
extensive neutron transmission benchmark comparisons.
Later in this section we summarize some of the main
findings from this companion paper.
2. Fast U and Pu benchmarks
Bare, and 238U reflected, assemblies. A large
number of well-known LANL fast benchmark experi-
ments have been incorporated into the ICSBEP Hand-
book and are routinely calculated to test new cross
section data. Unmoderated enriched 235U benchmarks
include Godiva (HEU-MET-FAST-001 or HMF1)7,
[5] For the sake of clarity and a broader acceptability we use the
term “C/E value for keff” rather than the term “normalized
eigenvalue” throughout this discussion. Here, C/E stands for
the ratio of calculated to experimental values, and keff means
the effective multiplication factor defined as the ratio of the av-
erage number of neutrons produced to the average number of
neutrons absorbed per unit time.
[6] pcm is derived from Italian “per cento mille”, meaning per hun-
dred thousands. It is a unit of reactivity, where 1 pcm = 0.00001
∆k/k i.e., 100 pcm is a 0.1% discrepancy.
[7] The character string “HEU-MET-FAST-001” is the identifier as-
signed in the ICSBEP Handbook for this assembly. It is com-
prised of 4 parts which, respectively, classify the assembly by
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FIG. 86: LANL HEU, Pu and 233U unmoderated bench-
mark C/E values for keff calculated with ENDF/B-VI.8 and
ENDF/B-VII.0 cross section data.
Flattop-25 (HMF28), and Big-10 (IEU-MET-FAST-007,
or IMF7) which has a neutron spectrum that is softer
than the Godiva and the Flattop assemblies. Unmoder-
ated plutonium benchmarks include Jezebel (PU-MET-
FAST-001, or PMF1), Jezebel-240 (PMF2), Flattop-Pu
(PMF6) and Thor (PMF8). Unmoderated enriched 233U
benchmarks include Jezebel-23 (U233-MET-FAST-001,
or UMF1) and Flattop-23 (UMF6). Results of MCNP5
keff calculations with ENDF/B-VI.8 and ENDF/B-VII.0
cross sections for this suite of benchmarks are displayed
in Fig. 86. The improved accuracy in calculated keff for
these systems with the new ENDF/B-VII.0 cross sections
is readily apparent. All calculated keff except for Flattop-
25 have moved closer to unity and seven of the nine C/E
values for keff are now within the estimated 1σ experi-
mental uncertainty. The Flattop-25 assembly’s increased
reactivity is due to the more reactive highly enriched ura-
nium (HEU) core (note that the bare HEU Godiva as-
sembly has an extremely accurate calculated keff, with
C/E = 1.000).
We note that the changes we have made in ENDF/B-
VII.0 to the 238U elastic scattering distributions have
significantly improved the reflector bias for the Flat-
top assemblies. This can be seen in the relative change
in C/E in going from the bare assemblies to the 238U-
reflected Flattop assemblies, i.e. Godiva versus Flattop-
25, Jezebel v. Flattop/Pu, and Jezebel-23 v. Flattop-23
fissile materials (such as PU, HEU, LEU, etc.), fuel form (such
as METal, SOLution, COMPound, etc.), and energy spectrum
(FAST, INTERmediate, THERMal or MIXED), and benchmark
number (-NNN). It is also common, as will be done herein, to
use a shorthand form for this identifier, such as HMF1 for HEU-
MET-FAST-001. A more complete description of this identifier
is given in the Format Guide in the Forward of each volume of
the ICSBEP Handbook [85].
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FIG. 87: HEU-MET-FAST benchmark C/E values for keff
calculated with ENDF/B-VI.8 and ENDF/B-VII.0 cross sec-
tion data.
in Fig. 86. The change in criticality bias is largely re-
duced compared to that calculated with ENDF/B-VI.8
evaluations.
It is also evident in Fig. 86 that our modeling of the
Big-10 assembly has dramatically improved compared to
predictions based on ENDF/B-VI.8, which yielded calcu-
lated keff that were more than 1% too high. This proba-
bly reflects the improvements we have made to the 238U
inelastic and elastic scattering distributions.
Assemblies with various reflectors. A number of
additional highly-enriched uranium benchmarks, either
bare or with one of a variety of reflector materials includ-
ing water, polyethylene, aluminum, steel, lead and ura-
nium have also been calculated with MCNP5 and both
ENDF/B-VI.8 and ENDF/B-VII.0 cross sections. The
calculated values for keff are illustrated in Fig. 87. Once
again, significant improvement in the calculated keff is
observed with the ENDF/B-VII.0 cross section data set.
In all fourteen cases the ENDF/B-VII.0 calculated keff
is closer to unity, and in eight of these cases it is within
the experimental uncertainty. Of the six cases that fall
outside the estimated 1σ experimental uncertainty, that
uncertainty is either very (to the point of being unrealis-
tically) small or not given.
keff calculations have also been performed for a se-
ries of unmoderated plutonium cores. As with the
HEU cores discussed above, these Pu systems were ei-
ther bare or reflected by one of water, polyethylene,
beryllium, graphite, aluminum, steel, lead or uranium.
The C/E values for keff obtained with MCNP5 and ei-
ther ENDF/B-VI.8 or ENDF/B-VII.0 cross sections are
shown in Fig. 88. Once again significant improvement in
ENDF/B-VII.0 based C/E keff is seen, with eight of ten
C/E values for keff being closer to unity. Furthermore, in
eight of the ten cases the ENDF/B-VII.0 based C/E keff
is within the estimated 1σ experimental uncertainty.
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FIG. 88: PU-MET-FAST benchmark C/E values for keff cal-
culated with ENDF/B-VI.8 and ENDF/B-VII.0 cross section
data.
Pb reflected assemblies. Two reflector elements of
particular historical interest, for which there are exten-
sive ICSBEP benchmark data, are lead and beryllium.
One of the strengths of the ICSBEP Handbook is that
there often are multiple evaluations that contain sim-
ilar materials, in particular the same core with differ-
ing reflectors, thereby facilitating testing of cross section
data for individual reflector materials. Such is the situ-
ation for lead, with calculated kefffor a variety of bench-
marks displayed in Fig. 89. Of particular interest are
the comparison of calculated keff between the HMF18
and HMF27 benchmarks, the PMF22 and PMF35 bench-
marks and the LEU-COMP-THERM-002 (LCT2) and
LCT10 benchmarks. HMF18 is a bare sphere consist-
ing of ten pairs of hemispherical HEU shells; HMF27 is
a reflected sphere, comprised of the nine smallest pairs
of HEU shells from the HMF18 experiment plus a lead
reflector. There is clearly a lead reflector bias in the
ENDF/B VI.8 based calculations, with the calculated
HMF18 C/E for keff being ∼300 pcm (0.3%) below unity
while the calculated HMF27 keff is ∼600 pcm too high.
With ENDF/B-VII.0 cross sections this bias is elimi-
nated. Both calculated keff are within the experimental
uncertainty and the difference in the bare versus lead re-
flected C/E for keff is less than 70 pcm (less than 0.07%).
Similar observations can be drawn when comparing the
C/E vaslue for keff for the PMF22 and PMF35 bench-
marks where the common core material is plutonium.
With ENDF/B-VI.8 cross sections there is a 1% bias be-
tween the bare and reflected system C/E keff whereas this
bias is reduced to less than 70 pcm, again, with ENDF/B-
VII.0 cross sections. The significant improvements in
these lead-reflected calculated keff reflects improvements
made in our new ENDF/B-VII.0 208Pb evaluation, which
was based on modern calculational methods (the GNASH
and ECIS codes) together with careful attention to accu-
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FIG. 89: Bare and lead reflected C/E values for keff calculated
with ENDF/B-VI.8 and ENDF/B-VII.0 cross section data for
several HMF, PMF and LCT benchmarks.
rately predicting cross section measurements.
The situation is not so clear cut for thermally moder-
ated systems. Cases 4 and 5 from the LCT2 benchmark
consist of three clusters of either 15 x 8 or 13 x 8 fuel rods,
respectively, aligned so that the 15 or 13 rod rows are in
line. The fuel rods are completely immersed in water,
with cluster separation used to establish a critical con-
figuration. Cases 1 through 4 of the LCT10 benchmark
consist of the same three 13 x 8 fuel clusters, but now
include two lead reflecting walls along the outermost row
of 3 clusters x 13 rods. The walls are initially located so
that they are parallel and adjacent to the unit cell bound-
ary (LCT10, case 1). Cases 2, 3 and 4 describe lead wall
locations that are progressively farther removed from the
cluster unit cell boundary (0.66 cm, 1.321 cm and 5.405
cm, respectively). Therefore, the difference between cal-
culated LCT2 and LCT10 C/E for keff in Fig. 89 will
test the accuracy of lead cross section data. The LCT10
open square symbols display the calculated ENDF/B-
VI.8 C/E for keff. Results for Cases 1 and 4 are shown
for both MCNP5 (at LANL) and RCP01 (at Bettis) cal-
culations while cases 2 and 3 are RCP01 only C/E for
keff. Case 1, 2 and 3 the C/E values for keff are clearly
biased high compared to the LCT2 (water only reflec-
tor) base case. Only LCT10 case 4, where the reflecting
wall is ∼2 inches removed from the fuel lattice, agrees
well with LCT2, an agreement that largely indicates the
lead wall is sufficiently removed from the fuel lattice so
as to be virtually invisible to neutrons leaving the lat-
tice. With ENDF/B VI.8, the lead reflector C/E for keff
bias is approximately 1%, a bias similar to that seen in
the fast benchmarks. However, in contrast to the fast
benchmarks, use of ENDF/B-VII.0 cross sections only
reduces this bias by about 50% in thermal benchmarks.
The LCT2 ENDF/B-VII.0 C/E for keff are significantly
closer to unity (the general improvement in LCT bench-
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FIG. 90: HEU-MET-FAST-058 benchmark C/E values for
keff with ENDF/B-VI.8 and ENDF/B-VII.0 cross section
data as a function of the beryllium reflector thickness.
mark C/E for keff with ENDF/B-VII.0 cross sections is
discussed in more detail below), but the LCT10, case 1,
2 and 3 benchmark C/E for keff remain high by ∼0.5%.
Once again, case 4 with its invisible lead wall agrees well
with the water only reflected LCT2 base case.
keff calculations for the HMF57 benchmark are also
shown in Fig. 89. This benchmark consists of either a
spherical or cylindrical HEU core with a lead reflector.
For spherical cores, the reflector is also spherical and sur-
rounds the core and for cylindrical cores the reflector is
a cylindrical annulus of the same height, or a cylindrical
reflector including top and bottom caps. In any event,
the C/E values for keff are significantly different from
unity in most cases regardless of cross section data set.
The HMF57 evaluator notes that the calculated keff are
somewhat correlated with core/reflector interface surface
area, but it is not clear why there are HMF57 ENDF/B-
VII.0 calculated keff that are more than 1% low when
other fast benchmarks are calculated so accurately.
Be reflected assemblies. C/E values for keff of
beryllium reflected benchmarks are shown in Figs. 90
and 91. These comparisons are useful to assess the
changes made in the 9Be cross sections for ENDF/B-
VII.0. The total elastic scattering cross section was
modified in ENDF/B VII.0 based on an EDA code R-
matrix analysis of measured total elastic scattering data,
with a goal to improve the integral Be reflector bias dis-
cussed below. Once again, the results are not consistent
across benchmarks. Fig. 90 displays results for HMF58, a
benchmark consisting of a small (∼1 cm diameter) cen-
tral sphere of beryllium surrounded by spherical HEU
shells from ∼4.6 cm to ∼7.0 cm thick further surrounded
by varying thicknesses of beryllium. With ENDF/B-
VI.8 cross sections, there is a clear increasing C/E keff
bias with increasing beryllium reflector thickness for the
five cases in this benchmark. Using ENDF/B-VII.0 cross
sections yields significant improvement in the C/E value
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FIG. 91: HEU-MET-FAST-066 benchmark C/E values for
keff for ENDF/B-VI.8 and ENDF/B-VII.0 cross section data
as a function of the beryllium reflector thickness. The poorer
agreement using ENDF/B-VII.0 appears to be in contradic-
tion to our results shown in Fig. 90.
for keff, as the thinnest reflector configurations remain
within the experimental uncertainty while the thickest
reflector configurations no longer exhibit C/E keff bias.
Similar improvements are observed in other beryllium
reflector benchmarks such as HMF41 and MIX-MET-
FAST-007 (MMF7). However, other beryllium reflected
benchmarks, such as HMF66 which is shown in Fig. 91,
were calculated very well with ENDF/B-VI.8 cross sec-
tions, but now exhibit a -500 pcm bias with ENDF/B-
VII.0 cross sections. These results are particularly puz-
zling because the HFM66 core consists of the many of the
same HEU hemispherical shells as were used in HMF58
benchmarks. The primary difference between HMF58
and HMF66 being that HMF66 contains a larger internal
beryllium sphere, varying in diameter from ∼6.3 cm to
∼13.1 cm. The larger internal beryllium is not the source
of this discrepancy as the recently approved HMF77 eval-
uation is also accurately calculated with ENDF/B VI.8
cross sections but also exhibit a -500 pcm bias with
ENDF/B-VII.0 cross sections. This benchmark, which
will appear in the 2006 edition of the ICSBEP Handbook,
is identical to the HMF66 benchmark except the central
beryllium region has been eliminated and replaced with
air.
ZPR assemblies. The keff calculations by the code
VIM for a suite of 26 Argonne ZPR or ZPPR benchmarks
are presented in Fig. 92. These benchmarks come from
various areas of the ICSBEP Handbook, including HEU-
MET-FAST, HEU-MET-INTER, HEU-MET-MIXED,
IEU-MET-FAST, IEU-COMP-FAST, PU-MET-FAST,
PU-MET-INTER and MIX-MET-FAST. These bench-
marks exhibit large variation in calculated keff, with the
smallest keff being biased several tenth of a per cent be-
low unity while the maximum positive C/E keff bias is
in excess of 3%. Calculated keff with ENDF/B-VII.0
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FIG. 92: C/E values for keff for 26 ZPR (zero power reactor)
and ZPPR (zero power physics reactor) benchmarks from Ar-
gonne.
cross sections are generally an improvement over those
obtained with ENDF/B-VI.8, but significant deviations
from unity remain.
Several conclusions may be drawn from this set of
benchmarks. The ENDF/B-VII.0 results for ZPR-6/6A
and ZPR-6/7 (the traditional 235U- and 239Pu-fueled
LMFBR benchmarks) show a small bias which is not ob-
served in the very fast clean Godiva and Jezebel assem-
blies. The results for ZPR-9 assemblies 1-4 show a dis-
tinct degradation of performance with the replacement
of 238U with tungsten in these assemblies. Assembly 1
of this series of cores contains 235U and but no tungsten.
In assemblies 2, 3 and 4 the 238U is progressively re-
placed with tungsten. With ENDF/B-VI, reactivity was
rather uniformly overpredicted in these assemblies. The
improved data for 238U in ENDF/B-VII.0 improves the
calculated reference assembly 1, which has no tungsten.
This good performance degrades progressively by 2000
pcm as the tungsten replaces 238U in these cores indi-
cating a need to review the tungsten evaluation (which
was not changed in ENDF/B-VII). Improved results are
noted for the ZPR-6 assembly 9 (the ANL ZPR 9% en-
riched U analog to the LANL Big-10) resulting primarily
from the improved 238U data as noted above.
The very discrepant result (overprediction of reac-
tivity by over 3500 pcm) for ZPR-6 assembly 10, the
Pu/carbon/stainless steel benchmark assembly, is par-
ticularly noteworthy. It not only represents the most
discrepant keff prediction (as confirmed by all data test-
ing participants), but it also highlights some very strong
sensitivities to some of the constituent materials. Fur-
thermore, this assembly has an intermediate (soft) spec-
trum. It was noted that this assembly was very well
predicted (C/E ≈ 1.001) with ENDF/B-V nuclear data
and mis-predicted by over 3500 pcm with ENDF/B-
VI. Systematic replacement of individual isotope evalua-
tions (ENDF/BVII.0 replaced by ENDF/B-V) indicates
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small positive and negative effects except for 3 materi-
als, 239Pu, chromium and manganese, which increase the
calculated value by 1100 pcm, 1700 pcm and 600 pcm,
respectively. The apparent overprediction of keff by over
1000 pcm by the ENDF/B-VII.0 239Pu in this soft spec-
trum assembly is consistent with the misprediction of
ENDF/B-VII.0 data discussed below for the thermal Pu
solution assemblies. Review of the data in the resonance
regions for 239Pu and chromium is a priority for future
work on Version VII; review of the data for manganese
in this energy range is in progress.
3. Thermal, high- and low-enriched 235U solution
benchmarkss
Thermal, highly enriched 235U homogeneous solution
benchmarks have been used to test the accuracy of low
energy ENDF/B cross section data sets for many years.
In the past, the benchmark configurations were obtained
from various Oak Ridge National Laboratory and Rocky
Flats progress reports, but in recent years these bench-
marks have been incorporated into the ICSBEP Hand-
book, which forms the basis for the benchmark model
results presented here. In addition, the ICSBEP Hand-
book has allowed data testers to expand their benchmark
test suites to include low-enriched thermal solution ex-
periments. We shall show how the new ENDF/B-VII.0
library, like the old ENDF/B-VI.8 library, performs well
for these assemblies.
C/E values for keff have been calculated for a suite
of 62 critical assemblies from 14 HEU-SOL-THERM
(HST) or LEU-SOL-THERM (LST) benchmark evalu-
ations. The HST benchmarks represent experimental
work performed at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, or
at Rocky Flats, while the LST benchmarks represent
experiments performed at the Japanese STACY facility.
These benchmarks have most commonly been correlated
versus Above-Thermal Leakage Fraction (ATLF), e.g.,
kcalc(ATLF) = b0 + b1*ATLF. ATLF is the net leak-
age out of the solution of neutrons whose energies ex-
ceed 0.625 eV. For large assemblies with minimal leakage
such as HST42, near unity C/E keff provide an indication
that thermal region data, such as thermal 235U nu-bar,
thermal 235U fission and capture cross sections and the
thermal hydrogen capture cross section are accurately de-
fined. Smaller systems with large ATLF test the higher
energy cross sections, the 235U fission spectrum, elastic
scattering angular distributions and, for reflected sys-
tems, the slowing down and reflection of above-thermal
neutrons back into the fissile solution. Early ENDF/B
cross sections, up to and including ENDF/B-VI.2, gen-
erally exhibited a significant increasing C/E keff trend in
calculated HST C/E keff when correlated versus ATLF.
Following Lubitz’s work to revise the 235U evaluation for
ENDF/B-VI.3, these deficiencies were largely eliminated
and have remained so through successive revisions. Re-
gression coefficients based upon 42 calculated HST C/E
TABLE XXIV: Linear regression coefficients for the above-
thermal leakage fraction (ATLF) correlation of HST bench-
mark C/E values for keff.
Cross section Regression intercept, Regression slope
data set b0 and its 95% b1 and its 95%
confidence interval confidence interval
ENDF/B-VI.8 1.0009 ± 0.0031 -0.0020 ± 0.0083
ENDF/B-VII.0 1.0008 ± 0.0032 -0.0011 ± 0.0085
values for keff from MCNP5 and the ENDF/B-VI.8 cross
section data set are shown in Table XXIV.
Fig. 93 displays the calculated keff and the regression
determined from these data. As seen in the Table, the
ATLF ENDF/B-VI.8 regression intercept is 1.0009 ±
0.0031 while the slope is -0.0020 ± 0.0083. The uncer-
tainties on these coefficients represent 95% confidence in-
tervals. This intercept is statistically equivalent to unity,
indicating no bias in C/E for keff for this class of critical
benchmark. The slope is also statistically equivalent to
zero, indicating the absence of an C/E keff trend versus
ATLF for this class of benchmark. Similar results have
been observed at Bettis and KAPL using their contin-
uous energy Monte Carlo codes (RCP01 and RACER,
respectively).
An important goal in developing the new ENDF/B-
VII.0 library is to improve the data files while at the same
time retaining the aforementioned good performance seen
with ENDF/B-VI.8 (in the homogeneous solution bench-
mark category). This goal has been attained. Fig. 94
shows the same suite of HST benchmarks as displayed
in Fig. 93, now calculated by MCNP5 with ENDF/B-
VII.0 cross sections. The resulting regression coefficients
are also presented in Table XXIV. The new intercept
term is 1.0008 ± 0.0032, a result that remains statisti-
cally equivalent to unity while the new slope is -0.0011
± 0.0085, a result that remains statistically equivalent
to zero. These results have been confirmed with contin-
uous energy Monte Carlo calculations at Bettis with the
RCP01 code. For a similar suite of HST benchmarks,
their regression coefficients are 1.0000 ± 0.0014 for the
intercept and -0.0027 ± 0.0050 for the regression slope.
Although not shown on these figures nor included in de-
veloping the regression coefficients, calculations have also
been performed for a suite of 20 LST benchmarks (LST4,
-7, -20 and -21). These configurations have ATLF values
that range from ∼0.09 to ∼0.20 and ENDF/B-VII.0 cal-
culated keff that range from 0.99780± 0.00009 to 1.00212
± 0.00008; values that are within the predicted popula-
tion 95% confidence interval for this regression. The con-
sistency of the ENDF/B-VI.8 and ENDF/B-VII.0 cross
section libraries for thermal solution benchmarks is also
exhibited by noting that the average ENDF/B-VI.8 cal-
culated keff for the suite of 62 (42 HST plus 20 LST) so-
lution benchmarks is 1.0001 with a population standard
deviation of 0.0039 while the corresponding ENDF/B-
VII.0 average value is 1.0003 with a population standard
deviation of 0.0040.
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FIG. 93: HEU-SOL-THERM benchmark C/E values for keff
with ENDF/B-VI.8 cross sections.
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FIG. 94: HEU-SOL-THEM benchmark C/E values for keff
with ENDF/B-VII.0 cross sections.
Therefore we can summarize that our ENDF/B-VII.0
library continues to perform very well for thermal 235U
high enriched and low enriched solution benchmarks.
This result is nontrivial, since we have made changes in
the ENDF/B-VII.0 library for 16O (the n,α cross section
was significantly reduced) and for Hydrogen (a new stan-
dard cross section, as well as an updated scattering ker-
nel). Indeed, when one plots the results against ATLF,
the 16O and H changes separately did have a small im-
pact upon the slope, but the two effects compensate one
another to give the excellent final result illustrated in
Fig. 94.
4. Thermal, low-enriched U fuel rod benchmarks
Our improvements to the 238U cross section data in
ENDF/B-VII.0 have led to major improvements in our
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FIG. 95: LEU-COMP-THEM benchmark C/E values for keff
with the old ENDF/B-VI.8 cross sections.
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FIG. 96: LEU-COMP-THERM-006 benchmark C/E values
for keff for the ENDF/B-VI.8 and ENDF/B-VII.0 cross sec-
tions.
ability to accurately calculate thermal low-enriched ura-
nium benchmark C/E values for keff, as discussed below.
Calculated C/E for keff for arrays of low-enriched UO2
fuel rods have historically been biased low with previous
data libraries including ENDF/B-VI.8, frequently falling
500 to 1000 pcm below unity. These C/E values for keff
have also varied systematically when correlated against
parameters such as rod pitch, average fission energy, unit
cell H/U ratio or 238U absorption fraction. Some of
these characteristics are illustrated in Figs. 95, 96 and
97, which illustrate calculated keff obtained with MCNP5
and either ENDB/B-VI.8 and/or ENDF/B-VII.0 cross
sections. Fig. 95 is a summary of 45 critical arrays
from seven LCT evaluations that illustrates the gener-
ally poor C/E keff performance of ENDF/B-VI.8. These
evaluations represent experiments from the United States
(LCT1, LCT2), Japan (LCT6), France (LCT7, LCT39)
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FIG. 97: LEU-COMP-THERM-007 benchmark C/E values
for keff for the ENDF/B-VI.8 and ENDF/B-VII.0 cross sec-
tions.
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FIG. 98: LEU-COMP-THERM benchmark C/E values for
keff for the ENDF/B-VI.8 and ENDF/B-VII.0 cross sections.
and Russia (LCT22, LCT24), with enrichments ranging
from a low 2.3 w/o (weight %) 235U to a maximum 10.0
w/o 235U. Five of these seven benchmarks follow the his-
torical trend of low C/E for keff; only the two most highly
enriched (LCT22 and LCT24) experiments yield calcu-
lated C/E values for keff that are greater than unity.
Fig. 96 illustrates how ENDF/B-VI.8 calculated keff
vary as a function of 238U absorption for the LCT6 bench-
mark series. This benchmark consists of 18 configura-
tions, ranging in size from 15 x 15 rods to 21 x 21 rods.
Multiple configurations exist at each of four basic rod
pitch values, with water height used to control reactiv-
ity. The ENDF/B-VI.8 calculated keff are clearly low by
at least 500 pcm, with a clear decreasing calculated keff
trend with increasing 238U absorption.
Fig. 97 illustrates how ENDF/B-VI.8 calculated keff
vary as a function of rod pitch for the LCT7 benchmark
series. This benchmark consists of 10 configurations, four
set on a rectangular pitch that ranges from 1.26 cm to
2.52 cm. The remaining six configurations are set on a
hexagonal pitch with rods arranged to yield a hexagonal
or pseudo-cylindric shape when viewed from above. The
hexagonal pitch varies from 1.35 cm to 2.26 cm; values
that lead to similar sized unit cells in either rectangular
or hexagonal space. In order to display these two ge-
ometry types on the same plot the abscissa presents the
geometry data in terms of the unit cell moderator-to-fuel
volume ratio. ENDF/B-VI.8 C/E values for keff have
only been calculated for the four rectangular configura-
tions, but exhibit a clear trend with unit cell moderator
volume, exhibiting a bias of nearly -1000 pcm for the
smallest pitch, decreasing to approximately -350 pcm for
the largest pitch.
The average ENDF/B-VI.8 calculated keff for the 45
critical configurations from these seven benchmark eval-
uations is 0.9945 with a population standard deviation
of 0.0035.
Results using the new ENDF/B-VII.0 cross sections
are significantly more accurate, as shown in Figs. 96, 97
and 98. Fig. 96, described previously, illustrates calcu-
lated keff for the LCT6 benchmark with both ENDF/B-
VI.8 and ENDF/B-VII.0 cross sections. The ENDF/B-
VI.8 C/E values for keff trend and bias have both been
eliminated with the ENDF/B-VII.0 cross section data
set. Similarly, Fig. 97, also described previously, illus-
trates calculated keff for the LCT7 benchmark with both
ENDF/B-VI.8 and ENDF/B-VII.0 cross sections. Once
again the ENDF/B VI.8 C/E for keff trend and bias have
both been eliminated with the ENDF/B-VII.0 cross sec-
tion data set. Fig. 98 is similar to Fig. 95 and pro-
vides a summary of all water moderator and reflected
LCT calculated keff calculated with MCNP5 at LANL.
Previously identified deficiencies have been largely elimi-
nated, although the LCT22 and LCT24 benchmark C/E
values for keff remain too high. A total of 58 LEU-
COMP-THERM benchmarks have been calculated with
the ENDF/B-VII.0 cross section data set. The average
calculated keff is 1.0000 with a population standard devi-
ation of 0.0025. This standard deviation represents a sig-
nificant decrease over that obtained with ENDF/B-VI.8
cross sections and is further evidence for the reduction or
elimination in C/E keff trends, such as versus
238U ab-
sorption fraction (Fig. 96) or versus H/U ratio (Fig. 97),
with the ENDF/B-VII.0 cross section data set.
The ENDF/B-VII.0 cross section changes that are re-
sponsible for the improved C/E keff are due primarily (i)
ORNL and CEA 238U revisions in the resonance range
for 238U embodied in the “ORNL5” evaluation, and (ii)
the new Los Alamos analysis of 238U inelastic scattering
in the fast region. The contribution to the increased cal-
culated criticality of these two revisions are of about the
same magnitude. Two additional cross section changes
also contributed to increase the calculated keff of these
assemblies: the reduced 16O(n,α) cross section, and a
revised scattering kernel for hydrogen bound in water.
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FIG. 99: PU-SOL-THERM benchmark C/E values for keff
with ENDF/B-VII.0 cross sections as a function of the above-
thermal leakage fraction.
5. Thermal Pu solution and MOX benchmarks
While excellent calculated keff results continue to be
obtained for thermal uranium solution critical assemblies,
the same cannot be said for plutonium solution (PU-
SOL-THERM, or PST) assemblies. Indeed, although
ENDF/B-VII.0 includes Los Alamos improvements to
the 239Pu cross sections in the fast region, there has
been no recent work on 239Pu at lower energies. For
this benchmark category, 109 critical assemblies from 14
ICSBEP evaluations have been calculated (PST1, -2, -3,
-4, -5, -6, -7, -9, -10, -12, -18, -22, -28 and -32; note that
PST18 has only recently been approved by the ICSBEP
and will appear in the 2006 edition of the Handbook).
The benchmarks represent experimental programs from
the United States (Pacific Northwest Laboratory) and
France (Valduc). The average MCNP5 C/E value for
keff, with ENDF/B-VI.8 cross sections, is 1.0039 with a
population standard deviation of 0.0043. The range of
calculated keff spans approximately 1.5%, with a low of
0.9941 and a maximum of 1.0194. When switching to
ENDF/B-VII.0 cross sections there is little change. The
average MCNP5 C/E value for keff increases by about
100 pcm to 1.0048 with a population standard deviation
of 0.0045. The range of calculated keff is little changed;
a low of 0.9938 and a high of 1.0189.
MCNP5 C/E values for keff, calculated with ENDF/B-
VII.0 cross sections are plotted versus ATLF, versus
H/Pu ratio and versus 239Pu atom percent of Pu in so-
lution in Figs. 99, 100 and 101 respectively. There are
obvious variations in these C/E values for keff when plot-
ted versus ATLF or H/Pu ratio, but it is not obvious
what changes in the plutonium cross section evaluation
that could also be supported by the underlying micro-
scopic experimental cross section data would mitigate
these trends. It is unlikely that revisions are needed
in the other important nuclides, namely hydrogen and
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FIG. 100: PU-SOL-THERM benchmark C/E values for keff
with ENDF/B-VII.0 cross sections as a function of the H/Pu
ratio.
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FIG. 101: PU-SOL-THERM benchmark C/E values for keff
with ENDF/B-VII.0 cross sections as a function of the 239Pu
enrichment.
oxygen, given the excellent C/E keff results obtained for
uranium solution systems. The plot versus 239Pu/Pu
is the cleanest, showing little variation as a function of
239Pu fraction. This suggests that the deficiencies are
not principally due to another Pu isotope such as 240Pu.
Note that in this plot the C/E for keff obtained for the
PU-SOL-THERM-018 benchmark models (cases 4, 8 and
9), which represent the lowest 239Pu atom per cent, are
preliminary. This evaluation has only recently been ap-
proved for publication in the 2006 edition of the ICSBEP
Handbook and the calculations shown here are based
upon a draft, pre-publication, version of this evaluation.
As noted previously, all other models are derived from
benchmark specifications published in the 2005 edition
of the Handbook.
The results for a MOX benchmark, six critical configu-
rations from MIX-COMP-THERM-002, show less varia-
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FIG. 102: Reactivity biases for slightly and heavily borated
MOX benchmarks.
tion than the solutions, possibly because there are fewer
of them. The fuel pins contain 2 wt.% MOX, and the
plutonium contains 8% 240Pu. The benchmarks include a
highly (several hundred ppm) borated case and a slightly
(a few ppm) borated case for each of three lattice pitches.
The highly borated cases contain many more fuel pins
than the slightly borated cases. As Fig. 102 shows, the
slightly borated cases all fall within the reported bench-
mark uncertainty. The highly borated cases exhibit a
small positive bias, but all three fall within a band of
about a quarter of a percent in reactivity.
6. 233U and 232Th data testing
Data testing for 233U in the fast range was shown in
Fig. 86, see Jezebel 23 and Flattop 23. The fast region
233U cross section improvement coming from our recent
Los Alamos GNASH/ECIS calculations have led to the
dramatic improvement over ENDF/B-VI.8 seen in the
figure. Improvements for lower energy assemblies have
come from the recent Oak Ridge 233U resonance analysis,
as is discussed below.
The U233-COMP-THERM-001 (UCT1) benchmark
has been calculated to test the new 233U and 232Th eval-
uations. This benchmark consists of a series of either
235UO2 seed rods surrounded by a blanket of
232ThO2
rods (cases 1 and 6) or a blanket of 233UO2–
232ThO2
blanket rods (case 5), or 233UO2 seed rods in water (case
3), surrounded by 233UO2–
232ThO2 blanket rods (cases
4 and 8) or surrounded by 232ThO2 blanket rods (cases
2 and 7). MCNP calculations for these benchmarks
have been performed by several analysts, using ENDF/B-
VII.0 cross sections, or a close variation thereof and are
presented in Table XXV. In particular, it is known that
the preliminary ENDF/B-VII (beta2) 233U nu-bar data
does not match the recommended Standards value. This
mis-match will be rectified prior to the final release of
ENDF/B-VII.0 and C/E keff calculations with and with-
out these latest data are presented in the Table XXV.
Comparisons among these calculations are generally
good. The LANL/IAEA difference in Case 3 is surpris-
ingly large, but since this benchmark is for seed rods in
water only, and the water kernels used by the IAEA are
slightly different than those in ENDF/B-VII.0, it is dif-
ficult to conclude that one model may need adjustment.
The LANL/Petten difference in Case 8 is more severe,
particularly since the similar Case 4 comparison is satis-
factory. Investigations of this difference are continuing.
In any event, the average C/E value for keff obtained
for these benchmark cases are generally closer to unity
than those obtained with calculations using the older,
ENDF/B-VI.8, cross section data library.
7. 237Np data testing
The new 237Np cross sections have been tested in the
fast region through comparisons with criticality predic-
tions for the LANL composite spherical 237Np-HEU as-
sembly (SPEC-MET-FAST-008). This critical assem-
bly consists of an ∼6kg 237Np core surrounded by ∼60
kg of HEU. We calculate C/E=0.9954 for this assem-
bly, a significant improvement over calculations that use
ENDF/B-VI.8 data (C/E=0.9889). This improvement is
due to both increases in the 237Np fission cross section be-
low ∼ 1 MeV (based on recent LANSCE fission cross sec-
tion measurements), and in the 235U data (which is more
reactive compared to the earlier ENDF/B-VI.8 235U eval-
uation, as demonstrated above with the improved Godiva
C/E keff calculation). We believe the remaining under-
prediction in the C/E values for this composite assembly
may be due to the calculated surrounding 235U driver
neutron spectrum being too soft, thus leading to too few
fissions in the 237Np core. This supposition is supported,
as is discussed below, by noting that calculated spec-
tral indices for 238Uf/
235Uf , and
237Npf /
235Uf in Go-
diva are underpredicted by several percent. This suggests
that the calculated neutron spectrum in HEU is too soft,
possibly reflecting deficiencies in the 235U inelastic cross
sections or in the 235U prompt fission neutron spectrum
energy dependence.
8. D2O data testing
During post-release testing of ENDF/B-VI.8 at LANL,
it was discovered that the MCNP5 values for keff cal-
culated for two series of HEU solution thermal critical
experiments (HEU-SOL-THERM-004, or HST-004, and
HST020 in the ICSBEP handbook) involving D2O had
decreased by about 1000 pcm relative to calculations per-
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TABLE XXV: MCNP C/E values for keff for the U233-COMP-THERM-001 benchmark. No uncertainties are provided for the
IAEA values. The large differences seen in case 8 between LANL and Petten and in case 3 between LANL and IAEA remain
under investigation.
Benchmark Name LANL with Petten with LANL with ENDF/B-VII.0 IAEA with ENDF/B-VII.0
and Configuration ENDF/B-VII.0 ENDF/B-VII.0 plus 233U Standards nubar plus 233U Standards nubar
but JEFF-3.1 H-H2O kernel
UCT1, case 1 0.99902(19) 0.99853(100) 0.99902(19) 0.99947
(SB-1)
UCT1, case 2 1.00372(21) 1.00341(103) 1.00138(21) 1.00123
(SB-2)
UCT1, case 3 1.00450(20) 1.00511(110) 1.00244(21) 1.00023
(SB-2.5)
UCT1, case 4 1.00301(17) 1.00198(92) 1.00058(17) 1.00040
(SB-3)
UCT1, case 5 0.99993(16) 0.99921(74) 0.99908(16) 0.99935
(SB-4)
UCT1, case 6 0.99783(18) 0.99944(95) 0.99783(18) 0.99907
(SB-5)
UCT1, case 7 1.00529(20) 1.00552(91) 1.00261(21) 1.00400
(SB-6)
UCT1, case 8 1.00297(18) 0.99934(84) 1.00027(18) 1.00092
(SB-7)
formed with data for deuterium from ENDF/B-VI.4 and
earlier releases. This decrease is caused by revisions to
the energy-angle probability distributions for (n,d) elas-
tic scattering at energies < 3.2 MeV, based on a coupled
channels R-matrix analysis. Calculations performed us-
ing JENDL-3.3 deuterium data, for which the scattering
distributions are obtained using a Faddeev three-body
scattering formalism, produce eigeinvalues closer to those
obtained using the older ENDF/B-VI data.
The HST assessments were supplemented by analyses
of modern critical experiments performed in the ZED-2
reactor at the Chalk River Laboratories. These exper-
iments involved various heterogeneous, low-leakage con-
figurations of natural uranium (NU) fuel rods immersed
in D2O moderator. The results showed low reactivity
sensitivity (< 100 pcm) to the deuterium nuclear data li-
braries, due to the much greater influence of 238U in NU
systems, but a small systematic shift of about 60 pcm in
the difference between the calculation bias for configura-
tions with fuel channels filled with D2O or air as coolant,
which lent support to the ENDF/B-VI.8 deuterium data.
Nevertheless, both the HST and ZED-2 results exhibit
systematic trends as a function of calculated leakage,
suggesting that further revision to the ENDF/B-VI.8
deuterium energy-angle elastic scattering data (which
has been retained in ENDF/B-VII.0) may be benefi-
cial. Moreover, the available (n,d) scattering experimen-
tal data were reviewed and found to be old, sparse and in-
consistent. Additionally, few-nucleon theoretical models
have advanced considerably, along with computational
resources, such that very precise numerical calculations
can now be performed for processes and systems involv-
ing three or fewer nucleons. Thus, new calculations based
on solving the Alt-Grassberger-Sandhas (AGS) equation
(an alternative, but equivalent, formulation to that of
Faddeev) are in progress for (n,d) scattering and consid-
eration is being given to undertake modern confirmatory
measurements. It is anticipated that an improved energy-
angle (n,d) scattering distribution for deuterium will be
issued in a future release of ENDF/B-VII.
Notably, ENDF/B-VII.0 also includes revised thermal
scattering law, S(α,β), data for deuterium bound in D2O,
based on the work of Mattes and Keinert [6]. Preliminary
testing indicates relatively low reactivity impact (typi-
cally < 100 pcm), but an increasing trend with D/235U
atom ratio that reaches up to about +250 pcm in the
high-leakage HST-020 critical experiments involving un-
reflected cylinders.
9. Replicate calculations for verification
A number of the ICSBEP benchmarks have been cal-
culated by two or more analysts. In particular, S. van der
Marck (Petten) has determined ENDF/B-VII.0 C/E val-
ues for keff for a test suite of 723 critical benchmarks. A
separate report describing this work appears elsewhere
in the Nuclear Data Sheets [277]. Of the several hun-
dred ICSBEP benchmarks calculated at LANL, 218 are
in common with the Petten work. Extensive intercom-
parison of our work is ongoing, but excellent agreement
is observed among these common calculations, with ap-
proximately 2/3 of the Petten/LANL C/E keff ratios
falling between 0.999 and 1.001. Approximately 10% of
the ratios are either below 0.9985 or exceed 1.0015. The
minimum Petten/LANL C/E value for keff ratio is 0.9964
and the maximum is 1.0024. These maximum deviations
from unity are large enough to suggest fundamental dif-
ferences in our respective benchmark models and are un-
der review.
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FIG. 103: MCNP5 and Tripoli-4.4.1 benchmark C/E values
for keff with ENDF/B-VII.0. Excellent agreement is seen be-
tween these two independent calculations.
In addition, calculations by J. C. Sublet (CEA-
Cadarache) with the Tripoli code have been performed
for 42 benchmarks that have also been calculated at
LANL. The agreement in these 42 common C/E val-
ues for keff is excellent, with the minimum CEA/LANL
C/E keff ratio being 0.9996 and the maximum being
1.0010. Fig. 103 illustrates the Tripoli and MCNP5 C/E
keff agreement for a sample of these 42 common bench-
marks, including unmoderated HEU and Pu systems as
well as water moderated low-enriched fuel rod array and
highly-enriched uranium solution systems. The excel-
lent agreement in C/E keff using the US/ Los Alamos
MCNP5 transport code and the French/CEA TRIPOLI-
4.4.1 code, evident in Fig. 103, provides an important ver-
ification of our respective Monte Carlo tools. These codes
have been developed independently, although there have
been important common collaborative transport methods
efforts in recent years to resolve cases where discrepancies
had existed between the two codes.
Because all of the above comparisons rely on Monte
Carlo libraries processed by NJOY, they provide verifi-
cation only of the physics modeling in these calculations.
Independent verification of the data libraries and the
physics models for all of these results is provided by the
agreement of the MCNP results with results obtained by
the Naval Reactors RCP01 (Bettis) and RACER (KAPL)
Monte Carlo codes and the VIM (ANL) Monte Carlo
code. VIM results were obtained for 52 of the ICSBEP
benchmarks using ENDF/B-VII.0. Similar good agree-
ment was also observed between MCNP and VIM, as
displayed in Fig. 104. Of the 44 benchmarks calculated
by both codes, 54% of the C/E values agreed within ±1σ,
91% within ±2σ, and 98% within ±3σ.
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FIG. 104: C/E values for keff obtained with MCNP5 and VIM
using ENDF/B-VII.0. Excellent agreement is seen between
these two independent calculations.
10. Summary of criticality testing by van der Marck
In a companion paper, Steven van der Marck, NRG
Pettenprovides extensive independent validation critical-
ity data testing for ENDF/B-VII.0. It is useful to sum-
marize his results, and to show the overview summary
tables he gives in Section III.C of Ref. [277].
Table XXVI provides a summary of 723 benchmark
criticality experiments that were simulated and com-
pared with measurements. We follow the notation de-
fined in Ref. [277] and in the ICSBEP Handbook.
Table XXVII summarizes the average value of C/E-1
(the average deviation of Calculation/Experiment from
unity) for these benchmarks, as calculated by van
der Marck. The values given are for the preliminary
ENDF/B-VII (beta2) library. These files are substan-
tially equivalent to the final evaluated files released
as ENDF/B-VII.0 so that conclusions and observations
made here are applicable to ENDF/B-VII.0. We show
for comparison in italics the values for the previous
ENDF/B-VI.8. While it is important to study the in-
dividual benchmark results for a more thorough under-
standing, it is still very useful to observe the overall av-
eraged behavior shown in Table XXVII. One can make
the following observations:
• The low-enriched U compound benchmarks are
modeled much more accurately now (owing to our
work on 238U, as well as 16O and 1H).
• The intermediate-enriched U benchmarks are mod-
eled more accurately.
• The Pu and high-enriched U fast benchmarks are
modeled more accurately.
• The 233U thermal benchmarks are modeled more
accurately. Although the 233U fast benchmarks
simulations appear to have become worse, this is
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TABLE XXVI: The number of benchmarks per main ICSBEP
category for compound, metal and solution systems with ther-
mal, intermediate, fast and mixed neutron spectrum.
COMP MET SOL Total
ther inter fast mix ther inter fast mix ther
LEU 257 1 49 307
IEU 6 4 16 26
HEU 6 42 5 66 5 87 211
MIX 34 1 4 3 42
PU 1 1 7 6 105 120
233U 8 4 5 17
Total 305 11 1 0 43 6 97 11 249 723
TABLE XXVII: The average value of C/E − 1 in pcm (100
pcm = 0.1% ) for ENDF/B-VII.0 per main ICSBEP bench-
mark category. Shown in italics are the values for the
ENDF/B-VI.8 library.
COMP MET SOL
ther inter fast mix ther inter fast mix ther
LEU 20 -99 137
452 -279 107
IEU 55 254 167
-372 -283 596
HEU 1791 55 69 -15 785 122
1442 -316 -42 11 462 287
MIX 448 73 194 178
347 69 168
PU 1095 4707 244 927 618
967 4654 426 745 531
233U 156 -348 311
-380 -338 -292
perhaps more due to deficiencies in our modeling
of beryllium for two of the assemblies studied - for
bare 233U (Jezebel-23) our new ENDF/B-VII.0 are
clearly much better.
• Lower energy Pu benchmarks were modeled poorly
in ENDF/B-VI.8 and continue to be modeled
poorly in our new library.
11. Conclusions from criticality testing
Hundreds of criticality benchmarks from the ICSBEP
Handbook have been calculated to test the accuracy of
the ENDF/B-VII.0 cross section library. Significant im-
provement in C/E values for keff has been observed in
many cases, including bare and reflected fast uranium
and plutonium systems and in particular for arrays of
low-enriched fuel rod lattices. The C/E values for keff
for bare HEU and Pu assemblies are larger compared to
those obtained with ENDF/B-VI.8 data, and now agree
very well with the measurements. The reflector bias for
the 238U reflected Flattop assemblies has been largely
eliminated.
Furthermore, major improvements have been obtained
in our calculations for intermediate energy assemblies
such as Big-10 and, to a lesser extent, the Argonne
ZPR assemblies. Homogeneous uranium solution systems
have been calculated accurately with the last several ver-
sions of ENDF/B-VI cross sections, and these accurate
results are retained with the ENDF/B-VII.0 cross sec-
tion library. Many fast reflected systems are more accu-
rately calculated with the ENDF/B-VII.0 cross section
library, but disturbing discrepancies remain, particularly
in lead and beryllium reflected systems (although certain
reflector-bias improvements were obtained using our new
data for these isotopes).
A significant accomplishment has been our excellent
C/E for keff for the LCT assemblies, where the historical
underprediction of criticality has been removed. This ad-
vance has come from our improved 238U evaluation (both
in the resonance region and in the fast region), together
with revisions to the 16O(n,α) cross section and the hy-
drogen bound in water scattering kernel. Plutonium so-
lution systems are not calculated as well as uranium so-
lutions, with C/E values for keff typically being several
tenths of a per cent greater than unity. There is a 1.5%
spread in these C/E values for keff, but there does not
appear to be a trend as a function of 239Pu abundance.
Although advances have been made at Los Alamos to the
239Pu cross sections in the fast region, there has been no
recent work on 239Pu at lower energies clearly - such ef-
forts are needed in the future.
Finally, we note that the performance of our new
ENDF/B-VII.0 evaluations for 233U and 232Th is much
improved in both fast and thermal critical assemblies,
and that an analysis of the Np-U composite fast bench-
mark suggests important improvements have been made
in our 237Np fission cross section evaluation.
C. Delayed neutron testing, βeff
Delayed neutron data can be tested against measure-
ments of the effective delayed neutron fraction βeff in crit-
ical configurations. Unlike the situation for keff, only a
handful of measurements of βeff have been reported in
open literature with sufficiently detailed information. In
Ref. [277] more than twenty measurements are listed, in-
cluding several measurements of α, which is closely re-
lated to βeff through the prompt neutron generation life
time. Here we restrict ourselves to measurements of βeff
only, and then only the ones that are deemed most suit-
able for nuclear data testing. We avoid the term ’bench-
mark’ for these cases, because a good benchmark descrip-
tion, comparable to those given in the ICSBEP Hand-
book, is not available.
We have chosen two thermal spectrum cores, and five
fast spectrum ones, as listed below.
TCA: A light water moderated low-enriched UO2 core
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in the Tank-type Critical Assembly [154]. This core
is closely related to benchmark LCT6 [85], but the
loading pattern is different, as are the pitch and the
water height.
IPEN/MB-01: A core consisting of 28 × 26 UO2
(4.3% enriched) fuel rods inside a light water filled
tank [278]. An MCNP model was kindly provided
by the authors of Ref. [278].
Masurca: Measurements of βeff by several international
groups in two unmoderated cores in Masurca, viz.
R2 and ZONA2. Core R2 had ∼30% enriched
uranium as fuel, whereas ZONA2 had both pluto-
nium and depleted uranium. Both cores were sur-
rounded by a 50-50% UO2-Na mixture blanket, and
by steel shielding. R-Z model descriptions are given
in Ref. [279].
FCA: Measurements of βeff by several international
groups in three unmoderated cores in the Fast Crit-
ical Assembly, namely, core XIX-1, XIX-2, and
XIX-3. On core had highly enriched uranium, one
had plutonium and natural uranium, and the third
had plutonium as fuel. The cores were surrounded
by two blanket regions, one with depleted uranium
oxide and sodium, the other with only depleted ura-
nium metal. R-Z model descriptions are given in
Ref. [279].
Note that for a thermal spectrum, only the 235U delayed
neutron data are tested by these calculations, whereas
for a fast spectrum both 235U and 239Pu data are tested.
The calculation of βeff for these systems was done using
a version of MCNP-4C3 with an extra option added to it
as described in Ref. [280]. This method was used earlier
to test delayed neutron data from JEFF-3.1 and JENDL-
3.3 [281]. The results based on ENDF/B-VII.0 are given
in Table XXVIII, as well as the results based on those
other libraries.
D. Reaction rates in critical assemblies
The fast critical assemblies at the Los Alamos Criti-
cal Experiment Facility (LACEF), at TA-18, represent
a unique capability within the DOE/NNSA complex for
studying nuclear criticality. Measurements over the last
50 years at LACEF have provided integral data that pro-
vide important tests of fundamental nuclear cross sec-
tions. It is widely known that measurements of the crit-
icality (“keff”) of a system can be used to test certain
aspects of the fundamental nuclear data, as we discussed
in the last subsection. In this subsection we discuss a less
well-known use of critical assemblies, where they have
been used to measure reaction rates of certain important
nuclear processes within the neutron spectrum provided
by the assembly, to provide important integral tests of
the underlying nuclear cross section databases that we
develop.
Many different critical assemblies have been developed
over the years: Godiva is a bare sphere of highly-enriched
uranium (HEU); Jezebel is a bare sphere of plutonium;
Jezebel 23 is a bare sphere of 233U. The Flattop experi-
ments involved spherical cores of HEU or plutonium sur-
rounded by 238U reflector material to make the compos-
ite systems critical. These different systems all produce
neutron spectra within them that are “fast”, i.e. the neu-
trons are predominantly of energies in the 100 keV - few
MeV region, but the exact spectra vary from system to
system. Holes were drilled into the critical assemblies to
allow foils of different materials to be placed, such that
they are exposed to different neutron spectra depending
upon their location. An assembly with a softer neutron
spectrum is Big-10, which was made of large amounts of
238U and 235U.
The neutron spectrum gets softer as one moves out
from the center of the assembly, thereby giving additional
information about the quality of the cross section data
in different energy regimes. An example of these data
for 238U(n,f) and (n,2n) as taken in the Flattop-25 and
Topsy assemblies is shown in Fig. 105. (Topsy was an
early mockup of a 235U core reflected by natural ura-
nium made by stacking cubes of material—its geometry
is not as clean as the later Flattop experiment.) The
calculations were done using multigroup methods based
on MATXS cross sections from NJOY formatted with
TRANSX for PARTISN. A very fine group structure with
1/16-lethargy intervals in the fast region was used for
high accuracy. The multigroup results were checked by
tallying in several 1-cm shells using MCNP5, and good
agreement was obtained. Fig. 106 for 238U(n,2n) shows a
different presentation of these data in a form often used
by radiochemists. The abscissa is a measure of the hard-
ness of the spectrum, and this kind of plot often allows
data from different assemblies to be compared on a com-
mon basis. This is demonstrated here using data from
Flattop-25 and Topsy. Note how the calculated central
ratio for Big-10 also fits into this kind of plot.
These comparisons of prediction with experiment pro-
vide some confidence in the quality of the 238U(n,2n)
cross section - both its magnitude and its energy-
dependence. The overprediction (Fig. 106) of the mea-
surements at lower spectral index values (though not for
Big-10) suggests that our 238U(n,2n) cross section close
to its threshold may be too high, see Fig. 28. But other
considerations in experiment (a desire to follow LANL ra-
diochemistry measurement by Knight for the (n,2n) rise
from threshold, and the LANL value by Barr at 14.1
MeV) led us to the evaluated data shown in Fig. 28.
In Fig. 107 we show a calculation compared with ex-
perimental values for 238U neutron capture. Good agree-
ment is found for most of the critical assembly measure-
ments, though for harder-spectrum systems (large values
of 238-fission/235-fission) there is an indication of an un-
der prediction of the data by 5-10%. This is valuable in-
formation as it tells us that a new study of 238U neutron
capture in the ≈ 1 MeV region is needed. However, we
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TABLE XXVIII: C/E values for βeff of several critical systems, using ENDF/B-VII.0 and other nuclear data libraries. The
uncertainties in the C/E values are statistical uncertainties from the calculations only.
System Experiment C/E
ENDF/B-VII.0 ENDF/B-VI.8 JEFF-3.1 JENDL-3.3
TCA 771 ± 17 1.042 ± 0.002 1.053 ± 0.011 1.029 ± 0.002 0.987 ± 0.012
IPEN/MB-01 742 ± 7 1.057 ± 0.005 1.054 ± 0.005 1.040 ± 0.005 1.019 ± 0.005
Masurca R2 721 ± 11 1.010 ± 0.009 1.035 ± 0.009 1.011 ± 0.009 1.018 ± 0.010
Masurca ZONA2 349 ± 6 0.948 ± 0.014 0.983 ± 0.015 1.021 ± 0.013 0.994 ± 0.014
FCA XIX-1 742 ± 24 0.996 ± 0.010 1.005 ± 0.011 1.010 ± 0.010 0.985 ± 0.011
FCA XIX-2 364 ± 9 1.007 ± 0.013 1.003 ± 0.014 1.054 ± 0.013 1.022 ± 0.013
FCA XIX-3 251 ± 4 0.988 ± 0.017 1.016 ± 0.016 0.997 ± 0.016 0.996 ± 0.016
FIG. 105: Comparison of experimental radiochemical data
from Flattop-25 and Topsy with calculated values for a radial
traverse in the Flattop-25 assembly. The ratio of the 238U(n,f)
reaction rate to the 235U(n,f) reaction rate (upper curve) and
the ratio of the 238U(n,2n) reaction rate to the 235U(n,f) re-
action rate (lower curve) are plotted versus radius.
note that the fundamental 238U(n,γ) data from the stan-
dards project are believed to be accurate better than 3%
over the range En = 10
−4 to 2.2 MeV, see Section III.B.3.
Neutron capture on 241Am is shown in Fig. 108, for
different critical assembly spectra. In this reaction, the
capture can lead to both an isomeric and ground state in
242Am. It is the ground state that beta decays relatively
quickly to make 242Cm, which is then measured by ra-
diochemists. Again, we see good agreement between the
FIG. 106: Comparison of experimental radiochemical and cal-
culated values for radial traverses in the Flattop-25 and Topsy
assemblies. The ratio of the 238U(n,2n) reaction rate to the
235U fission rate is plotted against the ratio of the 238U fis-
sion rate to the 235U fission rate for different positions (with
central positions to the right and positions in the reflector to
the left). The abscissa is a measure of the hardness of the
spectrum at that position. The Big-10 result is computed at
the center of the assembly.
calculations and the measurements, except that for the
hardest-spectrum system (Jezebel) the measurement ap-
pears to be underpredicted by up to 15%. This tells us
that the 241Am capture cross section to the ground state
may be too low in our current evaluation in the ≈ 0.5 - 1
MeV region - something that we are currently studying
using theory and experiment in new LANL project on
americium.
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FIG. 107: The integral 238U neutron capture rate (divided
by the 235U fission rate) as a function of spectral index for
different critical assembly locations.
Finally, in Fig. 109 we show some important reaction
rates for iridium: the 193Ir(n,n’) cross section for cre-
ating the isomer, and the 191Ir(n,γ) cross section. A
new evaluation for the iridium cross sections has been
recently completed. The good integral testing perfor-
mance shown in this figure provides some confidence in
the accuracy of the new iridium cross sections. Again,
the fact that the calculation predicts reasonably well the
shape of the (n,n’) isomer reaction provides confidence
in the energy-dependence obtained from the recent T-
16/LANSCE cross section evaluations incorporated into
ENDF/B-VII.0.
For the reaction rates for fission at the center of various
Los Alamos fast critical assemblies, we present our cal-
culated results using ENDF/B-VII.0 data, in ratio to the
235U fission rate. Such fission rate ratios are known as
spectral indices, and when the numerator is for a thresh-
old fissioner, such as 238U or 237Np, the ratio is a measure
of the hardness of the neutron spectrum within the as-
sembly. For example, the 238Uf/235Uf spectral index is
higher at the center of Jezebel (0.21) than at the center
of Godiva (0.16), reflecting a hotter neutron spectrum in
a plutonium assembly compared to a HEU assembly. Ta-
ble XXIX compares our calculated spectral indices with
measured data. The measurements are typically made
using either fission chambers that detect the recoiling
fission fragments, or with activation methods that count
fission products using radiochemical methods (the former
FIG. 108: The integral 241Am neutron capture rate (divided
by the 239Pu fission rate) as a function of spectral index for
different critical assembly locations. In this case the measure-
ments, which detect the 241Cm are divided by 0.84 to account
for the fraction of 241Am that beta decays to 241Cm.
method being more precise). Providing experimental val-
ues for fission rate ratios enables these spectral indices to
be measured rather precisely, typically to 1-2%.
Comparisons between calculation and measurement
provides a test of the cross sections and of the critical
assembly calculated neutron spectrum (and its energy
dependence) as calculated by MCNP. It is evident from
Table XXIX that the calculated values agree with mea-
surement very well, often within the (small) experimental
uncertainties quoted. A notable exception is for Godiva,
where the 238Uf/235Uf spectral index is calculated 4%
low (over three standard deviations). Since these cross
sections in the fast range are thought to be accurate to
about a percent or better in the fast range, this discrep-
ancy is hard to understand. A possible explanation is
that it reflects deficiencies in the calculated neutron spec-
trum in HEU, the calculated spectrum being possibly too
soft - and since 238U has a fission threshold of about 1
MeV, such a deficiency would lead to an underpredicted
spectral index. This would then point to future work
needed to improve the 235U cross sections that influence
the HEU assembly neutron spectrum, such as the inelas-
tic scattering cross sections or the prompt fission spec-
trum energy dependence. The same issues can be seen
for the 237Npf/235Uf spectral index in Godiva - 237Np
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FIG. 109: The integral 193Ir(n,n’)193mIr isomer production
rate (divided by the 239Pu fission rate), as well as the
191Ir(n,γ)192Ir production rate (divided by the 239Pu fission
rate), as a function of spectral index, for different critical
assembly locations. The former (n,n’) rate is for the upward
sloping curve in the figure, the latter (capture) is for the down-
ward slope. The raw (n,n’) measured data are multiplied by
a factor of 2, to account for the detector efficiency here.
is another threshold fissioner, with a threshold of about
0.6 MeV.
In Table XXX we provide some other calculated reac-
tion rates in ratio to the 239Pu fission rate, at the center
of Jezebel (a sphere of plutonium) and of Flattop-Pu (a
smaller plutonium sphere made critical by a 238U reflec-
tor shell. Rates are given for (n, 2n) reactions and for
(n, γ) reactions. Most of these values are unmeasured,
except for the 241Am capture rate to the 242Am ground
state that is then measured as curium following its beta
decay. The agreement between calculation and experi-
ment here is fairly good (given that capture cross sections
are known less well than fission cross sections) - 6% for
Jezebel and less than 1% for Flattop-Pu; comparisons at
other locations in critical assemblies with softer neutron
spectra can be seen in Fig. 108. We provide calculated
values for the other rates in XXX as predictions, in the
hope that future measurements can be made in fast crit-
ical assemblies to test our cross sections.
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FIG. 110: Simulation of 14 MeV neutron transmission
through 20 cm Pb, at 42.8 degrees [277].
E. Shielding and pulsed-sphere testing
In a companion paper [277] Steven van der Marck
presents extensive data testing results that show com-
parisons of MCNP simulation predictions that use our
ENDF/B-VII.0 cross sections and measured data, for
neutron transmission (shielding) benchmarks. Here, we
show some illustrative examples from that paper, focus-
ing on validation benchmarks that test 14 MeV eval-
uations that have changed between ENDF/B-VI.8 and
ENDF/B-VII.0 (e.g. 235,238U, 238Pu, Pb, Li, and Be).
These comparisons test the accuracy of the secondary
emission spectra of neutrons following nuclear reactions.
The thinner target benchmarks test mainly the 14 MeV
incident energy evaluations; thicker target benchmarks
integrate the effects for a 14 MeV energy together with
reactions induced by lower incident-energy neutrons pro-
duced in the target.
Fig. 110 shows an example from Van der Marck’s com-
panion paper for the FNS (Fusion Neutronics Source)
benchmark corresponding to 14 MeV neutrons transmit-
ted through 20 cm lead, at an angle of 42.8 degrees. The
agreement between simulation and the FNS data is seen
to be good (amd shows an improvement on the earlier
ENDF/B-VI.8 data), and provides support for the ac-
curacy of the new 208Pb evaluation by P.G. Young, de-
scribed in Section III.G.1. The modern GNASH-ECIS
caculational analysis by Young led to the improvements
in the secondary ejected neutrons in the 3 - 9 MeV region
in Fig. 110. This can be contrasted with the poorer qual-
ity of comparison with data, e.g., for tungsten isotopes
shown in Ref. [275], where ENDF/B-VII.0 has carried
over an old evaluation. Similar comparisons are shown
for beryllium in Fig. 111 and for lithium-6 (Fig. 112)
where in this case the differences between ENDF/B-VII.0
and ENDF/B-VI.8 are small.
Additional figures testing the ENDF/B-VII.0 data for
these, and other, materials are given in Ref. [277].
Numerous high-energy pulsed-sphere experiments
[282, 283] have been performed in which small, medium,
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TABLE XXIX: Comparison of calculated spectra indices for ENDF/B-VII.0 with measured values in the center of various
Los Alamos critical assemblies. 238Uf/235Uf refers to the 238U fission rate divided by the 235U fission rate, etc. Because
238U and 237Np are threshold fissioners, the spectral indices for these isotopes (in ratio to 235U) measure the hardness of the
neutron spectrum in the asssembly. Exp-A refers to experimental data as documented in the CSEWG Fast Reactor Benchmark
Compilation, BNL 19302 (June 1973); Exp-B refers to the same measurements, but as reanalyzed by G. Hansen, one of the lead
experimentalists, and transmitted to R. MacFarlane in 1984. The C/E ratios are based on the Hansen values where available.
Assembly Quantity 238Uf/235Uf 237Npf/235Uf 233Uf/235Uf 239Puf/235Uf
Godiva Calc 0.15774 0.83002 1.56884 1.38252
(HMF001) Exp-B 0.1643 ±0.0018 0.8516±0.012 1.4152 ± 0.014
Exp-A 0.1642 ±0.0018 0.837 ±0.013 1.59±0.03 1.402±0.025
Calc/Exp C/E=0.9601 C/E=0.9747 C/E=0.9867 C/E=0.9769
Jezebel Calc 0.20854 0.97162 1.55632 1.42453
(PMF001) Exp-B 0.2133 ±0.0023 0.9835 ±0.014 1.4609 ± 0.013
Exp-A 0.2137 ±0.0023 0.962 ±0.016 1.578 ±0.027 1.448 ±0.029
Calc/Exp C/E=0.9777 C/E=0.9879 C/E=0.9863 C/E=0.9751
Jezebel-23 Calc 0.21065 0.98111
(UMF001) Exp-B 0.2131 ±0.0026 0.9970 ±0.015
Exp-A 0.2131 ±0.0023 0.977 ±0.016
Calc/Exp C/E=0.9885 C/E=0.9841
Flattop-25 Calc 0.14443 0.77114 1.56725 1.35918
(HMF028) Exp-B 0.1492 ±0.0016 0.7804 ±0.01 1.608 ±0.003 1.3847 ±0.012
Exp-A 0.149 ±0.002 0.76 ±0.01 1.60 ±0.003 1.37 ±0.02
Calc/Exp C/E=0.9681 C/E=0.9881 C/E=0.9747 C/E=0.9816
Flattop-Pu Calc 0.17703 0.85254
(PMF006) Exp-B 0.1799 ±0.002 0.8561 ±0.012
Exp-A 0.180 ±0.003 0.84 ±0.01
Calc/Exp C/E=0.9840 C/E=0.9958
Flattop-23 Calc 0.18691 0.90801
(UMF006) Exp-B 0.1916 ±0.0021 0.9103 ±0.013
Exp-A 0.191 ±0.003 0.89 ±0.01
Calc/Exp C/E=0.9755 C/E=0.9975
TABLE XXX: MCNP calculations for ENDF/B-VII.0 of various (n, 2n) and (n, γ) reaction rates in ratio to the 239Pu fission
rate, at the center of Jezebel and of Flattop-Pu. The only measurements available (Barr, 1971) are for the 241Am capture rate
creating the ground state of 241Am, which then decays to curium with a branching ratio of 0.84 (this factor is included into
the tabulated calculated values below). Data at other positions in Flattop-Pu are compared with calculations in Fig. 108.
Assembly Quantity 239Pu(n, 2n)/ 239Pu(n, γ)/ 241Am(n, 2n)/ 241Am(n, γ)241Cm/
239Pu(n, f) 239Pu(n, f) 239Pu(n, f) 239Pu(n, f)
Jezebel Calc 0.0021 0.033 0.0007 0.1373
Exp 0.1463
Flattop-Pu Calc 0.00186 0.044 0.0006 0.1825
Exp 0.1818
and large spheres of 32 different materials were pulsed
with a burst of high-energy (14 MeV) neutrons at
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory’s ICT (Insu-
lated Core Transformer) accelerator facility. Measured
time-dependent neutron fluxes at collimated detectors lo-
cated at a distance of 7 - 10 meters provide a benchmark
by which various neutron transport codes and cross-
section libraries may be evaluated. Fig. 113 shows an
example geometry for the 0.7 mfp sphere of 235U. Vari-
ous types of neutron detectors were located in the 26◦,
30◦, and 120◦ beamlines, external to the 2-m-thick con-
crete vault walls. Time-of-flight neutron measurements
were typically made in 2-ns time bins from about 100
to several hundred nanoseconds after a pulse, approx-
imately corresponding to 2-15 MeV in neutron energy.
The results can be seen in Figs. 114-116. There, the
peak on the left hand side corresponds to the transmis-
sion of the 14 MeV transmission of source neutrons; the
broad peak further right (lower energies) corresponds to
the neutrons created through compound nucleus and fis-
sion mechanisms.
Numerous improvements [284–287] to the simulations
have been made since the early implementations of these
benchmarks. Simulations were performed comparing the
measured data with calculated results using ENDF/B-
VI.6 or ENDF/B-VII.0 data with MCNP for the small-
est spheres of 235U, 238U, and 239Pu. With the improve-
ments in the modeling of the pulsed sphere experiments,
problems with down-scattering from 14-MeV to the 8-12
MeV energy region had been noted especially for 235U
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FIG. 111: Simulation of 14 MeV neutron transmission
through 15 cm Be, at 24.9 degrees [277].
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FIG. 112: Simulation of 14 MeV neutron transmission
through 1.6 mfp 6Li at 30 degrees [277].
and 239Pu. Recent efforts by Los Alamos National Labo-
ratory to improve the evaluated data for inelastic scatter-
ing at these higher incident neutron energies have been
incorporated into the ENDF/B-VII.0 evaluations, as de-
scribed in Sections III.B.2-4.
As shown in Figs. 114-116, the ENDF/B-VII.0 library
improves the treatment of inelastic scattering for 235U
and 239Pu showing much better agreement with the mea-
sured data. The improvements in modeling these integral
transmission data experiments in the minimum region
around 20 shakes8 can be directly related to the cross
section improvements in the fundamental data for an in-
cident energy of 14 MeV and 8-12 MeV emission energies,
see Figs. 25 and 34 in Section III.
[8] A shake is an informal unit of time used in nuclear science, 10−8
seconds. The word comes from the expression “two shakes of a
lamb’s tail” to mean a very short time interval.
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FIG. 113: Example sphere of 235U with a radius of 0.7 mean-
free-path (mfp).
F. Other data testing
Here, we discuss some other data testing activities that
provided useful insight about the ENDF/B-VII.0 library.
1. Thermal capture, resonance integrals
Some important quantities at low neutron energies are
thermal capture cross sections and capture resonance
integrals. These quantities can be extracted from the
ENDF/B-VII.0 files and compared with the data in the
recently published Atlas of Neutron Resonances.
Ratios of capture cross sections at thermal energies are
shown in Fig. 117. Ratios for capture resonances integrals
can be seen in Fig. 118. The experimental values reported
in the Atlas [30] were used for this comparison.
Overall, there is a fairly good agreement between the
values in ENDF/B-VII.0 and the Atlas, although in sev-
eral instances there are notable discrepancies. In the case
of resonance integrals for 136Xe, 142Nd, 152Gd, and 232U
the ratios in Fig. 118 deviate from unity since there are
inconsistencies between resonance parameters and reso-
nance integral measurements reported in Ref.[30] and the
evaluators adopted resonance parameters rather than the
experimental integrals. In the extreme case of 166mHo
the experiment is deemed doubtful due to the cadmium
cut-off because of the low energy resonance at 0.274 eV.
In 158Dy the resolved resonance range is very limited (up
to 86 eV) and extrapolation of the unresolved region to
such low energies might not be reliable (in particular,
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FIG. 114: Comparison of the simulated results using
ENDF/B-VI.6 and ENDF/B-VII.0 data for the 0.7 mfp 235U
sphere. The experiment used a NE-213 detector biased at 1.6
MeV and located 9.455 m along the 26 degree flightpath. See
the footnote for the definition of shake. Note the improved
simulation predictions in the minimum region (En ≈ 8 - 12
MeV), where preequilibrium and direct inelastic scattering
are present.
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FIG. 115: Comparison of the simulated results using
ENDF/B-VI.6 and ENDF/B-VII.0 data for the 0.8 mfp 238U
sphere. The experiment used a NE-213 detector biased at 1.6
MeV and located 9.455 m along the 26 degree flightpath.
exact position of the lower boundary might play a signif-
icant role).
The remaining outliers (31P, 46Ca, 58Co, 176Hf, 204Hg,
244Pu) are real discrepancies. These are old evaluations
that will have to be updated in future releases of the
ENDF/B library. The thermal region in 232Pa was re-
vised for ENDF/B-VII.0 by R.Q. Wright (ORNL) lead-
ing to the thermal capture nearly 3 times bigger than the
one reported in the Atlas. Origin of this discrepancy is
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FIG. 116: Comparison of the simulated results using
ENDF/B-VI.6 and ENDF/B-VII.0 data for the 0.7 mfp 239Pu
sphere. The experiment used a NE-213 detector biased at 1.6
MeV and located 9.455 m along the 26 degree flightpath.
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FIG. 117: Thermal neutron capture cross sections in
ENDF/B-VII.0 compared to the Atlas of Neutron Reso-
nances [30].
not clear and should be addressed in future.
2. Unresolved resonance region for 235U
The graphite-moderated Zeus experiments, HEU-
MET-INTER-006 were designed specifically to test the
accuracy of 235U cross sections in the intermediate en-
ergy range. In those experiments, thin HEU platters were
separated by much thicker graphite platters for modera-
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FIG. 118: Neutron capture resonance integrals in ENDF/B-
VII.0 compared to the Atlas of Neutron Resonances [30].
tion. The cylindrical core was surrounded on all sides by
a thick copper reflector. The amount of graphite between
adjacent HEU platters was reduced from one experiment
to the next in order to shift the energy spectrum.
As Fig. 119 illustrates, the bias between the bench-
mark values for keff and the values computed with
ENDF/B-VII.0 decreases monotonically as the fraction
of fissions in the intermediate energy range increases.
This behavior, which also was observed with ENDF/B-
VI, strongly suggests an energy-dependent bias in the
235U cross sections over that range, which therefore re-
quires further study in the future.
3. Fast neutron cross sections on Cu
The unmoderated Zeus experiment, HMF-73, repre-
sents an upper-energy endpoint for the Zeus experiments
discussed above (Section X.F.2). It contains no moder-
ator and therefore produces a fast spectrum. ENDF/B-
VII.0 calculations for this benchmark overpredict keff by
more than 1%. However, when ENDF/B-V cross sections
for copper are used, the calculated value for keff is well
within the experimental uncertainty for the benchmark.
No such changes are seen for the graphite-moderated
benchmarks, which have intermediate spectra. Conse-
quently, this behavior strongly suggests that improve-
ments are still needed in the copper cross sections in the
fast neutron energy range.
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FIG. 119: Reactivity bias for graphite-moderated Zeus bench-
marks.
XI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The new ENDF/B-VII.0 library provides the next gen-
eration of evaluated nuclear data recommended for both
the nuclear science and nuclear technology communities.
The library was produced by the CSEWG collaboration
and represents a common achievement by numerous US
laboratories. The library also benefited from appreciable
input from the international nuclear data community.
A considerable effort has been dedicated to the veri-
fication and validation of the library, scanning for any
deviations from the ENDF-6 format, providing various
consistency checks, and performing “integral” data test-
ing. These activities resulted in numerous corrections
to the individual files during their development. We be-
lieve that the most significant errors have been detected
and removed. We are aware, however, of a number of
minor deficiencies that were not fixed, being deemed to
be of a marginal importance and not worthy of divert-
ing resources from more important tasks. These minor
deficiencies include imprecision in the energy balance
(kerma), incompleteness of the 253Es evaluation, prob-
lems with some angular distributions, inaccurate match-
ing between resonance and fast neutron regions, and
several discrepancies between ENDF/B-VII.0 and recent
evaluation of resonance parameters by Mughabghab [30]
that have to be investigated. While these deficiencies
should be addressed in future releases of the library, they
had no negative impact on the critical assembly bench-
mark calculations.
The library has been carefully validated against in-
tegral critical assembly and shielding neutron transmis-
sion data. Its overall performance is very good, no-
ticeably better than the earlier ENDF/B-VI library ini-
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tially released in 1990, and its most recent upgrade, the
ENDF/B-VI.8 library released in 2001.
But despite these successes, there are considerable
challenges to be addressed in the future. Probably the
most important challenge is to produce quality covari-
ance data for neutron reactions. CSEWG intends to
make this one of its priorities for the next couple of years.
Another important development is new requirements
for improved cross sections required to design the next
generation of nuclear power reactors and advanced fuel
cycle technologies, especially for minor actinides.
Among other issues is the need to address deficiencies
in several important materials such as Cu, Zr and Pd.
Missing evaluations should be produced, such as isotopic
evaluations for Zn. Also, the remaining elemental eval-
uations (C, V and Zn) should be replaced by isotopic
evaluations.
Below we list some other specific areas where more
work is needed:
• Plutonium thermal solution criticality benchmarks
are modeled poorly. Our work for ENDF/B-VII.0
focused only on fast neutrons, not thermal (except
for prompt neutron spectrum work). Future work
on 239Pu is needed, especially at low and interme-
diate energies.
• We think that the inelastic scattering, and possibly
prompt fission neutron spectra, for 235U and 239Pu
need to be improved, based on our data testing of
spectral indices in fast critical assemblies. Specif-
ically, in Godiva and Jezebel we underpredict the
measured 238U fission rate / 235U fission rate (com-
monly known as the spectral index, as this provides
an integral measure of the hardness of the neutron
spectrum in the critical assembly). This underpre-
diction with MCNP is possibly due to fundamental
cross section data deficiencies for 235U and 239Pu,
which may be representing the secondary neutron
spectra with a secondary energy dependence that
is too soft. We also note that this deficiency was
not found for 233U (Jezebel-23), where the data
is based on a recent GNASH and ECIS evalua-
tion. The 239Pu and 235U ENDF/B-VII.0 evalu-
ations in the fast region were carried over from ear-
lier ENDF evaluations, and therefore could benefit
from a modern reanalysis. This same issue could
result in an improvement in modeling the LANL
Np-U composite critical assembly, which currently
calculates a little low (keff = 0.9954). A hotter
235U driver spectrum would increase the compos-
ite assembly criticality since 237Np is a threshold
fissioner.
• The 235U capture cross section in the 30 keV - 1
MeV region is about 10 % lower than the JENDL-
3.3 evaluation. This difference needs to be under-
stood and resolved. The ENDF/B-VII.0 evaluation
was carried over from ENDF/B-VI.8, and matches
the capture/fission (α) data of Corvi, whereas
JENDL-3.3 matches the Karlsruhe data by Beer.
• The n+D scattering angular distributions in the
1-3 MeV range were changed some years ago, for
the ENDF/B-VI.4 release, and have been car-
ried over into our new ENDF/B-VII.0 evaluation.
These were based upon EDA R-matrix simulations
that included p+D measured data in the analy-
sis. However, some integral data testing results
for heavy-water HEU reflected spherical assemblies
show poorer agreement with data (though oth-
ers involving unreflected cylinders show improve-
ments). Further work is needed to better under-
stand this. It may be that some fundamental “few-
body” nuclear reaction theory predictions could
help solve this problem through high-precision pre-
dictions.
• A number of calculations of integral critical as-
sembly benchmarks, that involve reflection, point
to deficiencies in scattering cross sections. Al-
though some improvements have been seen based
on our new 208Pb evaluation, Pb reflected assem-
blies still show problems in some cases. Likewise,
some of the data testing for Cu, and for polyethy-
lene, show poor results. We made some changes to
the beryllium scattering distributions to improve
the fast beryllium reflected benchmarks, and al-
though some of our results improved (and a bias
based on the thickness of the beryllium reflector
was largely removed), others comparisons did not
improve. This is to be contrasted with our expe-
rience with 238U reflected assemblies - the Flattop
experiments. Here, our changes to the 238U evalu-
ation led to improvements in the predicted critical-
ity, with the earlier reflection bias largely removed.
A common problem with reflectors such as Fe,
Cu, Pb and U is the effect of resonance-potential-
interference minima in the scattering cross section.
These lead to deep penetration into reflectors which
impact on the effectiveness of such reflectors. Un-
fortunately, most cross section measurements have
concentrated on the peak cross sections and not on
the minima; measurements focused on the minima,
such as transmission measurements through thick
filters of the reflector, can serve to reduce these un-
certainties.
• The poor agreement of calculations of the ZPR6-
10 experiment support the need for future work on
239Pu in the lower energy range and also indicate
the need for improvement in the data for chromium
and manganese in the same energy range.
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APPENDIX A: ENDF-6 FORMAT,
ABBREVIATIONS
For convenience, we summarize several basic terms and
quantities frequently used in the ENDF-6 format. This is
shown in Table XXXI where we explain selected file num-
bers and section numbers. The file number, MF identifies
type of information stored in the file, while the section
number, MT identifies reaction channel (type of reac-
tion). In Table XXXII we explain some abbreviations
used throughout the present paper.
TABLE XXXI: Terms and quantities frequently used in the ENDF-6
format. See ENDF-6 Formats Manual [4] for more details.
File number Section number Quantity
MF=1 General information
MF=1 MT=451 Text information
MT=452 Number of neutrons per fission, ν¯ (ν¯ = ν¯d + ν¯p)
MT=455 Number of delayed neutrons per fission, ν¯d
MT=456 Number of prompt neutrons per fission, ν¯p
MT=458 Energy release in fission for incident neutrons
MF=2 Resonance parameters
MF=2 MT=151 Resolved resonance parameters, flag=1
MT=151 Unresolved resonance parameters, flag=2
MF=3 Reaction cross sections
MF=3 MT=1 Total cross sections
MT=2 Elastic cross sections
MT=4 Inelastic cross sections; (n,n’) lumped cross sections
MT=5 Sum of cross sections for all reaction channels not given explicitly under other MT
MT=16 (n,2n) cross sections
MT=18 Total fission cross sections
MT=19 First chance fission cross sections
MT=51 (n,n’1) cross sections; inelastic scattering to the 1
st excited level
MT=52 (n,n’2) cross sections; inelastic scattering to the 2
nd excited level
MT=102 (n,γ) cross sections
MT=103 (n,p) cross sections
MT=105 (n,t) cross sections
MT=107 (n,α) cross sections
MF=4 Angular distributions of emitted particles
MF=5 Energy distributions (spectra) of emitted particles
MF=6 Energy-angle distributions of emitted particles
MF=7 Thermal neutron scattering
MF=8 Radioactivity and fission-product yields
MF=12 Multiplicities for photon production
MF=13 Cross sections for photon production
MF=31 Covariances for nubar (ν¯)
MF=32 Covariances for resonance parameters
MF=33 Covariances for cross sections
MF=33 MT=1 Covariances for total cross sections
MT=2 Covariances for elastic cross sections
MT=851-870 Covariances for cross sections of lumped channels
MF=34 Covariances for angular distributions of emitted particles
MF=35 Covariances for energy spectra of emitted particles
MF=40 Covariances for production of radioactive nuclei
TABLE XXXII: Some abbreviations used in the present paper.
Abbreviation Meaning
CSEWG Cross Section Evaluation Working Group
CRP IAEA Coordinated Research Project
CSISRS Cross Section Information Storage and Retrieval System, see also EXFOR
DOE-NNSA U.S. Department of Energy, National Nuclear Security Agency
DOE-SC U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Science
ENDF Evaluated Nuclear Data File
EXFOR EXchange FORmat, library of experimental cross sections, also known as CSISRS
HEU High-enriched uranium
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HMF High-enriched uranium, metal fuel, fast neutron spectrum (type of benchmark experiment)
IAEA International Atomic Energy Agency, headquarters located in Vienna
ICSBEP International Criticality Safety Benchmark Evaluation Project
IMF Intermediate-enriched uranium, metal fuel, fast neutron spectrum (type of benchmark experiment)
LCT Low-enriched uranium, compound fuel, thermal neutron spectrum (type of benchmark experiment)
LEU Low-enriched uranium
NEA OECD Nuclear Energy Agency, headquarters located in Paris
NNDC National Nuclear Data Center
PMF Plutonium, metal fuel, fast neutron spectrum (type of benchmark experiment)
RIPL Reference Input Parameter Library
USNDP U.S. Nuclear Data Program
WPEC NEA Working Party on International Nuclear Data Evaluation Cooperation
APPENDIX B: CONTENTS OF THE
ENDF/B-VII.0 LIBRARY
The contents of the ENDF/B-VII.0 library is summa-
rized in the form of lists of evaluated materials. First, in
Table XXXIII we show 14 sublibraries constituting the
ENDF/B-VII.0 library ordered by their sublibrary num-
bers (NSUB) as defined by the ENDF-6 format.
Then, we tabulate complete list of evaluated materials
for each sublibrary. Given in the tables is the sequence
number, followed by the name of the material (isotope or
element), laboratory that produced the evaluation, date
of the evaluation, authors of the evaluation, and MAT
number that uniquely identifies the material in the sub-
library.
TABLE XXXIII: List of 14 sublibraries contained in ENDF/B-VII.0.
NSUB identifies the sublibrary in the ENDF-6 format.
No. NSUB Sublibrary name Number of materials
1 0 Photonuclear reactions 163
2 3 Photo-atomic data 100
3 4 Radioactive decay data 3830
4 5 Spontaneous fission yields 9
5 6 Atomic relaxation data 100
6 10 Neutron reactions 393
7 11 Neutron-induced fission yields 31
8 12 Thermal neutron scattering 20
9 19 Neutron cross section standards 8
10 113 Electro-atomic data 100
11 10010 Proton reactions 48
12 10020 Deuteron reactions 5
13 10030 Triton reactions 3
14 20030 3He reactions 2
Full library 4812
TABLE XXXIV: Photonuclear sublibrary (NSUB = 0)
Num. Material Lab. Date Authors MAT
1) 1-H - 2 LANL Jan05 G.M. Hale 128
2) 4-Be- 9 CNDC Dec98 B.Yu, J.Zhang, Y.Han 425
3) 6-C - 12 LANL Oct99 M.Chadwick,P.Young 625
4) 6-C - 13 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 628
5) 7-N - 14 KAERI Dec05 Han,Lee,Oblozinsky,Chadwick 725
6) 7-N - 15 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 728
7) 8-O - 16 LANL Nov99 M.Chadwick,P.Young 825
8) 8-O - 17 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 828
9) 8-O - 18 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 831
10) 11-Na- 23 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 1125
11) 12-Mg- 24 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 1225
12) 12-Mg- 25 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 1228
13) 12-Mg- 26 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 1231
14) 13-Al- 27 LANL Dec99 M.Chadwick,P.Young 1325
15) 14-Si- 28 LANL Nov99 M.Chadwick,P.Young 1425
16) 14-Si- 29 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 1428
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TABLE XXXIV: Photonuclear sublibrary (NSUB = 0)
Num. Material Lab. Date Authors MAT
17) 14-Si- 30 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 1431
18) 16-S - 32 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 1625
19) 16-S - 33 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 1628
20) 16-S - 34 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 1631
21) 16-S - 36 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 1637
22) 17-Cl- 35 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 1725
23) 17-Cl- 37 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 1731
24) 18-Ar- 36 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 1825
25) 18-Ar- 38 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 1831
26) 18-Ar- 40 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 1837
27) 20-Ca- 40 LANL Dec98 M.Chadwick,P.Young 2025
28) 20-Ca- 42 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 2031
29) 20-Ca- 43 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 2034
30) 20-Ca- 44 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 2037
31) 20-Ca- 46 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 2043
32) 20-Ca- 48 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 2049
33) 22-Ti- 46 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 2225
34) 22-Ti- 47 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 2228
35) 22-Ti- 48 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 2231
36) 22-Ti- 49 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 2234
37) 22-Ti- 50 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 2237
38) 23-V - 51 CNDC Apr98 B.Yu, Y,Han, J.Zhang 2328
39) 24-Cr- 50 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 2425
40) 24-Cr- 52 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 2431
41) 24-Cr- 53 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 2434
42) 24-Cr- 54 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 2437
43) 25-Mn- 55 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 2525
44) 26-Fe- 54 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 2625
45) 26-Fe- 56 LANL Sep98 M.Chadwick,P.Young 2631
46) 26-Fe- 57 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 2634
47) 26-Fe- 58 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 2637
48) 27-Co- 59 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 2725
49) 28-Ni- 58 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 2825
50) 28-Ni- 60 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 2831
51) 28-Ni- 61 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 2834
52) 28-Ni- 62 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 2837
53) 28-Ni- 64 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 2843
54) 29-Cu- 63 LANL Dec99 M.Chadwick,P.Young 2925
55) 29-Cu- 65 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 2931
56) 30-Zn- 64 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 3025
57) 30-Zn- 66 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 3031
58) 30-Zn- 67 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 3034
59) 30-Zn- 68 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 3037
60) 30-Zn- 70 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 3043
61) 32-Ge- 70 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 3225
62) 32-Ge- 72 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 3231
63) 32-Ge- 73 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 3234
64) 32-Ge- 74 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 3237
65) 32-Ge- 76 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 3243
66) 38-Sr- 84 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 3825
67) 38-Sr- 86 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 3831
68) 38-Sr- 87 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 3834
69) 38-Sr- 88 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 3837
70) 38-Sr- 90 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 3843
71) 40-Zr- 90 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 4025
72) 40-Zr- 91 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 4028
73) 40-Zr- 92 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 4031
74) 40-Zr- 93 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 4034
75) 40-Zr- 94 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 4037
76) 40-Zr- 96 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 4043
77) 41-Nb- 93 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 4125
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78) 41-Nb- 94 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 4128
79) 42-Mo- 92 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 4225
80) 42-Mo- 94 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 4231
81) 42-Mo- 95 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 4234
82) 42-Mo- 96 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 4237
83) 42-Mo- 97 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 4240
84) 42-Mo- 98 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 4243
85) 42-Mo-100 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 4249
86) 46-Pd-102 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 4625
87) 46-Pd-104 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 4631
88) 46-Pd-105 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 4634
89) 46-Pd-106 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 4637
90) 46-Pd-107 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 4640
91) 46-Pd-108 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 4643
92) 46-Pd-110 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 4649
93) 47-Ag-107 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 4725
94) 47-Ag-108 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 4728
95) 47-Ag-109 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 4731
96) 48-Cd-106 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 4825
97) 48-Cd-108 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 4831
98) 48-Cd-110 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 4837
99) 48-Cd-111 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 4840
100) 48-Cd-112 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 4843
101) 48-Cd-113 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 4846
102) 48-Cd-114 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 4849
103) 48-Cd-116 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 4855
104) 50-Sn-112 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 5025
105) 50-Sn-114 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 5031
106) 50-Sn-115 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 5034
107) 50-Sn-116 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 5037
108) 50-Sn-117 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 5040
109) 50-Sn-118 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 5043
110) 50-Sn-119 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 5046
111) 50-Sn-120 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 5049
112) 50-Sn-122 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 5055
113) 50-Sn-124 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 5061
114) 51-Sb-121 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 5125
115) 51-Sb-123 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 5131
116) 52-Te-120 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 5225
117) 52-Te-122 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 5231
118) 52-Te-123 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 5234
119) 52-Te-124 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 5237
120) 52-Te-125 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 5240
121) 52-Te-126 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 5243
122) 52-Te-128 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 5249
123) 52-Te-130 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 5255
124) 53-I -127 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 5325
125) 53-I -129 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 5331
126) 55-Cs-133 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 5525
127) 55-Cs-135 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 5531
128) 55-Cs-137 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 5537
129) 59-Pr-141 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 5925
130) 62-Sm-144 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 6225
131) 62-Sm-147 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 6234
132) 62-Sm-148 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 6237
133) 62-Sm-149 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 6240
134) 62-Sm-150 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 6243
135) 62-Sm-151 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 6246
136) 62-Sm-152 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 6249
137) 62-Sm-154 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 6255
138) 65-Tb-158 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 6522
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139) 65-Tb-159 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 6525
140) 67-Ho-165 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 6725
141) 73-Ta-181 LANL Apr99 M.Chadwick,P.Young 7328
142) 74-W -180 CNDC Dec97 B.Yu, Y,Han, J.Zhang 7425
143) 74-W -182 CNDC Dec97 B.Yu, Y,Han, J.Zhang 7431
144) 74-W -183 CNDC Dec97 B.Yu, Y,Han, J.Zhang 7434
145) 74-W -184 LANL Apr98 M.Chadwick,P.Young 7437
146) 74-W -186 CNDC Dec97 B.Yu, Y,Han, J.Zhang 7443
147) 79-Au-197 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 7925
148) 82-Pb-206 LANL Dec98 M.Chadwick,P.Young 8231
149) 82-Pb-207 LANL Dec98 M.Chadwick,P.Young 8234
150) 82-Pb-208 LANL Sep98 M.Chadwick,P.Young 8237
151) 83-Bi-209 KAERI Dec99 Y.Han,Y.-O.Lee 8325
152) 90-Th-232 CJD Feb98 Blokhin A.I.,+ 9025
153) 92-U -233 CJD Feb98 Blokhin A.I.,+ 9222
154) 92-U -234 CJD Feb99 Blokhin A.I.,+ 9225
155) 92-U -235 LANL Aug05 M.Giacri,D.Ridikas,M.Chadwick 9228
156) 92-U -236 CJD Feb99 Blokhin A.I. et al. 9231
157) 92-U -238 LANL Aug05 M.Giacri,D.Ridikas,M.Chadwick 9237
158) 93-Np-237 LANL Aug05 M.Giacri, D.Ridikas, M.Chadwick 9346
159) 94-Pu-238 CJD Feb99 Blokhin A.I.,+ 9434
160) 94-Pu-239 LANL Nov05 M.Giacri, D.Ridikas, M.Chadwick 9437
161) 94-Pu-240 LANL Jun05 M.Giacri, D.Ridikas, M.Chadwick 9440
162) 94-Pu-241 CJD Feb99 Blokhin A.I.,+ 9443
163) 95-Am-241 LANL Sep05 M.Giacri, D.Ridikas, M.Chadwick 9543
TABLE XXXV: Neutron sublibrary (NSUB = 10)
Num. Material Lab. Date Authors MAT
1) 1-H - 1 LANL EVAL-Oct05 G.M.Hale 125
2) 1-H - 2 LANL EVAL-Feb97 P.G.Young,G.M.Hale,M.B.Chadwick 128
3) 1-H - 3 LANL EVAL-Nov01 G.M.Hale 131
4) 2-He- 3 LANL EVAL-May90 G.Hale,D.Dodder,P.Young 225
5) 2-He- 4 LANL EVAL-Oct73 Nisley,Hale,Young 228
6) 3-Li- 6 LANL EVAL-Apr06 G.M.Hale, P.G.Young 325
7) 3-Li- 7 LANL EVAL-Aug88 P.G.Young 328
8) 4-Be- 7 LANL EVAL-Jun04 P.R.Page 419
9) 4-Be- 9 LLNL,LANL EVAL-Jan86 Perkins,Plechaty,Howerton,Frankle 425
10) 5-B - 10 LANL EVAL-Apr06 G.M.Hale,P.G.Young 525
11) 5-B - 11 LANL EVAL-May89 P.G.Young 528
12) 6-C - 0 LANL,ORNL EVAL-Jun96 M.B.Chadwick, P.G.Young, C.Y. Fu 600
13) 7-N - 14 LANL EVAL-Jun97 M.B.Chadwick,P.G.Young 725
14) 7-N - 15 LANL EVAL-Sep83 E.Arthur,P.Young,G.Hale 728
15) 8-O - 16 LANL EVAL-Dec05 Hale,Young,Chadwick,Caro,Lubitz 825
16) 8-O - 17 BNL EVAL-Jan78 B.A.Magurno 828
17) 9-F - 19 CNDC,ORNL EVAL-Oct03 Z.X.Zhao,C.Y.Fu,D.C.Larson, Leal+ 925
18) 11-Na- 22 NEA EVAL-Jun83 Scientific Co-ordination Group 1122
19) 11-Na- 23 ORNL EVAL-Dec77 D.C.Larson 1125
20) 12-Mg- 24 DEC,NEDAC EVAL-Mar87 M.Hatchya(DEC),T.Asami(NEDAC) 1225
21) 12-Mg- 25 DEC,NEDAC EVAL-Mar87 M.Hatchya(DEC),T.Asami(NEDAC) 1228
22) 12-Mg- 26 DEC,NEDAC EVAL-Mar87 M.Hatchya(DEC),T.Asami(NEDAC) 1231
23) 13-Al- 27 LANL,ORNL EVAL-Feb01 M.B.Chadwick+,Derrien+ 1325
24) 14-Si- 28 LANL,ORNL EVAL-Dec02 M.B.Chadwick,P.G.Young,D.Hetrick 1425
25) 14-Si- 29 LANL,ORNL EVAL-Jun97 M.B.Chadwick,P.G.Young,D.Hetrick 1428
26) 14-Si- 30 LANL,ORNL EVAL-Jun97 M.B.Chadwick,P.G.Young,D.Hetrick 1431
27) 15-P - 31 LANL,LLNL EVAL-Dec97 M.Chadwick,P.Young,R.Howerton 1525
28) 16-S - 32 FUJI E.C. EVAL-May87 H.Nakamura 1625
29) 16-S - 33 FUJI E.C. EVAL-May87 H.Nakamura 1628
30) 16-S - 34 FUJI E.C. EVAL-May87 H.Nakamura 1631
31) 16-S - 36 FUJI E.C. EVAL-May87 H.Nakamura 1637
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32) 17-Cl- 35 ORNL,LANL EVAL-Oct03 Sayer,Guber,Leal,Larson,Young+ 1725
33) 17-Cl- 37 ORNL,LANL EVAL-Oct03 Sayer,Guber,Leal,Larson,Young+ 1731
34) 18-Ar- 36 NEA EVAL-Jun83 Scientific Co-ordination Group 1825
35) 18-Ar- 38 NEA EVAL-Jun83 Scientific Co-ordination Group 1831
36) 18-Ar- 40 KHI EVAL-Mar94 T.Watanabe 1837
37) 19-K - 39 FUJI E.C. EVAL-May87 H.Nakamura 1925
38) 19-K - 40 FUJI E.C. EVAL-May87 H.Nakamura 1928
39) 19-K - 41 FUJI E.C. EVAL-May87 H.Nakamura 1931
40) 20-Ca- 40 NRG EVAL-Oct04 A.J. Koning 2025
41) 20-Ca- 42 NRG EVAL-Oct04 A.J. Koning 2031
42) 20-Ca- 43 NRG EVAL-Oct04 A.J. Koning 2034
43) 20-Ca- 44 NRG EVAL-Oct04 A.J. Koning 2037
44) 20-Ca- 46 NRG EVAL-Oct04 A.J. Koning 2043
45) 20-Ca- 48 NRG EVAL-Oct04 A.J. Koning 2049
46) 21-Sc- 45 ANL,LLNL EVAL-Jul92 A.B.Smith,R.J.Howerton 2125
47) 22-Ti- 46 KUR EVAL-Sep88 K.Kobayashi(KUR),H.Hashikura(TOK) 2225
48) 22-Ti- 47 KUR EVAL-Sep88 K.Kobayashi(KUR),H.Hashikura(TOK) 2228
49) 22-Ti- 48 KUR EVAL-Sep88 K.Kobayashi(KUR),H.Hashikura(TOK) 2231
50) 22-Ti- 49 KUR EVAL-Sep88 K.Kobayashi(KUR),H.Hashikura(TOK) 2234
51) 22-Ti- 50 KUR EVAL-Sep88 K.Kobayashi(KUR),Hashikura(TOK) 2237
52) 23-V - 0 ANL,LLNL,+ EVAL-Jun88 A.Smith,D.Smith+ 2300
53) 24-Cr- 50 LANL,ORNL EVAL-Oct97 S.Chiba,M.Chadwick,D.Hetrick 2425
54) 24-Cr- 52 LANL,ORNL EVAL-Oct97 S.Chiba,M.Chadwick,D.Hetrick 2431
55) 24-Cr- 53 LANL,ORNL EVAL-Oct97 S.Chiba,M.Chadwick,K.Shibata 2434
56) 24-Cr- 54 LANL,ORNL EVAL-Oct97 S.Chiba,M.Chadwick,D.Hetrick 2437
57) 25-Mn- 55 JAERI,ORNL EVAL-Mar88 K.Shibata 2525
58) 26-Fe- 54 LANL,ORNL EVAL-Sep96 M.B.Chadwick,P.G.Young,D.Hetrick 2625
59) 26-Fe- 56 LANL,ORNL EVAL-Sep96 M.B.Chadwick,P.G.Young,C.Y.Fu 2631
60) 26-Fe- 57 LANL,ORNL EVAL-Sep96 M.B.Chadwick,P.G.YOung,D.Hetrick 2634
61) 26-Fe- 58 ORNL EVAL-Nov89 Hetrick,Fu,N.M.Larson 2637
62) 27-Co- 58 NEA EVAL-Jun83 Scientific Co-ordinating Group 2722
63) 27-Co- 58M NEA EVAL-Jun82 Scientific Co-ordination Group 2723
64) 27-Co- 59 ANL,ORNL EVAL-Jul89 A.Smith+,G.Desaussure+ 2725
65) 28-Ni- 58 LANL,ORNL EVAL-Sep97 S.Chiba,M.B.Chadwick,Larson 2825
66) 28-Ni- 59 NEA,ECN EVAL-Nov87 Gruppelaar,VD.Kamp,Kopecky,Nierop 2828
67) 28-Ni- 60 LANL,ORNL EVAL-Sep97 S.Chiba,M.B.Chadwick,Larson 2831
68) 28-Ni- 61 LANL,ORNL EVAL-Sep97 S.Chiba,M.B.Chadwick,Hetrick 2834
69) 28-Ni- 62 LANL,ORNL EVAL-Sep97 S.Chiba,M.B.Chadwick,Hetrick 2837
70) 28-Ni- 64 LANL,ORNL EVAL-Sep97 S.Chiba,M.B.Chadwick,Hetrick 2843
71) 29-Cu- 63 LANL,ORNL EVAL-Feb98 A.Koning,M.Chadwick,Hetrick 2925
72) 29-Cu- 65 LANL,ORNL EVAL-Feb98 A.Koning,M.Chadwick,Hetrick 2931
73) 30-Zn- 0 FEI EVAL-Dec89 M.N.Nikolaev, S.V.Zabrodskaja 3000
74) 31-Ga- 69 KHI,BNL EVAL-Jan05 T.Watanabe, Mughabghab 3125
75) 31-Ga- 71 CNDC EVAL-Oct98 Song-Bai Zhang,B.S.Yu,Z.J.Zhang 3131
76) 32-Ge- 70 BNL,JAERI EVAL-Aug04 Iwamoto,Herman,Mughabghab+ 3225
77) 32-Ge- 72 BNL,JAERI EVAL-Aug04 Iwamoto,Herman,Mughabghab+ 3231
78) 32-Ge- 73 BNL,JAERI EVAL-Aug04 Iwamoto,Herman,Mughabghab+ 3234
79) 32-Ge- 74 BNL,JAERI EVAL-Aug04 Iwamoto,Herman,Mughabghab+ 3237
80) 32-Ge- 76 BNL,JAERI EVAL-Aug04 Iwamoto,Herman,Mughabghab+ 3243
81) 33-As- 74 LANL EVAL-Feb06 D.A.Brown, H.I.Kim, S.Mughabghab 3322
82) 33-As- 75 LLNL EVAL-Feb06 D.A.Brown, Pruet, H.I.Kim 3325
83) 34-Se- 74 JNDC EVAL-Mar90 JNDC FP Nuclear Data W.G. 3425
84) 34-Se- 76 JNDC EVAL-Mar90 JNDC FP Nuclear Data W.G. 3431
85) 34-Se- 77 JNDC EVAL-Mar90 JNDC FP Nuclear Data W.G. 3434
86) 34-Se- 78 JNDC EVAL-Mar90 JNDC FP Nuclear Data W.G. 3437
87) 34-Se- 79 JNDC EVAL-Mar90 JNDC FP Nuclear Data W.G. 3440
88) 34-Se- 80 JNDC EVAL-Mar90 JNDC FP Nuclear Data W.G. 3443
89) 34-Se- 82 JNDC,BNL EVAL-Jan05 JNDC FPND W.G., Mughabghab 3449
90) 35-Br- 79 JNDC EVAL-Mar90 JNDC FP Nuclear Data W.G. 3525
91) 35-Br- 81 JNDC,BNL EVAL-Jan05 JNDC FPND W.G., Mughabghab 3531
92) 36-Kr- 78 JNDC,BNL EVAL-Feb05 JNDC FPND W.G., Mughabghab 3625
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93) 36-Kr- 80 JNDC EVAL-Mar90 JNDC FP Nuclear Data W.G. 3631
94) 36-Kr- 82 JNDC,BNL EVAL-Feb05 JNDC FPND W.G., Mughabghab 3637
95) 36-Kr- 83 CNDC EVAL-Jun99 You-Xiang Zhuang, Chong-Hai Cai 3640
96) 36-Kr- 84 JNDC,BNL EVAL-Jan05 JNDC FPND W.G., Mughabghab 3643
97) 36-Kr- 85 BNL EVAL-Mar06 Herman,Oblozinsky,Mughabghab 3646
98) 36-Kr- 86 JNDC,BNL EVAL-Jan05 JNDC FPND W.G., Mughabghab 3649
99) 37-Rb- 85 JNDC EVAL-Mar90 JNDC FPND WG + S.F. Mughabghab 3725
100) 37-Rb- 86 BNL EVAL-Mar06 Herman,Oblozinsky,Mughabghab 3728
101) 37-Rb- 87 JNDC EVAL-Mar90 JNDC FP Nuclear Data W.G. 3731
102) 38-Sr- 84 BNL EVAL-Mar06 Herman,Oblozinsky,Mughabghab 3825
103) 38-Sr- 86 JNDC,BNL EVAL-Feb05 JNDC FPND W.G., Mughabghab 3831
104) 38-Sr- 87 JNDC EVAL-Mar90 JNDC FP Nuclear Data W.G. 3834
105) 38-Sr- 88 CNDC,BNL EVAL-Feb05 Zhuang,Cai, Mughabghab 3837
106) 38-Sr- 89 CNDC EVAL-Sep01 Yin-Lu Han,C.H.Cai,Y.X.Zhuang 3840
107) 38-Sr- 90 JNDC EVAL-Mar90 JNDC FP Nuclear Data W.G. 3843
108) 39-Y - 89 BNL-LANL EVAL-Aug06 Rochman,Chadwick,Herman,Kawano+ 3925
109) 39-Y - 90 BNL EVAL-Mar06 Herman,Oblozinsky,Mughabghab 3928
110) 39-Y - 91 JNDC EVAL-Mar90 JNDC FP Nuclear Data W.G. 3931
111) 40-Zr- 90 BNL EVAL-Sep06 Herman,Rochman,Oblozinsky 4025
112) 40-Zr- 91 JNDC,BNL EVAL-Feb05 JNDC FPND W.G., Mughabghab 4028
113) 40-Zr- 92 JNDC EVAL-Aug89 JNDC FP Nuclear Data W.G. 4031
114) 40-Zr- 93 JNDC,BNL EVAL-Mar05 JNDC FPND W.G., Mughabghab 4034
115) 40-Zr- 94 JNDC,BNL EVAL-MAR05 JNDC FPND W.G., Mughabghab 4037
116) 40-Zr- 95 JNDC EVAL-Mar90 JNDC FP Nuclear Data W.G. 4040
117) 40-Zr- 96 JNDC,BNL EVAL-Feb05 JNDC FPND W.G., Mughabghab 4043
118) 41-Nb- 93 LANL,ANL EVAL-Dec97 M.Chadwick,P.Young,D.L.Smith 4125
119) 41-Nb- 94 JNDC EVAL-Mar90 JNDC FP Nuclear Data W.G. 4128
120) 41-Nb- 95 JNDC EVAL-Mar90 JNDC FP Nuclear Data W.G. 4131
121) 42-Mo- 92 JNDC EVAL-Aug89 JNDC FP Nuclear Data W.G. 4225
122) 42-Mo- 94 JNDC,BNL EVAL-Feb05 JNDC FPND W.G., Mughabghab 4231
123) 42-Mo- 95 BNL,KAERI EVAL-Feb06 Kim,Herman,Oh,Mughabghab+ 4234
124) 42-Mo- 96 JNDC EVAL-Aug89 JNDC FP Nuclear Data W.G. 4237
125) 42-Mo- 97 JNDC,BNL EVAL-Feb05 JNDC FPND W.G., Mughabghab 4240
126) 42-Mo- 98 JNDC EVAL-Aug89 JNDC FP Nuclear Data W.G. 4243
127) 42-Mo- 99 JNDC EVAL-Mar90 JNDC FP Nuclear Data W.G. 4246
128) 42-Mo-100 CNDC EVAL-Aug00 Chong-Hai Cai and Qi-Chang Liang 4249
129) 43-Tc- 99 BNL-LANL EVAL-May06 Oblozinsky,Rochman,Herman,Mughab+ 4325
130) 44-Ru- 96 JNDC EVAL-Mar90 JNDC FP Nuclear Data W.G. 4425
131) 44-Ru- 98 JNDC EVAL-Mar90 JNDC FP Nuclear Data W.G. 4431
132) 44-Ru- 99 JNDC EVAL-Mar90 JNDC FP Nuclear Data W.G. 4434
133) 44-Ru-100 JNDC,BNL EVAL-Mar05 JNDC FPND W.G., Mughabghab 4437
134) 44-Ru-101 BNL,KAERI EVAL-Feb06 Kim,Herman,Oh,Mughabghab+ 4440
135) 44-Ru-102 CNDC,BNL EVAL-Feb05 Qi-Chang Liang+, Mughabghab 4443
136) 44-Ru-103 CNDC,BNL EVAL-Feb05 Z.G.Ge+, Mughabghab 4446
137) 44-Ru-104 CNDC EVAL-Jun99 Z.J.Zhang,Q.C.Liang,Q.Shen,X.Sun 4449
138) 44-Ru-105 CNDC EVAL-Jun00 Qi-Chang Liang,Z.J.Zhang,X.Q.Sun 4452
139) 44-Ru-106 JNDC EVAL-Mar90 JNDC FP Nuclear Data W.G. 4455
140) 45-Rh-103 BNL,KAERI EVAL-Feb06 Kim,Herman,Chang,Mughabghab+ 4525
141) 45-Rh-105 CNDC EVAL-Dec99 X.Sun,Z.Zhang,Q.Shen,J.Zhao,W.Su 4531
142) 46-Pd-102 LANL,BNL EVAL-MAR05 P. G. Young, Mughabghab 4625
143) 46-Pd-104 LANL,BNL EVAL-Mar05 P. G. Young, Mughabghab 4631
144) 46-Pd-105 BNL,KAERI EVAL-Feb06 Kim,Herman,Oh,Mughabghab+ 4634
145) 46-Pd-106 LANL,BNL EVAL-Mar05 P.G.Young, Mughabghab 4637
146) 46-Pd-107 JNDC EVAL-Mar90 JNDC FP Nuclear Data W.G. 4640
147) 46-Pd-108 LANL,BNL EVAL-Mar05 P.G.Young, Mughabghab 4643
148) 46-Pd-110 LANL,BNL EVAL-Mar05 P.G.Young, Mughabghab 4649
149) 47-Ag-107 JAERI,BNL EVAL-Mar05 Liu+, Mughabghab 4725
150) 47-Ag-109 BNL,KAERI EVAL-Feb06 Kim,Herman,Oh,Mughabghab+ 4731
151) 47-Ag-110M JNDC,BNL EVAL-Mar05 JNDC FPND W.G., Mughabghab 4735
152) 47-Ag-111 BNL EVAL-Mar06 Herman,Oblozinsky,Mughabghab 4737
153) 48-Cd-106 JNDC,BNL EVAL-Mar05 JNDC FPND W.G., Mughabghab 4825
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154) 48-Cd-108 UA,ANL,BNL EVAL-Mar05 J.McCabe, A.B. Smith, Mughabghab 4831
155) 48-Cd-110 UA,ANL,BNL EVAL-Mar05 J.McCabe, A.B. Smith, Mughabghab 4837
156) 48-Cd-111 JNDC,BNL EVAL-Mar05 JNDC FPND W.G., Mughabghab 4840
157) 48-Cd-112 UA,ANL,BNL EVAL-MAR05 J.McCabe, A.B. Smith, Mughabghab 4843
158) 48-Cd-113 CNDC,BNL EVAL-Mar05 J.W.Zhao+, Mughabghab 4846
159) 48-Cd-114 UA,ANL, + EVAL-Aug94 J.McCabe, A.B. Smith, + 4849
160) 48-Cd-115M BNL EVAL-Mar06 Herman,Oblozinsky,Mughabghab 4853
161) 48-Cd-116 UA,ANL,BNL EVAL-Mar05 J.McCabe, A.B. Smith, Mughabghab 4855
162) 49-In-113 JNDC,BNL EVAL-Mar05 JNDC FPND W.G., Mughabghab 4925
163) 49-In-115 JNDC,BNL EVAL-Mar05 JNDC FPND W.G., Mughabghab 4931
164) 50-Sn-112 JNDC,BNL EVAL-Dec04 JNDC FPND W.G., Mughabghab 5025
165) 50-Sn-113 BNL EVAL-Mar06 Herman,Oblozinsky,Mughabghab 5028
166) 50-Sn-114 JNDC,BNL EVAL-Dec04 JNDC FPND W.G., Mughabghab 5031
167) 50-Sn-115 JNDC,BNL EVAL-Dec04 JNDC FPND W.G., Mughabghab 5034
168) 50-Sn-116 JNDC,BNL EVAL-Dec04 JNDC FPND W.G., Mughabghab 5037
169) 50-Sn-117 JNDC,BNL EVAL-Dec04 JNDC FPND W.G., Mughabghab 5040
170) 50-Sn-118 JNDC,BNL EVAL-Dec04 JNDC FPND W.G., Mughabghab 5043
171) 50-Sn-119 JNDC,BNL EVAL-Dec04 JNDC FPND W.G., Mughabghab 5046
172) 50-Sn-120 JNDC,BNL EVAL-Dec04 JNDC FPND W.G., Mughabghab 5049
173) 50-Sn-122 JNDC,BNL EVAL-Dec04 JNDC FPND W.G., Mughabghab 5055
174) 50-Sn-123 JNDC EVAL-Mar90 JNDC FP Nuclear Data W.G. 5058
175) 50-Sn-124 JNDC,BNL EVAL-Dec04 JNDC FPND W.G., Mughabghab 5061
176) 50-Sn-125 BNL EVAL-Mar06 Herman,Oblozinsky,Mughabghab 5064
177) 50-Sn-126 JNDC EVAL-Mar90 JNDC FP Nuclear Data W.G. 5067
178) 51-Sb-121 CNDC,BNL EVAL-Dec04 Zhao+, Mughabghab 5125
179) 51-Sb-123 CNDC,BNL EVAL-Dec04 Zhang+, Mughabghab 5131
180) 51-Sb-124 JNDC EVAL-Mar90 JNDC FP Nuclear Data W.G. 5134
181) 51-Sb-125 JNDC EVAL-Mar90 JNDC FP Nuclear Data W.G. 5137
182) 51-Sb-126 BNL EVAL-Mar06 Herman,Oblozinsky,Mughabghab 5140
183) 52-Te-120 JNDC EVAL-Mar90 JNDC FP Nuclear Data W.G. 5225
184) 52-Te-122 JNDC,BNL EVAL-Mar90 JNDC FPND W.G., Mughabghab 5231
185) 52-Te-123 JNDC,BNL EVAL-Dec04 JNDC FPND W.G., Mughabghab 5234
186) 52-Te-124 JNDC,BNL EVAL-Dec04 JNFP W.G., Mughabghab 5237
187) 52-Te-125 JNDC,BNL EVAL-DEC04 JNDC FPND W.G., Mughabghab 5240
188) 52-Te-126 JNDC,BNL EVAL-Dec04 JNDC FPND W.G., Mughabghab 5243
189) 52-Te-127M JNDC EVAL-Mar90 JNDC FP Nuclear Data W.G. 5247
190) 52-Te-128 JNDC,BNL EVAL-Dec04 JNDC FPND W.G., Mughabghab 5249
191) 52-Te-129M JNDC EVAL-Mar90 JNDC FP Nuclear Data W.G. 5253
192) 52-Te-130 CNDC EVAL-Dec04 W.N.Su+, Mughabghab 5255
193) 52-Te-132 BNL EVAL-Mar06 Herman,Oblozinsky,Mughabghab 5261
194) 53-I -127 LANL,BNL EVAL-Jan05 Young, MacFarlane, Mughabghab 5325
195) 53-I -129 JNDC,BNL EVAL-Jan05 JNDC FPND W.G., Mughabghab 5331
196) 53-I -130 BNL EVAL-Mar06 Herman,Oblozinsky,Mughabghab 5334
197) 53-I -131 JNDC EVAL-Mar90 JNDC FP Nuclear Data W.G. 5337
198) 53-I -135 CNDC,BNL EVAL-Jan05 Q.Shen,X.Sun,Z.Zhang,W.Su,J.Zhao 5349
199) 54-Xe-123 CNDC EVAL-Oct00 Qing-Biao Shen 5422
200) 54-Xe-124 CNDC,BNL EVAL-Jan05 Yu, Shen, Mughabghab 5425
201) 54-Xe-126 JNDC,BNL EVAL-Jan05 JNDC FPND W.G., Mughabghab 5431
202) 54-Xe-128 JNDC,BNL EVAL-Jan05 JNDC FPND W.G., Mughabghab 5437
203) 54-Xe-129 JNDC,BNL EVAL-Jan05 JNDC FPND W.G., Mughabghab 5440
204) 54-Xe-130 BNL EVAL-Jan05 M.R.Bhat+, Mughabghab 5443
205) 54-Xe-131 BNL,KAERI EVAL-Feb06 Kim,Herman,Oh,Mughabghab+ 5446
206) 54-Xe-132 CNDC,BNL EVAL-Jan05 B.S.Yu+, Mughabghab 5449
207) 54-Xe-133 JNDC EVAL-Mar90 JNDC FP Nuclear Data W.G. 5452
208) 54-Xe-134 CNDC,BNL EVAL-Jan05 B.S.Yu+, Mughabghab 5455
209) 54-Xe-135 JNDC EVAL-Mar90 JNDC FP Nuclear Data W.G. 5458
210) 54-Xe-136 CNDC,BNL EVAL-Jan05 Q.B.Shen+, Mughabghab 5461
211) 55-Cs-133 BNL,KAERI EVAL-Feb06 Kim,Herman,Oh,Mughabghab+ 5525
212) 55-Cs-134 JNDC,BNL EVAL-Jan05 JNDC FPND W.G., Mughabghab 5528
213) 55-Cs-135 JNDC,BNL EVAL-Jan05 JNDC FPND W.G., Mughabghab 5531
214) 55-Cs-136 JNDC EVAL-Mar90 JNDC FP Nuclear Data W.G. 5534
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215) 55-Cs-137 JNDC EVAL-Mar90 JNDC FP Nuclear Data W.G. 5537
216) 56-Ba-130 JNDC,BNL EVAL-Jan05 JNDC FPND W.G., Mughabghab 5625
217) 56-Ba-132 JNDC,BNL EVAL-Jan05 JNDC FPND W.G., Mughabghab 5631
218) 56-Ba-133 BNL EVAL-Mar06 Herman,Oblozinsky,Mughabghab 5634
219) 56-Ba-134 JNDC,BNL EVAL-Jan05 JNDC FPND W.G., Mughabghab 5637
220) 56-Ba-135 JNDC,BNL EVAL-Jan05 JNDC FPND W.G., Mughabghab 5640
221) 56-Ba-136 JNDC,BNL EVAL-Jan05 JNDC FPND W.G., Mughabghab 5643
222) 56-Ba-137 JNDC,BNL EVAL-Jan05 JNDC FPND W.G., Mughabghab 5646
223) 56-Ba-138 CNDC,BNL EVAL-Jan05 W.N.Su+, Mughabghab 5649
224) 56-Ba-140 NEA EVAL-Jul82 H.Gruppelaar,E.Menapace 5655
225) 57-La-138 JNDC EVAL-Mar90 JNDC FP Nuclear Data W.G. 5725
226) 57-La-139 CNDC,BNL EVAL-Jan05 J.W.Zhao+, Mughabghab 5728
227) 57-La-140 BNL EVAL-Mar06 Herman,Oblozinsky,Mughabghab 5731
228) 58-Ce-136 BNL EVAL-Mar06 Herman,Oblozinsky,Mughabghab 5825
229) 58-Ce-138 BNL EVAL-Mar06 Herman,Oblozinsky,Mughabghab 5831
230) 58-Ce-139 BNL EVAL-Mar06 Herman,Oblozinsky,Mughabghab 5834
231) 58-Ce-140 JNDC,BNL EVAL-Jan05 JNDC FPND W.G., Mughabghab 5837
232) 58-Ce-141 CNDC,BNL EVAL-Jan05 Zhang+, Mughabghab 5840
233) 58-Ce-142 JNDC,BNL EVAL-Jan05 JNDC FPND W.G., Mughabghab 5843
234) 58-Ce-143 BNL EVAL-Mar06 Herman,Oblozinsky,Mughabghab 5846
235) 58-Ce-144 JNDC EVAL-Mar90 JNDC FP Nuclear Data W.G. 5849
236) 59-Pr-141 BNL,KAERI EVAL-Feb06 Kim,Mughabghab,Herman,Oblozinsky 5925
237) 59-Pr-142 BNL EVAL-Mar06 Herman,Oblozinsky,Mughabghab 5928
238) 59-Pr-143 JNDC,BNl EVAL-Jan05 JNDC FPND W.G., Mughabghab 5931
239) 60-Nd-142 BNL,KAERI EVAL-Feb06 Kim,Mughabghab,Herman,Oblozinsky 6025
240) 60-Nd-143 BNL,KAERI EVAL-Feb06 Kim,Herman,Chang,Mughabghab+ 6028
241) 60-Nd-144 BNL,KAERI EVAL-Feb06 Kim,Mughabghab,Herman,Oblozinsky 6031
242) 60-Nd-145 BNL,KAERI EVAL-Feb06 Kim,Herman,Chang,Mughabghab+ 6034
243) 60-Nd-146 BNL,KAERI EVAL-Feb06 Kim,Mughabghab,Herman,Oblozinsky 6037
244) 60-Nd-147 BNL,KAERI EVAL-Feb06 Kim,Mughabghab,Herman,Oblozinsky 6040
245) 60-Nd-148 BNL,KAERI EVAL-Feb06 Kim,Mughabghab,Herman,Oblozinsky 6043
246) 60-Nd-150 BNL,KAERI EVAL-Feb06 Kim,Mughabghab,Herman,Oblozinsky 6049
247) 61-Pm-147 JNDC EVAL-Mar90 JNDC FP Nuclear Data W.G. 6149
248) 61-Pm-148 JNDC EVAL-Mar90 JNDC FP Nuclear Data W.G. 6152
249) 61-Pm-148M CNDC EVAL-Sep01 You-Xiang Zhuang, Qing-Biao Shen 6153
250) 61-Pm-149 JNDC EVAL-Mar90 JNDC FP Nuclear Data W.G. 6155
251) 61-Pm-151 BNL EVAL-Mar06 Herman,Oblozinsky,Mughabghab 6161
252) 62-Sm-144 BNL,KAERI EVAL-Feb06 Kim,Mughabghab,Herman,Oblozinsky 6225
253) 62-Sm-147 BNL,KAERI EVAL-Feb06 Kim,Mughabghab,Herman,Oblozinsky 6234
254) 62-Sm-148 BNL,KAERI EVAL-Feb06 Kim,Mughabghab,Herman,Oblozinsky 6237
255) 62-Sm-149 BNL,KAERI EVAL-Feb06 Kim,Mughabghab,Herman,Oblozinsky 6240
256) 62-Sm-150 BNL,KAERI EVAL-Feb06 Kim,Mughabghab,Herman,Oblozinsky 6243
257) 62-Sm-151 BNL,KAERI EVAL-Feb06 Kim,Mughabghab,Herman,Oblozinsky 6246
258) 62-Sm-152 BNL,KAERI EVAL-Feb06 Kim,Mughabghab,Herman,Oblozinsky 6249
259) 62-Sm-153 BNL,KAERI EVAL-Feb06 Kim,Mughabghab,Herman,Oblozinsky 6252
260) 62-Sm-154 BNL,KAERI EVAL-Feb06 Kim,Mughabghab,Herman,Oblozinsky 6255
261) 63-Eu-151 CNDC,BNL EVAL-Jan05 Ge+, Mughabghab 6325
262) 63-Eu-152 JNDC,ORNL EVAL-Mar05 JNDC FPND W.G., R.Q.Wright 6328
263) 63-Eu-153 BNL,KAERI EVAL-Sep02 Oblozinsky,Herman,Rochman,Chang,+ 6331
264) 63-Eu-154 CNDC,BNL EVAL-Jan05 Ge+, Mughabghab 6334
265) 63-Eu-155 CNDC EVAL-Feb99 You-Xiang Zhuang and Zhi-Gang Ge 6337
266) 63-Eu-156 JNDC EVAL-Mar90 JNDC FP Nuclear Data W.G. 6340
267) 63-Eu-157 BNL EVAL-Mar06 Herman,Oblozinsky,Mughabghab 6343
268) 64-Gd-152 BNL,ORNL+ EVAL-Apr06 Rochman,Mughabghab,Leal,Kawano+ 6425
269) 64-Gd-153 BNL,ORNL+ EVAL-Apr06 Rochman,Mughabghab,Leal,Kawano+ 6428
270) 64-Gd-154 BNL,ORNL+ EVAL-Apr06 Rochman,Mughabghab,Leal,Kawano+ 6431
271) 64-Gd-155 BNL,ORNL+ EVAL-Apr06 Rochman,Mughabghab,Leal,Kawano+ 6434
272) 64-Gd-156 BNL,ORNL+ EVAL-Apr06 Rochman,Mughabghab,Leal,Kawano+ 6437
273) 64-Gd-157 BNL,ORNL+ EVAL-Apr06 Rochman,Mughabghab,Leal,Kawano+ 6440
274) 64-Gd-158 BNL,ORNL+ EVAL-Apr06 Rochman,Mughabghab,Leal,Kawano+ 6443
275) 64-Gd-160 BNL,ORNL+ EVAL-Apr06 Rochman,Mughabghab,Leal,Kawano+ 6449
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276) 65-Tb-159 JNDC,BNL EVAL-Jan05 JNDC FPND W.G., Mughabghab 6525
277) 65-Tb-160 BNL EVAL-Mar06 Herman,Oblozinsky,Mughabghab 6528
278) 66-Dy-156 BNL,KAERI EVAL-Feb06 Kim,Mughabghab,Herman,Oblozinsky 6625
279) 66-Dy-158 BNL,KAERI EVAL-Feb06 Kim,Mughabghab,Herman,Oblozinsky 6631
280) 66-Dy-160 BNL,KAERI EVAL-Feb06 Kim,Herman,Oh,Oblozinsky 6637
281) 66-Dy-161 BNL,KAERI EVAL-Feb06 Kim,Herman,Oh,Oblozinsky 6640
282) 66-Dy-162 BNL,KAERI EVAL-Feb06 Kim,Herman,Oh,Oblozinsky 6643
283) 66-Dy-163 BNL,KAERI EVAL-Feb06 Kim,Herman,Oh,Oblozinsky 6646
284) 66-Dy-164 BNL,KAERI EVAL-Feb06 Kim,Herman,Oh,Oblozinsky 6649
285) 67-Ho-165 LANL,BNL EVAL-Jan05 P.G.Young+, Mughabghab 6725
286) 67-Ho-166M BNL EVAL-Mar06 Herman,Oblozinsky,Mughabghab 6729
287) 68-Er-162 TIT EVAL-Sep00 A.K.M. Harun-Ar-Rashid+ 6825
288) 68-Er-164 TIT EVAL-Sep00 A.K.M. Harun-Ar-Rashid+ 6831
289) 68-Er-166 TIT,BNL EVAL-Jan05 Harun-Ar-Rashid+, Mughabghab 6837
290) 68-Er-167 TIT,BNL EVAL-Jan05 Harun-Ar-Rashid+, Mughabghab 6840
291) 68-Er-168 TIT,BNL EVAL-Jan05 Harun-Ar-Rashid+, Mughabghab 6843
292) 68-Er-170 TIT,BNL EVAL-Jan05 Harun-Ar-Rashid+, Mughabghab 6849
293) 71-Lu-175 ORNL,BNW EVAL-Mar98 R.Q.Wright, Leonard-Stewart 7125
294) 71-Lu-176 ORNL,BNW EVAL-Mar98 R.Q.Wright, Leonard-Stewart 7128
295) 72-Hf-174 ORNL,SAI,+ EVAL-Apr76 R.Q.Wright, M.K.Drake+ 7225
296) 72-Hf-176 ORNL,SAI,+ EVAL-Apr76 R.Q.Wright, M.K.Drake+ 7231
297) 72-Hf-177 ORNL,SAI,+ EVAL-Apr76 R.Q.Wright, M.K.Drake+ 7234
298) 72-Hf-178 ORNL,SAI,+ EVAL-Aug76 R.Q.Wright, M.K.Drake+ 7237
299) 72-Hf-179 ORNL,SAI,+ EVAL-Apr76 R.Q.Wright, M.K.Drake+ 7240
300) 72-Hf-180 ORNL,SAI,+ EVAL-Apr76 R.Q.Wright, M.K.Drake+ 7243
301) 73-Ta-181 LLNL EVAL-Jan72 Howerton, Perkins, MacGregor 7328
302) 73-Ta-182 AI EVAL-Apr71 J.Otter,C.Dunford and E.Ottewitte 7331
303) 74-W -182 LANL,ANL EVAL-Oct96 M.B.Chadwick,P.G.Young,E.Arthur 7431
304) 74-W -183 LANL,ANL EVAL-Oct96 M.B.Chadwick,P.G.Young,Arthur 7434
305) 74-W -184 LANL,ANL EVAL-Oct96 M.B.Chadwick,P.G.Young,Arthur 7437
306) 74-W -186 LANL,ANL EVAL-Oct96 M.B.Chadwick,P.G.Young,Arthur 7443
307) 75-Re-185 ORNL,LANL EVAL-Mar90 L.W.Weston and P.G.Young 7525
308) 75-Re-187 ORNL,LANL EVAL-Mar90 L.W.Weston and P.G.Young 7531
309) 77-Ir-191 LANL,BNL EVAL-Aug06 Talou,Kawano,Chadwick,Rochman+ 7725
310) 77-Ir-193 LANL,BNL EVAL-Aug06 Rochman,Chadwick,Talou,Kawano+ 7731
311) 79-Au-197 LANL EVAL-Jan84 P.G.Young 7925
312) 80-Hg-196 LANL EVAL-Feb98 S.Chiba, M.Chadwick,P.Young 8025
313) 80-Hg-198 LANL EVAL-Oct04 M.Chadwick,S.Chiba,P.Young 8031
314) 80-Hg-199 LANL EVAL-Oct04 S.Chiba, M.Chadwick,P.Young 8034
315) 80-Hg-200 LANL EVAL-Oct04 M.Chadwick,S.Chiba,P.Young 8037
316) 80-Hg-201 LANL EVAL-Oct04 S.Chiba,M.Chadwick,P.Young 8040
317) 80-Hg-202 LANL EVAL-Oct04 M.Chadwick,S.Chiba,P.Young 8043
318) 80-Hg-204 LANL EVAL-Oct05 S.Chiba,M.Chadwick,P.Young 8049
319) 82-Pb-204 NRG EVAL-Dec04 A.J. Koning 8225
320) 82-Pb-206 NRG EVAL-Dec04 A.J. Koning 8231
321) 82-Pb-207 NRG EVAL-Dec04 A.J. Koning 8234
322) 82-Pb-208 LANL,ORNL EVAL-Aug06 M.B.Chadwick, P.G.Young, C.Y.Fu 8237
323) 83-Bi-209 LANL,ANL EVAL-Jul98 M.Chadwick,P.Young,A.Smith 8325
324) 88-Ra-223 TIT EVAL-Aug88 N.Takagi 8825
325) 88-Ra-224 TIT EVAL-Aug88 N.Takagi 8828
326) 88-Ra-225 TIT EVAL-Aug88 N.Takagi 8831
327) 88-Ra-226 TIT EVAL-Aug88 N.Takagi 8834
328) 89-Ac-225 TIT EVAL-Aug88 N.Takagi 8925
329) 89-Ac-226 TIT EVAL-Aug88 N.Takagi 8928
330) 89-Ac-227 TIT EVAL-Aug88 N.Takagi 8931
331) 90-Th-227 TIT EVAL-Aug88 N.Takagi 9025
332) 90-Th-228 KINKI U. EVAL-Jun87 T.Ohsawa 9028
333) 90-Th-229 TIT EVAL-Aug88 N.Takagi 9031
334) 90-Th-230 HEDL EVAL-Nov77 Mann 9034
335) 90-Th-232 IAEA EVAL-Feb06 CRP/Th-U Co-ordinator A. Trkov 9040
336) 90-Th-233 KINKI U. EVAL-Jul87 T.Ohsawa 9043
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337) 90-Th-234 KINKI U. EVAL-Jul87 T.Ohsawa 9046
338) 91-Pa-231 IAEA EVAL-Feb06 CRP/Th-U Co-ordinator A. Trkov 9131
339) 91-Pa-232 ORNL,TIT EVAL-Oct05 R.Q.Wright, N.Takagi 9134
340) 91-Pa-233 IAEA Eval-MAR06 CRP/Th-U Co-ordinator A. Trkov 9137
341) 92-U -232 ORNL,LANL+ EVAL-Apr05 M.B.Chadwick, P.G.Young 9219
342) 92-U -233 LANL,ORNL EVAL-Sep06 Young,Chadwick,Talou,Leal,Derrien 9222
343) 92-U -234 ORNL,LANL+ EVAL-Apr06 Young,Kawano,Chadwick,MacFarlane 9225
344) 92-U -235 ORNL,LANL,+ EVAL-Sep06 Young,Chadwick,Talou,Madland,Leal 9228
345) 92-U -236 LANL EVAL-Feb05 Young,Chadwick,MacFarlane+ 9231
346) 92-U -237 LANL EVAL-Feb06 P.G.Young, M.B.Chadwick 9234
347) 92-U -238 ORNL,LANL+ EVAL-Sep06 Young,Chadwick,Derrien,Courcelle 9237
348) 92-U -239 LANL EVAL-Aug06 P.G.Young, M.B.Chadwick 9240
349) 92-U -240 LANL EVAL-Feb05 Young,Chadwick,MacFarlane+ 9243
350) 92-U -241 LANL EVAL-Feb05 P.G.Young, M.B.Chadwick 9246
351) 93-Np-235 JAERI EVAL-Mar95 T.Nakagawa 9340
352) 93-Np-236 ORNL,JAERI EVAL-Dec99 R.Q. Wright, T.Nakagawa 9343
353) 93-Np-237 LANL EVAL-Mar06 P.Young,E.Arthur,F.Mann,T.Kawano 9346
354) 93-Np-238 JAERI EVAL-Mar93 T.Nakagawa 9349
355) 93-Np-239 ORNL EVAL-Dec88 R.Q.Wright 9352
356) 94-Pu-236 JAERI EVAL-Feb02 O.Iwamoto 9428
357) 94-Pu-237 HEDL EVAL-Apr78 Mann and Schenter 9431
358) 94-Pu-238 HEDL,AI,+ EVAL-Apr78 Mann,Schenter,Alter,Dunford+ 9434
359) 94-Pu-239 LANL EVAL-Sep06 Young,Chadwick,MacFarlane,Derrien 9437
360) 94-Pu-240 ORNL EVAL-Aug86 L.W. Weston and E. D. Arthur 9440
361) 94-Pu-241 ORNL EVAL-Oct03 L.Weston,R.Wright,H.Derrien + 9443
362) 94-Pu-242 HEDL,SRL,+ EVAL-Oct78 Mann,Benjamin,Madland,Howerton,+ 9446
363) 94-Pu-243 SRL,LLNL EVAL-Jul76 Benjamin,McCrosson,Howerton 9449
364) 94-Pu-244 HEDL,SRL EVAL-Apr78 Mann,Schenter,Benjamin,McCrosson 9452
365) 94-Pu-246 JAERI EVAL-Mar95 T.Nakagawa 9458
366) 95-Am-241 LANL EVAL-Mar06 Kawano,Chadwick 9543
367) 95-Am-242 LANL EVAL-Dec04 Talou,Young,Kawano 9546
368) 95-Am-242M LANL EVAL-Sep05 Talou,Young,Kawano 9547
369) 95-Am-243 LANL,ORNL EVAL-Jan06 P.G.Young, L.W.Weston, P.Talou 9549
370) 95-Am-244 JAERI EVAL-Mar88 T.Nakagawa 9552
371) 95-Am-244M JAERI EVAL-Mar88 T.Nakagawa 9553
372) 96-Cm-241 HEDL EVAL-Apr78 Mann and Schenter 9628
373) 96-Cm-242 HEDL,SRL,+ EVAL-Apr78 Mann,Benjamin,Howerton,+ 9631
374) 96-Cm-243 MINSK EVAL-Jul95 V.Maslov,+ 9634
375) 96-Cm-244 JAERI EVAL-Oct95 T.Nakagawa and T.Liu 9637
376) 96-Cm-245 MINSK,BYEL EVAL-Nov95 V.M. Maslov, + 9640
377) 96-Cm-246 MINSK EVAL-Nov95 V.Maslov, + 9643
378) 96-Cm-247 JAERI,ORNL EVAL-Oct05 R.Q. Wright, T.Nakagawa, T.Liu 9646
379) 96-Cm-248 HEDL,SRL,+ EVAL-Apr78 Mann,Benjamin,Howerton, + 9649
380) 96-Cm-249 JAERI EVAL-Oct95 T.Nakagawa and T.Liu 9652
381) 96-Cm-250 JAERI EVAL-Oct95 T.Nakagawa and T.Liu 9655
382) 97-Bk-249 CNDC EVAL-Jun86 Zhou Delin, + 9752
383) 97-Bk-250 JAERI EVAL-Mar87 T.Nakagawa 9755
384) 98-Cf-249 CNDC EVAL-Apr89 Zhou Delin, Su Zhongdi, + 9852
385) 98-Cf-250 SRL,LLNL+ EVAL-Jul76 Benjamin,McCrosson,Howerton,+ 9855
386) 98-Cf-251 SRL,LLNL+ EVAL-Jul76 Benjamin,McCrosson,Howerton,+ 9858
387) 98-Cf-252 SRL,LLNL+ EVAL-Jul76 Benjamin,McCrosson,Howerton,+ 9861
388) 98-Cf-253 SRL EVAL-Dec75 Benjamin and McCrosson 9864
389) 98-Cf-254 TIT EVAL-Aug87 N.Takagi 9867
390) 99-Es-253 BNL,SRL EVAL-Jul76 Kinsey,Benjamin, and McCrosson 9913
391) 99-Es-254 TIT EVAL-Aug87 N.Takagi 9914
392) 99-Es-255 TIT EVAL-Aug87 N.Takagi 9915
393) 100-Fm-255 TIT EVAL-Aug87 N.Takagi 9936
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Num. Material Lab. Date Authors MAT
1) 1-H - 1 LANL Feb98 G.Hale 125
2) 1-H - 2 LANL Feb97 P.G.Young,G.M.Hale,M.B.Chadwick 128
3) 1-H - 3 LANL Sep01 G.M.Hale 131
4) 2-He- 3 LANL Oct83 G.Hale 225
5) 3-Li- 6 LANL Aug01 G.M.Hale 325
6) 3-Li- 7 LANL Jun04 P.R.Page 328
7) 4-Be- 9 LANL Nov88 P.G.Young, E.D.Arthur 409
8) 5-B - 10 LANL Aug05 P.R.Page 525
9) 6-C - 12 LANL Jun96 M.B.Chadwick And P.G.Young 625
10) 6-C - 13 LANL Dec04 P.R.Page 628
11) 7-N - 14 LANL Aug97 M.B.Chadwick and P.G.Young 725
12) 8-O - 16 LANL Jun96 M.B.Chadwick and P.G.Young 825
13) 13-Al- 27 LANL Feb97 M.B.Chadwick and P.G.Young 1325
14) 14-Si- 28 LANL Jun97 M.B.Chadwick and P.G.Young 1425
15) 14-Si- 29 LANL Jun97 M.B.Chadwick and P.G.Young 1428
16) 14-Si- 30 LANL Jun97 M.B.Chadwick and P.G.Young 1431
17) 15-P - 31 LANL Dec97 M.Chadwick,P.Young 1525
18) 20-Ca- 40 LANL Mar97 M.B.Chadwick and P.G.Young 2025
19) 24-Cr- 50 LANL Oct97 S.Chiba,M.Chadwick,P.Young 2425
20) 24-Cr- 52 LANL Oct97 S.Chiba,M.Chadwick,P.Young 2431
21) 24-Cr- 53 LANL Oct97 S.Chiba,M.Chadwick,P.Young 2434
22) 24-Cr- 54 LANL Oct97 S.Chiba,M.Chadwick,P.Young 2437
23) 26-Fe- 54 LANL Oct96 M.B.Chadwick,P.G.Young,A.J.Koning 2625
24) 26-Fe- 56 LANL Oct96 M.B.Chadwick,P.G.Young,A.J.Koning 2631
25) 26-Fe- 57 LANL Oct96 M.B.Chadwick,P.G.Young,A.J.Koning 2634
26) 28-Ni- 58 LANL Sep97 Chiba,Chadwick,Young,Koning 2825
27) 28-Ni- 60 LANL Sep97 Chiba,Chadwick,Young,Koning 2831
28) 28-Ni- 61 LANL Sep97 Chiba,Chadwick,Young,Koning 2834
29) 28-Ni- 62 LANL Sep97 Chiba,Chadwick,Young,Koning 2837
30) 28-Ni- 64 LANL Sep97 Chiba,Chadwick,Young,Koning 2843
31) 29-Cu- 63 LANL Feb98 A.Koning,M.Chadwick,P.Young 2925
32) 29-Cu- 65 LANL Feb98 A.Koning,M.Chadwick,P.Young 2931
33) 41-Nb- 93 LANL Dec97 M.Chadwick,P.Young 4125
34) 74-W -182 LANL Oct96 M.B.Chadwick,P.G.Young 7431
35) 74-W -183 LANL Oct96 M.B.Chadwick,P.G.Young 7434
36) 74-W -184 LANL Oct96 M.B.Chadwick,P.G.Young 7437
37) 74-W -186 LANL Oct96 M.B.Chadwick,P.G.Young 7443
38) 80-Hg-196 LANL Feb98 S.Chiba, M.Chadwick,P.Young 8025
39) 80-Hg-198 LANL Feb98 S.Chiba, M.Chadwick,P.Young 8031
40) 80-Hg-199 LANL Feb98 M.Chadwick,S.Chiba,P.Young 8034
41) 80-Hg-200 LANL Feb98 M.Chadwick,S.Chiba,P.Young 8037
42) 80-Hg-201 LANL Feb98 S.Chiba,M.Chadwick,P.Young 8040
43) 80-Hg-202 LANL Feb98 M.Chadwick,S.Chiba,P.Young 8043
44) 80-Hg-204 LANL Feb98 S.Chiba,M.Chadwick,P.Young 8049
45) 82-Pb-206 LANL Oct96 M.B.Chadwick,P.G.Young,A.J.Koning 8231
46) 82-Pb-207 LANL Oct96 M.B.Chadwick,P.G.Young,A.J.Koning 8234
47) 82-Pb-208 LANL Oct96 M.B.Chadwick,P.G.Young,A.J.Koning 8237
48) 83-Bi-209 LANL Jul98 M.B.Chadwick,P.G.Young 8325
TABLE XXXVII: Thermal neutron scattering sublibrary (NSUB = 12)
Num. Material Lab. Date Authors MAT
1) H(H2O) IKE,LANL Mar06 MacFarlane, Keinert, Mattes 1
2) para-H LANL Apr93 MacFarlane 2
3) ortho-H LANL Apr93 MacFarlane 3
4) H(ZrH) LANL Apr93 MacFarlane 7
5) D(D2O) LANL Mar06 MacFarlane, Mattes, Keinert 11
6) para-d LANL Apr93 MacFarlane 12
7) ortho-d LANL Apr93 MacFarlane 13
8) Be metal LANL Apr93 MacFarlane 26
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TABLE XXXVII: Thermal neutron scattering sublibrary (NSUB = 12)
Num. Material Lab. Date Authors MAT
9) Be(BeO) LANL Jul05 MacFarlane 27
10) O(BeO) LANL Jul05 MacFarlane 28
11) graphite LANL Apr93 MacFarlane 31
12) l-ch4 LANL Apr93 MacFarlane 33
13) s-ch4 LANL Apr93 MacFarlane 34
14) H(CH2) GA Dec69 Koppel, Houston, Sprevak 37
15) BENZINE GA Dec69 Koppel, Houston, Borgonovi 40
16) 13-Al- 27 LANL Oct05 MacFarlane 45
17) 26-Fe- 56 LANL Oct05 MacFarlane 56
18) Zr(ZrH) LANL Apr93 MacFarlane 58
19) O(UO2) LANL Feb05 MacFarlane 75
20) U(UO2) LANL Feb05 MacFarlane 76
TABLE XXXVIII: Neutron cross section standards sublibrary (NSUB
= 19)
Num. Material Lab. Date Authors MAT
1) 1-H - 1 LANL Oct05 G.M.Hale 125
2) 2-He- 3 LANL May90 G.Hale, D.Dodder, P.Young 225
3) 3-Li- 6 IAEA Sep05 IAEA-CRP, NEA-WPEC(SG7), CSEWG 325
4) 5-B - 10 IAEA Sep05 IAEA-CRP, NEA-WPEC(SG7), CSEWG 525
5) 6-C - 0 LANL,ORNL Jun96 M.B. Chadwick, P.G. Young, C.Y. Fu 600
6) 79-Au-197 IAEA Sep05 IAEA-CRP, NEA-WPEC(SG7), CSEWG 7925
7) 92-U -235 IAEA Sep05 IAEA-CRP, NEA-WPEC(SG7), CSEWG 9228
8) 92-U -238 IAEA Sep05 IAEA-CRP, NEA-WPEC(SG7), CSEWG 9237
TABLE XXXIX: Deuteron sublibrary (NSUB = 10020)
Num. Material Lab. Date Authors MAT
1) 1-H - 2 LANL Sep01 G.M. Hale 128
2) 1-H - 3 LANL Jan95 G.M. Hale and M. Drosg 131
3) 2-He- 3 LANL Feb01 G.M. Hale 225
4) 3-Li- 6 LANL Jun04 P.R. Page 325
5) 3-Li- 7 LANL Mar03 G.M. Hale 328
TABLE XL: Triton sublibrary (NSUB = 10030)
Num. Material Lab. Date Authors MAT
1) 1-H - 3 LANL Feb01 G.M. Hale 131
2) 2-He- 3 LANL Aug01 G.M. Hale 225
3) 3-Li- 6 LANL Sep01 G.M. Hale 325
TABLE XLI: 3He sublibrary (NSUB = 20030)
Num. Material Lab. Date Authors MAT
1) 2-He- 3 LANL Aug01 G.M. Hale 225
2) 3-Li- 6 LANL Nov02 G.M. Hale 325
TABLE XLII: Electro-atomic sublibrary (NSUB = 113)
Num. Material Lab. Date Authors MAT
1) 1-H -0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 100
2) 2-He-0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 200
3) 3-Li-0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 300
4) 4-Be-0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 400
5) 5-B -0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 500
TABLE XLII: Electro-atomic sublibrary (NSUB = 113)
Num. Material Lab. Date Authors MAT
6) 6-C -0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 600
7) 7-N -0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 700
8) 8-O -0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 800
9) 9-F -0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 900
10) 10-Ne-0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 1000
11) 11-Na-0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 1100
12) 12-Mg-0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 1200
13) 13-Al-0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 1300
14) 14-Si-0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 1400
15) 15-P -0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 1500
16) 16-S -0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 1600
17) 17-Cl-0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 1700
18) 18-Ar-0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 1800
19) 19-K -0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 1900
20) 20-Ca-0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 2000
21) 21-Sc-0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 2100
22) 22-Ti-0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 2200
23) 23-V -0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 2300
24) 24-Cr-0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 2400
25) 25-Mn-0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 2500
26) 26-Fe-0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 2600
27) 27-Co-0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 2700
28) 28-Ni-0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 2800
29) 29-Cu-0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 2900
30) 30-Zn-0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 3000
31) 31-Ga-0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 3100
32) 32-Ge-0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 3200
33) 33-As-0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 3300
34) 34-Se-0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 3400
35) 35-Br-0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 3500
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TABLE XLII: Electro-atomic sublibrary (NSUB = 113)
Num. Material Lab. Date Authors MAT
36) 36-Kr-0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 3600
37) 37-Rb-0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 3700
38) 38-Sr-0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 3800
39) 39-Y -0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 3900
40) 40-Zr-0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 4000
41) 41-Nb-0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 4100
42) 42-Mo-0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 4200
43) 43-Tc-0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 4300
44) 44-Ru-0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 4400
45) 45-Rh-0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 4500
46) 46-Pd-0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 4600
47) 47-Ag-0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 4700
48) 48-Cd-0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 4800
49) 49-In-0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 4900
50) 50-Sn-0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 5000
51) 51-Sb-0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 5100
52) 52-Te-0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 5200
53) 53-I -0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 5300
54) 54-Xe-0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 5400
55) 55-Cs-0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 5500
56) 56-Ba-0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 5600
57) 57-La-0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 5700
58) 58-Ce-0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 5800
59) 59-Pr-0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 5900
60) 70-Nd-0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 6000
61) 71-Pm-0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 6100
62) 72-Sm-0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 6200
63) 73-Eu-0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 6300
64) 74-Gd-0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 6400
65) 75-Tb-0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 6500
66) 76-Dy-0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 6600
67) 77-Ho-0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 6700
68) 78-Er-0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 6800
69) 79-Tm-0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 6900
70) 70-Yb-0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 7000
71) 71-Lu-0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 7100
72) 72-Hf-0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 7200
73) 73-Ta-0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 7300
74) 74-W -0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 7400
75) 75-Re-0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 7500
76) 76-Os-0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 7600
77) 77-Ir-0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 7700
78) 78-Pt-0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 7800
79) 79-Au-0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 7900
80) 80-Hg-0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 8000
81) 81-Tl-0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 8100
82) 82-Pb-0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 8200
83) 83-Bi-0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 8300
84) 84-Po-0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 8400
85) 85-At-0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 8500
86) 86-Rn-0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 8600
87) 87-Fr-0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 8700
88) 88-Ra-0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 8800
89) 89-Ac-0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 8900
90) 90-Th-0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 9000
91) 91-Pa-0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 9100
92) 92-U -0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 9200
93) 93-Np-0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 9300
94) 94-Pu-0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 9400
95) 95-Am-0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 9500
96) 96-Cm-0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 9600
TABLE XLII: Electro-atomic sublibrary (NSUB = 113)
Num. Material Lab. Date Authors MAT
97) 97-Bk-0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 9700
98) 98-Cf-0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 9800
99) 99-Es-0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 9900
100) 100-Fm-0 LLNL Dec89 D.E. Cullen 9920
TABLE XLIII: Photo-atomic sublibrary (NSUB = 3)
Num. Material Lab. Date Authors MAT
1) 1-H -0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 100
2) 2-He-0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 200
3) 3-Li-0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 300
4) 4-Be-0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 400
5) 5-B -0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 500
6) 6-C -0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 600
7) 7-N -0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 700
8) 8-O -0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 800
9) 9-F -0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 900
10) 10-Ne-0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 1000
11) 11-Na-0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 1100
12) 12-Mg-0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 1200
13) 13-Al-0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 1300
14) 14-Si-0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 1400
15) 15-P -0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 1500
16) 16-S -0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 1600
17) 17-Cl-0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 1700
18) 18-Ar-0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 1800
19) 19-K -0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 1900
20) 20-Ca-0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 2000
21) 21-Sc-0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 2100
22) 22-Ti-0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 2200
23) 23-V -0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 2300
24) 24-Cr-0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 2400
25) 25-Mn-0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 2500
26) 26-Fe-0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 2600
27) 27-Co-0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 2700
28) 28-Ni-0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 2800
29) 29-Cu-0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 2900
30) 30-Zn-0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 3000
31) 31-Ga-0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 3100
32) 32-Ge-0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 3200
33) 33-As-0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 3300
34) 34-Se-0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 3400
35) 35-Br-0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 3500
36) 36-Kr-0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 3600
37) 37-Rb-0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 3700
38) 38-Sr-0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 3800
39) 39-Y -0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 3900
40) 40-Zr-0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 4000
41) 41-Nb-0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 4100
42) 42-Mo-0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 4200
43) 43-Tc-0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 4300
44) 44-Ru-0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 4400
45) 45-Rh-0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 4500
46) 46-Pd-0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 4600
47) 47-Ag-0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 4700
48) 48-Cd-0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 4800
49) 49-In-0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 4900
50) 50-Sn-0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 5000
51) 51-Sb-0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 5100
52) 52-Te-0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 5200
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TABLE XLIII: Photo-atomic sublibrary (NSUB = 3)
Num. Material Lab. Date Authors MAT
53) 53-I -0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 5300
54) 54-Xe-0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 5400
55) 55-Cs-0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 5500
56) 56-Ba-0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 5600
57) 57-La-0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 5700
58) 58-Ce-0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 5800
59) 59-Pr-0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 5900
60) 70-Nd-0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 6000
61) 71-Pm-0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 6100
62) 72-Sm-0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 6200
63) 73-Eu-0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 6300
64) 74-Gd-0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 6400
65) 75-Tb-0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 6500
66) 76-Dy-0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 6600
67) 77-Ho-0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 6700
68) 78-Er-0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 6800
69) 79-Tm-0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 6900
70) 70-Yb-0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 7000
71) 71-Lu-0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 7100
72) 72-Hf-0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 7200
73) 73-Ta-0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 7300
74) 74-W -0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 7400
75) 75-Re-0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 7500
76) 76-Os-0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 7600
77) 77-Ir-0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 7700
78) 78-Pt-0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 7800
79) 79-Au-0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 7900
80) 80-Hg-0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 8000
81) 81-Tl-0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 8100
82) 82-Pb-0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 8200
83) 83-Bi-0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 8300
84) 84-Po-0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 8400
85) 85-At-0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 8500
86) 86-Rn-0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 8600
87) 87-Fr-0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 8700
88) 88-Ra-0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 8800
89) 89-Ac-0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 8900
90) 90-Th-0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 9000
91) 91-Pa-0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 9100
92) 92-U -0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 9200
93) 93-Np-0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 9300
94) 94-Pu-0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 9400
95) 95-Am-0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 9500
96) 96-Cm-0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 9600
97) 97-Bk-0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 9700
98) 98-Cf-0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 9800
99) 99-Es-0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 9900
100) 100-Fm-0 LLNL Jul97 D.E. Cullen 9920
TABLE XLIV: Atomic relaxation sublibrary (NSUB = 6)
Num. Material Lab. Date Authors MAT
1) 1-H -0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 100
2) 2-He-0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 200
3) 3-Li-0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 300
4) 4-Be-0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 400
5) 5-B -0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 500
6) 6-C -0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 600
7) 7-N -0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 700
8) 8-O -0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 800
TABLE XLIV: Atomic relaxation sublibrary (NSUB = 6)
Num. Material Lab. Date Authors MAT
9) 9-F -0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 900
10) 10-Ne-0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 1000
11) 11-Na-0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 1100
12) 12-Mg-0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 1200
13) 13-Al-0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 1300
14) 14-Si-0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 1400
15) 15-P -0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 1500
16) 16-S -0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 1600
17) 17-Cl-0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 1700
18) 18-Ar-0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 1800
19) 19-K -0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 1900
20) 20-Ca-0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 2000
21) 21-Sc-0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 2100
22) 22-Ti-0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 2200
23) 23-V -0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 2300
24) 24-Cr-0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 2400
25) 25-Mn-0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 2500
26) 26-Fe-0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 2600
27) 27-Co-0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 2700
28) 28-Ni-0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 2800
29) 29-Cu-0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 2900
30) 30-Zn-0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 3000
31) 31-Ga-0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 3100
32) 32-Ge-0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 3200
33) 33-As-0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 3300
34) 34-Se-0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 3400
35) 35-Br-0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 3500
36) 36-Kr-0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 3600
37) 37-Rb-0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 3700
38) 38-Sr-0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 3800
39) 39-Y -0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 3900
40) 40-Zr-0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 4000
41) 41-Nb-0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 4100
42) 42-Mo-0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 4200
43) 43-Tc-0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 4300
44) 44-Ru-0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 4400
45) 45-Rh-0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 4500
46) 46-Pd-0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 4600
47) 47-Ag-0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 4700
48) 48-Cd-0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 4800
49) 49-In-0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 4900
50) 50-Sn-0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 5000
51) 51-Sb-0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 5100
52) 52-Te-0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 5200
53) 53-I -0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 5300
54) 54-Xe-0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 5400
55) 55-Cs-0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 5500
56) 56-Ba-0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 5600
57) 57-La-0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 5700
58) 58-Ce-0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 5800
59) 59-Pr-0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 5900
60) 70-Nd-0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 6000
61) 71-Pm-0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 6100
62) 72-Sm-0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 6200
63) 73-Eu-0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 6300
64) 74-Gd-0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 6400
65) 75-Tb-0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 6500
66) 76-Dy-0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 6600
67) 77-Ho-0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 6700
68) 78-Er-0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 6800
69) 79-Tm-0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 6900
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TABLE XLIV: Atomic relaxation sublibrary (NSUB = 6)
Num. Material Lab. Date Authors MAT
70) 70-Yb-0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 7000
71) 71-Lu-0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 7100
72) 72-Hf-0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 7200
73) 73-Ta-0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 7300
74) 74-W -0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 7400
75) 75-Re-0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 7500
76) 76-Os-0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 7600
77) 77-Ir-0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 7700
78) 78-Pt-0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 7800
79) 79-Au-0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 7900
80) 80-Hg-0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 8000
81) 81-Tl-0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 8100
82) 82-Pb-0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 8200
83) 83-Bi-0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 8300
84) 84-Po-0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 8400
85) 85-At-0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 8500
86) 86-Rn-0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 8600
87) 87-Fr-0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 8700
88) 88-Ra-0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 8800
89) 89-Ac-0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 8900
90) 90-Th-0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 9000
91) 91-Pa-0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 9100
92) 92-U -0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 9200
93) 93-Np-0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 9300
94) 94-Pu-0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 9400
95) 95-Am-0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 9500
96) 96-Cm-0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 9600
97) 97-Bk-0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 9700
98) 98-Cf-0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 9800
99) 99-Es-0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 9900
100) 100-Fm-0 LLNL Dec90 D.E. Cullen 9920
TABLE XLV: Spontaneous fission yields sublibrary (NSUB = 5)
Num. Material Lab. Date Authors MAT
1) 92-U -238 LANL Jul89 T.R. England,+ 9237
2) 96-Cm-244 LANL Jul89 T.R. England,+ 9637
3) 96-Cm-246 LANL Jul89 T.R. England,+ 9643
4) 96-Cm-248 LANL Jul89 T.R. England,+ 9649
5) 98-Cf-250 LANL Jul89 T.R. England,+ 9855
6) 98-Cf-252 LANL Jul89 T.R. England,+ 9861
7) 99-Es-253 LANL Jul89 T.R. England,+ 9913
8) 100-Fm-254 LANL Jul89 T.R. England,+ 9935
9) 100-Fm-256 LANL Jul89 T.R. England,+ 9937
TABLE XLVI: Neutron-induced fission yields sublibrary (NSUB = 11)
Num. Material Lab. Date Authors MAT
1) 90-Th-227 LANL Jul89 T.R. England,+ 9025
2) 90-Th-229 LANL Jul89 T.R. England,+ 9031
3) 90-Th-232 LANL Jul89 T.R. England,+ 9040
4) 91-Pa-231 LANL Jul89 T.R. England,+ 9131
5) 92-U -232 LANL Jul89 T.R. England,+ 9219
6) 92-U -233 LANL Jul89 T.R. England,+ 9222
7) 92-U -234 LANL Jul89 T.R. England,+ 9225
8) 92-U -235 LANL Jul89 T.R. England,+ 9228
9) 92-U -236 LANL Jul89 T.R. England,+ 9231
10) 92-U -237 LANL Jul89 T.R. England,+ 9234
11) 92-U -238 LANL Jul89 T.R. England,+ 9237
12) 93-Np-237 LANL Jul89 T.R. England,+ 9346
13) 93-Np-238 LANL Jul89 T.R. England,+ 9349
14) 94-Pu-238 LANL Jul89 T.R. England,+ 9434
15) 94-Pu-239 LANL Jul89 T.R. England,+ 9437
16) 94-Pu-240 LANL Jul89 T.R. England,+ 9440
17) 94-Pu-241 LANL Jul89 T.R. England,+ 9443
18) 94-Pu-242 LANL Jul89 T.R. England,+ 9446
19) 95-Am-241 LANL Jul89 T.R. England,+ 9543
20) 95-Am-242M LANL Jul89 T.R. England,+ 9547
21) 95-Am-243 LANL Jul89 T.R. England,+ 9549
22) 96-Cm-242 LANL Jul89 T.R. England,+ 9631
23) 96-Cm-243 LANL Jul89 T.R. England,+ 9634
24) 96-Cm-244 LANL Jul89 T.R. England,+ 9637
25) 96-Cm-245 LANL Jul89 T.R. England,+ 9640
26) 96-Cm-246 LANL Jul89 T.R. England,+ 9643
27) 96-Cm-248 LANL Jul89 T.R. England,+ 9649
28) 98-Cf-249 LANL Jul89 T.R. England,+ 9852
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TABLE XLVI: Neutron-induced fission yields sublibrary (NSUB = 11)
Num. Material Lab. Date Authors MAT
29) 98-Cf-251 LANL Jul89 T.R. England,+ 9858
30) 99-Es-254 LANL Jul89 T.R. England,+ 9914
31) 100-Fm-255 LANL Jul89 T.R. England,+ 9936
TABLE XLVII: Radioactive decay data sublibrary (NSUB = 4). Given
is the atomic charge, with corresponding chemical symbol, and the range
of atomic mass number with data in this sublibrary. The total number
of materials is 3830.
Z Mass range Lab. Date Author
0 (Neutron) 1 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
1 (H) 1 to 6 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
2 (He) 3 to 10 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
3 (Li) 4 to 12 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
4 (Be) 6 to 16 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
5 (B) 7 to 19 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
6 (C) 9 to 22 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
7 (N) 10 to 25 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
8 (O) 12 to 28 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
9 (F) 14 to 31 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
10 (Ne) 17 to 34 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
11 (Na) 18 to 37 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
12 (Mg) 20 to 40 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
13 (Al) 21 to 42 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
14 (Si) 22 to 44 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
15 (P) 24 to 46 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
16 (S) 26 to 49 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
17 (Cl) 29 to 51 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
18 (Ar) 31 to 53 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
19 (K) 33 to 55 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
20 (Ca) 35 to 57 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
21 (Sc) 38 to 60 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
22 (Ti) 38 to 63 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
23 (V) 42 to 65 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
24 (Cr) 42 to 67 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
25 (Mn) 44 to 69 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
26 (Fe) 45 to 72 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
27 (Co) 49 to 75 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
28 (Ni) 48 to 78 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
29 (Cu) 53 to 80 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
30 (Zn) 55 to 83 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
31 (Ga) 60 to 86 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
32 (Ge) 60 to 89 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
33 (As) 64 to 92 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
34 (Se) 65 to 94 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
35 (Br) 68 to 97 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
36 (Kr) 69 to 100 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
37 (Rb) 72 to 101 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
38 (Sr) 73 to 105 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
39 (Y) 76 to 108 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
40 (Zr) 78 to 110 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
41 (Nb) 81 to 113 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
42 (Mo) 83 to 115 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
43 (Tc) 85 to 118 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
44 (Ru) 87 to 120 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
45 (Rh) 89 to 122 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
46 (Pd) 91 to 124 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
47 (Ag) 93 to 130 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
48 (Cd) 95 to 132 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
49 (In) 97 to 135 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
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TABLE XLVII: Radioactive decay data sublibrary (NSUB = 4). Given
is the atomic charge, with corresponding chemical symbol, and the range
of atomic mass number with data in this sublibrary. The total number
of materials is 3830.
Z Mass range Lab. Date Author
50 (Sn) 99 to 137 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
51 (Sb) 103 to 139 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
52 (Te) 105 to 142 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
53 (I) 108 to 144 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
54 (Xe) 110 to 147 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
55 (Cs) 112 to 151 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
56 (Ba) 114 to 153 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
57 (La) 117 to 155 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
58 (Ce) 119 to 157 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
59 (Pr) 121 to 159 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
60 (Nd) 124 to 161 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
61 (Pm) 126 to 163 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
62 (Sm) 128 to 165 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
63 (Eu) 130 to 167 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
64 (Gd) 134 to 169 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
65 (Tb) 136 to 171 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
66 (Dy) 138 to 173 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
67 (Ho) 140 to 175 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
68 (Er) 143 to 177 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
69 (Tm) 145 to 179 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
70 (Yb) 148 to 181 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
71 (Lu) 150 to 184 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
72 (Hf) 153 to 188 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
73 (Ta) 155 to 190 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
74 (W) 158 to 192 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
75 (Re) 160 to 194 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
76 (Os) 162 to 196 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
77 (Ir) 164 to 199 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
78 (Pt) 166 to 202 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
79 (Au) 169 to 205 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
80 (Hg) 171 to 210 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
81 (Tl) 176 to 212 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
82 (Pb) 178 to 215 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
83 (Bi) 184 to 218 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
84 (Po) 188 to 220 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
85 (At) 193 to 223 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
86 (Rn) 195 to 228 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
87 (Fr) 199 to 232 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
88 (Ra) 202 to 234 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
89 (Ac) 206 to 236 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
90 (Th) 209 to 238 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
91 (Pa) 212 to 240 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
92 (U) 217 to 242 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
93 (Np) 225 to 244 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
94 (Pu) 228 to 247 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
95 (Am) 231 to 249 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
96 (Cm) 234 to 252 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
97 (Bk) 235 to 254 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
98 (Cf) 237 to 256 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
99 (Es) 240 to 258 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
100 (Fm) 242 to 260 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
101 (Md) 245 to 262 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
102 (No) 248 to 264 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
103 (Lr) 251 to 266 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
104 (Rf) 253 to 268 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
105 (Db) 255 to 269 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
106 (Sg) 258 to 273 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
107 (Bh) 260 to 275 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
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TABLE XLVII: Radioactive decay data sublibrary (NSUB = 4). Given
is the atomic charge, with corresponding chemical symbol, and the range
of atomic mass number with data in this sublibrary. The total number
of materials is 3830.
Z Mass range Lab. Date Author
108 (Hs) 263 to 276 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
109 (Mt) 265 to 279 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
110 (Ds) 267 to 281 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
111 (Rg) 272 to 283 BNL Apr06 A.A. Sonzogni
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